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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PRESIDENT'S
FOREST PLAN FOR THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST

TUESDAY, JULY 23, 1996

House of Representatives, Subcommittee on Na-
tional Parks, Forests and Lands, Committee on
Resources,

Washington, DC.

The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:08 a.m., in

room 1334, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. James V. Han-
sen (Chairman of the Subcommittee) presiding.

STATEMENT OF THE HON. JAMES V. HANSEN, A U.S. REP-
RESENTATIVE FROM UTAH; AND CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMIT-
TEE ON NATIONAL PARKS, FORESTS AND LANDS
Mr. Hansen. The Subcommittee on National Parks, Forests and

Lands convenes today for our seventh oversight hearing on Federal

forest land management issues. Today, our focus will be on the im-

plementation of President Clinton's Forest Plan for the Northwest,

also known as Option 9, after the alternative that was selected to

guide future management of the Federal forests within the range
of the Northern spotted owl.

The plan covers 24.5 million acres of national forest and Bureau
of Land Management lands in Washington, Oregon, and Northern
California. It was developed and adopted after the President con-

vened his Forest Conference in April 1993, having made a cam-
paign promise to solve the forest management gridlock in the

Northwest. The plan calls for a significant reduction in Federal

timber sales and allows forest management activities on only 12

percent of the Federal land base. Twenty-one-and-one-half million

acres are reserved by the plan in protected status for wilderness,

for lakes, successional and riparian reserves, and other administra-

tive withdrawals and adaptive management areas where limited

management and research is to be conducted following extensive

additional planning and analysis.

Along with establishing the reserves. Option 9 created a complex
interagency decisionmaking process that I hope the witnesses will

clarify for us today. Forest supervisors and regional foresters or

BLM district managers used to make their own decisions for the

Federal land under their responsibility. Now, they must defer to 12

Provincial Interagency Executive Committees, a Regional Inter-

agency Executive Committee, a Regional Ecosystem Committee,
and an Office of Forestry and Economic Development who all must
have a say in Forest Service and BLM decisions.

(1)



In addition, there are advisory committees to the provincial and
regional executive committees and regional and State economic re-

vitalization teams called CERT teams, which play a role in this

process.

Option 9 has now been in effect for over two years and the sub-
committee would like to know how it is working. Have the new ad-
visory and interagency committees enabled the Forest Service and
BLM to get on with their work, and provide the promised results?

Has it reduced the cost of doing business? What is preventing the
Forest Service and BLM from meeting the annual sale level of one
billion board feet that was promised? And how many and what
kinds of new jobs are being provided by the retraining programs in

these three States?
I hope our witnesses will also tell us how President Clinton's

plan has affected forest health and ecosystem conditions in the
Northwest, but I am concerned that Secretary Glickman's recent
direction restricting the use of salvage sales will hinder the Forest
Service's ability to meet the goals of the Clinton plan: balancing
the needs of forest ecosystems with the needs of local and regional
economies. I hope Secretary Babbitt does not intend to issue simi-

lar directions to the BLM.
Finally, I look forward to learning when we may expect to see

this forest plan fully implemented. Even those who criticized the
cumbersome management requirements and low planned outputs
promised by the plan back in 1994 must now be wishing that even
the planned goals could be achieved.
The Clinton plan was supposed to solve the gridlock by develop-

ing and implementing a process to achieve stable outputs for local

economies while protecting the environment in the Northern spot-

ted owl region. So far, all the evidence that we have seen shows
this is failing. I hope the administration and other witnesses will

surprise us by describing how things are improving. We do not
want a smoke and mirrors analysis. Instead, we would like to learn
how the President's promises could be achieved in the future.

I thank our members for appearing before us today. I understand
Mr. Dicks will not be able to be here, and I do not see the other
members, Wally Herger and Frank Riggs. I will turn to the able
gentleman from New Mexico, the distinguished ambassador, Mr.
Richardson.

STATEMENT OF THE HON. BILL RICHARDSON, A U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM NEW MEXICO

Mr. Richardson. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I cannot believe my eyes. It is 10:06. Unless you gave a six-

minute opening statement, this is the first time the subcommittee
has started a minute late.

Mr. Hansen. If I may explain and apologize and repent, I got

caught by a TV camera coming over and they just had to talk to

me about the armed services bill, so I apologize to all of you.

Mr. Richardson. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me just say that on the President's forest plan, prior to the

President stepping up to deal with this issue, there was gridlock

in the Pacific Northwest. No trees were being cut. Programs for

restoration of the ecosystem were fragmented. I think the Presi-
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dent changed all that and got the forest working again in a
proactive way.

I think the administration is to be commended for its commit-
ment of personnel and money to address a problem. Some may
complain about the pace, but we need only to look at where we
were to see how far we have come. The biggest single threat to the
success of the President's plan has been the timber salvage rider

enacted by this Congress, and as we know, in the Pacific North-
west, the salvage rider was not about salvage logging. It was about
releasing Section 318 sales to allow the cutting down of healthy
green trees, regardless of the environmental consequences.

Again, Mr. Chairman, the Forest Service, the administration is

to be commended for holding the plan together after, regrettably,

the plan was undercut by the timber salvage rider. But again, Mr.
Chairman, thank you for letting me make this opening statement.
Mr. Hansen. Thank you. I appreciate the gentleman's comment.
The gentleman from Oregon, Mr. Cooley, is recognized.

STATEMENT OF THE HON. WES COOLEY, A U.S.

REPRESENTATIVE FROM OREGON
Mr. Cooley. I appreciate the chairman for having these hear-

ings. I think that it needs to be aired on what has exactly hap-
pened in the last couple of years.

I strongly disagree with the minority leader. I do not think that
the timber salvage bill was really a 318 bill. I think it was a real,

true effort on the part of the Congress and on the part of the ad-
ministration, as well—that is the reason they signed on to it—to

go ahead and do a win-win-win, clean up the forest, replant, and
produce some productive jobs in the Northwest part of the United
States in the timber area.

The 318 rider in that section was merely to relieve a bill that
had been passed clear back in 1989 and been held up by litigation

from that time up until the timber salvage bill. It is too bad it was
painted into that corner and that picture that we were logging
"without laws", which was absolutely not true.

So I think that some of these hearings will clarify and straighten
out some of the misconceptions about that particular legislation

and I appreciate the chairman's effort on this behalf. Thank you.
Mr. Hansen. Thank you very much.
Seeing as we do not have our two members who were going to

be here to open this, we will start with our first panel and we will

take the members following this panel, if they show up.

We have Sue Kupillas, Jackson County Commissioner. She was
with us in Roseburg. We appreciate her being here. We also have
Joan Smith, Dr. Bob Lee, and Mr. Bob Olson. If these four folks

would like to come forward, we would appreciate it. We thank you
for being here. I point out that we are down to the last few days
of this session of Congress.
As you know, there are a lot of breaks as it is an election year,

and so we are going to hold you to five minutes. Is that all right?

Right in front of you, there is a red and green and yellow light. It

is like when you are running a traffic light—be careful. We will

give you each five minutes.



I notice my two colleagues walked in. Stay right where you are.

If my two colleagues would please come up here, we are going to

put you up here, if that is all right, and give you a moment. These
folks do not mind sitting a minute as you come up. All the way up
here, Mr. Herger and Mr. Riggs, if you would, right up here close,

so we can hear you. We appreciate you two being here, even though
you are both late.

Mr. RiGGS. If the record would note, we had baseball practice

this morning.
Mr. Hansen. First things first. I understand the priorities

around here.

Mr. Herger. It was a charity game that we play here, Mr. Chair-
man.
Mr. Hansen. Of course. An3rway, if you two baseball players

would like to go. We are very grateful to have these two very dis-

tinguished gentlemen from California who really have a great un-
derstanding of this issue. Mr. Herger, and then Mr. Riggs.

STATEMENT OF THE HON. WALLY HERGER, A U.S.

REPRESENTATIVE FROM CALIFORNIA
Mr. Herger. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members, for invit-

ing me to join you today.
This Subcommittee has worked long and hard to provide over-

sight on a broad range of forest management issues. Today's sub-
ject, President Clinton's Northwest Forest Plan, or Option 9, as it

is commonly called, may very well be the most important forest

management subject we will address this year.

I would like to begin by welcoming two of my constituents who
have joined us today. Supervisor-Elect Joan Smith is with us from
Siskiyou County, California. Also joining us is Gerry Bendix of Hi-
Ridge Lumber Company in Eureka, California. Joan and Gerry, it

is good to have you here and we all look forward to hearing your
comments.
Mr. Chairman, it is not often that I agree with President Clinton

when it comes to forest management. However, I fully concur with
a statement he made in 1993 at a press conference announcing Op-
tion 9. At that time, President Clinton said that, "The Pacific

Northwest requires both a healthy economy and a healthy environ-
ment and that one cannot exist without the other."

It is only appropriate, therefore, that we hold this hearing to de-

termine whether the Clinton forest plan is successfully preserving
both our environment and our Northwest economies. Perhaps the
best place to begin is the health of the environment. I draw the
Subcommittee's attention to two photographs taken within two late

successional reserves in Northern California. These are two small
portions of the 21 million acres permanently set aside under the
Clinton plan for little or no human management. The stated pur-
pose of late successional reserves is to protect old growth forest

ecosystems and habitat for species like the spotted owl.

The first photograph is of a burned late successional reserve on
Lick Creek in the Klamath National Forest in my district. The sec-

ond is of a blow-down in a late successional reserve along the Lone
Pine Ridge in the Six Rivers National Forest bordering my district

and Mr. Riggs' district.



As you can see, pictures truly paint a thousand words. The Lick
Creek site burned in 1994 in a fire that covered over 27,000 acres.

The Lone Pine Ridge site was part of a blow-down 17 miles long

and seven miles wide. Both sites are now eminently susceptible to

insect infestations, disease, and wildfire. The local Forest Service

believes both are in immediate need of emergency salvage harvest-

ing under the salvage law to protect our habitat, begin forest refor-

estation, and to provide several million board feet of timber for

local mills.

Tragically, however, the Clinton administration has forbidden it

under a recent directive from the administration restricting imple-

mentation of our Congressionally passed timber salvage law. Mr.
Chairman and Members, these scenes can be repeated over and
over again in the Option 9 forests of Northern California. Washing-
ton, D.C., policies which mandate doing nothing are literally de-

stroying the health of our forests. Tragedies like Lick Creek and
Lone Pine Ridge are the direct consequences of Washington, D.C.,

dictating local policy under the salvage law.

But even without the salvage law, the Clinton forest plan would
still prevent local managers from treating these sites. To better ex-

plain what I mean, I would like to show the Subcommittee a chart

that illustrates the process the Clinton plan requires local man-
agers to follow in order to treat areas like Lick Creek and Lone
Pine Ridge. By way of explanation, the yellow and red portions rep-

resent the additional process required under Option 9 that is not
otherwise required under current law.

If you find this process unusually complicated or long, you are

not alone. So do our local forest managers. I am told by the people

on the ground that it is not unusual to take the full three years
shown on the chart to treat sites like Lick Creek and Lone Pine
Ridge. This is without litigation.

Unfortunately, the Douglas fir and Ponderosa pine trees in Lick
Creek will be badly, if almost completely, deteriorated within three

years. The white fir trees at Lone Pine Ridge will be worthless
within 18 months. When and if these sales do go to bid, nobody will

bid on them because they will be practically worthless. As a con-

sequence, nothing will be accomplished on either site. Lick Creek
and Lone Pine Ridge will be a total loss to the forest, to local com-
munities, and to the American taxpayer.
With impossible situations like these, it is little wonder that the

Clinton plan has yielded in 1994 and 1995 combined only one-quar-
ter

Mr. Hansen. Mr. Herger, maybe the folks in the audience would
like to see it. If you would walk up the side of the dias here, I think
everyone could see that. But if you are not interested in that, we
understand. Gro ahead.
Mr. Herger. With these impossible situations, it is little wonder

that the Clinton plan has yielded in 1994 and 1995 combined only
one-quarter of the two billion board feet that Secretary Babbitt in

a July of 1993 press conference promised the administration would
harvest in 1994 alone. President Clinton's statement was true. As
we lose places like Lick Creek and Lone Pine Ridge, our local

economies in Northern California are sure to follow.



In 1994, the same year as the fire that burned Lick Creek, the
local mill in Happy Camp, only a stone's throw from Lick Creek,
closed permanently for lack of timber. Last May, the local mill in

Haj^ork, just to the northeast of Lone Pine Ridge, also closed per-
manently for lack of timber. Hayfork is the thirtieth mill in my dis-

trict to close in recent years. The tragic irony of Hayfork is that
the surrounding forests contain enough dead and dying timber to

have kept this mill operating for another 15 years.
Mr. Chairman, it should come as no surprise that Trinity Coun-

ty, where Hayfork is located, has unemployment rates consistently
ranging from 15 to 24 percent. It should come as no surprise that
80 percent of the children in Happy Camp Elementary School re-

ceive free or reduced meals. President Clinton predicted it would
happen. His forest plan and forest management directives issued
from Washington are making it happen.
Mr. Chairman, to close, I would like to submit for the record a

letter to President Clinton I received recently from Nadine Bailey,
a former constituent of mine. Nadine tells the tragic story of a
promise President Clinton made to her daughter, Elizabeth, in

1993 and the events that have transpired since. Time will not allow
me to read the letter, so I encourage every member of the Sub-
committee to do so. Nadine and Elizabeth used to live in Ha3^ork
while the mill was still operating. Their story puts a profoundly
human face on what I have been talking about.

[The letter may be found at end of hearing.]
Mr. Herger. Mr. Chairman, again, I thank you for holding this

hearing. The people of Northern California deserve some answers.
The towns of Happy Camp and Ha5^ork deserve some answers. Na-
dine and Elizabeth Bailey deserve some answers. Hopefully, we
will be able to provide a few today. Thank you.
Mr. Hansen. Thank you for your excellent testimony.
Mr. Riggs?

STATEMENT OF THE HON. FRANK RIGGS, A U.S.

REPRESENTATIVE FROM CALIFORNIA
Mr. RiGGS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and other members of the

Subcommittee.
I am sure I speak for my good friend and colleague and neighbor,

Mr. Herger, when I say that we both very much appreciate the op-

portunity to testify today before the Subcommittee and to sit with
the Subcommittee for a short period of time.

I probably could sum up my testimony simply by saying that I

ditto everjrthing Mr. Herger just said, but at the risk of echoing
some of the crucial points that he made, let me just say that this

series of oversight hearings is of critical importance to my Congres-
sional district. We are very interested in evaluating the short and
long-term consequences of this administration's current forest man-
agement practices, and for that matter, their whole public land
strategy for the Western United States. Without question, the
President's policy in the Pacific Northwest and Northern California

is in need of in-depth examination, and in my view, drastic reform.

The imposition of the Northwest Forest Plan, or Option 9, saw
the single most radical shift in management policies of our nation's

forests since the creation of the Forest Service in 1897. In the past



three years, my district has seen the Forest Service evolve from a

producer of domestic wood fiber to an ineffective custodian of Fed-

eral forest lands bound by executive decisions, conflict, and court

orders.

The Six Rivers National Forest, covering over one million acres

in my Congressional district, illustrates the unintended but serious

consequences of the President's flawed forest plan. Annual harvest

levels in the Six Rivers have been slashed from a high of 188 mil-

lion board feet ten years ago to just three million board feet in

1994. The Forest Service estimates that annual tree mortality on

the Six Rivers alone is 100 million board feet. Furthermore, the

Forest Service estimates that the forest is growing by 250 million

board feet every year.

The massive reduction in harvest levels is primarily a result of

over 91 percent of the land base in the Six Rivers being withdrawn
from any timber sales or timber harvest program through Congres-

sional or administrative action. The remaining nine percent is

under administrative directive to be managed to produce old

growth timber.
Mr. Chairman, I do not have to explain to this Subcommittee

that the administration's policies have essentially shut down an
important component of our regional economy on California's North
Coast, destroying many living wage jobs in my Congressional dis-

trict. Unemployment runs in the double digits. There is stable dou-

ble-digit unemployment, placing an incredible burden on the social

and economic infrastructure of one of the most rural areas of Cali-

fornia.

In addition, over 30 percent of our land base in the three coun-

ties of the California North Coast are publicly owned, resulting in

a commensurate loss in the local tax base, not totally made up or

offset by payment in lieu of taxes.

The change in forest practices imposed by Option 9 in the Pacific

Northwest, and specifically in California, endangers the health of

the forest, damages rural communities, places increased pressures

to harvest timber on private lands, that is to say, to over-harvest

or accelerate the harvest on private lands, and leads to a reliance

upon foreign imports to meet our domestic wood fiber needs.

One of the most surprising results of the Northwest Forest Plan
has been the rise in timber imports. One company, one independ-

ent mill in Humboldt County, California, the largest county in my
Congressional district, is now importing logs from New Zealand,

with plans to import additional timber from South America and
Mexico. It is tragic and ironic that timber companies in my district

must import timber from developing nations when we live in the

middle of the most productive forest lands in the world. Timber
stands continue to be idle while salvage builds up on the forest

floor, awaiting the next devastating fire.

The net result is the degradation of timber stands in our nation

and in nations that have little or no environmental protections.

Here in the United States, we know how to harvest timber in a

sustainable manner while providing a healthy log supply to our

local mills. The nations we are importing logs from simply do not

have comparable safeguards to protect their natural resources.
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Mr. Herger just a moment ago alluded to the President's timber
summit or forest conference in Portland three years ago when he
and the Vice President traveled there to promise relief to our tim-

ber dependent and resource dependent communities that have been
hard hit by the spotted owl injunctions. In the years since, the
Community Economic Revitalization Teams have distributed mon-
eys to initiatives such as market analyses, economic studies, and
recreation centers.

Programs such as Jobs in the Woods, which I often hear touted
by the environmentalists—I am talking about the militant profes-

sional environmentalists—as a substitute for living wage jobs in

the timber industry have, in fact, yielded short-term river restora-

tion projects without providing any prospects of long-term employ-
ment or economic development.

In Lake County in my Congressional district, a CERT program
has been recently approved to establish a Watershed Information
Network on the Internet for acquisition and exchange of informa-
tion. In Del Norte County, at the far northern end of my district

against the Oregon border, CERT money is now being used to con-

struct a welcome center and exhibits to go in that welcome center.

Mr. Chairman, while these projects are laudable, the North
Coast is still a resource dependent area and service sector jobs pro-

vided by CERT will never take the place of the living wage re-

source industry jobs which have long been the economic mainstay
of my district. The prospect of long-term dependence on Federal
handouts results in a de facto form of welfare which only serves to

demean our formerly self-sufficient counties.

The Federal Government has driven a stake through the proud
heart of our timber country. Communities in Northern California

are anemic and in urgent need of available timber to rectify the
havoc wrought by this administration. Make no bones about it.

This administration, while every once in a while making sort of a
good faith gesture in the direction of the timber industry, remains
beholden, particularly in an election year, to the increasingly mili-

tant professional environmental element in this country, like the

Sierra Club, which recently came out in favor of a complete ban on
all commercial logging on Federal forest lands.

We must mend the damage of this failed national environmental
policy that has destroyed entire communities and actually wors-
ened the health of our national forest. If we truly desire healthy
and viable forests, we must put forth a balanced approach to forest

management that seeks to preserve our national resources while

not destroying our communities, and I am convinced we can do
that. We can protect our natural resources. We can conserve and
husband them wisely without destroying jobs and entire resource

dependent communities.
Again, thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your attention to this issue

which is of utmost importance to my district and our nation.

Mr. Hansen. Thank you very much.
Of our Members who were witnesses, Mr. Dicks asked to be ex-

cused. We appreciate you being here.

We will now turn to the first panel. We will give you each five

minutes. Sue Kupillas, we will start with you. If you would all pull
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ly appreciate it.

STATEMENT OF SUE KUPILLAS, JACKSON COUNTY
COMMISSIONER, OREGON

Ms. KUPILLAS. Thank you, Chairman Hansen and members of

the Subcommittee. I am Sue Kupillas, second term Commissioner
serving in Jackson County.
The Federal Government exerts an overwhelming influence on

our citizens and our communities. The BLM manages 449,000 acres

in Jackson County alone and about half of our county budget his-

torically has been revenues from timber harvest on Federal lands.

These receipts have funded an array of services. The U.S. Forest

Service contributed to roads and schools. O&C general fund reve-

nues supported the criminal justice system, administrative serv-

ices, and small contributions that sustained human service non-
profits, as well as things like OSU extension service and 4-H pro-

grams, the Water Masters Office, et cetera. The county has
downsized, combined departments, eliminated functions, and
privatized, anticipating the shortfall with changing forest manage-
ment practices. We wrote the book on reinventing government.
While Jackson County is putting two tax levies on the September

17 ballot, the amount asked for will not make up for the decline

in O&C funds. If the O&C revenue would disappear tomorrow,
Jackson County would no longer be able to support a county crimi-

nal justice system. Of the $11.4 million of current safety net from
O&C, $10.3 million is dedicated to criminal justice. The people of

Jackson County voted in support of a criminal justice levy to meet
increased demands. As these safety net dollars from O&C are

ratcheted down, we must ratchet down the criminal justice system.

This is in a county that has one of the highest crime statistics in

Oregon and one of the fastest-growing crime problems in the re-

gion.

Also, in the addendum attached, you will see a list of cuts in

services that will happen if the proposed library and general serv-

ices do not pass September 17. One model is a family service cen-

ter, a model program for the State of Oregon and the nation. It

brings together Federal, State, and county services, as well as the

local school district. The mission is development of an integrated

system to better serve the families, to bring self-empowering serv-

ices to people willing to share the responsibility for themselves and
each other. It is one of the most successful projects in the State.

Many of these families are dislocated timber workers. As a result

of the budget cuts and decline in O&C revenues, Jackson County
will no longer be participating in this Rogue Family Center pro-

gram.
Every one of the services listed will have cumulative damaging

effects on the social structure and economics of Jackson County.

When timber revenues decline, social systems decline, family wage
jobs decline, crime rises, and criminal justice systems are reduced.

It just does not work.
Another impact of the dollars allocated to address problems cre-

ated by the President's forest plan on Jackson County and other

counties is the Jobs in the Woods program. A memorandum from
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the Job Council, which I have included, shows the program has six

people entering employment with a cost of $6,308 per person in

1995 and 14—actually, it is 13 now—in the 1996 program at $6,857
per participant. We should continue this program as one small
component of training for the Job Council programs that give pref-

erence for dislocated timber workers. I do not support characteriz-
ing this program as having a major impact on displaced timber
workers. We have hundreds of them in Jackson County and it only
serves 13 in this program.
To that end, I emphatically support maintaining a timber sale

program from Federal lands. I also support transfer of the O&C
lands to the State of Oregon, where we are leaders in combining
good forestry, good science, and a strong social and economic sys-

tem.
The President's forest plan and the record of decision require cre-

ating a condition that has never historically existed in the forest.

One example under the standards and guidelines for the plan,

there is a requirement for coarse woody debris of 120 linear feet

16 inches in diameter that has to exist on every single acre for the
matrix lands. One sale observed by the implementation monitoring
team in the Butte Falls district, which was marked and sold but
not logged, the natural condition was that the stand had never
been entered, the 90-year-old product of a stand replacement fire

in its natural condition.

The ground did not meet the requirement for coarse woody debris

required by the record of decision and it must be met now by artifi-

cially cutting trees and leaving them to meet this artificial stand-
ard. The stand should be managed and thinned to release the
stand and promote late successional characteristics, which would,
in time, provide for coarse woody debris on its own. The conditions
in the forest are not uniformly the same, thus, defy this prescrip-

tive approach. We cannot assume and create a scenario where
every acre of the forest has the same prescription.

The AMAs are bound by the same administrative minutiae pre-

scriptions and the one that, of course, we have in our area is the
Applegate partnership. They also have to deal with concerns of elk

thermal cover, big game winter range, visuals, archeological sites,

ephemeral streams, wildlife connectivity corridors, and sensitive

plants that are neither threatened nor endangered. The Squaw-El-
liot timber sale is in the Applegate, where the stand has been iden-

tified as a high fire hazard and risk.

Under guidelines in both the Rogue long-range management plan
and the Northwest Forest Plan, there are all the concerns men-
tioned above. Even in the AMA, we cannot accomplish a common
sense goal of reducing fire hazard because of regulation and cost

escalation. It is recommended that we helicopter logs.

Another example of the application of the record of decision for

the President's forest plan is the snowdown/blowdown timber in

Jackson and Douglas Counties, and I want to give credit to the

Rogue River National Forest, which has jumped on this with rapid

attention. The Jackson County Natural Resources Committee and
Headwaters, the environmental group, have been meeting with the

team to look at this.
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There were several winter storm events that contributed to

downing significant amounts of timber in the Butte Falls and Pros-

pect and Umpqua ranger districts. Logging contractors have
cleared campgrounds and roads and are working on the matrix
lands. They have found double the amount of wood estimated, so

the amount of downed wood is probably two to three times the esti-

mated 20 million board feet. The team is concentrating on what
can be done in the LSRs, and I have maps to show you, if I could

step away from the microphone for a minute.
Mr. Hansen. Go ahead. We will recognize you for a minute

longer.

Ms. KUPILLAS. This is the Prospect area. The areas of snowdown/
blowdown, they are hard to see but they are little red blips on this.

There are about probably 40 to 60 million board feet of timber
down. You do not have to take a chain saw to it. These are the late

successional reserve areas in brown that cover these. The matrix
lands are being cleared.

But by the time you put a scenic, which is in the green, a scenic

waterway through the middle and then take out all the riparian

areas, then you will see that we have a significant problem in re-

moving any of this timber.

The problem is that we have so many overlays. The etimologists

have told us that we will lose three green standing trees for every
downed tree that is there, and we have reports that show it could

be far more significant than that. The fire specialists tell us that

there already was an overburden of wood on the floor of the forest.

That could be a fire hazard, and now this has escalated to an ex-

treme hazard. We need to remove the wood immediately.
The problem that we are having is, I have talked to everybody

from all different levels to find out what we can do. The final deci-

sion, some people say that we cannot remove any wood from LSRs.
Some say that it will be up to the forest supervisors to do it. Some
say that the regional ecosystem office has the final say about it, or

at least it is a screen that it has to go through. Anyway, it is very
confusing, who has the final say, but we are working on this. The
Medford BLM district also has downed timber and they will do
whatever we decide on this team to do.

I guess, in summary—oh, there was also some suggestion that

the ecosystem office in the White House might also be involved in

this decision.

I suggest that this plan should be clarified and simplified, less

prescriptive, letting the local supervisors have flexibility necessary

to manage and make it clear that wood production is part of the

management. As a local elected official, I have devoted two terms
to helping empower and strengthen local communities. There is a
great deal of mistrust in a top-down prescriptive system heavy with
regulation and laced with punishment. The system of local

empowerment I am describing is built on trust and confidence and
people making right decisions in local communities with their local

forest. Surely this is the system we want for the United States.

Thank you.
[The statement of Ms. Kupillas may be found at end of hearing.]

Mr. Hansen. Thank you.
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Joan Smith, we will recognize you for five minutes. I would ap-
preciate it if you folks will strive to stay within your time.

STATEMENT OF JOAN SMITH, SUPERVISOR-ELECT, SISKIYOU
COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Ms. Smith. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Joan Smith and I

am a newly-elected county supervisor, Supervisor-Elect for Siskiyou
County, California. I am here today to report to you how Option
9, the President's forest plan, has affected my county.
The Federal Government controls 64.5 percent of the land in

Siskiyou County. In April of 1993, when President Clinton held his

Forest Conference in Portland, he promised relief to our depressed
forest communities. Those of us who attended that conference were
given hope by the President at that time. He promised relief for our
long-suffering communities. The relief he promised us has never
come.
Our communities are still suffering, and some of them, such as

Happy Camp, California, have all but died. The only large business
in that town was a sawmill. Two years ago, the sawmill closed its

doors and laid off all their employees, eliminating $14 million in

annual payments to loggers, truckers, machine shops, and local

businesses. The town died, businesses closed, and Happy Camp is

virtually a ghost town.
I do not want to see this repeated throughout our region, espe-

cially when it is completely unnecessary. No one wants healthy,
sustainable forests more than the rural people who live within
them. I am saddened that Option 9 appears to be a public relations

facade.

The majority of the people hurt by reductions in logging are self-

employed loggers or those who work for small family-owned busi-

nesses, not greedy multinational corporations. For example, my
friends, Lonny West and his partner, Clyde Ashenhurst, in

Siskiyou County own a small logging company. Before the Presi-

dent's plan, they employed 25 employees and had an annual pay-
roll of $453,000 annually. They gave their employees good health
insurance and profit sharing.
Over 80 percent of Lonny's work is Federal timber sales, making

him vulnerable to swings in Federal timber policy. Lonny is cur-

rently not working and his partner, Clyde Ashenhurst, has applied
for unemployment for the first time in 26 years, since he began in

the logging industry. None of Lonny's employees or former employ-
ees have gone through the retraining program set up in the Presi-

dent's forest plan.

Siskiyou County has lost 65 percent of its loggers over the past
six years. We have lost half of our high-paying manufacturing jobs
due to mill closures resulting from reductions in timber sales due
to Option 9.

Reducing timber jobs has not resulted in a more diversified and
healthy economy. Losses in high-paying timber jobs have been re-

placed by increases in lower-paying service sector jobs. Suddenly,
displaced middle-aged workers are competing with their own chil-

dren for the same jobs flipping hamburgers and waiting tables for

minimum wage.
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The President's response to losing these manufacturing jobs has
been the Northwest Economic Adjustment Initiative. Originally in-

tended to help displaced timber workers find jobs, the money has
been spent on community development, feasibility studies, and in-

frastructure, instead. The majority of the money allotted Siskiyou
County has been spent on city water and sewer extensions and a
new hospital.

One of Option 9's programs to help displaced workers is known
as Jobs in the Woods. This program created in Siskiyou 2,775 per-

son days of employment in fiscal year 1994, which sounds impres-
sive. However, 2,775 days is only one year's employment for 11 peo-
ple.

This type of government assistance program has been tried be-
fore. Because dislocated workers move away, training programs
must be implemented quickly or program officials will lose contact
with the dislocated workers. This is happening again. According to

a GAO report, Dislocated Workers: A Look Back at the Redwood
Employment Training Program, "Efforts to provide retraining can-
not sustain workers or the communities in which they live without
the creation of new jobs."

According to a Region 5 Forest Service Community Coordinator,
"If we took $800,000 and put it into wages, the money would be
spent and the jobs would be over, whereas if we take the money
and invest it to make communities a better place to live, it is a bet-

ter long-range investment. That is really hard for some people to

swallow who are currently displaced." In other words, the people
most affected by the change in forest policy will be the least likely

to receive help. This kind of arrogance in the face of such hardship
and misery is unconscionable.
As a member of the Klamath Province Advisory Committee, I

have been attending meetings throughout Northern California and
Southern Oregon for the past 14 months. As you can see by the at-

tached flow chart, trying to get our recommendations to the admin-
istration through the three or four levels of bureaucracy created by
the President's forest plan is nearly impossible.
Of the 28 people on this PAC, two-thirds are agency representa-

tives, and there are also four tribal representatives. The head of
the PAC is also the head of the RIEC. Therefore, she makes rec-

ommendations to herself or her committee, most of whom already
sit on the PAC. The efforts of this redundancy were quantified by
a Forest Service employee who stated, "If I did not have to spend
so much time on this committee, I would be able to complete the
environmental reviews necessary to offer an additional 20 million
board feet of timber each year." Clearly, the President's forest plan
is more concerned with process than results.

The Klamath National Forest grows 438 million board feet of

timber each and every year. So far this fiscal year, the Klamath
has sold 30 million board feet, nearly all of it due to the salvage
rider. Secretary Glickman, under the direction of the President, re-

cently rescinded authority and placed restrictions on the implemen-
tation of the salvage rider. This will result in a loss of timber of-

fered by 50 percent for the remainder of this fiscal year on the
Klamath. With current imports from Canada accounting for one-
third of U.S. consumption—that is one in three boards—this ad-
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ministration favors Canadian workers at the expense of American
jobs.

I would like to conclude today by quoting from a letter written
to President Clinton by my good friend, Nadine Bailey, several

months ago. Nadine has spent the last four years of her life fight-

ing for her community of Ha5rfork. Nadine and her family have
been forced to move out of the town that she grew up in, the house
that her parents built and that she has lived in all her life, to find

work outside the Pacific Northwest.
Nadine wrote, "I read a press release where you said that the

salvage rider is undermining the healing process that Option 9 has
produced. Do you actually believe this? Do you even remember the
workers whose wounds were not healed, whose pain and loss was
simply swept aside? Grants from Option 9 do not make their way
to unemployed loggers. Nothing I have done over the last four

years seems to have made a difiierence. Families are starting to

leave the area. For the first time in my life, I have no hope. All

I wanted was to keep our families together. When that hope died,

I guess a part of me did, too."

On behalf of Nadine and the rest of my friends who have lost

their jobs, homes, businesses, and way of life to the President's

plan, please make the tough decisions to give reason to hope for

ourselves and our children. Thank you.
[The attachments to statement of Ms. Smith may be found at end

of hearing.]

Mr. Hansen. Thank you.
Dr. Bob Lee?

STATEMENT OF ROBERT G. LEE, PROFESSOR OF FOREST
RESOURCES, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON

Mr. Lee. Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, my
name is Bob Lee and I currently serve as Professor of Forest Re-
sources at the University of Washington. My comments today re-

flect my professional opinion and do not reflect the College of For-
est Resources, University of Washington, nor any other persons or
institutions.

My testimony will summarize answers to six questions contained
-in a 1995 socio-economic study of 72 Washington, Oregon, and Cali-

fornia counties in the spotted owl region. Because there have been
no systematic social or economic evaluations of Option 9, these
data, although dated, will provide essential background informa-
tion for looking at the accomplishments and potential contributions

of Option 9.

The first question: how have wood products employment and
earnings been affected by the decline in the sale and harvesting of

Federal wood between 1988 and 1992 (the most recent data for

which we could get all the information)? Losses in wood products
employment and earnings have been greatest in the 15 rural coun-
ties most reliant on Federal wood. Federal wood reliant counties

exhibited the lowest rates of growth in total employment and em-
ployment earnings during this period. Job losses have continued to

accumulate since data were collected.

Question two: have counties reliant on Federal wood supplies

faced a greater challenge in revitalizing their local economies? In-
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dustrial wage jobs averaging about $30,000 were replaced by serv-

ice sector jobs at one-half to one-third the earnings (see Table 2 in

the written testimony). The emplo3rment multipliers of these indus-

tries providing service jobs were less than half of those in the wood
products industry. Six of eight highly or moderately challenged
counties relied most heavily on Federal wood supplies. Challenges
are faced increasingly by scores of communities within counties and
were not revealed by this study because only county-level data
were available.

Question three: has reduction in wood supply required by the

President's forest plan affected the ability of counties to meet these

challenges? The President's forest plan, exclusive of court injunc-

tions, would reduce Federal sales in the owl region by about 600
million board feet, translating into an additional 5,600 jobs. Six al-

ready highly challenged counties, including four counties heavily

dependent on Federal timber, were projected to lose between two
and 20 percent of their total emplo3anent.
Question four: could recreation and tourism growth help counties

meet these challenges? Tourism growth occurred in only one of 15

counties facing the challenge of economic revitalization. Ten of the

15 challenged counties exhibited tourism employment decline of ten

percent or more. Tourism is a poor substitute for family wa^e in-

dustrial jobs lost to the decline of the wood producing industries.

Work in tourism establishments is generally seasonal, unstable,

low paying, lacking in benefits, low skilled, does little to train peo-

ple for advancement in careers, and is generally limited to second-

ary employment for spouses or primary employment for individ-

uals, especially single women, living in poverty.

Question five: would secondary manufacturing help counties

meet these challenges? Secondary manufacturing is generally low-

est in counties facing the greatest challenge of economic revitaliza-

tion. Table 4 in my written testimony shows the limited potential

for secondary manufacturing emplo3rment to substitute for the loss

of logging and sawmilling jobs.

Question six: would allocation of future Federal timber harvest

to small businesses help counties meet these challenges? Small
mills have been disproportionately impacted by the sudden reduc-

tion of Federal timber sales, and those counties most reliant on
Federal wood supplies are now most challenged to replace family

wage jobs provided by these small mills (exhibited in Table 5). Re-

sults from another study show that the wood products industry is

a relatively stable source of employment when compared with other

manufacturing industries, that employment stability is greatest in

small places of work (Figures 1 and 2), and that smaller establish-

ments are more stable than larger establishments.

In summary, counties most reliant on Federal wood supplies are

generally the most challenged by the need for economic revitaliza-

tion. Tourism is unlikely to be of much help for these counties fac-

ing economic challenges. Secondary manufacturing may help some
of these challenged counties but will mainly be concentrated near
urban areas where transportation modes and markets are acces-

sible. And finally, small wood products businesses engaged in pri-

mary manufacturing provide the best opportunities for challenged
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counties to develop a stable and sustainable economic base. Thank
you very much.

[The statement of Mr. Lee may be found at end of hearing.]

Mr. Hansen. Thank you, Doctor.

Mr. Bob Olson?

STATEMENT OF BOB OLSON, PRESIDENT, LOCAL 78, ASSOCLV-
TION OF WESTERN PULP AND PAPER WORKERS, PORTLAND,
OREGON
Mr. Olson. Good morning. My name is Bob Olson. I am a ma-

chine operator at the James River Corporation in Portland, Oregon.
I am also President of Local 78 of the Association of Western Pulp
and Paper Workers, AFL-CIO, and am an active member of the
Pulp and Paper Resource Council,

It is on behalf of the more than 200,000 members of the AWPPW
and the PPRC that I appear before you today, and it is on behalf
of these men and women that I tell you today that Option 9, the
Clinton administration's forest management plan for the Pacific

Northwest and Northern California, is an unmitigated failure for

the working men and women of the forest products industry, our
communities, and our families.

I have worked in the pulp and paper industry for more than 28
years. When I first started as an employee of Crown Zellerbach
Corporation, I thought I had a pretty secure future. I thought I had
a job that would allow me to provide for my family and help my
kids have the things that I could not have when I was their age.

Sure, we had our scrapes with management, some of them pretty

bad, but together, we learned how to take care of our forests so

that we would be able to harvest trees for generations to come and
protect wildlife at the same time.

Then everjrthing went horribly wrong. All around us, mills are
closing, good men and women are losing their jobs, and commu-
nities are dying, and why? Simply because some men, or some peo-

ple—excuse me—do not like or understand what we do. They do
not believe in balance. They do not see that we understand the im-
portance of protecting wildlife and our environment, and they do
not see that we know we can balance these concerns with the eco-

nomic needs of working people and communities.
When President Clinton announced Option 9, most of us thought,

well, it does not provide much volume of timber only roughly 20
percent of what we harvested a few years before, but at least it is

something. The truth is, the volume promised has not come
through and it is good working men and women who have suffered

for it.

Since 1989, we have lost more than 23,000 jobs in our industry
as more than 280 mills have closed due to a lack of the timber sup-
ply throughout the Pacific Northwest, Northern California, Mon-
tana, and Idaho. Now that number, 23,000, may just be a figure

to you, but to me, it represents people I know, friends of mine who
thought they had a secure future one day, only to wake up the next
and find themselves on the unemployment line.

I am lucky. Our plant is not directly impacted by the timber har-
vest reductions that have resulted from Option 9, but I can see the
storm on the horizon. Our brothers and sisters at the James River
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Corporation mill over in Camus, Washington, who supply us with
paper, have been hearing rumors that their operation will soon
shut down. As paper mills close up and down the coast, we will

have to purchase our paper supply from further and further away.
At some point, it will not be cost effective and our management will

have to make some tough decisions.

Already, our plant is going through a serious downsizing in

which we will reduce our workforce by about 40 percent. Some may
say it is just part of the corporate trend, but most of us know that
the workforce reduction is due in no small part to a tight timber
supply and a fear of the future.

I do not know if people back here understand what it means
when a mill shuts down. In Washington, D.C., you may not notice

it if a few hundred people lose their jobs. It may not have much
of an impact on the economy. But in many of the small towns
where timber workers live and try to earn a living, a loss of even
100 jobs can be devastating. In most cases, the entire economic and
social fabric of the community revolves around the mill, and when
it dies, there are few employment opportunities left. At least, there
are not many that come at a decent wage. I have seen the ghost
towns that are created when the mill goes down. I have seen fami-
lies torn apart. I have seen good men and women turn to alcohol

abuse. I have seen them reach the depths of depression.
I ask the men and women here today to think about that when

they tell you that the administration has done a great job in pre-

paring timber sales and moving some volume through Option 9.

And I ask the men and women here today representing the envi-

ronmental lobby what they would say to a young girl who is watch-
ing her family struggle to put food on the table because daddy has
lost his job and cannot find a decent job. It is a true shame.
We have heard the administration praise their worker retraining

and economic support program, but the truth is, the package falls

well short of what is actually needed. First, most of the jobs pro-

vided under the package fall under the category of ecological in-

vestment. While these jobs are important—they include forest and
watershed restoration—most of them are seasonal and do not pay
sufficient wages to take care of a family.

Second, when millions of dollars have been spent to help timber
workers move into other jobs and trades, reports, like a story that
appeared a couple of years ago in the Bellingham, Washington,
Herald indicate that Federal, State, and local agencies do not know
just how much money actually makes it into the hands of those
workers seeking assistance. WHiat is certain is that the total sum
of money allocated for these programs does not reach the men and
women who have lost their jobs to the timber supply crisis. Instead,

the funding gets lost in a bureaucracy of more than 160 agencies
and organizations overseeing the implementation and funding of

the programs.
The other problem is that most of the retraining and economic

adjustment programs do not work. Tens of thousands of dollars are
spent on programs, such as self-confidence seminars and economic
impact studies, that do not produce a job once completed. There are
a lot of people who entered the retraining program only to find

they could not find a job when they completed the training, and I
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know some who started the program but had to quit when their

unemployment benefits ran out.

I have heard a lot of stories like the one about a guy named
Larry Lynch from Southern Oregon. He was retraining to be a
nurse, but when his benefits ran out, he ended up working on a
road crew. He and his family had to abandon the place they called

home and move to Alaska to find work, but the government says
that Larry was successfully trained. In our facility, some of the
downsized workers have started the retraining programs but they
do not know if they will be able to get jobs when they finish the
program.
Some of our members are finding out that no matter how they

are being retrained, they cannot find anyone who will hire them
because they are in their 40's and 50's. These are people who are
hard working and could be productive. They cannot afford to retire,

but they cannot find work, either.

The bottom line is. Option 9 is not working and union workers
are hurting. We need a balanced solution that protects our jobs and
communities as well as our environment. We know that we are
going to lose a few jobs along the way, so we need a retraining and
economic support package that includes the participation of work-
ers in the design and implementation of the programs. And we
need retraining and support programs that are specifically tailored

and available to timber workers prior to being offered to other
workers in need of assistance. We do not want handouts. We do not
want more empty promises. We simply want to be able to pursue
the American dream. Thank you.

Mr. Hansen. Thank you, Mr. Olson.
I will now turn to members of the committee and I would appre-

ciate it if the members would stay within their allotted time in

questioning the panel. Mr. Cooley? I will take you in order of your
appearance and back and forth. Mr. Wes Cooley, do you have a
question for the panel?
Mr. Cooley. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am glad to see that Dr. Lee is here. I have read your book and

it is very good and I appreciate your coming to this meeting.
I would like to ask you a question that I think is kind of interest-

ing. I know your history and background in studying the economic
conditions that are created by the downsizing process. Could you
give me maybe one or two or three important unintentional con-

sequences of the President's forest plan?
Mr. Lee. When I say they are unintended, they would be unin-

tended by the planners.
Mr. Cooley. I am sorry. What?
Mr. Lee. The unintended consequences really are unintended by

the planners, perhaps. There may have been people who are not
engaged in Option 9 who saw these things coming but were not in-

cluded in the process, and hence, that information was not avail-

able to those who formed the plan.

But I would say one of the major ones is on stewardship of lands;

stewardship of lands in this country and other countries. There has
been a major decline in the treatment of forest lands abroad as we
have displaced supply to other regions: Southern Chile, the Rus-
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sian Far East, and other places in the world as the world markets
have begun to deliver wood that we were not producing here.
There was a tremendous impact on small non-industrial owners,

who due to the regulatory insecurities and the increase in price,

adopted a fire sale mentality where they went out and cut lands;
there has been very, very poor stewardship on a lot of that land.
Those are all unintended consequences.

Also unintended would be a lot of the social consequences. We
have heard a little bit about it today, the unemployment growth in

small communities, poverty, substance abuse, family disintegration,
loss of resources for local government to deal with these issues, and
basically the creation of a lot of welfare-dependent communities
throughout the Pacific Northwest. This is a very expensive way to

implement a plan because it creates problems that draw, then,
more on State and Federal resources.

I think maybe a third one that is equally important is the kind
of political alienation that takes place in these communities, where
people do not look at their government with trust anymore. As a
sociologist, one of the key indicators of the health of any society has
to do with small events. It may not seem like a big deal that a few
people are put out of work in a few scattered communities in the
Northwest, but these small events cumulate into movements, into

social movements. It is very important we understand that we are
all one national family and we look together as one national family
and it is not possible to simply exclude people from the process and
not have consequences. I think that is one of the major unintended
consequences.
Mr. COOLEY. Thank you very much. Dr. Lee.
Do you really believe that the planners or the government, the

people who are responsible for implementing these programs, really

do not understand this? Do you not think these people have more
farsightedness to understand the implications of when they shut
down the ability for sustained yield or for growth in the industry?
You see, I cannot understand how they could not know what was
going to happen when all of a sudden they just adopted a policy

of no cut.

Mr. Lee. It is a matter of record that in the Option 9 plan, only
certain kinds of information were considered to be acceptable. So
the kinds of consequences that we are beginning to see now were
simply not on the table during the planning process. They were ex-

cluded. So it was not an open process with free flow of information.
That is why I say it is unintended. Maybe it was intended to keep
the information out, but certainly, they never thought through a lot

of the consequences.
Mr. CoOLEY. Ms. Kupillas, you are a Commissioner in one of my

counties and I know how active you have been and how supportive
you have been in trying to do something with the administration
about production of wood for the people you represent in your dis-

trict, and I think you should be commended on that.

Ms. Kupillas. Thank you.
Mr. CoOLEY. What I find really strange about the President's

Northwest plan is it is a sort of radical departure from previous
policies of other administrations for the last 100 years of cutting
back the requirements that we had and sort of the guarantees we
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had at the time when the O&C lands were first developed, of look-

ing at sustainable yields.

We find it hard here, and I know you must, too, but have you
found any reason why the administration has found any statutory
authority into what we have witnessed through the period of the
last three or four years, when you question the administration on
the statutory authority of all of a sudden developing these pro-

grams?
Ms. KUPILLAS. They have successfully done it, and so I think

they changed the regulation process. I guess the biggest concerns
that I have—I am not going to second-guess the administration,
but the biggest concern that I have is throughout Option 9 and the
record of decision, there is discussion about economic and social

stability of communities and how this is going to address it, and
I guess my big concern is that all of the analysis and interpretation

and the emphasis is spent on ecosystem management but very lit-

tle time and effort on the social and economic constraints that are
placed on our communities.

Dr. Lee has really underlined this and I think that that is the
important issue to remember, that that is the message that we are
bringing here, is that we need to divert our attention a little bit

and spend as much time on the social and economic effects as we
have on the ecosystem effects. I guess that would be my concern,
that in this abrupt change that has happened, that we have not
adequately addressed this, and I think even though the court sys-

tem, the courts have not addressed the issue of what happens.
The O&C Act mandates that we address community stability and

the sustained 3deld, and we know what that is. I think the courts
have not paid attention to that and I do not believe that the rules

and the standards and guidelines that we are using right now pay
attention to social and economic stability. So I guess that would be
my concern.
Mr. Hansen. The time of the gentleman has expired.

Mr. CoOLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hansen. The gentleman from Oregon, Mr. DeFazio.
Mr. DeFazio. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am not a member of

the committee, but I appreciate the Chairman yielding some time
to me.

I just wanted to follow up on some of the issues raised by Ms.
Kupillas. I was reading ahead in the testimony and I see Mr.
Lyons, I do not think he is here yet, but he raised something, Sue,
and I am curious. The trouble you are having, and I am having the
same problem, ascertaining whether or not salvage can go forward
in these areas of extreme blowdown/snowdown and have directed

a letter to the regional forester and forest supervisors regarding
that.

He says in here, with respect to timber management activity,

thinning and salvage activities are allowed in the reserves. What
are you hearing from people on the ground? If his statement, and
I hope to be here later when he testifies, is so definitive, I am curi-

ous as to what the confusion is.

Ms. Kupillas. That is why I raised the issue, because in talking
with the forest supervisor and the Medford BLM manager, they are
thinking that it would be very restricted in the late successional re-
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serve areas. The REO director was sitting with the committee, the
team, as we call it, when we started addressing the issues here in

the LSR with the blowdown and he seemed to think that we would
be able to salvage timber out of it.

But there are very mixed reviews. I included a letter from the

Medford District Manager, Dave Jones, and he had 80,000 board
feet that had been removed and we know that there are several

million board feet down, and said that it would be difficult to get

them out of the LSRs.
Another person I talked to

Mr. DeFazio. That was the BLM person?
Ms. KUPILLAS. That is the BLM, the Medford BLM.
Mr. DeFazio. Do you think it is a difference in interpretation be-

tween the BLM and the Forest Service?

Ms. KUPILLAS. Yes. Everybody seems to scratch their heads and
think that it is going to be extremely difficult to take much timber
out of the LSRs. The maps that I showed you are the reason why.
Yet, when I read the record of decision, I can see that there is plen-

ty of opportunity to do it, but the interpretation is such that I do
not believe that we will actually get it done.

The team that is working on it, I know for a fact that there is

agreement that they do not want to take ever5rthing out, that some
of it has to be left, but there should be a substantial amount of tim-

ber removed. We do not have to use chain saws. We can just get

it out of there. I will wait and see. It is real confusing.

Mr. DeFazio. Is the conflict over the fact that these are not

roaded areas? Is that a problem, or

Ms. KUPILLAS. That is not a problem. They are roaded. They im-

mediately took the stuff out of the campgrounds and off the roads,

but they think they cannot go in and just get it out of LSR. It is

beyond me, because they have the scientific evidence that it would
improve the LSRs to do it.

Mr. DeFazio. In fact, I know that a lot of the LSRs are antici-

pated to be managed. You cannot take what is essentially, in many
cases, a tree plantation and unnatural densities and put a line

around it and have it grown into a natural functioning old growth
forest ecosystem without any sort of management activities when
man has interfered.

I thought you raised two points I would like to explore a little

bit more. You said that apparently there are already—I had heard
there was a threat of infestation because of the unusual amount of

downed woody debris because of these extraordinarily unusual
events. You are saying they already have detected insect infesta-

tion and
Ms. KUPILLAS. There is insect infestation already. The Douglas

fir bark beetle is already at work.
Mr. DeFazio. I know you are not a forest etimologist, but does

that just prey on the downed woody debris or will it go after the

standing live timber?
Ms. KUPILLAS. Three live trees for every downed tree is the mini-

mum that will happen. I have seen another report from 1955, an
etimologist's report on a bug infestation. I cannot quote you all the

statistics—I forgot to bring it—but it showed a far more significant

problem with the bugs than that. I mean, that is just a minimum.
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It could substantially take the whole stand. I am not an
etimologist. I am not a forester.

Mr. DeFazio. Right.

Ms. KUPILLAS. But I read this thing and I was shocked at the
potential here because of an historic event that happened pre-

viously where it did this.

Mr. DeFazio. I would hope that representatives of the adminis-
tration are here and that Mr. Lyons, and again, I hope to be back
to direct questions in this area. I think you have raised some inter-

esting questions. There seems to be confusion at least between the
agencies, maybe even among the agencies on this, and I think it

warrants some clarification and expedited action.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. KUPILLAS. I have word from Jack Ward Thomas's office that

it is up to the local supervisor to make the decision, but we do have
to refer to the REO, so it does not really work that way.
Mr. Hansen. The gentlelady from Idaho, Mrs. Chenoweth.
Mrs. Chenoweth. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Lee, I wanted to ask you, do you know if there are any for-

mal studies tracking what happens to dislocated wood products
workers or studies that evaluated how these workers benefited
from rural development programs associated with the implementa-
tion of the President's forest plan?
Mr. Lee. I have looked around the region and I know of no sys-

tematic scientific studies that would be respected by social sci-

entists as evaluation research. I do not know of any efforts that
have been made to either track dislocated workers to see what hap-
pened to them or of any systematic studies that evaluated imple-
mentation of Option 9.

Given that a considerable amount of Federal money has been
spent on mitigation programs, it is really not clear whether that
money reached the target of helping people dislocated recover and
find new work or solve their family problems or any of the other
issues that have come up.

I think one of the real tragedies of this is that we have spent
hundreds of millions of dollars studying owls but we know nothing
systematically about what has happened to people. We have only
anecdotal reports.

Mrs. Chenoweth. Dr. Lee, I appreciate your response, and I

hope that we can remedy that, because I also understand that
loggers are probably one of the most difficult to retrain. Their psy-
che, for instance, is in their work, and it is unique work. I came
from a logging community and I had experienced that among peo-
ple that I knew. It is very difficult to retrain them, so I really ap-
preciate your response.

I want to thank Joan Smith for being here. Congratulations on
your election. I hope you can influence the advisory committee that
you are on and influence for the good. How do you feel about that,

Joan?
Ms. Smith. Are you talking about the Klamath Province Advisory

Committee?
Mrs. Chenoweth. Yes.
Ms. Smith. It is very challenging. As I mentioned in my testi-

mony, there are 28, and I believe they are increasing it to 29, mem-
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bers. They are adding another tribal representative. Of that, two-
thirds are government agencies. At the first meeting, we decided
that we were going to make decisions by consensus. However, if we
had an inability to reach consensus, it would then go to

supermajority, which is a two-thirds majority, and the agencies
have a two-thirds majority. That has never been done, but that is

a possibility.

The meetings are two days in length, usually. We travel all

around the region. I have yet to have left one of those meetings
without a splitting headache. It is difficult. It is hard.

The good thing about the PAC is that it puts people together in

a room to sit down to talk that normally would not, even agency
people. The interesting thing in the beginning of these meetings in

May of 1995 was that many of these agency people that were sit-

ting down and talking did not normally cross the boundaries of

their agencies, so that part was interesting. But as far as any re-

sults corning out of it, there has been very little. Out of four rec-

ommendations, I believe one has been followed through.
Mrs. Chenoweth. We are all looking forward to your influence

on that committee and see what you can pioneer out of it.

Ms. Smith. Thank you.

Mrs. Chenoweth. Thank you, Joan.
Mr. Olson, I want to thank you very much for being here.

Mr. Olson. Thank you.

Mrs. Chenoweth. I really deeply care for these loggers, very
deeply care for them. I have lived in logging communities. I love

those families. These are the guys that get up in the morning, get

dressed, have breakfast, get their lunch pail, kiss their wife and
children goodbye, and get to work on time and do their job and par-

ticipate in their communities and pay their taxes and they are a
special part of our heritage and culture. They are the forgotten

families. They are the forgotten men. While we set aside vast acre-

ages for other species, we are forgetting about this species, the
American logger, and Americans are still looking forward to living

in wood houses and enjoying the benefits and the byproducts of

wood products.
Mr. Olson. You could join the force.

Mrs. Chenoweth. Yes. I agree with you and the loggers that you
represent because our forests are being destroyed because we are

not able to groom them and take care of them as we should.

Vice President Gore said in 1993, a healthy forest economy de-

mands healthy forests. He understood that then, and the Presi-

dent's plan ensures both, is what he said. I really look forward to

the administration living up to their word to the people in the

Northwest and not just the loggers but all of our small commu-
nities.

I want to ask you, Mr. Olson, what is your experience with re-

training workers as far as their ability to really ever be satisfied

with their jobs again?
Mr. Olson. My plant that I work at, the plant that I am Presi-

dent of the local, over this last year, we have been hit by the

downsizing, is what the corporations call it, and most of the people

that have lost their job at my facility are going through the train-

ing now. They have either found other jobs or right now they are
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going through schooHng. So they have not gotten to that point yet,

to what is going to happen when they get out of school. Are they
going to be able to find a job, a job that pays as well as the one
that they just lost? They have not gotten to that point yet, so it

is still kind of going through the process.

I have heard horror stories from other facilities, especially down
in Southern Oregon with a lot of the sawmills and that, where
these people, they basically—they go to school and when they get

out of school, there is no work to find. The next thing you know,
they have to go do something else. That is the horror stories.

The people that I am associated with have not gotten to that
point yet. Hopefully, they will not. Hopefully, they will be all suc-

cessful. What helps, I live in Portland, and so they have more of

a metropolitan area to choose, whereas down like in Southern Or-
egon and Eastern Washington and places where there are not any
big cities, and that is where there is more opportunity. So my peo-

ple do have an advantage at my facility, and also Vancouver,
Washington, right across the river.

Mr. Hansen. The time of the lady has expired.

Mrs. Chenoweth. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hansen. Mr. Kildee?
Mr. Kildee. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I thank the witnesses.

I can relate to the problems you have out there and really have
empathy for them. I come from a district that has similar problems
with a different industry. Therefore, I really want to work with you
to see what we could do to find a remedy. I come from Flint, Michi-
gan, and Genesee County is the county in which Flint is located.

You may have heard of Flint with the movie "Roger and Me". It

is where I come from. We have gone through a terrible dislocation,

too, and that is why I want to work with you. As a matter of fact,

your brothers and sisters in the Carpenters Union have stayed in

regular contact with me on this issue and they certainly are very
supportive of your efforts.

I can recall my city of Flint, when I was growing up, had almost
200,000 people in it and now it is down to about 140,000. General
Motors about 20 years ago employed 80,000 people and now we are

down to about 40,000 people. These were the good jobs. It has
caused great dislocation, great misery, and worse than that, great

fear of the future.

Up to this point, in Flint and in your area out there, too, each
generation had hoped and expected that their children would have
it even better than they did, and now, for the first time, people are

beginning to wonder whether their children will have it as good as

they did, and that is a problem that government has to be sensitive

to.

I do not know all the answers, but I think that we certainly have
to extend to you our willingness to work with you to find some so-

lutions for this human misery. My mother died two years ago at

age 94 and she could see what was happening there in Flint, that

again, things were changing. I, from government, opposed certain

things. I opposed even my own President on the North American
Free Trade Agreement because I could see jobs going down to Mex-
ico on that. Sometimes your government does make mistakes and
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sometimes the government has to be listening to the people out

there.

I do not know what the answer really is. There are changes in

the auto industry that I cannot control and the government cannot
control. There are changes in the timber industry which the gov-

ernment cannot always control. But there are some things we can
do.

After my mother died, she had left a house in which she had
raised five of us children and the house at one time was worth at

least $30,000, not a mansion, but I finally sold it for $10,000 and
was happy to get that. I tried to give it to the Catholic Church and
they would not even take it. It was too much of a burden for them
to take. So that community has really been affected, and I know
your community has been affected.

I really want to work with you and try to find out more what
government's role can and should be in this as I try to find out

what government's role can and should be in the auto industry. I

did think that NAFTA, which has moved some of the 40,000 jobs

in Flint that have been lost down to Mexico, some of them, it actu-

ally had people almost like Judas goats packing up the very ma-
chinery in Flint, sending it down to Mexico so that they could

produce the same parts down there.

So we have to look at what government does and ask some ques-

tions, and I want to work with you. I do not know the answers, but
you can help us find the answers and I appreciate your testimony
here today.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hansen. Thank you.
Mrs. Linda Smith?
Mrs. Smith of Washington. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just have a brief question for Bob Olson. First of all, thank you

for coming. This is not exactly a dropoff to get here from anywhere.
I think the message about what is happening in the Pacific North-
west needs to be said over and over and over. We are not just

nameless numbers that get added to the economy. You said you are

in the Portland market. I am in the same area. I am a neighbor.

I just come out of Morton and Yakalt and Amboy, and those people

do not come down and go into the metropolitan market. There is

a big problem with retraining or lifestyle. They chose that. They do

not want to go work on a computer.
I think the point that you made between the two mills is impor-

tant. That 2,000 jobs you mentioned that could go down are in my
backyard. Back when Crown Z went out and James River took it,

I managed a lot of the, I call it the rent for families that were on

strike for two years, worked with a lot of the community families

to pay their bills, working on benevolence groups, and remember
the pain and how much that one mill affected the whole job market
in the whole region. I look at that happening again.

I think that what you have now, though, is people understanding
it, after going through that. A lot of those same folks are there. We
lost some.
But you made a statement that I think was real important, that

we that have grown up in the woods or are mill families, and that

is a lot of my background, too, we are not anti-environmentalists.
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In fact, we were and are, because that is where we make our living

and we live there. That point that you made, I think, was really

important.
But I wondered, when the Sierra Club came out about, what, two

months ago, I do not know if you saw that, the "cut no tree" policy,

"We do not want another tree cut in the Northwest," that was the
Sierra's vote, did you come out publicly against that? Did you all

make a statement, because your 2,000 voices there are what will

make policy change. Do you remember if you made a statement on
that?
Mr. Olson. I think the Pulp and Paper Resource Council made

a statement here on the Hill, I think, after that.

Mrs. Smith of Washington. You think that they did publicly?

Mr. Olson. Yes.
Mrs. Smith of Washington. I will take a look for that, because

I am kind of getting beaten up by them as being anti-environ-

mentalists because I went against that statement.
The other thing that I would like you to just speak about briefly,

and you are the only one I am going to ask a question of, so you
do have some time, is the interrelationship between these mills. I

do not think a lot of people realize that when they take down one
mill, let us say the James River plant goes down at Camus, you
are going to have one heck of a time getting supply at your mill.

Mr. Olson. Yes.
Mrs. Smith of Washington. Can you talk about the inter-

relationship, that if we cannot get supply, what happens and how
you use the product, because I think when it translates clear back
here, they look and they go, oh, Morton loses a mill, or Aberdeen
loses a mill, or Vancouver or somewhere, and they go, oh, just 200
jobs or 1,000 jobs. They do not have a clue that it has a spin-out

effect to other plants because you supply to each other. Can you
talk about that briefly?

Mr. Olson. Basically, it is a ripple effect, like if one facility loses

a product, loses an amount of jobs, loses customers, loses paper
supply, whatever, then whoever they do business for, the next
plant, then it rips into them. So if Camus all of a sudden one day
could not produce half of the paper that they produce now to go to

our facility, then at my plant in North Portland, we would basically

have to find paper from some other facility and it would cost more
money. The paper would have to come from farther away. There
would be more shipping charges.
Mrs. Smith of Washington. You do refine paper off of rough

product out of Camus?
Mr. Olson. Yes.
Mrs. Smith of Washington. They make the paper and then you

make it into something useful?
Mr. Olson. Yes. We process it, put the polyethylene on it and

stuff. So basically, it is a ripple. Then we would lose jobs because
what would eventually happen is that our suppliers getting our
product, the raw product, would be so expensive that our competi-

tors would have an edge then. They would get things at a cheaper
cost and then we would lose that market, and that is what hap-
pened basically in my facility. We lost out on the film market and
some of the paper market, so James River decided on a business
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decision to just cut that business entirely and it just ripped into my
facility and so on.

Mrs. Smith of Washington. Thank you. I think that is the point

that I think people need to understand, is that the supply is affect-

ing many, many different parts of the economy and that the cluster

of different plants in an area or mills is necessary to keep the cost

down, and you did that very well. Thank you.

Mr. Olson. Right.

Mr. Hansen. Thank you.

Mr. Herger?
Mr. Olson. One thing. I just got a note here. The Carpenters

Union issued a press release on the Sierra Club vote.

Mrs Smith of Washington. The Carpenters Union did, also.

Thank you.

Mr. Herger. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members. I appre-

ciate the chance to sit on the panel today, and I appreciate the tes-

timonies that we have heard from our panel, the testimonies of

each of you who are representing communities that have been dev-

astated and where we see tragedies taking place.

I am also touched and can relate to Mr. Kildee here, who was
talking about his community in Flint, Michigan, and the loss of

jobs over the years in the automobile industry. But I think what
is particularly tragic about what I see happening in my district of

Northern California and throughout the Pacific Northwest is that

this need not be taking place.

We know that may need to be changed whether in the auto-

mobile industry or in whatever the reason was for the tragedies

and the loss of jobs in Mr. Kildee's district, but we see in our dis-

tricts that there is still a need for paper products, including the

paper products with your testimonies, the tables, the wood prod-

ucts of the tables that you are sitting at, and the seats. The wood
products that are needed to build the homes for our children and
grandchildren are still needed. The demand is still there.

We couple this with the tragedy that, according to Forest Service

records, our forests in California are 82 percent denser and are

thicker than they were in 1928. Our forests are not only not being

depleted, they are almost twice as dense as they were at the begin-

ning of the century. Yet, we see a policy here in Washington that

does not allow us to produce wood products that would be afford-

able for our nation. Instead, we see the people and the lives of real

families, real people, real children that are thrown out of work
needlessly because of a policy that is tragically flawed.

Joan is a constituent of mine, and I congratulate you, too, on

your election, as a supervisor.

Ms. Smith. Thank you.

Mr. Herger. Joan, during a press conference in 1993 announcing
the President's forest plan. President Clinton said that his plan

would, "meet the need for year around, high wage, high skilled jobs

and a sustained, predictable level of economic activities in the for-

ests". In your opinion, how well has the President's plan lived up
to these promises so far as the communities you represent?

Ms. Smith. Thank you. Congressman Herger. I did bring some
figures with me from the Employment Development Department,
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the labor market information, just to let you know how the unem-
ployment percentages have been since the President's forest plan.

In 1991, our unemployment in Siskiyou County ranged from 8.7

percent to a high that year of 18.5 percent, and then the Presi-

dent's plan went into effect the next year. In 1992, it was 12.6 per-

cent to 18.4. Then, since the President's forest plan has gone into

effect, our unemployment levels have actually increased. In 1993,
it went from 12.4 to 20.9 percent. In 1994, it was 11 percent to

18.6. In 1995, 11 to 18.7. And most recently, so far in 1996, it has
been 19.6 percent, 20 percent, with a low this year of 12. So it has
actually increased, it has not decreased. So no, it has not helped
our communities at all.

Mr. Herger. And Joan, the President also promised during this

same press conference that his plan would help "build a better fu-

ture for the families of the Northwest for their children and grand-
children". You are familiar with Siskiyou County's school system.
In your opinion, how has the President's forest plan impacted the
children in Siskiyou County, the county you represent?
Ms. Smith. I have a report with me from the Siskiyou County

Superintendent of Schools, and probably representative of that
would be the number of children that are below the poverty level,

in other words, children receiving free and reduced meals. In 1988-
89, those children in Siskiyou County were at 36 percent, 36.1 per-

cent. It has increased since the President's forest plan to 45.76 per-

cent. In fact, in 1992-93, when it went into effect, it was actually

at 40.58 percent county-wide, but in the little community of Happy
Camp, where they lost the only mill, the only large business, it is

actually at 80 percent.

Mr. Herger. Thank you. Again, when the President came up
with his plan, we were in pretty bad shape, and the President's

plan supposedly, as I recall it, was to help our communities, to help
improve the employment rates, and help improve the economies of

our communities as well as the environment of the forest.

I believe the case can be made very strongly—we have just heard
it here with your statistics—that not only has it not improved, it

has become fairly dramatically worse. I believe we could go over
the same kind of statistics for our forest specifying that the forest

health has also become quite dramatically worse during that period
of time. Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. COOLEY. [Presiding.] Thank you, Mr. Herger.
Mrs. Chenoweth, do you have any additional questions you would

like to ask? We will give you another chance.
Mrs. Chenoweth. No, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CoOLEY. I want to thank the panel very much for coming

today. I appreciate you. I know all of you came from a long, long
way. We all travel that route. It is nine hours going this way and
12 hours going back. I know some of you will stick around and we
will see you later this week, but thank you very much for coming.
I appreciate that very much.
At this time, we would like to call up panel two, Mr. Tom Mayr

from Mayr Brothers Company, Mr. Bendix from Hi-Ridge Lumber
Company, and Ms. Bonnie Phillips, Executive Director of the
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Pilchuck Audubon Society. Also, accompanying Mr. Mayr is James
Geisinger from the Northwest Forestry Association.

Did we lose Ms. Phillips at this time? We will begin without Ms.
Phillips. Mr. Mayr?

STATEMENT OF THOMAS M. MAYR, PRESIDENT, MAYR BROTH-
ERS COMPANY; ACCOMPANIED BY JAMES GEISINGER,
NORTHWEST FORESTRY ASSOCIATION
Mr. Mayr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am honored and feel

privileged to speak before a committee of the Congress of the Unit-
ed States of Ainerica, but at the same time, I am embarrassed to

be here and to publicly have to tell you my business problems. That
is not the way my family has conducted business. But the direct

and proximate cause of the layoff of our 170 employees within the

last few months is caused by direct action or inaction of the Fed-
eral Government. Our employees had 1,870 man years of seniority.

That is over 11 years average per man of employment with our
company.

I should emphasize now—^there have been a lot of people talk

about timber supply and so on today—I would like to emphasize
that our mills are not closed because of lack of logs. There are logs

available to process in our mills, and that is what I am here to tell

you about today.

With me today is Mr. Jim Geisinger with the Northwest Forestry
Association. He has written testimony, which he has submitted,
and I would like my written testimony and his to be entered as
part of the record and he is available to answer questions.

I would like to start with who Mayr Brothers is. In 1933, two
teenagers, Werner Mayr, my uncle, and Marzell Mayr, my father,

borrowed a horse from a neighbor, borrowed some oats from their

dad and started logging. From there, the company grew, had good
times and bad, but has existed for 63 years.

In the 1980's, due to high interest rates, we went through a
bankruptcy reorganization. We exited from that in the late 1980's

and concentrated efforts on our Hoquiam sawmill, which was 95
percent dependent upon timber from the Olympic National Forest.

We manufactured high-grade lumber for the Japanese market,
what you would call a niche market, specialty items.

With the onset of logging restrictions due to the spotted owl, we
knew that we had to adapt, as the company had done over its his-

tory. We did a feasibility study. From that, we determined that we
should build a small log facility to compliment our facilities in

Hoquiam, to have some synergy with our other facilities, and proc-

ess second and third growth wood that would increasingly become
available in our area.

As you could probably realize, financing a new sawmill in the Pa-

cific Northwest in the early 1990's was not an easy venture. When
we obtained financing, the center pin of that was a $5 million loan

from a local bank, guaranteed by the Farmers Home Administra-
tion Business and Industry Guaranteed Loan program. That is now
administered by the Rural Business and Cooperative Development
Service under the Department of Agriculture.

Within the business plan for that loan, we had purchased several

Section 318 timber sales in 1990. Our business plan called for har-

26-951 - 96 - 2
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vesting those sales in 1991, 1992, and 1993, while we built and got
the bugs out of the new mill.

That is not the way it worked out. When the mill was half built,

the administration, the Forest Service, stopped all operations on
those timber sales. The cash-flow from those sales was to fund con-

tinued operations. We would sell the wood into our existing mar-
kets. It would provide a bridge from our old reliance upon our old

growth customers to the new second growth economy.
When that was taken away, the company has always been resil-

ient and we found other sources of supply. We completed the mill.

Since the mill was completed, we have paid the mill loan down
from $5 million to $4 million. But in order to do that, in order to

complete the mill, we used up all of our operating line of credit be-

cause the cash-flow from the 318 sales was not available.

In desperation, earlier this year, I talked to Tom Tuchmann, who
I understand is going to be here later today. I made a proposal to

him that Mayr Brothers would return our 14 million feet of Section
318 timber sales, our Forest Service sales, to the government, fore-

go any additional claims if the Federal Government would pay off

the $4 million remaining on the loan. There was a great deal of in-

terest in that proposal but he said, contrary to what our attorney
said, he said the administration did not have the authority to do
that.

Well, where are we now? Our bank that has our operating line

of credit lost faith that we would ever be allowed to harvest those
timber sales, so they pulled our loan early this year. We were
forced to liquidate all logs and lumber inventory to pay off that
loan, lay off our 170 people.

The other bank, the local bank that has our mill loan, is con-

cerned about the loan, about maintaining their eligibility for the
guarantee, so I have a broad side here. They have called in auction
companies and this is a proposed auction, September 17 and 18,

auction proposal, of our entire facility, not only the new mill, the
mill we already owned free and clear at the time we took the loan
out, even the pickup that I drove to the airport to come here and
testify.

My father is 81 years old and he still comes to work every day.

If this auction occurs, it will kill him, if not actual physical death,

emotionally. To think that your 63 years' work is auctioned off at

a scrap iron auction because your government will not honor its

commitments, that is not the country I grew up in. It is certainly

not the country that my grandfather, Marzellinius Mayr, came to

at the turn of the century by shoveling coal in the boiler room of

a freighter.

To conclude, it is not a raw material problem, the reason our
mills are closed. It is a financial problem caused by the Forest

Service not honoring their contracts. If the Forest Service would
pay the damages, the monetary damages we are due for their ac-

tions, we could start our mills back up using State, private, and In-

dian logs.

Thank you for the opportunity to address you today. I would ask
that my oral and written comments be made a part of the record.

Thank you.
[The statement of Mr. Mayr may be found at end of hearing.]
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Mr. COOLEY. Thank you very much.
Mr. Bendix?

STATEMENT OF GERALD BENDIX, HI-RIDGE LUMBER
COMPANY

Mr. Bendix. My name is Gerry Bendix and I am President of Hi-

Ridge Lumber Company. I am here to testify about the Clinton ad-
ministration's forest plan for the Pacific Northwest and how the
promises made in it are not matching reality.

Hi-Ridge Lumber Company is something like Mayr Brothers. It

is a 40-year-old sawmilling enterprise. We employ 130 people at

the mill and an equal number of loggers and truckers work in the
woods to supply our mill with the logs we need to operate. In 1996,

we will process 45 million board feet of timber and generate ap-

proximately $35 million in sales.

About 90 percent of the raw materials we need to operate our
mill have been historically supplied from national forests in North-
ern California. Our main source of logs has been the Klamath Na-
tional Forest, a forest which annually sold between 200 and 250
million board feet of saw timber but now only sells between 20 to

30 million board feet. This is part of the legacy of the Clinton forest

plan.

Even before the President's forest plan was finalized, this admin-
istration had dropped 12 percent off its promised volume. The final

plan calls for a timber sale program of 1.053 billion board feet, but
what is being actually sold is very different. In 1994, 187 million

board feet were sold. In 1995, the program jumped to 336 million

board feet. Through June 30 of this year, they have sold only 393
million board feet. At this rate, it will take a decade to attain the
level promised in the forest plan.

When the President announced his forest plan, he directed "his

cabinet to identify and implement, in a priority manner, the best

ways to strengthen small business and secondary manufacturing in

the wood products industry, including a review of increasing sup-
plies of Federal timber set aside for small business and possible

preferences for bidders who contract for domestic secondary proc-

essing."

Well, not one single change has been made to help either small
businesses like ours or secondary manufacturers. In fact, the Small
Business Administration seems to be going out of its way to ensure
the small business timber sale set-aside program withers on the

vine. Over the last three years, the SBA has cut its staffing for this

program and resisted Congressional efforts to force the SBA to fill

the vacant positions.

While we have seen no help for small business, we cannot help

but notice how far this administration has gone to aid the largest

integrated forest products companies, particularly those companies
with large land holdings. Some companies have cut deals with the

administration to exempt many acres from Northern spotted owl
set-asides by signing 100-year-long habitat conservation plans. The
irony of this becomes apparent when you think about the Presi-

dent's promise to help small business and then think about how
large business has benefited by a tremendous run-up in the value
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of their timberland holdings as a result of the imposition of Option
9.

Recent decisions by the Clinton administration have been no bet-

ter. On the Klamath National Forest, we have a long history of for-

est fires. The new layers of bureaucracy seem to have been de-

signed to slow down the salvage of dead and dying timber. We have
a large fire area called the Dillon Creek area on the Klamath,
which has been mentioned before, and it is in dire need of salvage.

The various agencies worked for nearly two years to get the Dillon
sale ready.
Up until last week, we thought we would finally see some 20 mil-

lion board feet offered for sale, but then the administration struck
yet once again when Secretary of Agriculture Dan Glickman an-
nounced his new salvage policy. Now we do not know if we will

ever see the timber sold.

I have spoken about the problems as I see them, and in closing,

I would like to urge you to take some steps to help out the situa-

tion. They include, firstly, to extend the current salvage law or re-

place it with a new piece of legislation from Senator Craig of Idaho.
Number two, curb the urge to micromanage your resource profes-

sionals who are out in the field. Let them take care of the forest,

and that definitely includes harvesting trees while they still have
value.

And lastly, this whole forest plan has been awfully tough on
small businesses like mine. It is more than time to follow through
on the promises that were made to address those problems and the
two best ways of accomplishing that are to sell more timber and
sell it before it rots and loses its value and to increase the small
business timber sale share to help compensate for the dispropor-
tionate amount of pain that has been visited on firms like mine as
a result of President Clinton's forest plan.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify. I will be happy to an-
swer any questions when the opportunity comes.

[The statement of Mr. Bendix may be found at end of hearing.]
Mr. COOLEY. Thank you, Mr. Bendix. I was hopeful that the for-

est salvage program would accomplish what you have mentioned,
but we have had some problems.
Ms. Phillips?

STATEMENT OF BONNIE PHILLIPS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
PILCHUCK AUDUBON SOCIETY

Ms. Phillips. Thank you. My name is Bonnie Phillips and I am
Executive Director of the Pilchuck Audubon Society in Snohomish
County and that is in Washington State. I started working for my
Audubon Chapter six months ago after about 15 years of volunteer
work.
For the past decade, protecting ancient forests has been a very

high conservation priority for our 1,500 members. We are a strong
community organization and we believe in cooperative relations as
the cornerstone of our programs. We are proud of the many pro-

grams on forest issues that we do jointly with the U.S. Forest Serv-
ice.

However, sometimes, litigation has been necessary when we find

Federal agencies in violation of environmental laws, violations
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which have repeatedly happened over the last decade. My Audubon
Chapter has been a plaintiff in all of the major litigation since 1987
surrounding the Westside forests of the Pacific Northwest, and in

most instances, the courts have agreed with us.

Litigation, however, is not entered into easily by community or-

ganizations such as ours. We not only understand the kinds of po-

larization that have been occurring during the past decade over
natural resource issues, but we have lived through the effects of
this polarization in our personal lives. I have been the target of

angry outbursts publicly and privately. I have received many,
many telephone death threats, and newspaper articles have called

me in my own community an eco-Nazi.

But I live in a rural community where many people have been
affected and I have become close personal friends with people on
all sides of the issue. In short, my personal and professional lives

have been totally absorbed by the timber wars in the Northwest.
In 1994, when the Clinton plan was proposed, we reluctantly

joined in litigation to challenge its adequacy. We lost, the timber
industry lost, and Judge Dwyer upheld the plan. However, he also

stated that it was barely adequate and that there were a number
of factors that could cause him to revisit his decision.

The group of plaintiffs, including my Audubon Chapter, rep-

resented by the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund, chose not to chal-

lenge the Dwyer ruling in the Ninth Circuit. Instead, we and a
great majority of conservation organizations decided it was in the
best interest of all to make the plan work. I was selected to serve
on the Western Washington Provincial Advisory Committee set up
under the plan and I entered wholeheartedly into the success of its

implementation. Although no one was totally happy with the plan,

most of us felt that the decade of our timber wars had finally come
to an end.

Unfortunately, in the year since the logging rider began, we have
seen the momentum of the plan grind to a halt. I worked with the
Forest Service for a long time, and if I were to find a way to get
the maximum volume out of that plan over the next five years, the
worst thing that could have happened and the way I would have
stopped it in its tracks was to do the logging rider. So last year's

rider, with its three components, has had a devastating effect on
the plan ecologically, psychologically, and socially.

The Section 318 old growth sales have had the most dramatic ef-

fect on the land and have led to renewed protests in and polariza-

tions of communities worst beyond the worst tensions in the late

1980's. Many court challenges over aspects of Section 318 have en-

sued.
While we waited for the court ruling on marbled murrelet old

growth sales at risk on my local forest, the Mount Baker-
Snoqualmie, middle class mainstream citizens, such as myself,

search our consciences to see whether we would be willing to be ar-

rested for our beliefs should the court rule that the murrelet could

go extinct. We heard from so many people, bankers, businessmen,
workmen, lawyers, architects, teachers, folks in the labor commu-
nity, doctors, seniors and youth, that we began holding civil disobe-

dience training and discussing our plans with Federal, State, coun-
ty, and city law enforcement officers. This was a very difficult deci-
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sion for us to make, but the loss of our democratic rights and the
egregious violations to the land caused us to plan this unprece-
dented action.

Fortunately, we were relieved that the Ninth Circuit ruled in

favor of the murrelet. This ruling, however, does not solve all the
problems because the rider still requires like and kind substitute

volume. The timber industry is currently in court claiming that

this volume does not need to follow the Clinton plan nor environ-
mental laws. Many other old growth sales have already fallen

throughout Washington State and Oregon, including sales for

which murrelet surveys have never been done.
The current Option 9 sales, as they are called, are also shielded

from citizen input and citizen administrative appeals. This has
made it far easier for the Forest Service to do shoddy work and vio-

late the standards and guidelines of the plan. In Washington State,

the worst violations are coming from the Gifford Pinchot National
Forest. This forest plans to expand their sale program by 33 per-

cent over what is stated in the Clinton plan. Although the logging
rider supposedly provides judicial review for Option 9 sales, in the
one case taken to court on the Umpqua National Forest, Judge
Hogan ruled that Option 9 sales offered since the logging rider's

enactment cannot be reviewed by the courts.

The salvage component has also seriously affected the viability of

the plan. For example, an old growth salvage sale on the Mount
Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest, my forest, is planned in a 1,300
area in a large late successional reserve. In order to log the defoli-

ated hemlock trees, which are mostly adjacent to Canyon Creek,
which contains some very important salmon runs, many, many
large, healthy, old growth cedar trees would have to be cut. A fa-

vorite hiking trail would be obliterated. Because of the rider, no ad-

ministrative appeal or court challenge would be available to us for

this sale and we have no negotiating clout at this time.

Although there has been a lot of discussion for loss of timber
jobs, I live in a community that has seen many, many tribal—there
are many tribes in the Puget Sound area and I have seen the loss

of their jobs through the loss of fisheries resources. I have also seen
the loss of commercial fishing jobs and the sports fishing industry
has taken a hard hit, and all this because of our decimated salmon
runs.

In summary, the logging rider may have irrevocably undermined
the Clinton forest plan. I would still like to see it work. It surely

has devastated the land. It has decimated salmon spawning
streams and important old growth habitat. It has provided less cer-

tainty for communities and I feel that only repeal of the entire

rider now would show the Congress is committed to making a hard-
fought region-wide ecosystem management plan work for the long-

term stability of Northwest ecosystems and communities. Thank
you.

[The statement of Ms. Phillips may be found at end of hearing.]

Mr. COOLEY. Thank you, Ms. Phillips.

Mr. Mayr, I happened to marry a lady from Hoquiam, Rosemary
Deweiss, so I am very familiar with your area. I spent a lot of time
in that area, by the way. Very few people know about it. When you
say Hoquiam, they kind of look at you funny.
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What do you think we can do to help you? What do you think
the administration needs to do to try to help the Mayr Brothers
and others that are in the same situation, when we made a com-
mitment? What do you feel that we could do to help you?
Mr. Mayr. Attached to my testimony is a bill that would give the

administration the authority to do what they say they would like

to do and offset the mill loan balance against the Forest Service's

liability on our timber sales.

One point that I skipped in my testimony is the fact that this

is not a plan that Mayr Brothers had when we built the mill, to

use the Section 318 sales. The Farmers Home Administration was
very interested in our current timber supply at that time. How
would we operate while we were building the mill? They asked for

copies—in fact, over here in the Department of Agriculture, well,

the Forest Service is over there, but in the FmHA is a copy of one
of our contracts. They asked for the status of all the sales, a report

of all the volume under contract. It is my conviction that that loan

was approved at the Washington, D.C., level due to the fact we had
that timber under contract.

That is why I say, to help us, we could go back to work imme-
diately if the Forest Service would honor their commitments on
those sales by just taking care of the damages.
Mr. COOLEY. I imagine your attorneys have pursued the legal

remedies, but is there no recourse by the private sector against the
government when they do not fulfill the contracts that they have
awarded?
Mr. Mayr. Yes. There is a remedy and it is called the Court of

Contract Claims. That is a long process and our mill will be auc-

tioned off and our people will be permanently retrained for other
work by the time we ever get a contract settlement. My attorney's

optimistic guess is 18 months, minimum.
Mr. CoOLEY. It is too bad we cannot expedite that process.

Mr. Geisinger, we did not give you an opportunity to make any
kind of a statement. I kind of jumped over you, but you were not
on the panel. Do you have anything you would like to say at this

time, in my little bit of time that is left?

STATEMENT OF JAMES C. GEISINGER, PRESIDENT,
NORTHWEST FORESTRY ASSOCIATION

Mr. Geisinger. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am here for tech-

nical assistance for my colleagues that run mills for a business. I

have been at this work for 20 years and I have put myself through
this torture because of people like Gerry Bendix and Tom Mayr.
They represent the heart and soul of the forest products industry

in the Pacific Northwest. They represent the very kinds of compa-
nies this administration says it wants to save, but they are the

very companies that are getting the least benefit out of Option 9

or any of the other administration's forest policies.

I would like to briefly review history to set the stage for some
discussion. On July 1, 1993, when the President announced Option

9, Secretary Bruce Babbitt stood in front of this country and said

that this plan would produce two billion board feet in its first year
and one billion feet thereafter. By my math, therefore, that says

four billion feet should have been sold as we speak. The fact is, less
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than one billion feet of saw timber has been sold in the three years

since this plan has been announced.
The devil is always in the details, but the volume figures that

Gerry Bendix quoted are sawtimber volumes. That is a very impor-

tant detail. The President's forest plan says that 90 percent of the

one billion feet a year it is supposed to produce is supposed to be

sawtimber. The fact is, they have been selling 40 to 45 percent non-

sawtimber material and taking credit for it as part of Option 9.

These are firewood sales, fence posts, pulp wood, basically anything
with cellulose in it, they will take credit for as part of their Option

9 accomplishments.
So I want to segue from that into talking about Section K of the

salvage rider and particularly the 318 sales. It has been alleged by
many that this has completely undermined the validity of Option
9. Let us look at reality. Section K should have released about 650
million board feet of timber, a little over one half of one year's tim-

ber sale program under Option 9. We are running a three billion

foot deficit. We should have sold four billion. They sold one billion.

So how 650 million feet in the face of a three billion foot deficit is

going to undermine this plan in any way escapes me.
Secondly, I think it is very important, the 318 sales, which in-

clude the sales that Tom Mayr is saddled with, were assumed to

have been harvested in the record of decision, in the biological

opinion for the President's forest plan. We have called this to their

attention and they say, yes, that is what the plan says, but that

is really not what we meant. These sales were assumed to have
been gone when the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Na-
tional Marine Fisheries Service gave Option 9 a clean bill of health

for all threatened species.

. So to say that letting these sales go forward is going to under-

mine in any way Option 9 can only lead you to the conclusion that

those agencies were wrong. I do not think they were when you con-

sider that 88 percent of our forest lands are off limits to any kind

of sustainable timber harvesting practices under Option 9.

The 318 issue is a scapegoat for nonperformance. The reason for

the nonperformance is the incredible bureaucracy that is being cre-

ated under Option 9, where there are at least half a dozen commit-
tees that have to be involved in approving timber sales, and even
after that, it is a matter of record that the White House has actu-

ally interfered on individual timber sales, questioning forest super-

visors' decisions to let timber sales go forward. It is no wonder they

have only accomplished a quarter of what they said they were
going to accomplish, when you have that kind of bureaucratic

gridlock.

Finally, I would just like to call the committee's attention to Ex-

hibit No. 5 in my prepared statement. It is a chart that shows vol-

ume sold as opposed to the U.S. Forest Service's budget. I have not

shared this with the Appropriations Committee and I would really

hope that this committee would not share it with the Appropria-

tions Committee, either, because we have to fund the agency. But
the fact is, this administration is spending as much money today

to produce ten percent as much timber as it did just six or seven

years ago. The money is going to bureaucratic process, not produc-
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ing outputs. This has to change if there is any hope of making Op-
tion 9 a success. Thank you.

[The statement of Mr. Geisinger may be found at end of hearing.]

Mr. COOLEY. Thank you, Mr. Geisinger. I want to ask you one
question, and my time is up, but in your experience as associated
and involved in this industry for as many years as you have been
involved, has the executive branch ever been involved in any tim-

ber contracts before?
Mr. Geisinger. Certainly not to the extent that this one has.

Frankly, we wish they had been a little more involved than they
were. But the U.S. Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment are both professional organizations that have very qualified

people that understand their mandate and their instructions and
I think they have done their best to carry those out without undue
interference from the administration.

I think it is always prudent for the Secretary to conduct over-

sight of these agencies, but when you have the Chairman of the
Council of Environmental Quality calling forest supervisors and
challenging their decisions, there is something wrong with that
process.

Mr. CooLEY. What function of the executive branch or the White
House is involved? What branch is involved in these decisions?

Mr. Geisinger. Basically, it is the Agriculture Department and
the Interior Department for the Forest Service and BLM, respec-

tively, but there is oversight basically coming out of CEQ.
Mr. CooLEY. Thank you, Mr. Geisinger. That was very inform-

ative.

Mr. Vento?
Mr. Vento. I will withhold at this time.

Mr. CoOLEY. Mr. Vento will hold.

Mr. Herger?
Mr. Herger. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to begin perhaps with a question to Ms. Phillips.

Ms. Phillips. Surely.
Mr. Herger. I understand you are from the State of Washington.

Have you ever had an opportunity to come down into California

and look at the forests or observe wildlife there?
Ms. Phillips. I am most familiar with Washington State and Or-

egon. I have been to California. I am not on the ground, as you can
see, with my wheelchair, not that familiar with a lot of the Califor-

nia forests.

Mr. Herger. I have on occasion, regrettably, all too often, been
able to look. I represent all or parts of eight national forests in the
Northeastern part of California. We have had seven out of ten
years of drought in California. Our State is very different from
yours. We do not get nearly the amount of rainfall you do. We are
much more subject to catastrophic wildfires that will, as they have
all too often, completely consume our forests, as we have seen in

the Cottonwood fire, just north of Lake Tahoe, where there is abso-
lutely nothing left. So much of this is following these drought years
that we have had where fires go through and destroy everything.

My question to you is, how much wildlife can exist in these areas
where the forests have been completely destroyed because of these
dead trees that the Forest Service tells us are 82 percent denser.
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thicker than they were in 1928? How much wildlife can exist in

these trees where your groups have been so very successful in pre-

venting any cutting, even of dead trees, thinning? How well does

the wildlife exist in these areas where there is nothing left?

Ms. Phillips. Perhaps I can try to answer that in a slightly dif-

ferent way, because I had been able to observe the results of the

large fires on the Wenatchee National Forest in Eastern Washing-
ton.

Mr. Herger. Did it consume everything there?

Ms. Phillips. I was going to try to explain what I knew about
that. Excuse me, please.

But first of all, I do want to clarify. Mr. Geisinger is wrong in

that the record of decision said that the Endangered Species Act
would be in effect and, therefore, the Section 318 sales that are in

violation would not have been logged.

But getting on to your question, sir, my sense, and I cannot pos-

sibly

Mr. Herger. Very briefly, if there are no trees left, how much
wildlife can exist in forests that are in my area where there are

no trees or any wildlife, no vegetation at all left? How much wild-

life can exist there? Spotted owls, can they exist where there is

nothing left, but thousands of bare acres.

Ms. Phillips. So you are asking me—excuse me
Mr. Herger. I am. It is your policy that has been so successful

in completely stopping any kind of harvest at all, even the removal
of dead and d3dng trees to help prevent these massive forest fires

which burned 540,000 acres of timber in California alone in 1994.

We may even break that record this year.

I guess my question has an obvious answer. There is not any
wildlife, and I find it unbelievable that organizations like yours

and individuals like you can come before this committee supporting
the Sierra Club's stand this year that they do not want to see an-

other tree, dead or living, ever removed again from our forests. I

think this is tragic and as irresponsible as anything I have ever

seen.

Mr. Bendix, if I could
Ms. Phillips. I am sorry, are you telling me that I cannot an-

swer your question? Are you just

Mr. Herger. I am just stating that I believe the answer is obvi-

ous. There is—well, let me ask it again.

Ms. Phillips. You are asking me a question and you are not let-

ting me answer? I just want to clarify that.

Mr. Herger. OK. Are there owls that can live where there is

nothing left?

Ms. Phillips. If that is what you are doing, that is fine, sir.

Mr. Herger. Where there is nothing left, can owls or any kind
of birds or peafowl
Ms. Phillips. I am not a member of the Sierra Club. The Na-

tional Audubon Society has not taken that position. There is noth-

ing my organization has
Mr. Herger. But you have joined into lawsuits with them, you

stated.

Ms. Phillips. To be able to—the Sierra Club has not been in-

volved in the spotted owl lawsuits. To ever be able to do anything
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that would increase fire risk on national forests, I think the Forest
Service and I think some of the laws Congress has passed, includ-
ing the salvage rider, have allowed our forest at greater risk, and
I think you will hear the Forest Service tell you and professional
forests [sic] tell you that because of fire suppression and because
of poor management, our forests are at greater risk and our com-
munities are at greater risk and our lives are at greater risk and
I do not agree that that is the way we should manage forests.

I think we should have managed them to protect people and
lives, and I agree that we should be doing salvage logging and
thinning in areas and concentrate where people and lives are and
we should put our effort there, not necessarily salvage logging in

wilderness areas or fighting fires in wilderness areas or salvaging
in areas very far away from people and lives, and I think the peo-
ple and lives are the major issue and I, as an individual, am very
supportive of management practices that do protect people and
lives. Thank you, sir.

Mr. Herger. I find your comment interesting. I hear you, it

would appear, speaking on both sides of this issue. On one side,

you stated that you are in favor of some salvage logging. I do not
know if you are aware, but the whole purpose of the emergency,
salvage logging which only lasts for a certain period of time, was
to expedite what is normally a three-year process in which all our
trees are so far rotten by that time and eaten by insects that they
are unsalvageable because of lawsuits, which you mentioned you
joining, preventing us from doing anything.
That is what I would like to do, Ms, Phillips. We have an annual

woods tour out in our area and I would like to invite you to come
out to it.

Ms. Phillips. Thank you. I would enjoy that.

Mr. Herger. We can show you some of the problems that we
have. The stands that organizations like yours, and particularly

the Sierra Club and the Wilderness Society and others have taken
eliminating any kind of habitat whatsoever. These stands have de-

stroyed our communities and allowed for as high as 22 percent un-
emplojnnent in some of my counties, driving up the cost of home
and wood products and also destroying the very habitat that you
claim to be wanting to protect.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Phillips. Sir, I feel like the Forest Service already has laws

to be able to use to expedite salvage sales. I know that in Washing-
ton State, where I have seen many salvage sales go forth without,

by the way, any appeal or litigation on the part of my Audubon
Chapter, it does not take three years. They can do an emergency.
There is a lot in the National Environmental Protection Act, the
NEPA, in implementing regulations that allow them to do many
things in a hurry. So I do not think that the salvage rider was nec-

essary and I do not really think it is helping the American people.

Thank you.
Mr. Herger. That is not happening and you know it is not hap-

pening and it is a farce for you even to say it as though it were
taking place, Ms. Phillips.

Mr. COOLEY. Thank you, Mr. Herger.
Mr. Riggs?
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Mr. RiGGS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to defer.

Mr. COOLEY. Mrs. Chenoweth?
Mrs. Chenoweth. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Geisinger, I thought your testimony was very, very interest-

ing and I wanted to delve into this a little bit more. We heard it

testified to that the failure of the Clinton plan was on the salvage

rider and that is what prompted your response, I am sure. But as

you said, almost all of the old growth sales authorized under the

salvage rider were assumed to be harvested under Option 9, and
as Ms. Phillips testified, that one of the problems was with the En-
dangered Species Act.

I have here, for the record, the record of decision for Option 9.

It is the standards and guidelines issued by the administration for

management of habitat for late successional and old growth forest

related species within the range of the Northern spotted owl. I

would like to read that in this administration's decision, it states,

"The late successional and old growth habitat in late successional

reserves that might be harvested, assuming that these areas meet
ESA requirements, represents about one-third of one percent of the

total of this habitat in reserves in the preferred alternative."

Furthermore, it states in the administration's record of decision,

and I am just continuing on from where you made your very good
point, Mr. Geisinger. Timber sales awarded prior to the effective

date of this record of decision are not altered by this record of deci-

sion, ESA or anything. At the time they were awarded, these tim-

ber sales were consistent with the planning documents then in ef-

fect, complied with the Endangered Species Act, and all other laws,

and the environmental effects of these sales were considered as

part of the baseline for the biological opinion for the final SEIS.

Furthermore, it states that under the timber sales sold but
unawarded, the administration's own record of decision stated,

with one exception, as described below, and that happened to be
the Seattle Audubon Society v. Lanz, all planned and sold but
unawarded timber sales were reviewed and adjusted, as needed,
following publication of the draft SEIS pursuant to the process de-

scribed above. The review ensured that these sales would not pre-

vent the attainment of the environmental objectives of a selected

alternative. The environmental effects of these timber sales were
disclosed in site-specific NEPA documents and subsequent review.

Some of these sales have subsequently been awarded and some
have not yet been awarded.

So I think that that ought to clarify very carefully for the record,

and I would like to enter this document into the record, the point

that you were trying to make, Mr. Geisinger. You are absolutely

right, and I thank you for bringing that point up.

Mr. Geisinger. If I may. Representative Chenoweth, during most
of 1994, my time was consumed trying to convince the administra-

tion that that is what they had written, to try to resolve the 318
sales through normal administrative channels. Congressman Norm
Dicks was very involved and very instrumental in bringing those

discussions forward. But in the final analysis, they looked at us in

the face and said, yes, that is what we wrote, but that is not what
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we meant, but it is a matter of public record now and I think the
amount of volume involved is minuscule in the big picture. It is

very small compared to the commitments the administration made
in Option 9, and to say that it is preventing implementation of Op-
tion 9 is just not right.

Mrs. Chenoweth. I suppose that when President Clinton said in

1993 with regards to these sales, by preserving the forests and set-

ting predictable and sustainable levels of timber sales, it protects

jobs not just in the short term but for years to come, I suppose he
could look at you and say, that is what we said but that is not
what we meant, because that is not what they are doing, is it, Mr.
Geisinger?
Mr. Geisinger. No, it is not.

Mrs. Chenoweth. I wanted to ask Mr. Mayr, your story is so
compelling, your grandfather, and your father and uncle who bor-

rowed a horse and borrowed some oats and as teenage boys started
a logging business. I have heard that story from several different

people who started logging companies. I am very, very sorry that
this has happened to you. You know, out of Aberdeen, Washington,
was an opinion about what has happened to you and the fact that
the administration has broken its word.
They said in this editorial or in this opinion, "Mayr Brothers,

whose resilience and ingenuity have been beacons of hope for Grays
Harbor, announced Friday that it will lay off its 170 employees
over the next two months." You know, the most important thing
that I feel that as Congressmen we must continue to do is point
these industry people in a direction where there is hope, but it is

very difficult when we have an administration who does not even
bat an eye or blink when they say one thing and do another.
Mr. Mayr, I just hope, I very much hope that we will be able to

see that hope and resilience for Grays Harbor restored again. Has
Senator Gorton's and Senator Hatfield's compromise plan been of

any benefit to you, either in the past or do you see it as a benefit

in the future?
Mr. Mayr. Thank you for your kind words, Congresswoman. I

hope, too, that we will come through this. As I say, we have had
our ups and downs over the years.

Both Senator Gorton and Senator Hatfield had some language to

give the administration more leeway in settling these timber sales.

That language was stricken from the earlier bill. I am hoping
something can be done before the end of September that will allow

us the damages from these sales, and they have been very helpful.

Nothing, of course, has been passed yet.

Mrs. Chenoweth. Thank you, Mr. Mayr. Thank you, Mr. Chair-

man.
Mr. COOLEY. Thank you, Mrs. Chenoweth.
Mrs. Smith?
Mrs. Smith of Washington. I guess I will just carry on from

there, Tom. I want to make sure I understand. You think the clos-

est we can get on a bill is an appropriation coming up in Septem-
ber. It is still going to be real difficult. It is possible, and we will

walk you over to Slade's office and work on it, but your attorneys

say the Forest Service has the authority for this trade and they are
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saying they do not, and that is really what you are going to try to

get clarified?

Mr. Mayr. It is more than the Forest Service, but it is all in the
Department of Agriculture. The loan guarantee, I think they are on
the fourth floor and the Department of Agriculture is on the sec-

ond. I mean, they are in the same building. For one agency to say,

we did not know you depended on our timber sales for this loan,

that is kind of mind-boggling.
Mrs. Smith of Washington. It is kind of bad to change all their

minds right now, after, of course.

Mr. Mayr. I am convinced that our having those timber sales

under contract and the markets for those logs were the reason the
loan was approved.
Mrs. Smith of Washington. You would not have gotten the loan

if you had not had a supply.

Mr. Mayr. Exactly.

Mrs. Smith of Washington. Nobody else is getting loans out
there unless they have supply, you are right.

Mr. Mayr. Right. And that provided the bridge for the transition

that everybody was telling us, both the environmental community,
the administration was telling, you have to change to second
growth. That is what we did. We were written up at the time as
a progressive company for doing the right thing. It is just that
when you have a plan that complicated, you cannot pull a part of

it out.

Mrs. Smith of Washington. It was not done in the dark, by any
means, for the members of this committee.
Mr. Mayr. No.
Mrs. Smith of Washington. It was done very clearly. In fact, I

feel that you were encouraged into it and then left high and dry.

It brings up cynicism for our government. No wonder not too many
folks want to work with the government, if they dump you after

they have encouraged.
We need the 170 jobs. It is not all in my district. It is right above

it and part of it is mine, but I cannot imagine what 170 jobs' loss

is going to do in that area.

We will do what we can do to try to get the administration to

understand, maybe just tell them it is a Democrat county. That
might help in an election year.

Mr. Mayr. Yes.
Mrs. Smith of Washington. But encourage them through that

process. But I do not think they realize the impact. They say, oh,

170. We have more than that on one floor in the White House.
They do not think about that many employees, but it basically will

devastate that community.
Mr. Mayr. Yes, it will.

Mrs. Smith of Washington. Mr. Geisinger, one thing that I

have been interested in since I have been here is the misconcep-
tion—so I am premising this with my bias, somewhat—^but with
the Option 9 numbers, a lot of people got the impression, if you
would listen to the press back here, we were going to shave the
hills. That would leave no old growth and we would literally have
nothing left but bald hills in the Northwest.
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Can you give me an idea of even the four billion, not the billion,

but the four billion we thought we would get, what percentage that
would be of the total available harvestable timber to give these
folks an idea, just to show them what percentage it is? Can you
give me a ballpark figure?

Mr. Geisinger. There are hundreds of billions of board feet of

standing timber on Federal lands in the Northwest. I can provide
that information for the committee. I san safely say it is probably
at least 450 or 500 billion board feet.

Mrs. Smith of Washington. But it is not 100 billion, so the four
billion is not even four percent?
Mr. Geisinger. No. It is a minuscule percentage of what is avail-

able on the entire land base. But again, the problem with Option
9 is we are left with about 12 percent of the Federal lands to man-
age in any kind of predictable fashion, and finding areas to put up
timber sales is not the least of the agency's problems, and then
once they do, they go through this incredible process to get final

approval. That is why the performance has been as poor as it has
been.

Mrs. Smith of Washington. I want to have you address one
more thing. I listened to Ms. Phillips as she nobly tried to answer,
and I realized something again that kind of amazes me. What I

heard was the Forest Service referred to twice, once as if they had
no options in letting these sales and they would have to go into the
most sensitive wilderness areas, and the other was the Forest Serv-
ice has a lot of latitude.

Clarify for me why it is bad to let this administration's Forest
Service under their direction select the sales environmentally. Why
would they choose bad sales? Why should she be afraid when there
is that much land mass? Why would she think this administration
would go after the most sensitive, and have they shown to do that?
Mr. Geisinger. I think Ms. Phillips can speak for herself on that.

I think the people closest to the ground are the ones most capable
of making those decisions, and they have to be given some
empowerment to comply with the standards and guidelines that
have been imposed upon them. I think oversight in the Department
is perfectly legitimate, and I think that is why the authors of the
salvage amendment gave sole discretion to the Secretaries of Agri-

culture and Interior to approve or disapprove of any timber sale.

The interference, frankly, is coming from above those levels, and
if we are ever going to be successful in implementing this plan or

some other plan, the agencies are going to have to be reempowered
to make a lot of those decisions on their own and to be allowed to

move forward with them.
The Forest Service and BLM are the only two agencies that I am

aware of that gives the public access to challenging their decisions

the way they do. I mean, I think of the Defense Department. If you
could challenge some specifications on the construction of an F-18
fighter plane with a 32-cent stamp and a letter, I would hate to

think of what would happen to our nation's defense. But there are

layers upon layers of opportunities for people to challenge what is

happening in our natural resource managing agencies and I think
the public certainly ought to have access to asking questions and
challenging decisions, but not to the extent that they can bring ev-
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erything to an absolute standstill, which is what has happened in

our region.

Mrs. Smith of Washington. Thank you, Mr. Geisinger.

Ms. Phillips. Thank you, Mr. Geisinger. I appreciate your saying
I can speak for myself, and I will be extremely brief.

Having not testified before, I forgot to say that I have submitted
things for the record, including three different packets which con-

tain what we consider really very bad sales in Washington State,

in Oregon, and in California under this plan and under the salvage

rider. I think if you have a chance to look through that at some
point in time, you will see why we are concerned about the Forest
Service and violations. I am sorry I forgot to say that before, but
thank you for this opportunity.

Mrs. Smith of Washington. Thank you, Ms. Phillips. You just

think the administration is doing one crummy job of managing
this, and I guess I do, too. We certainly agree there. Thank you.

Mrs. Chenoweth. [Presiding.] Thank you, Mrs. Smith.
Mr. Riggs?
Mr. Riggs. Thank you, Madam Chair. I do not know if I want

to say anything after that last comment, but it was very apropos
and, I believe, on the mark.
Ms. Phillips, is it my understanding that you and the National

Audubon Society advocate a total repeal of the timber salvage
rider?

Ms. Phillips. That is correct, sir.

Mr. Riggs. Let me understand this, because Mr. Herger, I think,

was linking your organization with the Sierra Club, which I think
you
Ms. Phillips. That is correct, and I am not a member of the Si-

erra Club.
Mr. Riggs. Yet, if I understand correctly, you do not favor even

the harvesting of a dead, dying, or diseased tree, and if that is the

case, what form of commercial logging do you support on Federal
forest lands and how do you differ, then
Ms. Phillips. Excuse me. I did not say-

Mr. Riggs. Excuse me. Let me just finish the question. How do
you differ from the Sierra Club?
Ms. Phillips. Since I am not a member of the Sierra Club and

since I really cannot explain their policies to you because I am not

a member, let me just explain National Audubon Society's view on
this as best I can.

We are not—National Audubon Society is not against salvage

sales, and I think what we feel is that there are already laws in

place, environmental laws that had been instituted and passed by
Congress and signed by past Presidents that both protected our
natural resources and allowed citizen input into the public process.

Within those laws and the implementing regulations on the part of

the National Forest Service, they have been doing a salvage pro-

gram all along. A salvage program is not new for the Forest Serv-

ice.

My Audubon Chapter, in particular, has never done an adminis-

trative appeal or litigation on a salvage sale. So I think if you take

a look at our record and check with the Mount Baker-Snoqualmie
National Forest, you will see that is our record. Our concern is that
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taking away the ability for citizens to interact with land managers
when it is public land, this is what we object to.

We do not object to any particular—I mean, I will tell you per-

sonally, I do not agree with any more logging of old growth na-
tional forests, but if we are talking here about salvage, I think my
record speaks for what I have not challenged, what I have the abil-

ity to challenge, but I truly believe in democracy and I believe in

the people's forest and I believe in a citizen—a citizen, no matter
who that citizen is, their right to participate in the democratic
process, which is why I would like to see the entire salvage rider

and all of its components repealed.
Yes. I base that on information that was put in the court record

by the administration and by wildlife biologists, particularly Kim
Nelson, who is considered one of the premiere researchers on
murrelets, and her testimony, which, by the way, was not just a
few sales. It could have been up to 10,000 acres, and that is 10,000
critical acres. But this species, of course, is listed under the Endan-
gered Species Act, so we are talking about an endangered species.

It is listed as threatened.
The 20 percent of the known murrelet activity or nesting areas

was involved in those 10,000 areas. So when you take an endan-
gered species already on the Endangered Species Act and the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service has decided that their decision, which is

why I do not agree and I appreciate Mrs. Chenoweth putting infor-

mation in for the record because I think it speaks to exactly what
I was trying to say, that the ESA was still in effect in the record
of decision, is that they gave those jeopardy opinions, which meant
that they felt that would jeopardize the existence of a species that
was listed under the Endangered Species Act.

So when you take that U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's deter-

mination that the species may go extinct, because that is what
jeopardy means, and you take away 20 percent of the known nest-

ing and murrelet activity areas, I think it, indeed, does have a dev-
astating effect.

Mr. RiGGS. Let me turn to the gentlemen real quick before my
time expires. But first let me note that, regarding your earlier com-
ment, citizens can interact with the agencies under the salvage
law. We expressly permitted that under the law and there is ample
opportunity for citizen input when the agencies are preparing the
sales. There is also public comment under the administration's im-
plementation of the law and there is also an appeal for arbitrary

and capricious decisions.

Gentlemen, do you all agree that the primary reason that we are
here today is the failure of this Congress and past Congresses to

reform the Endangered Species Law?
Mr. Geisinger. I would like to try that first, and you may not

like my answer, Congressman. The answer is no. The injunction

that led to the creation of Option 9 had nothing to do with the En-
dangered Species Act. They were a violation of the National Forest
Management Act viability regulation and NEPA violations for not

supposedly preparing an adequate environmental impact state-

ment. It was the viability regulation that Judge Dwyer hung his

hat on for enjoining most of the Pacific Northwest timber sale pro-

gram.
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That is a regulation that could be changed, theoretically, with a
Federal Register notice and a 60-day public input period, but it

has become such a volatile issue and so important to the environ-
mental community as a tool to stop land management activities

that it would prove very controversial to do it in such a manner.
Quite briefly, the National Forest Management Act requires the

Forest Service to maintain a diversity of plant and animal commu-
nities consistent with the multiple use purposes of the forest plan
and to the extent practicable, and I do not think anyone in this

room could disagree that that is a laudable goal. But when the reg-

ulations to implement that provision were written, it required the
Forest Service to provide habitat to sustain viable populations of

native species throughout the planning area. We were told in 1981
when that provision was written that the planning area was the re-

gion, whether it be Region 5, as California, or Region 6, in Wash-
ington and Oregon. You had to have a viable population someplace
in that region.

The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, however, subsequently inter-

preted that to mean that viable populations had to exist on every
single national forest and every single ranger district in the region,

and that is what brought the gridlock to the Pacific Northwest
through court order.

I am not suggesting the ESA does not need reforming; it does.

It does need to be streamlined and more workable. But it is not the
cause of the gridlock that occurred in the Pacific Northwest.
Mr. RiGGS. We will pursue that in a minute. Thank you, Madam

Chair.
Mrs. Chenoweth. Thank you, Mr. Riggs.
Mr. Vento. Madam Chair?
Mrs. Chenoweth. Yes. I would like to call on Mr. Vento now.
Mr. Vento. Thank you.
I found it interesting, the discussion on the salvage rider. Obvi-

ously, the salvage existed before the rider and probably will exist

after it. It is a question of how you proceed. Clearly, what the in-

tent of the rider is, is to dispense with the processes that were in

place and to override them and to subsume them into this trun-
cated process. So it basically abandons the effort to implement a
range of different laws, including laws that affect small businesses
and the extension of and dispersal of the jobs and contracts within
that context. It does that. It enters into roadless areas. It has spe-
cial provisions with regards to Montana, with regards to 318.

I would just point out that there was a good faith effort in 1990
and other times to write 318. I actually had worked with Congress-
man Dicks at that time, who was on the conference committee, to

provide for it, but the news we kept getting back in terms of the
science was that, of course, things did not work out so we could
achieve the types of harvests.

I find this whole discussion, incidentally, in reference to my col-

leagues with regards to fire, very interesting, because, of course, we
have an environment in which we have heavily been influenced by
the activities of the Forest Service and others to extinguish fires,

and to suggest now that is simply the result of inadequate harvest,
I think, and/or salvage types of problems, is, I think, a real prob-
lem, because the areas you might salvage are not necessarily the
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areas where the fires will occur. Obviously, if we cut all the forests

down, they would not have a fire problem. I guess that is the gist

of that particular issue.

So I think it is sort of scapegoating the salvage problem or the

degree of harvest with the fires. In other words, I do not think that

there is much, if any, correlation between them, but nevertheless,

it is an attempt to try and superimpose an event that is obviously

negative and put it at the feet of the amount of salvage that takes

place.

Mr. Mayr, I read your statement and the progress of your com-
pany and so forth, the development. It is very interesting in terms
of its history. But you point out in here you are 95 percent depend-
ent upon the Olympic National Forest for harvest.

Mr. Mayr. We were.

Mr. Vento. But you suggest that that was the predicate. Does
your corporation or company or your entity specifically have under
contract the contracts you were talking about, or were they indi-

rectly under contract?

Mr. Mayr. No. We were 95 percent dependent upon national for-

est timber for the mill. At the time we took out the loan, the con-

tracts I am speaking were in the name of Mayr Brothers. We actu-

ally had
Mr. Vento. They were your contracts?

Mr. Mayr. Yes. Some of the contracts are harvested. Some of

them have roads built. In fact, one of them actually has timber that

has been on the ground since 1991.

Mr. Vento. Is your concern here with regards to the fact that the

Farmers Home Adminstration did not do diligence with regards to

your loan?
Mr. Mayr. No.
Mr. Vento. Or you did not do diligence with regards to your

loan?

Mr. Mayr. We did.

Mr. Vento. Or the Forest Service is supposed to do diligence

with regards to your loan?

Mr. Mayr. No. Everyone did the due diligence. It is the fact that

the Forest Service has not performed on the contracts.

Mr. Vento. I think that all the laws are in effect that affected

this. For instance, we talked about NEPA and we talked about the

Forest Management Act and the Endangered Species Act. All of

those were in law in 1990, were they not?

Mr. Mayr. Right. But what I am speaking to is the fact that the

Forest Service owes us damages. They have admitted
Mr. Vento. Well
Mr. Mayr. No. They have admitted such. We have had offers

from them. They have admitted they owe us damages, but they

have not done the honorable thing and paid them.

Mr. Vento. In other words, they have not come to a negotiated

agreement with you? Is that what your contention is, is that they

should come to a negotiated agreement with regards to your
Mr. Mayr. They should either honor the contract by letting us

harvest it, they should cancel the contract
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Mr. Vento. If I just might interrupt you, I understand—I did
read the testimony—I understand the fact that they cannot honor
the contract. It is bound by other factors

Mr. Mayr. Right.
Mr. Vento. [continuing]—like court injunctions and other factors

beyond their control, is that correct?

Mr. Mayr. That is correct.

Mr. Vento. So it is sort of beating a dead horse here in terms
of the fact that—but they then say that because they are admit-
ting, in other words, they can suggest that they are taking on the
burden of having have not gone through the process or NEPA cor-

rectly, that they then take on the burden of not delivering the tim-
ber to you as per se the contract. In other words, they are admit-
ting that. You are just saying that it is a matter of what the nego-
tiated amounts might be in terms of not harvest or whatever the
damages are that occurred.
Mr. Mayr. Yes, and it has been that delay of over—on one timber

sale, it is a delay of five years, and in normal commercial contracts,

if we had a contract with a private company, we would never be
allowed to delay performance for five years, and that is where we
have suffered from, is that delay.

Mr. Vento. I understand that there are adjustments that have
to be made in terms of the economy, in terms of its reconciliation.

I just think it ought to be understood that, from my perspective,

yes, the Forest Service is up front in terms of not doing this, but
they also have the obligation under court order and under a whole
series of other laws that needed to be followed in terms of bringing
this issue—I mean, all of it has to be considered in the context. It

is not a question of competence, but it is a question of nonperform-
ance from your aspect. Before we begin to render judgments on
them, I think we ought to look at what responsibilities that they
have that have been placed upon them.

I also. Madam Chair, I would note that the suggestion about, ob-

viously, the amount of harvest that has gone on or has not gone
on, I think I would just note for the record, it is my understanding
that, in fact, there have been salvage contracts put out in which
there have not been bids in some parts of the country. So the whole
issue of whether or not you do salvage or not, I would just ask my
colleagues to consider the fact that sometimes these salvage sales

are not very attractive in terms of their profitability and the con-

sequence of that is that those types of sales are not bid upon, so

they go by the wayside. You can make them more attractive by
putting in more profitable types of harvest of trees, but that is not
necessarily where you want to go in terms of trying to deal with
the management of a forest.

So it is the reason that salvage, even though there is a consider-

able amount of salvage that could be out there that is on roaded
lands and other areas, it is not always a very attractive purchase.
It is not a very attractive business for those that might be doing
it.

We know what is more desirable, the large volume old growth
type of trees in the Northwest or in other areas where you have
different types of timber which would be more attractive, but it

does not always match the needs of how a land manager might
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want to manage a forest. I remember well the discussions about
Alaska and the types of timber that were desired in those in-

stances.

So it is a lot more complex than simply suggesting you have all

of this timber and that simply just putting it on the market is

going to do it, because it is not going to unless you make it profit-

able, very profitable, in some cases. Salvage is a loser for the gov-
ernment in terms of costing us money in most instances. It is a
loser for the government in terms of costing money for the prepara-
tion of the roads, and, of course, as we know, we have an ongoing
debate about what the costs are in terms of the general sales pro-

grams.
Mr. Herger. Would the gentleman yield?

Mr. Vento. I would be happy to yield.

Mr. Herger. I realize the light is red, but would the Chair-
woman mind?
Mrs. ChengWETH. Yes.
Mr. Herger. I want to commend the gentleman for pointing out

that there are not any bidders for many salvage sales. As the gen-
tleman mentioned, the reason is that they are basically below cost.

They are not marketable.
I would like to point out that I noticed throughout my eight na-

tional forests that one of the major reasons of this is that once a
tree dies, whether it be by fire or by insect infestation depending
on the species, we have anywhere from 18 months to three years
to salvage that timber before it is non-marketable.
So when we have those environmental groups that have been so

successful at suing and holding up these sales, if they can hold
them up for between 18 months and three years, then there will

not be any bidders on them. That is the reason that the emergency
salvage legislation was intended to expedite—not eliminate, but ex-

pedite this process so that we could get these trees out prior to the
time that they are unmarketable.
Mr. Vento. Of course, the salvage rider included roadless areas

of Montana. It included 318. It included a variety of things. There
are other factors that affect the profitability besides the age of the
timber. Certainly, if it takes longer, it is in a position where it is

not of value. I mean, I understand that with most species. There
are some species that that does not affect as much. So that rep-

resents a dilemma in terms of salvage, because, in a sense, by the
time you plan, it is an unplanned sale, you have to come in with
some sort of a shortened period of time. I disagree, as the gen-

tleman knows, strongly with the salvage rider as being the solution

to that.

I also wanted to point out, Madam Chair, while you are tolerat-

ing my continued rambling on here, that some of the discussion

about what the Appropriations Committee is spending and the vol-

ume that they are getting, I think, directly relates to forest health.

I think most of us recognize that forest health is something that

is going to require an investment in the forest, not spending less.

The easiest thing is to go in with these high-volume cuts and chop
it up and get some dollars back, but I think that those days are

over.

Mrs. Chenoweth. Will the gentleman yield?
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Mr. Vento. As long as I still have time, if the Chairwoman rec-

ognized my time.

Mrs. Chenoweth. Yes, I will grant you time.

I appreciate Mr. Herger for pointing out the fact that these sales

sometimes are not profitable because they do take so long to issue,

and that was the very reason why we put through this salvage sale

rider. Salvage sales need not be a loser for the government, but I

can tell you one thing, Mr. Vento. Fires are a loser for the govern-^

ment, a big loser, so

Mr. Vento. I appreciate the observation with regards to fire. I

just would suggest that that comes out of accumulation of manage-
ment that has gone on for 100 years. It is not simply the most re-

cent phenomenon. It has to do with how we fight fires and our fire

regime. That, I hope, will be led by the science, not by emotions,
and I think that it is a very emotional issue. I think that, in the
end, we are going to have some fires. I do not think it is the sal-

vage rider that is going to prevent it. I do not think it is wilderness
management that is going to prevent it.

I think that we really need to reconcile that and not just use it

as a debating point here or blame the management of the North-
west. After all, if cutting trees down was going to save the North-
west, it would have been saved many times over, based on the fact

that we were cutting what, in my judgment, not to be argumen-
tative with my colleagues, but what is over the sustainable type of
forest.

The question is, how do you get the salvages done? The real

question is, it is easy to sell the profitable stuff, but to manage a
forest properly, you need to deal with forest health and you need
to deal with much of what you would say is salvage, and most sal-

vage—almost all salvage in most regions is not profitable to the
government. Obviously, if you get wood prices high enough, it

would be, but none of us are looking for higher wood prices, I do
not think.

Mrs. Chenoweth. I thank the gentleman, Mr. Vento.
Mr. Vento. You are welcome. Madam Chair. Thank you.
Mrs. Chenoweth. I thank this panel for coming so far and for

your very informative and instructive testimony. I would like to ex-

cuse the panel now and call the next panel.

Mrs. Chenoweth. The next panel consists of the Honorable
James R. Lyons, Under Secretary for Natural Resources and Envi-
ronment in the tJ.S. Department of Agriculture, and Mr. Lyons will

be accompanied by the Honorable Jack Ward Thomas, Chief of the
Forest Service and Mr. Tom Tuchmann, Special Assistant to the
Secretary. We will also have joining us Ms. Nancy Hayes, Chief of

Staff and Counselor, Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Depart-
ment of Interior.

STATEMENT OF JAMES R. LYONS, UNDER SECRETARY FOR
NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT, UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, ACCOMPANIED BY JACK
WARD THOMAS, CHIEF, FOREST SERVICE, AND THOMAS
TUCHMANN, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE SECRETARY
Mr. Lyons. Thank you very much. Madam Chairwoman. I appre-

ciate the opportunity to appear before you today. As you indicated,
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I am accompanied by Dr. Jack Ward Thomas, who is Chief of the
USDA Forest Service, and Mr. Tom Tuchmann, who is Special As-
sistsint to the Secretary of Agriculture.
Your request letter for this hearing included a number of ques-

tions regarding the purposes, promises, and accomplishments
under the President's forest plan. While my full statement re-

sponds to those questions in greater detail, I would like to offer a
few brief summary comments in response to those questions up
front.

To understand the goals and accomplishments of the President's
Northwest Forest Plan, one must consider the circumstances that
led to the need to develop the plan and the crisis that the Clinton
administration was presented with when we took office and that
we have sought to resolve.

When the Clinton administration took office, the Pacific North-
west found itself deep in turmoil and controversy over the future
of timber sales, the viability of spotted owls, of saJmon, and the fu-

ture of old growth forests in the region. Litigation was driving for-

est policy, and injunctions against the sale and harvest of timber
from the national forests and BLM lands in Western Washington,
Oregon, and Northern California had brought the agency's timber
sale program and the timber industry to their knees.
Neither the Reagan nor Bush administrations were able to re-

solve the controversy over timber production and forest protection
in the region. Congress spent much time and energy reviewing this
situation and receiving testimony regarding efforts by prior admin-
istration officials to resolve the issue. However, a legislative solu-
tion to the dilemma could not be fashioned.
While controversy and confrontations continued, the communities

of the region suffered. Forest products firms continued to obtain
fiber from limited Federal timber sales and from private wood-
lands, but for all intents and purposes. Federal timber sales were
shut down. With no new national forest timber sales to fill mill
yards, companies were left to operate the backlog of sales that they
had purchased in years prior. But log supplies were clearly limited.
At the same time, concern for the future viability of the Northern

spotted owl and the integrity of old growth forest resources was
growing. Murrelets and salmon stocks were also under study to de-
termine if their numbers were declining and their future was at
risk.

A solution to the gridlock that gripped the region was des-
perately needed. On April 2, 1993, President Clinton convened the
Forest Conference in Portland, Oregon, to address the human and
ecological issues affecting the region. This was the first major con-
ference convened by the President and reflected a substantial com-
mitment of time and resources by the administration. The Presi-

dent, the Vice President, and a number of cabinet members were
in attendance.

Participants heard and discussed a wide range of issues associ-

ated with the controversies affecting the region. It was clear that
an aggressive and concerted effort by the Clinton administration
was necessary in order to resolve these issues, to get past the in-

junctions and the gridlock and to get on with the management of

the national forests in a balanced and sustainable way. At the end
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of the conference, the President announced that he would commit
the resources of his administration to developing a solution to the
crisis in 90 days.

Soon after, the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment
Team, or FEMAT, was established, with Jack Thomas as chair. Dr.

Thomas was then chief scientist of the Forest Service, operating
out of La Grande, Oregon, and had made his mark in this issue

through his leadership of the Bush administration's interagency
spotted owl committee and through his participation in the House
Agriculture Committee's Gang of Four study. Jack assembled a di-

verse team of natural resource agency experts and academicians
with expertise in biology, sociology, ecology, hydrology, fisheries

and wildlife management, silviculture, and economics. The team
was assembled in Portland and began its work.
Under the gun and under fire, the team worked tirelessly to de-

velop a comprehensive, innovative, and provocative report identify-

ing a range of options for resolving forest management crises af-

fecting the region. That report led to the development of a plan
that eventually became the Clinton administration's strategy for

resolving the gridlock in the Pacific Northwest.
The plan itself was to provide for the protection of old growth for-

ests and associated flora and fauna in the region and to provide for

the sustainable harvest of timber from the forest. However, the for-

est plan was not simply about forest management. It recognized
that the region's economy was in transition from a strong depend-
ence upon wood products to a more diversified economy which
would benefit from a wider array of all the goods and services pro-

vided by the national forests of the region.

For this reason, the Northwest Forest Plan included measures to

aid unemployed loggers and mill workers, to assist communities in

identifying means to diversify their economic basis, and funds to

retrofit mills and develop the needed infrastructure to improve and
expand upon existing industries and facilities.

The President's forest plan is truly a revolutionary plan and it

marks a new paradigm for forest management, not only in the Pa-
cific Northwest but throughout the United States. The Northwest
Economic Adjustment Initiative, a multi-Federal agency effort, pro-

vides immediate and long-term assistance to people, businesses,

and communities where changes in forest industry and Federal for-

est management practices have affected the economic and social

fabric of areas dependent upon timber. County payments which
have traditionally been taken from Federal timber receipts are now
governed by special revenue sharing provisions in the Omnibus
Reconciliation Act of 1993.
Each State, Oregon, Washington, and California, has a group

called the State Economic Revitalization Team, or CERT, to coordi-

nate the implementation of the economic assistance programs.
Members of Federal, State, local, and tribal governments and the
private sector work cooperatively on these teams to make effective

use of funds available to help businesses and communities.
For instance. Forest Service efforts include providing technical

and financial assistance to displaced timber workers and busi-

nesses and communities through the Jobs in the Woods program,
the old growth diversification and community assistance programs.
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The Forest Service NEAI has invested $12 miUion in watershed
restoration through the Jobs in the Woods program and has award-
ed 300 contracts. Over 99 percent of the contractors and workers
live in or operate their businesses within the affected region.

Data on the number of workers employed and their wages based
on 60 percent of the Jobs in the Woods contracts awarded show
that in 1995, 2,225 workers have been employed, 1,010 of whom
were displaced timber workers, at an average wage and benefit of

$17.10 an hour.
Old growth diversification funds are used for projects that add

value to existing timber resources and create and retain employ-
ment. In Oregon, this program stimulated the investment of $15.77
for every dollar of agency funding. As a result, an estimated total

of 943 jobs were created.

Overall, more than 4,900 job training opportunities have been
created in the region, and as of last September, more than 81 per-
cent of those completing training had found emplo3anent.
The Northwest Forest Plan applies current science to on-the-

ground management. This is done in a number of ways. Watershed
analysis provides the basic information for managing watersheds.
Thus far, the Forest Service has completed 120 watershed analy-
ses, comprising over seven million acres. We have done so in co-

ordinating with the other Federal agencies who are our partners in

managing the forests of the Pacific Northwest, and I would say
that we are on schedule in completing the analysis proposed in the
forest plan.

With respect to wildlife conservation, we are already seeing the
benefits of our efforts. Where watershed analyses have been com-
pleted and the streamlined consultation approach has been imple-
mented, consultation under the Endangered Species Act is com-
pleted quickly. For example, between August 30, 1995, and May 31
of this year, 102 informal consultations were completed, averaging
18 days per consultation. There were 18 formal consultations, aver-

aging 46 days per consultation.
In order to sustain forest ecosystems and local economies, the

Northwest Forest Plan recognizes the need to invest money into

these ecosystems. This is accomplished through watershed restora-

tion, by improving fish passages, stabilizing land erosion, resur-

facing roads, revegetating road banks, and reclaiming unnecessary
or problem roads. These projects have also provided immediate em-
plo3Tnent for displaced workers through the award of 300 water-
shed restoration contracts.

The Northwest Forest Plan has included management areas that

build on our monitoring efforts but goes one step further in creat-

ing areas for developing and testing new ideas. The plan estab-

lishes what we call ten adaptive management areas, which operate

on the principle of adaptive management, which means we learn

from our actions and change our management when necessary.

For clarification, the Northwest Forest Plan covers 24 million

acres of Federal land. Thirty percent of these acres have been set

aside for special protection by acts of Congress. The remaining 70
percent is allocated in the following manner: Late successional re-

serves constitute 30 percent; adaptive management areas, six per-

cent; managed late successional areas, one percent; administra-
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tively withdrawn areas, six percent; riparian reserves, 11 percent;

and matrix land, 16 percent. Approximately 19.5 million acres of

the Northwest Forest Plan are National Forest System lands, of
which 22 percent is in the matrix in adaptive management areas.

The sustainable production of forest products is a key part of the
Northwest Forest Plan. The Northwest Forest Plan estimated a po-

tential timber sale quantity of just over a billion board feet per
year for the Forest Service and BLM management areas combined.
The Forest Service's portion of this volume is approximately 850
million board feet. As forest plans are revised and on-the-ground
analysis is completed, we will revise the PSQ.

In 1995, the Forest Service planned to offer 454 million board
feet and exceeded that volume by offering nearly 500 million board
feet. A portion of the excess volume came from late successional re-

serves and riparian reserves as a result of meeting ecosystem objec-

tives. In 1996, the Forest Service plans to offer 610 million board
feet, and in 1997, we will offer sufficient volume to meet the full

estimated PSQ.
In short, Madam Chairwoman, we are on track for preparing

timber sales under the provisions of the Northwest Forest Plan
consistent with our commitment to ramp up to a sustainable level

of forest offerings.

The accomplishments we have realized in managing National
Forest System lands are the result of taking to heart President
Clinton's principle to make the Federal Government work together
and work for the American people. To facilitate this coordination,
the Federal agencies have developed the Northwest Forest Plan
Interagency Cooperative Structure. Part of this structure facilitates

the Northwest Economic Assistance Initiative, that I just discussed.
The Regional Interagency Executive Committee serves as the sen-
ior regional body coordinating and implementing the forest plan. A
Regional Ecosystem Office provides independent recommendations
and scientific technical and other staff support to the REIC.
The Northwest Forest Plan area is divided into 12 provinces with

distinct land ecosystem and climatic qualities and an advisory com-
mittee is included in each province. As a result of these advisory
committees, there have been over 300 people involved in advisory
meetings concerning the forest plan.

Working in partnership with other agencies and the public, many
accomplishments have been made. Some of these accomplishments
are the completion of a revised Interagency Watershed Analysis
Guide, streamlined consultation, the distribution of over $29 mil-

lion of economic assistance through the Community Economic Revi-
talization Teams, an interagency monitoring plan, the development
of a strong linkage among the existing State Rural Development
Councils and Community Economic Revitalization Teams.

In conclusion, we feel we have made significant progress in meet-
ing the goals set forth in President Clinton's historic conference
and encompassed in the Northwest Forest Plan, goals of supporting
people and communities during a period of economic transition, of
providing for sustainable forest products, protecting and restoring
the environment, ensuring that Federal agencies work together as
one government, and adhering to our nation's laws and utilizing
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scientifically credible research as a foundation for our decisionmak-
ing.

We are proud of what we have accomplished, Madam Chair-
woman. We believe we are on target. I would be glad to answer any
questions you may have. Thank you.

[The statement of Mr. Lyons may be found at end of hearing.]
Mrs. Chenoweth. I thank you, Secretary Lyons.
I want to let the committee and the panel know that we have

two votes that have been called, one on the NATO suspension and
one on food quality suspension, so I think I am going to recess the
committee right now. We will probably be gone for about 20 min-
utes. We will return about 1:30. Thank you.

[Recess.]

Mr. Hansen. [Presiding.] Let me apologize to our witnesses. We
are all really busy today and supposed to be in three places at the
same time. Excuse the musical chairs that has been going on. I ap-
preciate Mrs. Chenoweth chairing, as she has.

I understand, Mr. Lyons, that you have testified.

Mr. Lyons. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hansen. Nancy Hayes, Chief of Staff and Counselor, Bureau

of Land Management, U.S. Department of the Interior, are you up?
Ms. Hayes. Yes. Thank you.
Mr. Hansen. How much time do you need?
Ms. KLayes. Less than five minutes.
Mr. Hansen. Christina, give her seven minutes, will you?
[Laughter.]
Mr. Hansen. Everybody goes over their time. That is expected,

especially around here.

STATEMENT OF NANCY HAYES, CHIEF OF STAFF AND COUN-
SELOR, BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF THE INTERIOR

Ms. Hayes. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate this opportunity to bring the Subcommittee up to

date on the Bureau of Land Management's implementation of
President Clinton's Northwest Forest Plan. I will summarize my
statement, but I would ask that my entire statement be made a
part of the hearing record.

The President's Forest Plan established a blueprint, a science-

based, legal, and balanced forest management plan that provides
for both economic opportunity and protection of the environment
through five fundamental goals. In June of 1994, just two months
after the plan's Record of Decision was adopted, the Federal court
injunctions banning timber harvests from Federal lands were lift-

ed. Timber sales in the region of the northern spotted owl were
once again offered and timber was harvested. Earlier this year, the
President's forest plan was upheld by a Federal appeals court.

The President created the Northwest Forest Plan to resolve in-

tense disputes about use of the public forests. Individuals on both
sides of the issues were driven by passionately held beliefs, and the
compromise reached in the Forest Plan did not please every inter-

ested party. However, the Forest Plan has had many successes: re-

training dislocated timber workers, providing a stable, sustainable
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supply of timber, protecting wildlife habitat and collaborative

Adaptive Management Area planning.
Let me now turn to the specifics of the BLM's implementation of

the Forest Plan. We measure our accomplishments, past, present,

and future, against the Plan's five fundamental goals.

The first goal is to support the region's people and communities
during a period of economic transition. From the start, the Presi-

dent made clear his goal was to relieve the paralysis that had
gripped timber-dependent communities in the Pacific Northwest
during the gridlock. To help these communities diversify their

economies, the President developed a five-year, $1.2 billion eco-

nomic assistance package. It has awarded millions of dollars in

grants and loans to stimulate business growth and economic devel-

opment in rural communities in Washington, Oregon, and Califor-

nia, and to develop and improve community infrastructure, includ-

ing waste systems and water treatment facilities.

The second goal is to provide a sustainable timber economy. Let
me assure the Subcommittee that the BLM is meeting its commit-
ment to offer timber sales under the Northwest Forest Plan. In
1994, the BLM in western Oregon made a commitment to ramp up
to offering the full allowable sale quantity under the Western Or-
egon Resource Management Plans. In fiscal year 1995, we commit-
ted to offering 120.5 million board feet that met the standards and
guidelines of the Northwest Forest Plan and we offered 129.5 mil-

lion. In fiscal year 1996, we committed to offer 182.5 million board
feet. To date, we have offered 128 million board feet and we will

meet our target. We are committed to offering the full sustainable
amount of 213.5 million board feet in fiscal year 1997.

The third goal is to protect and enhance the environment. At its

core, the goal of the Forest Plan was to restore some level of timber
harvesting by methods that also protect and enhance the environ-
ment. Our first priorities were watershed analysis and expedited
consultations in timber sale preparation.
To protect and restore watersheds, the BLM began to do water-

shed ansdysis for the entire area, systematically characterizing the
aquatic, riparian, and land features within a watershed. Watershed
analysis is critical because it paves the way for timber sales, and
other projects, in the future.

The BLM developed expedited procedures for consultation with
the Fish and Wildlife Service on Forest Plan projects in the six

western Oregon BLM districts to ensure protection for threatened
or endangered species or critical habitat. Under these expedited
procedures, the districts rapidly completed consultation on all fiscal

year 1995 projects. We have already finished 80 to 90 percent of

our fiscal year 1996 projects and we are already working on many
of our fiscal year 1997 projects. These expedited procedures cut our
consultation time by more than half Informal consultations are
completed in 17 days or less and formal consultations result in bio-

logical opinions in just 43 days.
The fourth goal is to ensure that Federal agencies work together

as one government. The President directed the Federal regiilatory

and land management agencies to work together in carrying out
the Forest Plan. This order to the agencies—to work better to-

gether—was unprecedented in a region as large as that covered by
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the Forest Plan. But we did it, and things are working better than
we hoped.
The fifth goal is to adhere to our nation's laws. In 1990, the BLM

was not meeting all applicable environmental laws. In December
1994, Judge Dwyer found that the Forest Plan met the require-

ments of not only the environmental laws but also laws addressing
the need for timber. Last month, Federal District Judge Thomas
Penfield Jackson of the District of Columbia ruled that he was de-

ferring to Judge Dwyer's ruling on the Forest Plan, and as you
know, Judge Dwyer has been upheld by the Ninth Circuit. Legally,

we are sound.
In summary, then, three points. Before the Forest Plan, we had

gridlock. After the Forest Plan, we have a future for timber sales

in the Northwest. We are proud of that future, and of our success

in making it happen. Second, the BLM is meeting its targets for

timber volume, and then some. And third, we are very proud of

how well our people in the field have implemented the Forest Plan.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. I will be happy to an-

swer any questions.

[The statement of Ms. Hayes may be found at end of hearing.]

Mr. Hansen. Thank you.

Mrs. Chenoweth?
Mrs. Chenoweth. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Lyons, I wanted you to know that I have gotten some reports

from Idaho that our lumbermen were very pleased with the in-

structive and informative meeting that Dr. Jack Ward Thomas had
with them out in Idaho.

I wanted to refer to the graphs that are up there. Dr. Thomas,
could you show me what percent of the 800 million board feet that

you have lined out there for 1997, 1996, 1995, what percent is saw
logs and what percent is pulp wood?
Mr. Thomas. I could. I have it with me. It will take me a minute

to find it.

Mr. TUCHMANN. If I may, the Forest Service does not report ac-

tual saw log/pulp wood/firewood volume in terms of target commit-
ments, but what we did do, given concerns by this committee and
others, is estimated that for 1995, and our estimate is that 77 per-

cent was saw logs, 14 percent was for poles, and the remainder was
noncommercial volume.
Mrs. Chenoweth. Actually, what we have seen, although Presi-

dent Clinton promised a total of 1.053 billion board feet, saw logs

being at 0.948 billion board feet and pulp wood at 0.105 billion

board feet, we have not seen that, according to what our figures

are. What we saw in 1994 were 0.187 billion board feet of saw logs,

and then in 1995, 0.336 billion board feet of saw logs. So we are

falling way under what is the normal industry standard and what
the President had promised. Do you have any comment on that?

Mr. Lyons. Yes, Mrs. Chenoweth. I know that there was a report

that was prepared, at least, we have obtained a copy of it, that al-

leges that we have fallen short of our goals. Mr. Tuchmann, who
is in Portland working for the Secretary monitoring these things,

I think, is in a position to respond to the specific points raised in

that report and, I think, could explain the differences that exist. So
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I will let Tom address that, and then, if you like, I think Jack can
talk about what the forest plan called for overall.

Mr. TUCHMANN. We are getting into this arcane business of num-
bers and differences between volume offered, sold, and harvested.
What the forest plan committed to in our probable sale quantity
calculation was 953 million board feet offered. That offer is cal-

culated on what they call chargeable volume, which historically

was primarily saw logs but did not have to include saw logs specifi-

cally.

What I just reported to you, the 77 percent and 14 percent, that
is 91 percent, was commercial volume that was offered last year
under the 600 million board foot target between the Forest Service
and the Bureau of Land Management, so we feel that we have met
that probable sale quantity commitment in 1995, and we also feel

that we are on track for 1996.
Mrs. Chenoweth. What is the difference between the sales that

were offered and the sales that were actually harvested, according
to that chart?
Mr. TuCHMANN. Those are offered volumes, not harvested.
Mrs. Chenoweth. Right.
Mr. TuCHMANN. A purchaser has up to three years to harvest

that volume after it has been sold and awarded.
Mrs. Chenoweth. My problem is that with Secretary Glickman's

latest rules and regulations, it has brought it to a screeching halt.

I know it has across Idaho, and that is a serious disappointment.
I hope that there is some way we can work out of that, not only
for jobs and communities but for forest health, too, and because we
really would like to believe in the President's promise.

President Clinton said July 1, 1993, by preserving the forests

and setting predictable and sustainable levels of timber sales, it

protects jobs, not just in the short term but for years to come, and
I think the President was talking about timber sales and protecting
jobs.

Although I appreciated the Secretary's testimony, actually, what
I am hearing is that we are putting a lot of processes in place but
yet we are frustrated about getting the logs out of the forest.

Secretary Lyons, you also mentioned about the fact that the
President's plan requires a watershed analysis, and you are en-

gaged in that, to be completed for every watershed before timber
sales can proceed. What percent of the analyses have been com-
pleted as of today?
Mr. Lyons. Let me just check my numbers on that for a second,

Congresswoman. I would point out, if I could respond to the earlier

point that you made, that neither the—I assume you were referring

to the Secretary's directive with regard to salvage timber sales in

your earlier comment?
Mrs. Chenoweth. Yes.
Mr. Lyons, [continuing]—nor the activities that we have been in-

volved in have brought anything to a screeching halt. Quite to the
contrary, I think they have facilitated moving forward both with an
aggressive salvage sale program and, of course, we have continued
to operate aggressively to implement the
Mrs. Chenoweth. If the Secretary will yield for just a moment,

most of the sales in my district have stopped because of the Sec-
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retary's directive. I imagine it is that way throughout the North-
west.
Mr. Lyons. I would suggest to you, Congresswoman, that if they

have stopped, it has been a temporary stop while some additional
analysis and evaluation proceeds. What the Secretary's directive

does is not stop timber sales. What it does is it clarifies which sal-

vage timber sales should proceed under the emergency rules pro-

mulgated by the Congress and which sales should proceed through
the normsd salvage sale program. That is the only distinction that
exists.

So I would be stunned if all salvage sales in your district came
to a halt. In fact, I can assure you that, since Jack has been out
there and talked with folks, that we are pleased with the perform-
ance of forest supervisors in that portion of Idaho in dealing with
the salvage directive that they have received.

Mrs. Chenoweth. Secretary Lyons, I just wonder if you could be
in touch with James Caswell, the supervisor of the Clearwater Na-
tional Forest, where sales that his people had been working on for

a year, three major sales were brought to a screeching halt with
the release of the Secretary's new rules and regulations.

Mr. Lyons. The only sales that would have been impacted in

that regard, Congresswoman, would have been sales in roadless
areas, and I would clarify that one of the objectives of the Sec-
retaries directive is to try and place priority on those sales that
ought to be a priority from the standpoint of threat to life or prop-
erty, sales that might be imminently susceptible to fire.

In those instances where roadless area sales were proceeding, we
provided direction that those sales should proceed through the nor-
mal process rather than the expedited process unless there is a
threat that they are imminently susceptible to fire. So that would
be the only distinction that is drawn.
Mrs. Chenoweth. Mr. Secretary, what is the normal process? I

do not think we have a normal process anymore. Dr. Thomas?
Mr. Thomas. I think that some of the sales that Caswell may

have under consideration are those that had been put forward and
had been appealed and the appeal had been upheld and then we
had proceeded with certain portions of that operation under the
salvage regulation. That may be one that we have been instructed
to—that was one set of sales, not that one specifically, but that one
criteria was one thing we were told to pay close attention to, and
I suspect that is one of the sales that he is dealing with.

The other one, the question is what is a normal procedure for a
salvage sale?

Mrs. Chenoweth. I wanted to know what is normal these days.

Mr. Thomas. Oh, boy.

Mrs. Chenoweth. Mr. Caswell said in a newspaper report that
it is not clear yet whether these sales will be held up three or four

months or until after the salvage law expires. If these sales do not
fall under the criteria of having been appealed and upheld, would
you be willing to release them immediately?

Mr. Thomas. What we are going to do is follow the instructions

in the Secretary's letter, which we have clarified out there, some
of them, if it has a green component above a certain level, our in-

structions are that I would review those sales. So I am not—there
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are a lot of sales. I am not familiar with specifically those. But
there may be sales where that green component exceeds, I believe,

20 percent, 25 percent of volume, which we have been instructed
to review at my level. When those do come in for review, we will

expedite them as rapidly as we possibly can to make sure that they
are OK, and if they are, we will proceed. If there is a problem, of

course, we will hold them.
Mrs. Chenoweth. I know my time is up and the Chairman

wants to proceed. I am not going to talk about silvicultural man-
agement here, but I would love to just work with you. Dr. Thomas,
on what your criteria is, even in associated trees. When they are
in a disease or insect-infested area, they are likely to be attacked
and killed, also, so we are very concerned.
Mr. Thomas. I can respond to that very quickly. That is part of

the review process. We would like to achieve other silvicultursd as-

pects. We want to be as effective and efficient as we can, and if

that is put forward and it is clear, then we will proceed. If there
is a problem, we will not. But let me tell you, if we do not proceed,
that does not mean the sale will not go forward. It means it may
go forward after the expiration of the salvage rider because there
is an obvious concern with public input and ability to appeal.
So we will follow that process. If it looks good and it seems to

be within the guidelines, we will proceed. If not, we will delay it

until the salvage rider is expired and then we will proceed under
regular process.

Mrs. Chenoweth. Thank you, Dr. Thomas.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hansen. Thank you, Mrs. Chenoweth.
This has been an interesting hearing. This is the seventh hear-

ing, I think, we have done on this type of thing. Also, we went out
to Roseburg, Oregon, and did a hearing. But we keep hearing the
same thing. We get a lot of folks in, elected officials, county super-
visors, city councilmen, loggers, environmentalists.
There is a difference of opinion, obviously. The loggers point out,

especially the union folks, how many hundreds of jobs they are los-

ing. Some of the fish and wildlife people talk about how they have
to have more habitat. The lumber people talk about how the price

of lumber has escalated. Other people talk about how unreasonable
the government is, whether it is the Forest Service, BLM, Con-
gress, or whatever it may be.

Out of this timber sales, this salvage thing, that law was passed
on July 27, 1995, and during the emergency period, the Secretary
concerned is to achieve to the maximum extent feasible a salvage
timber sale volume level above the program level to reduce the
backlog volume of salvage timber.

If I am reading Secretary Glickman's direction of July 2, it pretty

well countermands that. Is that the whole theory behind this, Mr.
Lyons?
Mr. Lyons. No, it is not, Mr. Chairman. Quite to the contrary,

it simply is intended to provide additional guidance with regard to

how the emergency salvage program is to be implemented. It is not
countermanding in any way, shape, or form. I would offer that it

is a clarification of guidelines that the field is to use and direction
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to Jack to help the field better understand how to proceed under
the emergency provisions.

Mr. Hansen. In your opinion, this actually compliments the law
and does not in any way change the law?
Mr. Lyons. It is not inconsistent at all with the law, Mr. Chair-

man.
Mr. Hansen. It was not intended to do that?
Mr. Lyons. No, sir.

Mr. Hansen. Your chart, Mr. Lyons, and I was not here, and I

apologize to you, identified the timber sale volume offered. How
much of that volume was actually sold?

Mr. Lyons. I would have to get that information for you, Mr.
Chairman. Of course, you understand that
Mr. Hansen. Can you give us a rough estimate of the offer and

what was sold?

Mr. Lyons. If you give me a couple of seconds, we will generate
that, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hansen. While we are looking for that statistic, let me give

you another one. How much of the volume is saw log volume and
how much is other wood, pulp, fuel wood, et cetera?
Mr. Lyons. Actually, we just presented some of that information

to Mrs. Chenoweth with regard to the percentages. Tom can go
over it again, if you like.

Mr. Hansen. I do not mean to try and pin you down. I am not
trying to do that.

Mr. Lyons. No.
Mr. Hansen. I just really, honestly want to know the answer to

this. The President's plan establishes a probable sale quantity of

1.053 billion board feet with 90 percent saw timber and ten percent
other wood. That is what he came up with. Was that not his idea?
Mr. Lyons. Why do I not let Mr. Tuchmann address that, since

he just went over the numbers?
Mr. Hansen. Mr. Tuchmann, we will turn to you, sir.

Mr. Tuchmann. Again, Mr. Chairman, what we committed to

was that volume in "chargeable volume", which includes saw tim-
ber and other commercial species. Our estimates are that 77 per-

cent of the volume you see on that graph was saw timber, 14 per-

cent was poles and other commercial products of that type, and
that the remainder was noncommercial volume.
Mr. Hansen. So it has not come too close, then, when he said 90

percent would be saw timber.
Mr. Tuchmann. No, we never said that 90 percent would be saw

timber.
Mr. Hansen. No, the President did.

Mr. Tuchmann. I am not aware of that.

Mr. Hansen. Is that right? Maybe I have wrong information
here.

Mr. Lyons. Mr. Chairman, if I could make a point here?
Mr. Hansen. Sure.
Mr. Lyons. I am going to have to follow up with the information

on actually how much was sold, but I want to make a point. There
is always this distinction between sold and harvested and I think
what essential is all we can do in the Forest Service, BLM, is offer

timber for sale, hopefully, sales that are economically viable. So we

26-951 - 96 - 3
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measure the performance of the agency, of course, by how much
has been offered. So we have used as an objective approximately
a bilUon board feet as our goal for timber offered, consistent with
the President's forest plan, and I want to make clear that we are

on track toward that offer goal.

Mr. Hansen. Let me respectfully disagree with you just a tad,

Mr. Lyons. As I read the law that was passed in 1995 and I read
Mr. Glickman's instructions that he put out on July 2, it says no
salvage in inventoried roadless areas except where imminently sus-

ceptible to fire. If you are going to achieve this thing, how do you
not do that? It seems to me that you have a contradiction here. If

you are going to achieve what it says in the law of 1995 and then
you put a restriction on it where you could and could not go, it

seems to me you cannot achieve it.

In these seven or eight hearings we have had, and when I talk

to people from the land grant colleges and forest people, they say,

let us get out and clean up some of this stuff. Your possibility of

fire escalates dramatically, and we see all kinds of fires cropping
up all around, whether they are caused by man or they are caused
by lightning. But when you have a lot of timber around, most of

us realize you are going to get the fire. It is just like when we do
not take care of the pine beetle and we do not cut or spray. Imme-
diately, we have these dead trees out there and you can almost
count on it.

The head of the Utah State University Forestry Department told

me at one time, he said, if you do not clean out the pine beetle,

and he was talking about an area in the Dixie National Forest,

which, incidentally, is having all kinds of problems because of the
challenges of the environmental groups, he said, I will give you the
statistics. You have 100 percent chance you are going to have a
fire. He said, this is going to happen. Then he went on to say, then
you have a 100 percent chance you are going to have a flood, and
that top soil that has taken 100 years to build up goes to zilch and
you will not bring it back in five lifetimes.

So I do not understand how my good friend, Dan Glickman, who
I worked with very closely on a lot of issues when he was here, can
think that this really compliments the law of July 27, 1995. It

seems to me it is in contradiction to it.

Mr. Lyons. Let me elaborate on my answer, Mr. Chairman, if I

could. I believe it compliments the law in that it does not restrict

what timber can be sold. It just clarifies what process those salvage
sales should go through. There is an emergency process that is

spelled out in the statute.

Mr. Hansen. I thought it was Colorado and Montana that made
the restrictions. Am I wrong on that? The law says, not to enter
roadless areas under these provisions in Colorado and Montana
only.

Mr. Lyons. That may have been the case. I cannot address that

specifically. I would say this with regard to roadless areas, if that

is the question, that we have simply stated that salvage sales to

be offered in roadless areas where the sale is not imminently sus-

ceptible to fire should go through what we would call the normal
salvage procedure. That is, these are sales that should be prepared
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with an EIS and that should be subject to appeal, so the public has
an opportunity to-

Mr. Hansen. How do you
Mr. Lyons. That is the only distinction we have drawn.
Mr. Hansen. Excuse me, Mr. Secretary. How do you determine

when it is highly susceptible to fire?

Mr. Lyons. That is a judgment that has to be made on the
ground, but it also has something to do with
Mr. Hansen. The district supervisor would make that decision?
Mr. Lyons. Yes, and
Mr. Hansen. Is that how that works, Chief?
Mr. Thomas. Yes, sir. That would be correct, unless the volume

was over 20 percent of the volume was green and the Secretary has
instructed me to review those sales.

Mr. Hansen. Thank you.
Chief, while I have you at the microphone there, I understand

you recently visited some of the Forest Service salvage sales in the
West. Based on your observation when you were out there, do you
agree with Bonnie Phillips in her testimony, "the salvage rider has
had a devastating effect on the ecological environment"?
Mr. Thomas. No, sir.

Mr. Hansen. You do not agree with that? How about
Mr. Thomas. Wait. Wait. I

Mr. Hansen. Excuse me, sir. Go ahead.
Mr. Thomas. Let me—this is critical. Repeat that for me. I am

a little deaf.

Mr. Hansen. So am I, so speak up. Too much shooting in your
younger years.
Mr. Thomas. I still do it.

Mr. Hansen. I do, too.

Mr. Thomas. Could you repeat the question, please?
Mr. Hansen. I just wondered, on your recent visit where you had

an opportunity to see the salvage sales when you were out in the
West, do you agree with Ms. Phillips, who testified earlier, and in

her testimony, she says, "the salvage rider has had a devastating
effect on the ecological environment"? Do you agree with that state-

ment?
Mr. Thomas. I would like to separate the question of the 318

sales away from the salvage part. There were 318 sales, the old

growth sales that were associated. If we separate that out and talk
about the salvage aspects of the rider, I do not agree with that.

Mr. Hansen. You do not? How about you, Nancy Hayes from
BLM? Do you agree with that statement from Bonnie Phillips?

Ms. Hayes. The BLM has, as the President directed, followed all

environmental laws in implementing the salvage portion of the sal-

vage rider. Therefore, I would not agree that it has had a devastat-
ing effect.

Mr. Hansen. So both the Forest Service and BLM would disagree
with the Audubon Society on this statement, then?
Mr. Thomas. I disagree with that statement, yes, sir.

Mr. Hansen. OK. Chief, the spotted owl situation on the Olympic
Peninsula has recently been reanalyzed. What do the scientists

think about the spotted owl population on the Olympic Peninsula?
Is this an area of particular concern for the spotted owl?
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Mr. Thomas. I have not seen that.

Mr. Hansen. You have not seen that?
Mr. Thomas. I have not seen that.

Mr. Hansen. Will there be a reanalysis of this stuff at all?

Mr. Thomas. Yes, sir. There is a continuing rolling reanalysis.

We are continuing to spend money both on monitoring and on re-

search on spotted owls and we constantly consider new informa-
tion. However, I would also point out to you that by the time we
got through with Option 9, the question was a far larger question
than spotted owls. It was a question of the old growth system and
a number of—hundreds of other species associated with the system.
Mr. Hansen. My time is more than up.

Mr. Secretary, the President's plan that I referred to, if you could
get me that information, I would be grateful.

Mr. Lyons. I actually have that, Mr. Chairman, if I could just

read it for you.
Mr. Hansen. Sure.
Mr. Lyons. In fiscal year 1995, we planned to offer 458 million

board feet. That includes the PSQ offer as well as the, what we call

other wood. The actual offer was 493 million board feet. We sold

387, and 437 million board feet were harvested. In 1996, the total

offer is 610. I do not have the 1997 figure here.

So the figures for 1995 would indicate we offered 493, sold 387
million board feet, and 437 million board feet were harvested.
Those are the most recent figures.

Mr. Hansen. I see. Thank you very much for your testimony.
Mr. Vento?
Mr. Vento. Thanks, Mr. Chairman.
When you talk about the numbers, Mr. Secretary, we are not just

talking about Region 9. We are talking nationwide on the salvage
numbers? Those are only salvage numbers? Is this just Region 9?
Mr. Lyons. Those are the forest plan numbers. I am sorry. We

keep jumping back and forth between forest plan and salvage sale

program.
Mr. Vento. Yes, I noticed that. In addition to this, then, there

may have been more salvage that is harvested, or did the 50 mil-

lion board feet that you are talking about—what was the salvage
for Region 9, then? Or Region 6, pardon me?
Mr. Lyons. For Region 6? I do not have the actual salvage offer

for Region 6 with me, Mr. Vento.
Mr. Vento. That has been the concern, because I think Region

6, that is really what has driven the salvage. It is pretty obvious
and evident from those that are in the forefront of this particular

issue that it is a Region 6 issue. So I just think that the issue here
is the forest plan. Obviously, we are talking about that today. You
are also talking about, in conjunction with that, forest salvage.

This does not include 318, then, either, does it?

Mr. Lyons. This reflects the actual offers on the west side, or the
Cascades, of course, in Oregon, Washington, and Northern Califor-

nia.

Mr. Vento. But these are new offers, new sales.

Mr. Lyons. Yes, sir.

Mr. Vento. So they do not reflect 318.
Mr. Lyons. No, they do not.
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Mr. Vento. So we do not have 318 in there. We do not have sal-

vage rider material in there. So I just think it is important that

we understand what is going on. We keep jumping back and forth

between these two, and I do not know, maybe somebody else has
it very straight in their minds, but it is not in mind. So I just

think, for the record, it might be that you want to do a full report-

ing on that if it is possible today, right now. It is not, I guess.

On the salvage sales, you also have offered and prepared more
salvage sales than have been purchased, too, is that correct? Can
you give me any type of idea for Region 6, since we seem to be talk-

ing about Region 6, what is offered and what is purchased? I might
add that it is my understanding that you do not offer salvage that

is not economic. You try to actually put these together to make
them somewhat attractive and obtain all the goals that you have.

Mr. Lyons. Let me address the first question first. In terms of

salvage offer for Region 6 in the Pacific Northwest, in 1995, our of-

fered volume for salvage was 539 million board feet, which was ac-

tually 118 percent of what we had planned. In 1996, our offer for

Region 6 thus far is 195 million, although we have 491 million pro-

jected. These are accomplishments through June 30, so the last

quarter is when the bulk of the salvage is to be offered.

Mr. Vento. So there is 419 projected, you said, for this year?
Mr. Lyons. Four-hundred-and-ninety-one.
Mr. Vento. Ninety-one. In 1995, how much was purchased in Re-

gion 6 of salvage?
Mr. Lyons. Excuse me? I am sorry, Mr. Vento.
Mr. Vento. How much was sold in 1995?
Mr. Lyons. I do not have that.

Mr. Vento. Was it all sold?

Mr. Lyons. No, I do not believe it was. We have had problems
in having some sales sold.

Mr. Vento. Can you give us any type of characterization? Was
there a significant portion that was not sold? I mean, we obviously

need numbers because we are trying to operate on facts here.

Mr. Lyons. I am told that about 50 to 60 million board feet was
not sold this past year.

Mr. Vento. So you think that that is going to continue? In other
words, have there been larger problems? Region 6, of course, is

really the high-grade. In terms of the forests nationwide, it is really

the high-grade type of timber.
Mr. Lyons. The interest in purchase, obviously, is a function of—

stumpage price is a function of the quality of the timber and a
number of factors. Stumpage prices declined precipitously between
the time that the Recision Act was passed and the salvage rider

was put into effect and where we are now.
Mr. Vento. I know there are other economic factors, Mr. Sec-

retary, that affect it, but I do not think that it affects the fact that

Region 6 tends to be a very high grade timber, whether it is sal-

vage or non-salvage. I mean, those are still the Douglas firs and
cedars and other types of timber. I mean, we just do not have that

in Minnesota. There is not quite as much interest in aspen.

Mr. Lyons. Of course, most of the salvage in Region 6 comes
from the east side, Mr. Vento, so while we have high quality

softwoods west of the Cascades and certainly have some highly val-
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ued timber on the east side, the salvage we are talking about is

from the east side, and that is a function of, as I said, the factors

that impact its quality and
Mr. Vento. What often happens, Mr. Secretary, that, in fact,

when putting a salvage proposal together, besides trying to be eco-

nomic, you are trying to do something called forest health, is that
right?

Mr. Lyons. Correct.

Mr. Vento. I note that my colleague, of course, went on to point

out, and it looks like to me that there is a pretty good definition

in this that the Secretary is, in fact, pointing out that the salvage
definition in the law that was passed was very broad and vague,
in his words, in the words of the Secretary, the memorandum of

the Secretary of July 2. That is what the Secretary says. Then he
goes on to talk about trees eminently susceptible to insect attack,

and then he goes on to talk about eminently susceptible to fire, but
in that definition, he also deals not just with fire but he deals with
personal property and life.

Mr. Lyons. What we have tried to do, Mr. Vento, is place a high
priority on those sales that are in what we call the urban interface

zone, so we are
Mr. Vento. I certainly understand that, Mr. Secretary. I just

want it on the record. I mean, the point here is that when the For-

est Service is dealing with these issues, they are not just dealing
with these in the abstract in terms of volume but they are dealing
with a number of other goals that are trying to be achieved, like

preventing personal property from being damaged, is that correct?

Mr. Lyons. That is correct.

Mr. Vento. The law does not specify that. This rider, at least,

does not specify that. It seems to me that the Secretary in point

four is also trying to avoid unnecessary duplication when he says,

any part of a sale and preparation that was identified to the public

through a scoping notice, environmental assessment, decision, or
other manner prior to subsequent enactment of this law should, in

fact, go forward. In other words, was there duplication going on?
Mr. Lyons. Actually, I think that was intended to address an-

other concern, Mr. Vento, and
Mr. Vento. Maybe I misunderstood it.

Mr. Lyons. We wanted to be sure that in offering salvage sales,

that sales did not proceed and were not offered under the emer-
gency salvage program that had either been offered previously and
withdrawn or had been offered previously as a green sale and then
after the passage of the salvage rider were subsequently offered as

a salvage sale under the emergency provisions. I think that is a
rare event, but we wanted to be abundantly clear.

Mr. Vento. No. I thought points four and five—in fact, point five,

I think, addressed that, so I think that there is, though, it seemed
to me, in reading that, that this was actually intended to, in fact,

not require duplication, and that point five actually addressed the
answer that you have just given me.
One of the suggestions here is that there is a direct relation

—

we have heard this allegation over and over and I want the Forest
Chief or yourself, Mr. Secretary, to respond to it—and that is that
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the incidence of fire and its relationship to salvage and the manner
in which the forests are managed.
And secondly, I wanted to raise the question about reducing the

total volume of salvage that might be occurring, even though you
have right now what many would describe as an aggressive pro-

gram, one which, in fact, limits the application of various proce-

dures and process which, I think, really in the end is not going to

be helpful. But in any case, it does truncate many of the laws and
other process that have normally been followed, but will, in fact,

because of drought, because of other factors, really overshadow
what happens in terms of salvage sales, not the least of which one
is, of course, that you cannot sell the salvage. If you, in fact, pre-

pare the sale, you cannot force people to buy it because there are

market forces and/or other issues that deal with profitability.

So my two questions, one deals with giving a shot on fire, and
second on reducing the total amount of salvage that is in our na-
tional forests by virtue of this law or any other.

Mr. Lyons. I would say, Mr. Vento, that we believe with these
additional directive and clarification offered by the Secretary, we
are going to be within the goal that we agreed to with the Congress
as a part of the salvage rider that was on the Recision Act.

With regard
Mr. Vento. Let me just interject, though, that the law that was

read here said that you would reduce the total amount of salvage
available in the forests.

Mr. Lyons. The law directed us to address the backlog that ex-

ists, and I would say that there is certainly a tremendous amount
of work that needs to be done to improve forest health. Salvage is

one portion of that.

I will let Jack address silviculturally what it is we are trjdng to

tackle.

Mr. Thomas. Without giving a long speech, this issue is so politi-

cized that everybody is losing focus here. We have a forest health
problem, in my opinion, when we define what is healthy, and
healthy enough for what. It took us a long time to get there. We
would not get out of this with the salvage rider, with or without
it. This is a small portion of the problem.
Salvage can be part of the solution. Sometimes salvage is to

make some silvicultural treatment, to fireproof. Sometimes salvage
is just salvage because it makes sense. We can do it, achieve some
objectives of getting ready for regeneration, that we can provide
jobs, we can provide wood to the mills. Sometimes salvage is just

salvage.

This issue needs to be a broader discussion. This salvage rider

is a blip. When it is over, no matter what our achievement is, we
still have a very large problem that we have to collectively address
in some intelligent fashion.

I will make my little speech now. I hate to see us so diverted by
this particular question that we lose focus on the larger questions

that we have to address. This is just part of it. We do have salvage
we can do. We were already aggressively moving ahead with sal-

vage. But I am afraid that all of this argument is beginning to di-

vert us from the real question of how v/e address those questions

that have evolved over a very long period of time. This will not get
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us out of it. This did not get us into it. This is one year in a very,
very long program and we need to start talking about how we are
going to get from A to some desirable condition further downline.
That is my answer, and excuse my speech.
Mr. Vento. I appreciate it, but I just think it is an important

question because the presumption is that this is sort of a downpay-
ment and that you can reduce the amount of salvage, but I think
it is obvious from the economics and from weather and other fac-

tors that are going on that it is not likely to happen even if you
hit the so-called targets here, even if the market sustains it.

I think the other issue, of course, is the whole fire regime issue
and the suggestion that simply the lack of an aggressive salvage
program is responsible for the fires. It would be good just for fires

to burn where there are salvage laws, but unfortunately, they do
not do that.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hansen. Thank you.
If I may ask Nancy Hayes another question, we had some inter-

esting testimony to start out with. Sue Kupillas testified today
about the blowdown/snowdown salvage sale possibility and testified

there are tens of millions of board feet of timber, probably 100 mil-

lion board feet of timber in these lands. They say a lot of this is

sawmill quality timber. This is kind of under your jurisdiction. Do
you intend to harvest that?
Ms. Hayes. Yes. We try and harvest any—well, if it is too dis-

persed, it is difficult to harvest it. It may not be cost effective. We
may not get bidders. But assuming that the blowdown is condensed
enough that it makes sense, we try to harvest that. My under-
standing, also, is that the forest plan does not preclude such har-
vest in LSRs, which
Mr. Hansen. You have two of them. One is yours and one is the

Forest Service's. What does the Forest Service intend to do?
Mr. Thomas. We ordinarily pick up any salvage opportunity that

we have that we can do under environmental restriction and that
makes some semblance of economic and social sense. But as Nancy
was trying to point out, even in the Northwest, where their lands
are located, and in Region 6 that we are discussing, such salvage
is not even precluded within late successional reserves.

Mr. Hansen. I do not disagree with what you said earlier. Chief,

regarding the bigger picture. I agree with that, and I know that
some of these targets are sometimes arbitrary, just like we have ar-

bitrary things. We just kind of like to follow it out and see what
we can do to get the best of both worlds, if there is a way to do
that. You could salvage some of this timber, keep the prices of tim-
ber down, which seems to be totally prohibitive today. In fact, a
guy was telling me the other day you can build a steel house cheap-
er than you can a wood house, which I thought was an amazing
statement.
Mr. Thomas. Mr. Chairman, I might want to point out to you

that we have had a precipitous decline in stumpage value, which
is part of our problem in being able to get some of this stuff mar-
keted. Things that we could have obviously marketed when we
started preparing the sale, by the time we got through, the price

had declined to the point where it was difficult for us to sell it.
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Mr. Hansen. The market is always the driver in this thing, there

is no question about it, just like our cattlemen right now. I wonder
if there will be any of them left at the end of the year. The cattle

prices are down to zilch, but you do not see an3rthing reduced in

the supermarket. That is what bothers me, and it kind of gives you
a little clue. I have had a chat with Secretary Glickman, and I ap-

preciate him moving out on that. I have greatest the respect for

Secretary Glickman and his group. He seems to be on top of it.

Mr. Herger, do you have some questions for this last panel?
Mr. Herger. Thank you. I do, Mr. Chairman. Again, I appreciate

a chance to be able to sit on your panel and I appreciate our panel-

ists.

Just catching part of your last statement here. Chief Thomas, I

would have to say I agree with you. We have a major problem,
which I believe the Forest Service and many of us are aware of.

At least, some of us are aware of this. We eliminated fire beginning
in the 1850's, heavily eliminated it in the early 1900's and up to

this point, and we have forests that by the Forest Service's own
statistics are 82 percent denser and thicker than they were in

1928, maybe one and a half times denser than they were in the

1850's.

Now, we are in this situation, particularly in California, where
we are subject to droughts, where we do not get as much rainfall

as in Washington and Oregon and where we now have forests that

will burn entirely, unlike historically, prior to the Europeans com-
ing to California, when there were periodic fires that did not burn
the entire forest. That is what I see as a problem. I believe that

is what you were alluding to, this big problem that we have of get-

ting to and somehow managing these forests, at least in part.

But just to ask you briefly, I know that you have stated before

this Congress in the past that you have faith, great faith in the

qualifications and judgment and work ethic of your local Forest

Service experts. I would presume that this has not changed.
Mr. Thomas. That is correct.

Mr. Herger. If you would look at some pictures that we have
taken from different areas in the district that I represent, one is

a picture of the Lick Creek, which is part of the Klamath National

Forest and part of the Dillon fire area, and the other is a Lone Pine
Ridge which is between the Six Rivers and the Shasta Trinity, on
the border of both Congressman Riggs' and my district.

Your local experts have identified these two sites as areas that

are eminently susceptible to fire. I guess my initial question is

whether you would agree with them?
Mr. Thomas. I would not argue with my local experts, but I will

not answer it over looking at those pictures.

Mr. Herger. Understandably. But these are some pictures of the

areas that they looked at extensively on the ground and have de-

termined—at least, their judgment was that these sites are a major
risk and that there should be something done with them, like treat-

ment, in order to reduce the risk of wildfire. Yet both of these

areas, both Lick Creek and Lone Pine Ridge, are located in

roadless areas. Based on the recent directives from the Secretary

of Agriculture and clarifying memoranda from you, will these sales
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that have been recommended by your local experts go forward
under the salvage law?
Mr. Thomas. Under the salvage law, no, sir, but I would assume

if they are good, sound operations and those roadless areas are in

the timber base, we will proceed under regular process after the ex-

piration of the salvage law. I think the Secretar3r's concern is that
we prepare full environmental impact statements for entry into

roadless areas that are in the forest plans for timber base, that
that is the standard process and he feels that we should not enter
a roadless area without ability for public appeal.

Mr. Herger. You are also aware, being Chief of the Forest Serv-
ice, of the problem we have. The reason for the salvage law was
the fact that we have a timeframe for working before these trees

become unmarketable.
Mr. Thomas. Yes, sir.

Mr. Herger. Depending on the species, it is 18 months to three
years at maximum, two to three years. If the extreme environ-
mentalists through their lawsuits can stall us long enough, it does
not matter if you put them up, and that is what is happening. We
sat down and spent a lot of time, both with yourself and your rep-

resentatives when we drew up the salvage law this last year. This
was the problem that we were addressing, and yet you—maybe I

should begin addressing my questions to Mr. Lyons.
Mr. Lyons, why is it that the very tool that the administration

worked with us to draw up, including the Forest Service and Mr.
Thomas, is being defeated by a directive that now will stall this

longer and do exactly the opposite of what the intent was?
Mr. Lyons. I think, Mr. Herger, the Secretary stated it best in

the memorandum that he sent to Jack. He stated in the opening
paragraph, "Unique and unprecedented provisions of the emer-
gency salvage program authorized in P.L. 104-19 impose an equal-

ly unprecedented responsibility upon us to administer the program
while sustaining the public's confidence in our stewardship of the
national forests. While I believe the program has been successful

due to the dedication of Forest Service employees, I do have some
concerns and members of the public have expressed concerns about
its implementation and those concerns have given rise to the fol-

lowing clarifications in policy." That is, I think, the key.

Also, I just want to clarify for the record that our participation

in the development of the salvage rider was, I think, more at the
tail end than in the beginning, as we sought to mitigate some of

the impacts of what we thought the initial version of that bill

might be.

Mr. Herger. Are you saying that the agreement that the admin-
istration, through the Forest Service, came up with and signed off

on a letter, as well as the letter that President Clinton signed in

which he said he intended to implement this, were not what they
really meant?
Mr. Lyons. I am saying two things, Mr. Herger. One is that we

will fulfill the commitments that we made, consistent with the let-

ter that was written by Secretary Glickman to the Speaker, and we
will operate consistent with the goals that were set, plus or minus
25 percent.
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I think the other thing I am sa3dng is, and I have said this ear-

Her, we are operating through this directive in a manner consistent

with the statute, and let me be clear about that. The statute says

in Section 2001(c), "A document embodying decisions relating to

salvage timber sales proposed under the authority of this section

shall, at the sole discretion of the Secretary concerned and to the
extent the Secretary concerned considers appropriate and feasible,

consider the environmental effects of the sadvage timber sale and
the effect, if any, on any threatened or endangered species, and to

the extent the Secretary concerned, at his sole discretion, considers

appropriate and feasible, be consistent with any standards and
guidelines from the management plans applicable to the national

forest or Bureau of Land Management district on which the sal-

vage sale occurs," the key phrase being "to the extent the Secretary
concerned, at his sole discretion, considers".

The Secretary has put out additional clarification consistent with
his discretion provided in the statute that you all authored so as

to ensure that the salvage sale program is implemented in a man-
ner consistent with the goals and objectives set up by the Presi-

dent, and that is simply what we are seeking to achieve here. We
are not stopping salvage sales. We are clarifying under which au-

thority salvage sales should proceed, consistent with the statute.

Mr. Herger. So, you are saying that you are not stopping sal-

vage sales. Wc just went over the fact that we do have experts in

the field who have recommended sales in both of the cases that we
have pictures of. Are you saying, then, that the Secretary is mak-
ing the decision to override the experts in the field, to say, no, we
are going to hold these sales up?
Mr. Lyons. No, Mr. Herger. The Secretary has simply indicated

that these sales in roadless areas should proceed under a different

process, the process that would normally apply to salvage sales if

the salvage rider were not in effect. It is likely that these salvage

sales will proceed. However, they will proceed under the normal
process of an EIS with an opportunity for public input and possibly

appeal.

Mr. Herger. And we are already two years into both of these

sales. We have a window of maybe three years at the max, two to

three years. So in other words, by the time we finish studying this,

which was the whole purpose of the salvage bill to begin with, and
even if they decide to go ahead, there will not be any economic
value of going ahead and salvaging this. That is, in essence, what
you are saying.

Mr. Lyons. No, Mr. Herger. That is not what I am saying. What
I am saying is

Mr. Herger. Because with the present legislation, the Forest

Service supervisors, of which Jack Ward Thomas, the Chief, has in-

dicated in prior testimony and just here a few minutes ago, he has
confidence in, both have recommended, with their studies, going

ahead with these. Yet you are saying that we are going to have the

Secretary of Agriculture, Bill Clinton's Secretary of Agriculture,

hold these up an additional amount of time to the point that these

sales would be infeasible.
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Mr. Lyons. All we are sa5dng, Mr. Herger, is that the experts
should determine whether or not these are appropriate salvage
sales. The policy decision that has been made and the direction

Mr, Herger. And they have indicated they are.

Mr. Lyons. And the policy decision and direction that is being of-

fered is that if these are, in fact, salvage sales that should proceed
in roadless areas, then those should go through a different process
than the emergency process which should apply to true emer-
gencies. It should apply to those sales that face an imminent threat
to fire or insect or disease, that pose a threat to life and property.

Mr. Herger. Is the feeling, then, that owls and habitat will be
able to dwell in these areas better once a fire has completely
burned them down?
Mr. Lyons. I cannot speak to the impacts of these particular

sales, Mr. Herger.
Mr. Herger. Because, in essence, that is what we are doing. We

are dooming these forests to fires, whether it be by lightning or ac-

cidental causes, which will bum them completely. If that happens
in these areas, the sole blame will be at the feet of the Bill Clinton
administration.
Mr. Lyons. Let me clarify, Mr. Herger. I believe what we are try-

ing to do is make sure that we proceed in a manner that protects
forest health, that reduces fire risk, and restores public confidence
in the agency. What this salvage rider has done, in fact, in an at-

tempt to expedite and bypass the public, has done more to upset
and affect the credibility of the agency than anj^hing any adminis-
tration has done.

I would point to the fact that the Secretary and I both agree the
Forest Service has done an exemplary job in implementing the sal-

vage rider. The problem is that it has created tremendous public
concern and misperceptions about the capability of the agency, and
we are forced to try and address that through clarification reflected

in this policy document. That is what the salvage rider has done.
Mr. Herger. I appreciate the patience of the Chairman. I have

gone overtime, and I appreciate your listening.

We have heard from previous panels that those who live in the
areas are not happy at all with the job that the administration has
done with this, and I think what it boils down to is whether we
stall this long enough to where we can make it feasible to take out
these trees or whether it costs us taxpayer dollars either in fighting
fires or taking them out in a way that is not feasible.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you and I thank the panelists for their

patience.

Mr. Hansen. Thank you. This has been a longer hearing than we
expected, and I apologize to our witnesses for many of us being in

and out, but there are a lot of obligations on the Hill at this par-
ticular point. I am keeping quite a few people waiting right now.
Mr. Vento. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. Hansen. Yes?
Mr. Vento. I just wanted to make one comment on the last

thing, and I appreciate it, and I will not be long. I think that, given
the capability of the Forest Service, or for that matter, the BLM,
to deal with salvage, dealing with and recognizing the backlog of
salvage that exists, much of it uneconomic, probably, to remove

—
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I mean, there are those problems—I think it is almost certain that
if somebody sets up some sort of a goal with billions of board feet,

whatever it is, unless it absolutely would take care of ever5rthing,

and if three years is the life of timber on the ground, as an exam-
ple, in terms of its economic use, you are almost doomed to fail,

given the fact that you have tens of billions of board feet of salvage
that exists in non-wilderness, non-park type of areas.

So the question is picking and choosing and making the sales.

There are not the dollars there to prepare the sales, much less to

do the forest health. So it is a scenario in which, unless they cut
exactly what I want—for instance, in Minnesota, we had had some
straight-line winds that knocked out some timber in the Chippewa
National Forest. I think they used the salvage law. They probably
would not have had to use it. There had been salvage that had
gone on before and there will be salvage that goes on after.

The real question that we have to address, and I think this is

what the Chief was pointing to, was whether or not we have the
dollars and the policy in place that will, in fact, deal with the total

forest health problem afterwards, because the salvage rider, in that
sense, besides making everyone angry, with 318 and the roadless
area types of harvest that occurred in Montana and apparently in

Colorado—I did not remember that—but those actually were just
taken out of the wilderness study, or not taken out of the wilder-
ness study but they were precluded from being protected under wil-

derness bills introduced, as they had been before. They were not
legislated wilderness study areas.

I mean, that is the sort of scenario you set up. So you can sit

up here with anyone. You can bang on them and you can tell them
that, but the fact is, they have to pick and choose what they are
going to do and what is workable, and those that are the most via-

ble and economical—if you have roadless areas, right off the bat,

one of the costs is the roads. So that almost on its face indicates
a higher cost tyipe of option than where it is already roaded.
Mr. Hansen. I do not think we are going to resolve this if you

two get into a debate, so I will not let you.
[Laughter.]
Mr. Vento. I am not trying to.

Mr. Hansen. Let me just say, there are a lot of problems in-

volved in this thing. My heart goes out to Jack Ward Thomas many
times because I think before he makes a move, he has to figure out
all the legal challenges he is going to have on that plus all the
hoops that we put for him to jump through, so do your best.

Thanks to each and every one of you for coming today. We appre-
ciate your patience and your testimony. We are now adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 2:51 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned; and

the following was submitted for the record:]
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U.S. House of Representatives

Committee on Resources

Subcommittee on Parks, Forests and Lands

The Honorable James V. Hansen, Chairman

July 23, 1996

Statement by the Honorable Wally Herger

It is not often that I agree with President Clinton when it comes to forest

management. However, I fully concur with a statement he made in 1993 at a press

conference announcing Option 9. President Clinton said on that occasion that "the Pacific

Northwest requires both a healthy economy and a healthy environment and that one

cannot exist without the other."

It is only appropriate, therefore, that we hold this hearing to determine whether the

Clinton Forest Plan is successfully presendng both our environment and our northwest

economies.

Perhaps the best place to start is the health of the environment. I draw the

subcommittee's attention to two photographs taken within two late successional reserves

in northern California. These are two small portions ofthe 21 million acres permanently

set aside under the Clinton plan for little or no human management. The stated purpose of

late successional reserves is to protect old growth forest ecosystems and habitat for

species like the spotted owl.

The first photograph is of a burned late successional reserve on Lick Creek in the

Klamath National Forest in my district. The second is of a blowdown in a late successional

reserve along Lone Pine Ridge in the Six Rivers National Forest bordering my district and

Mr. Riggs' district. As you can see, pictures truly can paint a thousand words.

The Lick Creek site burned in 1994 in a fire that covered over 27,000 acres. The

Lone Pine Ridge site was part of a blowdown 17 miles long and 7 miles wide. Both sites

are now imminently susceptible to insect infestations, disease and wildfire. The local

Forest Service believes both are in immediate need of onergency salvage harvesting under

the salvage law to protect owl habitat, begin reforestation, and provide several million

board feet oftimber for local mills. Tragically, however, the Clinton Administration has

forbidden it under a recent directive fi'om the Clinton Administration restricting

implementation of the timber salvage law.

These scenes can be repeated over and over again in the Option 9 forests of

northern California. Washington policies which mandate doing nothing are literally

destroying the health of our forests.

Tragedies like Lick Creek £•! Lone Pine Ridge are the direct consequence of

Washington dictating local policy under the salvage law. But even without the salvage
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law, the Clinton Forest Plan would still prevent local managers from treating these sites.

To better explain what I mean, I would like to show the subcommittee a chart that

illustrates the process the Clinton plan requires local forest managers to follow in order to

treat areas like Lick Creek and Lone Pine Ridge.

By way of explanation, the yellow and red portions represent the additional

process required under Option 9 that is not otherwise required under current law. Ifyou

find this process unusually complicated or long, you are not alone. So do our local forest

managers. I am told by the people on the ground that it is not unusual to take the full

three years shown on the chart to treat sites like Lick Creek and Lone Pine Ridge. This is

without litigation. Unfortunately, the Douglas fir and ponderosa pine trees at Lick Creek

will be badly deteriorated within three years. The white fir trees at Lone Pine Ridge will

be worthless within 1 8 months.

When and if these sales go to bid, nobody will bid on them, because they will be

practically worthless. As a consequence, nothing will be accomplished on either site. Lick

Creek and Lone Pine Ridge will be a total loss to the forest, to local communities, and to

the American taxpayer. With impossible situations like these, it is little wonder that the

Clinton Plan has yielded in 1994 and 1995 combined only one quarter of the 2 billion

board feet that Secretary Babbitt, in a July 1993 press conference, promised the

Administration would harvest in 1994 alone.

President Clinton's statement was true. As we lose places like Lick Creek and

Lone Pine Ridge, our local economies in northern California are sure to follow. In 1994,

the same year as the fire that burned Lick Creek, the local mill in Happy Camp, only a

stone's throw fi-om Lick Creek, closed permanently for lack of timber. Last May the local

mill in Hayfork, just to the northeast ofLone Pine Ridge, also closed permanently for lack

of timber. Hayfork is the 30th mill in my district to close in recent years. The tragic irony

ofHayfork is that the surrounding forests contain enough dead and dying timber to have

kept this mill operating for another IS years.

It should come as no surprise that Trinity County, where Hayfork is located, has

an unemployment rate consistently ranging fi-om 15% to 24%. It should come as no

surprise that 80% of the children in Happy Camp Elementary School receive fi-ee or

reduced meals. President Clinton predicted it would happen. His forest plan and forest

management directives issued fi-om Washington are making it happen.

To close, I would like to submit for the record a letter to President Clinton I

received recently fi-om Nadine Bailey, a former constituent of mine. Nadine tells the tragic

story of a promise President Clinton made to her daughter, Elizabeth, in 1993 and the

events that have transpired since. Time will not allow me to read the letter, so I

encourage every member of the subcommittee to do so. Nadine and Eliiabeth used to live

in Hayfork while the mill was still operating. Their story puts a profoundly human face on

what I have been talking about.
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The people of northern California deserve some answers. The towns ofHappy

Camp and Hayfork deserve some answers. Nadine and Elizabeth Bailey deserves some

answers. Hopefully we will be able to provide a few today. Thank you.
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Lost Dreams and Bidcen Promises

A Letter to Bill Clinton

March 11. 1996

President Bill Clinton

The White House

1600 Pennsylvania Avenue

Washington, D.C. 20S00

Dear President Clinton,

You made a promise to my daughter on a national television program. When Elizabeth

showed you her yearbook with names of the children whose parents would lose their jobs because of

the spotted owl, you made a promise to her and to all the children who live in timber dqxndent

communities. Do you remember what you said?

Your promise was that you would solve the problems in the Northwest and California. That

you would bring everyone together and they would come up with a solution that would allow logging

and protect the spotted owl. Do you remember? Do you care where Elizabeth is today? Do you care

where her £atber is? Do you know how hard her family worked to bring about solutions that would

save the community and ensure the health of the forest? 1 hope this brirfsununary of the last three

years will make you understand and regret your broken promise.

(1993) After the summit, 1 worked with the environmental community to develop a plan that

would add jobs while protecting habitat and wildlife. I received a call firom Vice President Gore

asking for my support for the Option 9 Forest Plan.

(1993-1994) The Option 9 plan is approved and the Hayfork region gets an Adaptive

Management Area. (These areas were specially designed to have adaptive management techniques

used to produce products that would enable local communities to survive the transition brought about

by changes in forest management) Hopes are high in Hayfork that some relief from the timber supply

crisis will be felt

(Spring 1994) Jobs become hard to find. Grants for Option 9 do not make their way to

unemployed loggers. In &ct, in public forums your representative admits that much of the money will

go to infirastructure. In other words, the pet^Ie most affected by change in national forest policy will

be the least likely to receive help. We no longer have our own business. Years of work to build a

business are gone and my husband, Wally, works for five different employers, some as Cu away as

eight hours. Families are starting to leave the Hayfork area. Some Trinity county school districts now
have 96% of children on fiee and reduced lunches which means they live below the poverty level.

(Fall 1994) The last large logger in Hayfork prepares to move operation because of lade of

work. The Adaptive Management Area Culs to produce any more timber than other areas under

Option 9. In fact, there seems to be more study in the AMA than in other areas affected by Option 9.

(Spring 1995) We move our &mily from our home in Hayfork to Redding. At this point, I

contacted the many agencies that had been giving money to help displaced workers for help with the

move. We were told that we didn't qualify because my husband had already found work. We were

forced to borrow money bom a fiunily member to move. We had been home owners, itow we are

fitced with renting, and finding the $2000 00 needed for deposits. We cannot sell our home partly

because of the market, and parity because the house was built by my mother and father and I can't

&ce losing my home. Wally becomes even more bitter about being betrayed by your administration.

Despite nty job with the California Forestry Association we Ml deeper into debt My kids are not

happy. City life is much difiierent To leave a high school with 125 kids and start again in a high

school with 1000 is almost too much for country kids. I am very concerned about Elizabeth. She

misses her fiiends so much. WaUy finds work six hours fitom home. He moves out to live on thejob

site and I become a single nootha again.
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(April 24, 1995) A bomb goes off at my office killing my boss and friend, Gil Munay. I

seem to haive lost the heart to fight for our commimity. Nothing I have done for the last four years

seems to have made a difference. My trust in government and society as a whole is weakened. You

used the Oklahoma Bombing to attadc right wing political groups. You never mention the

Unabomber. Vice President Gore doesn't call this time.

(Summer 1995) Where did I go wrong, was it believing in the promises of a president?

Could I have done more? Eveiything is beginning to unravel. With the exception of some local

groups that came together to seek solutions through consensus, like the Quincy Library Group and the

Trinity River CRIKfP. everyone seems to be going bade to war. I wonder if you realize what an

opportunity you had to heal old wounds. Instead, all hope is £ading for the fiiture of towns like

I^^ork. I stm get calls late at night from peq>le not knowing how they will make it through the

winter, wanting to know if they should stick it out, if there is any hope that things will change. For

the first time in my life, I have no hope.

(Fall 1995) I am offered a job at the Timber Producers Association of Michigan and

Wisconsin in Rhinelander, Wisconsin. We are not making it in California. The work just isn't there.

How can I leave my home and family to start over in a strange land miles fix>m home? How can I ask

nQT femily to give more than they've already given?

(Winter 1995-1996) Wisconsin experienced the coldest winter in 50 years but we survive it

I love my job, but suffer as I see my family longing for the friends they love so much. I dream of the

South Fork mountains, the river so clean and cold, the hot sunmier sun and the soimd of the wind

through the trees. We survive but our hearts ache.

(February 1996) I receive a call from a close friend. She tells me that the mill in Hayfork is

closing. I sit in the living room with the lights out, looking at the frozen whiteness that surrounds

me. The landscape looks tike how my heart feels, barren and cold, a great white void. I can't allow

myself to think of the pain my community is experiencing. How will they cope with the reality that

their way of life is gone forever? I wonder, do you know and do you care?

(March 1996) I read a press release where you say that the salvage rider is undermining the

healing process that Option 9 had produced. Do you actually believe this? Do you remember the

workers whose wounds weren't healed, whose pain and loss was simply swept aside? Do you

remember Elizabeth Bailey and the promises you made? Or do you think she has healed? Do you

have the courage to meet her &ce to &ce now?

One of the first things I did when I became involved with forestry issues was an interview

with Chris Bowman for the Sacramento Bee . He said, "Nadine, your stoiy would make a great movie-

of-the-wedc, but you would have to die at the end" I doubt very much ifmy husband and son will stay

in the Lake States. They dream of the mountains and the tall trees and the sound of the wind in the

'canyon too much. So in the end, with my £umly scattered like leaves, a part of me has died All I

wanted was to keq> our community together. When that hope died, I guess a part of me did too.

Maybe it's time to make that movie now.

Sincerely,

Nadine Bailey

Former Resident of Hayfork, California
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HELEN CHENOWETH

Oversight hearing on

President Clinton's Option 9 Forest Plan f

Subcommittee on National Parks, Forests & Lands
House Committee on Resources

July 23, 1996

Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding this hearing. Although

my district does not contain any of the so called "Option 9" forests,

what is happening with President Clinton's Forest Plan in the Pacific

Northwest will most likely serve as a model for the Columbia River

Basin's forest plan, which is in my district. My concern here,

however, is that the Option 9 plan affecting the Pacific Northwest will

be by default used as the model for the rest of the country. Option 9,

Mr Chairman, is not a model to protect fish and animals, or to put

people back to work. Option 9 is nothing more than a model to line

lawyers' pockets; a model of what not to do. It is not a model forest

program that we should follow when crafting other forest plans.

The President's so called Option 9 solution was announced in

1993, and adopted in 1994! The plan was to be the great "solution" -

- the solution to saving owls, squirrels, and fish, and a solution to

saving jobs. Yet, here we are in 1996. Nothing has changed for the

better. Between 1993 and 1995, 66 mills closed their doors in
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Oregon, Washington and California. Unemployment has continued to

skyrocket in many of the rural communities despite President

Clinton's promise of economic assistance and retraining for displaced

workers. Its worth noting, Mr. Chairman, that when jobs are found,

they are not well-paying, food-on-the-table jobs, they are too often

temporary and do not provide sufficient wage to support a family.

In my district, the agencies are putting the final touches on the

Interior Columbia Basin Ecosystem Management Project (ICBEMP).

Public comment closes next month. If the President's Option 9

Forest Plan serves as a guide post, I have grave doubts that the

ICBEMP will do what is promised. Let's look at the facts.

Pi-esident Clinton's Option 9 plan was to provide One Billion

Board Feet (1 bbf) of sawtimber annually. Let me restate that for

clarity. President Clinton promised to facilitate annual timber

sales of one billion board feet. He's not even come close.

The first year that Option 9 was in effect, BLM and USES sales

were 0.187 bbf. FY95 saw 0.336 bbf; and sadly, Mr. Chairman,

FY96 is projected at less than 0.5 bbf. Each of these levels fall

miserably below President Clinton's promised level of timber sale

availability.

Mr. Chairman, these paultry numbers must be considered not

only against the one billion board feet of sawtimber promised by the

President, but against the back drop of the 4.5 billion board feet
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produced in the 1980s. The agreed upon one billion board feet goal

was already a compormised number; compromised to only 25% of

previous production. How would you like to live upon only 25% of

your previous year's salary?

Today, even with President Clinton's one billion board feet

promise, the actual production numbers are so low (less than 20% of

FY94's promise) that they are killing Pacific Northwest rural timber

communities. Between 1993 and 1995, 66 mills shut their doors.

The one billion board feet, Mr. Chairman, is a promise by

President Clinton made to the families of the Pacific Northwest who

make their living from timber ~ a promise that was broken.

As if this weren't enough evidence of the Clinton

Administration's true intentions, Mr. Chairman, Secretary of

Agriculture Dan Glickman earlier this month issued a new directive

that clearly violates the intent of Timber Salvage Act (P.L. 104-19).

We passed the Salvage Act to streamline some of the bureaucracy that

does nothing but keep salvageable timber from being harvested ~

often times resulting in the timber just rotting away or being

consumed by massive forest fires. This is literally burning money;

money that should be food on the table of timber families.

Yet, Secretary Glickman's own staff has stated that some of the

salvage sales that would have qualified under the Congressional

directive are now pulled and not allowed under the new Glickman
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directive. Let me restate that, even though President Clinton has

promised one bbf, he has effectively pulled numerous qualified timber

sales, three alone in my district totalling 36.2 million board feet. I've

got to ask, Mr. Chairman, is this a good faith effort to reach

President Clinton's one bbf promise to the American people? Sadly, I

have to answer no. Another Promise Made, Another Promise

Broken.

I look forward to hearing from our witnesses today, Mr.

Chairman, and to asking the Administration witnesses some of these

questions. Thank you.
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TESTIMONY OF
SUE KUPILLAS, JACKSON COUNTY COMMISSIONER

Before the

House Committee on National Parks, Forests and Lands

July 23, 1996

Good morning I am Sue Kupillas, second term commissioner serving Jackson County.The

federal government exerts anover>vhelming influence on our citizens, our communities and

business'. The BLM manages 449,000 acres in Jackson county alone. With the addition of

the three national forests which are found in Jackson County, federal land managers

control almost 50% of the counties land base. About half of the county budget, historically

has been revenues from timber harvest on federal lands. Jackson Counties shared timber

receipts resulted in as

much as S17 million for the general fund. In the national recession of the early I980's

shared timber receipts dipped as low as S6.1 million. These receipts have funded an array

of ser\'ices, i.e. USPS contributed to roads and schools; O & C general fund revenues

supported the criminal justice system, the administrative services and small contributions

that sustained human ser>'ice non-profits as well as OSU extension services including 4-H,

home-ec and beef production education, also maintained the Water Masters office in the

count)', and the Soil Conservation Service. The county has do^vnsized, combined

departments, eliminated functions, and privatized services, anticipating the shortfall with

changing forest management practices. Jackson County wrote the book on reinventing

government. With a fast growing population and increasing demand for more law

enforcement, human services, there is no comprehensive simple answer, but we feel the

residents should bear part of the burden thus the proposed tax levy, and because the land is

not available to tax, the timber receipts should also make up for part of the shortfall. In

this testimony I will include the statistics and effects of revenues declining because of the

annual reduction in the safety' net. The Federal Government has set programs to address

the job loss and declining revenues in the counties. Therefore I would also like to address

the effectiveness of programs created to ease the job loss from the wood products industry.

Finally, the future of timber receipts and the future of Jackson County depend on the

success or failure of the Record of Decision on the Presidents Forest Plan for the

Northwest. Because of the Counties direct impact, I will discuss the implementation

problems with the President's Forest Plan ROD.
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The reduction in timber receipts has a negative effect on Jackson County. In the

addendum you will see the actual 3% reduction in O & C revenues projected out. While

Jackson County is putting two tax levies on the September 17 ballot, the amount asked for

will not make up for the decline in O & C. If the O & C revenue would disappear

tomorrow, Jackson County would no longer be able to support a county criminal justice

system. We would be unable to apprehend, prosecute or incarcerate criminals. As it is the

picture is dismal. Of the SI 1.4 million dollars of current safety net from O & C, -S10.3

million is dedicated to criminal justice, the District Attorney, the probation system, jail,

the juvenile system and rural county sheriffs patrols. The people ofJackson County

voted in support of a criminal justice levy to meet the increased demands. The levy

adequately increases staff for the Juvenile facility, the jail, the work release center, the

DA's office and the probation oflice. The Commissioners guaranteed we would not reduce

the O & C contribution we were already making, if people would vote to support increases

to handle our growing crime in the count>'. Still as these safety net dollars from O & C are

racheted down, we must rachet down the criminal justice system. This is in a county that

has one of the highest crime statistics in Oregon and one of the fastest growing crime

problems in the region.

Also in the addendum you will see the list of cuts in ser^'ices that will happen if the

proposed librar>- and general services levy do not pass September 17, 1996. When you

look at the senices listed, you might think, we can get along without these services. They

wont affect the average citizen. Let me describe one service where prevention is having a

big impact and without the prevention wc will ensure a growth in crime and violence.

(Need I remind you that prevention is much less costly and the dollars for criminal justice

are declining also.) The service I will ask you to focus on for a minute is the Rogue Family

Center , a model program for the State of Oregon and the nation. The RFC brings

together federal, state and county services, as well as the local school district. The mission

is development of an integrated system to better serve the families to bring self-empowering

services to people willing to share the responsibility for themselves and each other. This is

the most successful project in the state to work with dysfunctional families and help them

back into employment and self-sufflciency. I helped start this program to deal with the
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dysfunctional families that were caught up in a qcIc of domestic violence, child abuse,

alcohol and drugs, thus raising at risk children, destined to be our next generation of

criminals.

Many of these families were dislocated timber workers (see attached 1995 Jackson County

Housing Authority Report.) As a result of budget cuts and decline in O & C revenues,

Jackson Count>- will no longer be participating in the Rogue Family Center program. The

county programs include, prenatal care and referral services to obstetricians,

immunizations, well/sick child check-ups, blood pressure checks, stress management,

nutrition assistance, answers to general medical questions and home visits to pregnant

women and mothers with young children. Mental Health will also be terminated, including

counseling for children and adults for low income families and persons receiving Medicaid.

We will also tenninate HEALTHY START, a home visitation program for first birth

families, providing new parents with information on baby care, infant feeding, gro^^th and

development, acti\-ities to stimulate learning and parenting skills. Children in this area

come to school witli no readiness skills and many abuse symptoms. The long term impact

on society* is expensive, for these children at risk and it is preventable through a little

investment and training during the first few months.

If the levy fails in September, Jackson County Health Department will be out of the

project entirely. Thus, the very people that would have timber industry jobs, out ofwork,

needing county services, will not be served. The long terra effects on this community and

on Jackson county are immeasurable. I have been involved with this communit}' in an

elected official capacity since 1980 when I was elected to the District 9 School Board , a

district which includes this community. I have worked with this community toward

empowerment for the residents for all these years. Here is an example, where the blue

collar workers, retired fixed income residents, and generally motivated community, need a

hand up with the few disenfranchised, problem families. We help with teaching self-

sufficiency. Each family we help through crisis and back into a functioning unit, is

thousands of dollars and heartache saved.
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Every one of the services listed will have cumulative damaging effects on the social

structTirc and economics of Jackson Coant>'. When timber revenues decline, social systems

decline, family wage jobs decline, crime rises and criminal justice s>'stems are reduced.

Another impact of the dollars allocated to address problems created by the Presidents

Forest Plan on Jnckson county and other counties is the JOBS IN THE WOODS program.

As a Board Member of the Job Council that administers the program funds, I have had a

direct interest in implementation and continuation of this program. The program is

successful for the sLx participants who are employed currently as a result of training in this

program. If this was intended to address the problem with dislocated wood products

workers, there arc by now thousands ofworkers, formerly employed by the industry in

family wage jobs, no longer employed, and not affected by this program. The Jobs in the

Woods will not make up for lost industry jobs. The problems being solved by the Rogue

Institute of £coIog>' and Economy in helping the forest service change antiquated business

and contracting policies, will help future success of this limited program. In the second

phase. The Rogue Institute will help with apprentiship training programs and creating

private-public partnerships that bundle projects to create longer term projects for workers.

This will improve the prospects for success. The addendum in the form of a

memorandum from the Job Council shows that the program has six people entering

employment with the cost of S6,308 per person in 1995 and 14 in the 1996 program at

S6857 per participant. I support continuation of this program as one small component of

training for the Job Council programs that give preference for dislocated timber workers. I

do not support characterizing this program as having a major impact on displaced timber

workers. To that end, I emphatically support maintaining a timber sale program from

federal lands which has multiple benefits in high-wage manufacturing jobs, support for

social systems and county services, creation of a product desirable in world markets and in

addition creating a healthier forest under new forcstr>' practices.

Because the timber sale program from federal lands has been severely restricted by the

Presidents Forest Flan interpretation and has been subject to appeab, court actions, layers

of administrative, prescriptive regulation, political positioning by national interest groups

and dela} s, therefore I also support transfer of the O <& C lands to the State of Oregon,
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where we are leaders in combining good forestry, good science and a strong social and

ecoDODiic system.

I am a Democrat and an environmentalist and I want whatever plan we use, to achieve

management of our forests so our children and grandchildren ^ill inherit vigorous,

healthy forests that support their generations.

The assumptions in The Forest Plan and the ROD include some that require creating a

condition that has never historically existed on the forest. (The "Disneyland" ecosystem

syndrome). Specifically, under the Standards and Guidelines for the plan there is a

requirement for coarse woody debris of 120 linear feet, 16 inches in diameter that has to

exist on everv' single acre. This is for the matrix lands.

Lets look at one sale observed by the Implementation Monitoring Team in the Botte Falls

District, which was marked and sold, but not logged. The natural condition was that the

stand bad never been entered and was the 90 year old product of a stand replacement fire.

The ground was somewhat clean and did not meet the requirement for coarse woody

debris required by the ROD. Remember the stand was in a natural condition. Looking at

the intent of the ROD, in a young stand such as this one, did the land managers fail to meet

the ROD requirements if the coarse woody requirement was only achieved the day after

logging was complete. Should the stage of the stand's development be taken into

consideration? I think so. Should the coarse woody debris requirement be artificially met

by cutting trees and leaving them to meet this artificial standard, or should the stand be

managed, (in this case thinned) to release the stand and promote late successional

characteristics which would in time, provide for coarse woody dcbrij on its own, if there

wasn't another stand replacement fire? This is but one case where the ROD assumes a

condition that docs not historically exist, and requires the managers to create an unnatural

condition to meet a standard presumed to be natural. The reality is that the conditions in

the forest are not uniformity' the same, thus defy this prescriptive regulatory approach

based on erroneous assumptions. ( The "Disneyland'* ecosystem syndrome.) We cannot
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prescribe that every acre of forest has the same prescribed conditions. That is not natural

nor desirable however, the ROD for The Presidents Forest Plan requires it.

The solution is to require general management plans over the landscape and on a larger

scale and for longer periods of time for each forest alIo\«-ing discretion for existing diverse

conditions, thus steering clear of prescriptive, regulatory administrative rules, that do not

match the conditions and many times are based on incorrect assumptions.

The Adaptive Management Area (ANlA) should be the creative experimental area where

new forcstrj- techniques are tried, however, the AMA's arc bound by the same

administrative minutia of prescriptions and layers of screens and administrative review as

the matrix, the LSRS and other areas . Under the guidelines the manager must still

address the concerns of elk thermal cover, big game winter range, visuals, archeologjcal

sites, ephemeral streams, wildlife connectivity corridors and sensitive plants that are

neither threatened nor endangered and the list goes on and on. As an example, the Squaw-

Elllot timber sale in the Applegate, where the stand has been identified as a high fire

hazard and risk. Under guidelines in both the Rogue LRMP and theNW Forest Plan,

there arc all the concerns mentioucd above. The archeological site is a mining ditch and

the visual is a lake and the streams run a little water when it rains but have no annual

deposition and scour. ^Vhen you screen for all these values, and require helicopter logging

as specified by the local hydrologist, even though immediate and cost effective treatment is

desirable because of high fire hazard, the sale is not practical with this burden placed on it.

Even in the AMA we cannot accomplish a common sense goal of reducing fire hazard,

because of regulation and cost escalation. ( The constraints assume that any disturbance

will damage the environment when we have scientific evidence and history that show us the

natural system in the forest is created by natural disturbances and catastrophic events

which humans have altered in the last 10,000 years.) There is not enough flexibility built

into the ROD to experiment making assumptions that are different. Recognizing nuances

and differences is the basis for creatr\'c problem solving in science and all other endeavon.

The restrictions add up to an equation that guarantees failure. To their credit, the agency

managers and personnel try to meet ever more burdensome regulation, but the task cannot

be successful as now prescribed.
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Another example of upplicntion of the ROD for The Presidents Forest Plan is the

Snowdown/Blowdown timber in Jackson and Douglas Counties (called wiodthrown bv the

Mcdford BLM). First I credit the Rogue River National Forest with rapid and thorough

timely attention to this natural disturbance in the forest Members of the Jackson Count}*

Natural Resources Committee and Headwaters, an cn%'iroDmentaI group have been

meeting with the team created to analyze and recommend action. ( I have requested the

forest supervisor also contact the industry group, SOTIA, who would have an interest in

being a part of the discussion, but as of this date they have not been contacted.) There were

several tvLater storm events that contributed to downing significant amounts of timber in

the Butte Falls, Prospect and Umpqua ranger districts. Logging contractors have cleared

campgrounds, roads and are working on the matrix lands. They have found double the

amount ofwood estimated, so the amount of downed wood is probably 2 to 3 times the

estimated 20 >JL>IBF. The team is concentrating on what can be done with the downed

wood in the Late Succcssional Reserves area, with the goal of making a recommendation to

the Regional Ecosystem Office, where the final decision resides.

The maps I will show you clearfy show what the problem is. With the overlays of Late

Successional Reserves 'nith limits in treatment, the limits in the riparian areas, the limits in

the scenic ^i^ er special interest areas etc, there arc too many restrictions before we talk

about solving the immediate snowdown/blowdown problem. In addition wc arc to consider

the treatment to remedy the problem. The question that is confusing is which value takes

precedence when wc make the final decision. The entomologist have confirmed that the

bark beetles are already at work on the downed timber, and that we can predict that for

every downed tree, three Ii\'e green trees will be attached and killed by bark beetles.

Moreover a 1955 cntimolog>- report confirms the damage could be much more severe. The

fire specialist confirms that the forest already had a burden of fuel that would cause a

stand replacement fire, and with the added fuel, this would significantly increase the risk.

The REO participant agreed that a stand replacement fire and beetle kill would not

enhance the Late Successional Reserve, but would have catastrophic consequences that

could destroy the LSR. There should be no question about treatment A significant

nuxaber of the do^vned trees need to be removed to ensure the survival of the LSR area.

This needs to be done in a timely manner and we are still debating about the results. We
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must verbalize this in a way to justify the ROD and the goal of preserving the LSR.

Meanwhile, the public will not support wa.ste and dcteiioration of thb important part of

the Jackson Count}' landscape, economy and recreational area. The wood could go to our

mills and keep workers in valuable jobs. We can create a valuable product. And wc can

preserve our forest ecosystem. Ifwe wait too long lightning strikes will ignite the forest and

wc have all wasted our resource and a valuable part of our community to fire. The

regulation is overly prescriptive and the process too long when you have a significant

natural destructive event such as this. Regulation stops action and Inaction most certainly

will mean destruction.

The Medford BLM has written a letter to confirm that swift action has been taken to do

what they can to remove 80mbf of windthrown timber. There is no estimate of the total

volume, but the letter indicates, the BLM ^ill leave the prescribed down woody debris

(because it was not naturally there) before they remove any more from other areas. I

believe the managers are working hard to meet the requirements of the ROD and to

remove what they can. I also believe they will be blamed if the resource is lost to fire or

bug infestation.

I think the process required by the ROD, while has merit, slows do\«°n the managers in

making the required decisions and as always they take a conservath'e approach with the

constant threat of lawsuits. In cheeldng with agency people in higher official capacity, one

indicated there was no way any wood could be removed from LSR's. Another clearly

stated that the local supcrv isors would be responsible for the decisions under their

jurisdiction. The supervisors say the decision rests with the R£0 office. There is some

indication that with it being an election year there might be interference with the process

from the ecosystem office in the White House. I have a meeting scheduled with them to

verify what their interest and involvement will be with the implementation of the ROD and

the event of forest disturbance in Jaclvson County.

If the Forest Service and BLM Receipts came to the counties, instead of the counties being

in a safety net the revenue would help to maintain county services. As it is, it will help save

jobs and families and community- stability. The desire of Jackson County is not to remain
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forever in a safety net that declines and can at any time disappear. The best solution would

be to assure a level of management and a % of the total acreage that can be managed, then

allow mnnagcmcnt at the local level, xvithout prescriptive ovcrsite.

In summary, I would conclude that I want the goal of forest management to help create

healthy forests for our children, and our children's children. I want us to manage not only

for healthy forest ecosystems, but for products, jobs, families, housing products, social and

economic benefits. Wc have the best of all worlds when we have a renewable resource and

wc know how to cncctivcly manage in a sustained yield, environmentally sound manner

that creates our community stability forever. We have a great system that requires us to

accept the tradeoffs and responsibilit)' for our commimities demands and not transfer the

problems to other continents less able to handle the environmental safeguards. Option 9 is

too prescriptive and still is full of assumptions that are not true. I have outlined a few of

them to you. Option 9 does not implement a system that requires wood removal for useable

products, job creation and community stabilit>', thereby neglecting a valuable part of the

equation. The introduction spcUs out the concerns, but the prescriptions and the

interpretation are such that there is a general assumption that timber cannot be removed

from LSR's and riparian areas. I would refer you to Governor Kitzhaber's letter to

Rcpresentntive Jim Bunn, where he describes an interpretation that LSR's are to be

protected and not resource production potential and thus, in the O & C transfer, the LSR's

would be an administrative and financial burden, without producing revenue to manage.

If the LSR's and all but matrix lands arc to be treated like national parks, then we do not

need agencies at all, we could transfer all these protected lands to the national parks and

only maintain them as paries. That is the attitude by many who do not support wood

production on national forests and Bureau ofLand Management lands. From the

beginning, the Option 9 of thePrcsidcnts Forest Plan was interpreted to allow production of

wood products and management in riparian areas and LSR's. I suggest that Option 9 of

the Presidents Forest Plan be clarified, simplified and less prescriptive, letting the local

supervisors have the flexibility necessary to manage and make it clear that wood

production is a part uf the management. As a local elected ofGcial who has devoted two

terms to helping empower and strengthen local communities. There is a great deal of
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mistrust ia a top down prescriptive system , lieavj- with regulation and laced with

punishment. The system of local empowerment I am describing b built on trust and

confidence in people making the right decisions in local communities and mth their local

forests. Surely this is the system we want for a strong United States.

10
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United States Department of the Interior

BUREAU OF L^\D NIANaGEMENT
MEDFORD DISTRICT OFFICE

3CM0 BIDDLX ROAD "
MEDFORD. OREGON 97504 ,, ,„^^ ^^,„ ^^.

5420(1 10)

Kupillas

^£\VtO S3136(DR:jmw)

Ms. Sue Kupillas
,

^iO^
Jackson County Commissioner '^^ROOi^^'*^ ^ l2 iqqc
10 S. Oakdale

^^°

Mcdford, Oregon 97501

Dear Ms. Kupillas:

This responds to your letter dated July 3, 1996, examining the timber salvage process being followed

by the Medford District, Bureau ofLand Management The following information will clarify what

the BLM is doing to salvage the winter blowdown.

Since March 1996, Buitc Falls Resource Area has issued nine short-form negotiated permits for

windihrown timber, totaling 80 MBF. We have had a number of requests to sell additional small

amounts of timber on a negotiated sale basis. These requests have been denied for the most part

because it is far more cost effective, both fiom preparation time and revenue return stand points, to

sell this volume on a competitive basis. We are currently working on offering two competitive sales

to salvage the blowdown. The Windy Evans Environmental Assessment, a 200 MBF timber sale,

is out for public review and 's scheduled for sale in August 1996.

The Ground Round Environmental Assessment is near completion and a September seile date is

anticipated. This project is estimated to harvest approximately two miUion board feet of blowdow-Ti

located in the Round Mountain, Flounce Rock and Trail Creek areas. We have been working with

the Forest Service's Butte Falls Ranger District to include their lands in the Groimd Round

Environmental Assessment and timber sale. We also, are working with the Prospect Ranger District

to include BLM lands located on isolated parcels in the School Marm area in a Forest Service

salvage timber sale.

We understand an 3d\-isory committee has been formed, with members representing the Forest

Service, Jackson Count>' Natural Resources Advisory Board, Timber Industry and the Regional

Ecosystem Office (REO), with an objective to evaluate the affects of salvage in Late Successional

Reserves (LSR). The Medford District is avx-aiting the outcome of this process and vi.ill implement

the final REO direction, which will be the same direction the Forest Service will be following.

Through the Bune Falls Ranger District and Prospect Ranger District it is anticipated that all salvage

ofblowdown uiU be done consistendy.

OA-om _ Qfi - 4
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Until such time as further direction is received, we will be complying with all "Standards and

Guidelines," including those which direct us to complete Watershed Analysis on all LSR's prior to

any activity within the LSR (ROD SEIS pg. C-8 to C-17). These watershed assessments help to

make better management decisions to protect and enhance conditions of late-successional and old-

growth forest ecosystems, which serve as habitat for late-successional and old-growth forest related

species. The Forest Service and the BLM are working together to complete a watershed analysis for

the Elk Creek Watershed/LSR, projected to be completed by the end of July.

la areas along the roads in unmapped LSR's where it has been determined that "Standards and

Guidelines" for coarse woody debris have not been met, trees would be cleared from the road prism,

and left on site. If coarse woody debris standards have been met, the material could be harvested

from the road prism. Theft ofwood products is an ongoing concern throughout the Medford District,

and enforcement is being accomplished by law enforcement personnel.

In your letter, you referred to salvaging under FEMAT. This document has been superseded by the

Record of Decision (ROD) for the Final Supplemental Enviroimiental Impact Statement on

Management of Habitat for Late-Successional and Old Growth Forest Related Species Within the

Range of the Northem Spotted Owl (SEIS) and the Medford District Resource Management Plan,

Record ofDecision (ROD), and therefore, no longer provides management directioiL

Ifyou have any further questions or concerns my staff will be willing to meet with you and your

committee to discuss and or clarify our current direction.

Sincerely,

David A. Jones

District Manager
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JACKSON COUNTY SERVICE CUTS THAT MAY BE RESTORED

WITH PASSAGE OF 3-YEAR LEVIES ON SEPTEMBER 17, 1996

• Criminal Justice:

o Sherififpatrols to unincorporated Jackson County will ceaJse on September 30th.

White City, whose citizens passed a special levy in 1995, will continue to have

both patrol and code compliance services.

o The Juvenile Department will not hire-an additional counselor. Funds for a new
juvenile center must still be provided in the near fiiture.

o The understaffed District Attorney's Office will not be able to hire additional

professional staff as planned.

All 15 Libraries will close after September 17.

AgateLake Park and the day use area of Cantrall-Buckley Park, are closed. The coiinty

Softball fields will close in September.

Veterans' Service Office is cut from 1.8 employees to a .6 employee. Office hours are cut

to two afternoons per week, resulting in fewer veterans receiving needed advocacy to

obtain earned veteran's benefits.

Funding for 4-H and Future Farmers prize programs and judging is no longer available.

The Oregon State Extension Service will most likely close after county support ends on

September 30ih.

The local voters pamphlet will not be printed after the November general election.

Building maintenance will decline, and after July 1st, we will repair buildings only ifthere

is damage.

Assessment will not be current in malcing tax maps for newly created tax lots. There will

be less actual field reappraisals and more reliance on market trends.

The county will no longer maint^n the buildings at the Expo Park. If they become

damaged, they will remain damaged unless the Fair Board can fund the repair.

The county no longer pays dues to the Rogue Valley Councfl ofGovernments, meaning

the county will have less participation in regional problem solving. This includes issues

such as traffic and clean water.
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The county no longer contributes to the Southern Oregon Visitors Association, an

organization that promotes tourism.

Southern Oregon Regional Economic Development no longer receives funds from the

county.

County finance, CIS (mapmaking), administration/budget, counsel, personnel, and Board

ofComniissioners all cut support personnel. - •

This means:

o Phones will often be answeired by answering machines;

o It will take longer to respond to questions and complaints;

o Payments to vendors will be slower, and

o The level of customer service will suffer.

The county contracts with a number ofnonprofit agencies. This funding will cease

September 30th. The funding was cut fi^om $270,000 in 1 995-95 to S33.500 for 1996-97.

Two examples of cut services are:

o On-Track willdose the Men's Alternative to Violence Program.

o The Medford Community Health Center will be closed on Wednesdays and will

provide an estimated 2,200 fewer visits for the treatment of illness and

communicable diseases.

Health & Human Services will close all communicable disease clinics. This means there

win be no public health programs for se>cually transmitted diseases, rashes, lice, hepatitis,

measles, etc. Programs for poor, young, single pregnant women will be curtailed.

Dog license fees will have to be increased or the animal shelter will have to curt^l hours

of service and number of animals housed afler September 30th.

Zoning code compliance ends on July 1st, and the available hours for accepting permit

applications have been reduced.
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3-YEAR COUNTY LEVY PROPOSALS

Jackson County's current tax base per capita is SIO'.' Including the old Library Levy and the

Criminal Justice Levy, the consolidated tax rate per capita for all county taxes was S59.

Component
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1AXtS ON 5100,000 HOME

COMPONENT
CURRENT LEVY

^Annually

PROPOSED
. Annually

DIFFERENCE
Annually

GRAND TOTAL- S 48.98 S 115.88 S 66.90

DIFFERENCi
Monthlv

Library
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MFMQRA]^DlJKf

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

SUBJECT:

COMMENTS:

COMMISSIONER SUE KUPILLAS

RAY OLSEN, JTPA PROGRAM MANAGER

JULY 1 9, 1996

YOUR REQUEST REGARDING JOBS-IN-THE-WOODS PROJECT

1

)

Training ts leading die changfap indusny, which IS barely changed

2) Employers unsure wfiy ihey should hire trainees, rather tfian continue as is

3) US Forest Service and BLM contractiis pracdces VERY slow to change

4) Few will be entrepreneurs scon (tough to break in, plus start up costs)

5) The Job Coondl not likely to have program in 1 997
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Jackson County

Assessment of Drug Related Issues

In Public Housing

Drug Elimination Technical Assistance

February 1995

HOUSING AUTHORITY

JACKSON COUNTY, OREGON

"Developing Strategies for Livable Viable Communities and Enhanced
Ufestyle Quality for All People"

Prepared by:

CC Consulting

704 NE Larch Court

East Wenatchee, WA 98802
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1 Submitted by Joan Smith)

STSKTIVni T rOTJNTV FACTS lTLQN

Population
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adding clgniflcantly to Um n«t growth ol the local

economy.

Tables 3-43 and 3-40 show recent employment by key
Industry sectors. Trade, government arxj services

together provide over two-thirds ol the current Jobs in

the 7-county area.

^^^^^^^M^M
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Current Labor Force and Industry Employment

4/19/SS

Match 1994 Bonclimark;

D»l» Nol Ad|usl«d tor Sea»on»lily
Civilian labt>r Floret (s«e note 1)

Civilian EmploymanI
CIvlMan UnamploymanI

CMIian UnamploymanI Rata
(Calltomla Uneinploytn»r)t Rata)
(U.S. Uneinploymtm Rata)

g f. Total Farm
Farm Producllon
Farm Sarvlca*

Total Nonfann
Goods Producing

^ Ye Contlrucllon & Mining

9 % Manufacturing

Logging - • - • -

Sawmllla

1% toOittti Lumbar & Wood Proda
Olhar Durable Goods

Nondurabl* Goods
Food & Kindred Product*

Olhar Nondurabia Goods
Service Produclrtg

5* y^ Tranaponalion i Public Ulifiiles

Transponallon
CommurUcallona & Public UIU.

2*/% Trade
' Wholesale Trade

Retail Trad*
Food Slores

Ealing & Drinking Placea
Olhar RelatI Trad*

2 % Ftrtanca, Insurance & Real Eilala

"O- % Sarviees

Holds & Olhar Lodging Plocee

Health Services

^ Olhar Service*
2/ » Government

Federal OovernmenI
SiAio i Local QovemmenI
Slate Government
Local GovernmenI

MAn94

,Trr.T'.v67p :Rai3iT;'5730

^h%

Nela I : Labor force data is by place e( rasldonea; Includoa talf-amployed Indlvlduala, unpaid family

workers, household domastic wotltars. and workers on atrik*. The federal govemmeni bsgan uaing a
new method for eaiculaling employment tiallsllcs in January 1(84. Because of the changa, fabor force

data lor 1884 are not comparable with prior historical data.

Noia<rJnduslryMtnQjpyrn8n|^^v,plae;^t.wo'ktTiexcludM*4sI(>einployaiI Indlvldualar unpaid family

wotkart^KolitJhblc/domaitlcworliirs.'arvd'workara-wi^irika.

Thi* Inlormatlon la produced by the Labor Marfcal IntomMllon OhHelon of th* Calltomla Slal*

Employmeru OavalopmeAl Oepamnent (EDO). Ou«slia(» on ha content should ba dlieeted

to Kathy Porter at (816) 22S-26S2. o r Unda Rodaers ai (916) 883-4458.

TiM data conlalned herein are available aleclronleally through the Labor Market

Inromiadon Division's LM! On-Bne bullelln board. For InstnicUons on accessing
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'L^l>6

2^E

5"%

SiKklyou County Labof Torca and Industry Employment

HWSSItkl.XLS

March 1S94 Benchmark

Title

b^e

•Z-OV,

2 re

3'/f,

Civilian Labor Force
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Jobs in ihe Woods'-

The inlernjjency Wnierslicd Restorahon Stratei;y ofFiscal Year 1994 was adopted lo guide

an interat{ency process for selecting and developing warershed restoration projects within

the range of the nonhcrn spoiled owl. One objective of the strategy was to "provide

needed employnteni for local communiiies.* Referred to as 'Jobs in the Woods," the

program was instituted to olVsci the loss of limber jobs resulting from timber harvest

reductions due to measures taken to proieci ihe northern spotted owl. Special Forest

Service restoration funds (CNWR) were provided to Forests to pay for watershed

rcsioraiion projects and also generate "jobs in llie woods." During FY 1994. ihe Klamath

National Forest expended approxin)a(ely $800,000 ofCNWR funds on watershed
^:.....i.. ., 7C ..— - . -r.-. r-
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Social and Economic Challenges Facing Counties Impacted by Reduced Wood Production

on Federal Lands in the Spotted Owl Region

Submitted by
Professor Robert G. Lee

INTRODUCTION

My name is Robert G. Lee. I currently serve as Professor of Forest Resources at

the University of Washington. I specialize in the application of sociology to problems of

natural resources protection and management. I have worked for the U.S. Forest Service,

U.S. National Park Service, and Rockport Redwood Company, and for over 13 years

cooperated with the U.S. Man and the Biosphere Program to promote and enhance
biosphere reserves and demonstration areas for sustainable development. 1 have been on
the faculty at the University of Washington for 18 years and served as Chair for the

Division of Forest Resources Management and currently serve as Associate Dean for

Academic Affairs for the College of Forest Resources. My comments today reflect my
professional opinion and do not represent the College of J-brest Resources, University of

Washington, or any other persons or institutions.

My testimony will summarize results of a study describing some of the social and
economic challenges facing counties affected by reductions in wood production on federal

lands in the spotted owl region. Details on this study, including maps and description of
data sources and methods, are available in a report published last year (Lee, 1995). This
study was completed in the summer of 1995 to describe 1988-92 changes in population,

jobs, and income for the 72 spotted owl region coimties. Appropriate data for years after

1992 were not yet available when data analysis was completed. Despite the lack of data for

the last three years, the five-year 1988-92 series provides useful information for tracking

the immediate social and economic effects of reduced federal wood supply resulting from
federal court injunctions and the President's forest plan. Subsequent effects of reduced
federal wood supply are also substantial, but are not reflected in the information I will

present.

The primary purpose of this study was to show the geographic distribution of social

£md economic challenges resulting from reduction in federal wood supply. Focus of

attention on economic activity at the state level has obscured the differential impacts

occurring at the county level. Some have concluded that the economic well-being of the

Pacific Northwest has been unaffected, or even positively affected, by reductions m federal

wood supply (Power, 1995). Aggregate data summarized at the state level cloud the

differential effects of growing rural unemployment, social problems, poverty, and political

alienation taking place at the community and county level. The county-level data

summarized in this testimony also suffer from the same defect, and obscure the differential

impacts on communities, families, and individuals within counties. However, counties are

the smallest subdivision available in most archival records of economic activity.
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Study Questions

My testimony will present answers to six questions:

1

.

How were wood products employment and earnings affected

by the decline in the saic and harvesting of federal wood between 1988 and 1992?

2. Have counties reliant on federal wood supplies faced a greater challenge in revitalizing

their local economies?

3. Has reduction in wood supply required by the President's forest plan affected the

ability of counties to meet these challenges?

4. Can recreation and tourism help counties meet these challenges?

5. Would secondary manufacturing help counties meet these challenges?

6. Would allocation of future federal wood supplies to small businesses help counties

meet these challenges?

Limitations of Study

There are two major weaknesses to this report ( 1) lack of reliable, comparative

information on the economic and social dynamics of local communities, and (2) lack of

comparable data on county economies after 1992. Substantial changes in local

economies, community structures, families, and individuals are overlooked by focusing on
county-level information. Wood products workers have been losing jobs, income, and
social status, while other people have been gaining. Major changes involving the

redistribution of social standing, jobs, income, and economic opportunity are not visible

when the average conditions of a county are examined. These redistribution effects remain
the most important, and under-studied, consequences of the decisions to suddenly withhold

federal wood supplies.

By 1992 counties had already exhibited the sudden economic changes described in

this report. But, when this study was conducted, economic data series were not available to

describe the additional changes that have taken place over the ensuing three years.

Anecdotal reports from counties indicate that many counties and communities are only now
experiencing the full impacts of the 1990 decisions to reduce federal wood supplies as the

last stocks of volume under contract are exhausted. As a result, some counties that are not

identified in this report as highly challenged by the need for economic revitalization may
now face such challenges.

Reliance on Federal Wood Supplies

An alternative to metropolitan/non-metropolitan classification for counties was
developed for making more discriminating judgments about population density, the

importance of the forest products industry to the local economy, and reliance on federal

wood supplies. This means for classifying counties resulted in a clearer picture of the

imjxjrtance of the wood products industry to the economic base of counties such as Lane
County, Oregon, which would otherwise be classified as metropolitan. The 72 counties in

the owl region were assigned to one of the four following types:
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(1) Densely-populated counties. Defined as the 19 counties in the owl region in which

peculation density was equal to or greater than 100 persons per square mile at the 1990

census.

(2) Wood products dominant counties. Defined as the 30 counties in which wood
products employment exceeds seven percent of total county employment The wood
products industries are reported to support many more jobs than are shown by direct

employment because of indirect employment multiplier effects. Seven percent was selected

as the cut-off point based on a recent analysis of the wood products industry in Washington
State in which a forest industry multiplier of 3.67 was reported. Based on this multiplier,

seven percent of direct employment in wood products in a county would indirectly support

over 25 percent of the county's total employment. None of the 30 counties that fell into this

category were densely populated, as defined above. Half of these counties were found to

rely heavily on federal timber (see below) and placed in a different category for analysis

purposes.

(3) Federal wood-reliant counties. A subset of the wood products dominant counties
was created based upon the 1992 Mason, Bruce, and Girard survey of wood sources for

mills. The 15 wood products dominant counties whose mills souroed more than 25 percent

of their wood from federal lands were classified as federal wood-reliant counties.

(4) Low population density counties. There were 23 counties in the owl region

whose population density was less than 99 persons per square mile in the 1990 census and
were neither forest products dominant oc reliant on federal timber.

QUESTION 1

How were wood products employment and earnings affected
by the decline in the sale and harvesting of federal wood

between 1988 and 1992?

Table 1 (attached) summarizes results from an analysis by Wilbur Maki and
Associates showing changes in total employment (both full time and p>art-time for wage
earners and the self-employed) and earnings (including benefits) for the 72 counties in the

owl region from 1988 to 1992. There was a loss of almost 30 thousand wood products

jobs and $278.5 million in wood products earnings from wages, associated benefits, and
self-employment This represents a loss of 20 percent of total wood products employment
The 5.2 percent loss of wood products earnings during a period in which the cost of living

increased 18 percent translates into an effective total earnings loss of over 23 percent.

These declines in wood products employment and earnings contrast with a 12 percent gain

in total employment and a 32 percent gain in total employment earnings for the same five-

year period in the 72 county region.

There is no convenient way of linking the decline in federal timber sales and
harvesting to employment and earnings. However, Table 1 shows that losses in wood
products employment and earnings were proportionally greatest in the 15 rural federal

wood-reliant counties, with a loss of 25.3 percent of wood products jobs and an effective

41 percent loss of wood products employment earnings. Moreover, along with wood
products dominant counties, rural federal wood-reliant counties exhibited the lowest rates

of growth in total employment and employment earnings during this period.
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QUESTION 2

Have counties reliant on federal wood supplies faced a
greater challenge in revitalizing their local economies?

Annual population estimates from 1988 and 1992 provided by Wilbur Maki and

Associates show that none of the 72 owl region counties lost population during this period.

All but four (Skamemia, Wa, Douglas and Lake, Ore., and Glenn, Cal.) of the 72 counties

in the owl region experienced employment growth from 1988 to 1992. However, this

apparent robustness of county economies clouds a significant decline in average county

employment earnings (as well as yet unmeasured employment and eeunings losses for

individuals, families, and communities that had relied on wood products employment).

Counties with employment growth, but a decline in average wage and salary earnings,

illustrated that family wage jobs in the wood products industry are being replaced by sub-

family wage jobs in the service sector. As a result, many counties are faced with the

challenge of revitalizing local economies to reduce economic depravation and its associated

social costs.

To complicate this challenge, the industries providing new jobs generally have

much lower employment multipliers and average earnings per job than tihe wood products

manufacturing industries that are lost The Washington State Input-Output 1987 Study

prepared for the Office of Financial Management in 1993 estimated employment multipliers

for logging and sawmilling (excluding management overtiead and associated services

internal to a company) of 5.8 and 4.2, respectively. Corresponding multipliers for service

industries were all substantially lower retail trade- 1.9, finance, insurance and real estate-

2.5, business services- 1.7, and health services-2.0.

In 1988, earnings (including benefits) from wood products jobs averaged about

$30,000 (See Table 1). Table 2 shows growth in jobs, average earnings per job, and
percent average earnings growth by selected economic sector and county type from 1988 to

1992. Table 2 shows that health and social services was the economic sector in which
most jobs were created during this period, with an overall growth rate of 25 percent and
average earnings growth of 1 1 percent. Producer services (services that provide inputs to

service or manufacturing industries) and retail services ranked second and third,

respectively, with 23 percent and 18 percent. Slate and local government ranked fourth

with 15 percent However, producer services exhibited a decline in overall average

earnings growth of five percent. Wood-producing counties exhibited negative average

earnings growth for four of the five industries in which job growth was greatest.

The counties most reliant on federal wood supplies have experienced the lowest rate

of growth in both number ofjobs and in average earnings per job (See Table 2). Job
growth has occurred in consumer service industries with the lowest employment multipliers

and lowest average earnings per job. Forest products dominant counties, when compared
to those reliant on federal wood supplies, are similar to other rural counties in showing
greater rates of growth in producer services and lower rates in health and social services

and retail services. These estimates suggest that counties most reliant on federal wood
supplies face the toughest challenges in revitalizing their economies.

An index was developed to rate the challenge of economic revitalization facing

counties impacted by loss of wood products employment and earnings. Four categories

were developed by adapting and modifying the Oregon State Economic Development
Department's "Distressed Area Analysis" rating system developed for communities:
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(1) High challenge. Counties with (a) loss of wood products employment between

1988 and 1992 that was equal to or greater than four percent of the total county

employment, (b) which had not added back at least two non-wood products jobs for every

job lost in the wood products industry, and (c) which had experienced a loss of average

employment earnings in the same period (average earnings growth was less than the 18

percent cost of living increase during this five-year interval).

(2) Moderate challenge. Counties with (a) loss of wood products employment between

1988 and 1992 that was equal to or greater than four percent of the total county

employment, and (b) which had not added back at least two non-wood products jobs for

every job lost in the wood products industry.

(3) Low challenge. Counties with (a) loss of wood products employment between

1988 and 1992 that was two percent or greater but less than four percent of the total county

employment, (b) which had not added back at least two non-wood products jobs for every

job lost in the wood products industry, and (c) which had experienced a loss of average

employment earnings in the same period (average earnings growth was less than the 18

percent cost of living increase during this five-year interval).

(4) No challenge. Counties with loss of wood products employment between 1988 and

IS'92 that was less than two percent of the total county employment.

Table 3 summarizes the relationship between the challenge of economic
revitalization and reliance on the wood products industry. Six of the eight highly or

moderately challenged counties were classified as relying most heavily on federal wood
supplies. Nine of the 15 counties facing a low to high economic challenge were also typed

as federally reliant. None of the densely populated or low density, non-wood products

rural counties face economic challenges related to decline in the wood products industry

(although there may be other causes for loss of income or jobs). Counties facing the

greatest challenges in revitalizing their economies are concentrated in southwest Oregon
where reliance on federal wood supplies has been greatest Similarly, counties most
challenged in Washington State are those that have been most reliant on federal wood
supplies, especially Skamania and Klickitat Identifiable economic challenges associated

with decline of the wood products industry in California are limited to Plumas County.

Challenges faced by local communities within counties were overlooked by this

rating system, since it focused on the aggregate economic conditions of counties. Of
particular concern are highly challenged communities in counties where aggregate data

show a very low challenge of economic revitalization. The Oregon State Economic
Development Department has developed a trial method for rating communities as

"Distressed Areas" (see above), but gathering employment data by Zip Codes does not

provide reliable sources of community-level data for communities in the three-state region.

There are several examples of counties where county-level information masks

substantial challenges of economic revitalization at the local level. Some of the most

noteworthy cases of communities facing high challenges are Forks in Clallam County,

Washington, and Aberdeen/Hoquium in Grays Harbor, Washington. Both have shown
signs of severe social and economic dislocation following the withdrawal of federal wood
supplies. A notable case in Oregon are the small wood-producing towns along the North

Fork of the Santiam River in Marion County. Social and economic conditions in these

communities eire even more challenging than most in neighboring and highly challenged

Linn County. In northern California, Hayfork and other small counties in Trinity County

illustrate how local conditions can be far more severe than indicated by county averages.
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QUESTION 3

Has reduction in wood supply required by the President's forest plan

affected the ability of counties to meet these challenges?

This study analyzed the Hkely employment effects of implementing the President's

forest plan for the owl region. Sale of wood scheduled under the plan was compared with

the annual harvest from federal lands in 1992-93. Results suggest that implementation of

the President's plan will reduce federal sales in the owl region by 616.9 million board feet,

translating into an additional loss of 5,660 jobs. However, 1994 sales of federal wood
were well below levels scheduled by the President's plan and totaled only 140 million

board feet. Projected sales for 1995 were even lower. These losses will further detract

from efforts to revitalize counties facing economic challenges caused by the loss of wood
products jobs and earnings.

Six counties (Linn, Douglas, Curry, and Lane Counties, Oregon and Skamania and

Lewis Counties, Washington) would lose two percent or more of their total employment

base under the President's plan. All but one of these counties (Lewis) already face a high

to moderate economic challenge in revitalizing their economies. Skamania County would

lose over 20 percent of its total employment base, and Linn and EX)uglas would lose 5.1

and 4.4 percent, respectively. The remaining counties would lose a little more than two

percent

Further reductions in federal timber harvests are not the only causes for erosion of

the economic base in wood-producing counties. Additional losses of employment and

employment earnings from implementation of the President's plan will most likely be less

than losses originating in reductions of harvest on state, private industrial, and small non-

industrial private lands. Harvesting of state lands in Washington State has been reduced by
almost two-thirds since 1992 by habitat management planning and other environmental

concerns. Private industrial owners have reduced harvesting during this same period as

required by implementation of habitat conservation plans and other state and federal

environmental laws and regulations. Harvesting opportunities for non-industrial private

owners have also been reduced by these same environmental laws and regulations, and

may decline in the future as readily available supplies are exhausted by rapid harvesting on
lands where opportunities currently exist.

QUESTION 4

Could recreation and tourism growth
help counties meet these challenges?

Tourism employment is often recommended as a substitute for declining wood
products employment To assess the economic potential for tourism in counties faced with

economic challenges, SIC code 80, Hotels and Other Lodging Haces, was selected as the

indicator for tourism growth. Previous tourism studies have relied on this industrial group

as a reliable criterion for detecting tourism activity (Smith, 1989). Other industrial groups,

especially SIC code 58, have been avoided because other factors (e.g., changing lifestyles)

are thought to have caused rapid growth in eating establishments and employment.

The county-level employment and employment earnings data provided by Wilbur
Maki Associates was used to classify counties on the basis of growth and decline m
employment in hotels and lodging places from 1988-1992. Four categories were created:

(1) employment decline of 10 percent or more, (2) nine percent employment decline to nine
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percent emfdoyment growth, (3) employment growth of 10 percent or more, and (4)

employment growth of 10 percent or more that replaced lost wood producing jobs. The
range of nine percent decline to nine percent growth was used because activity in this

industry tends to fluctuate with economic cycles, and 10 percent growth or decline was
thought to represent changes more enduring than a temporary fluctuation.

There was tourism growth in only one (Plumas County, California) of the 15
counties facing the challenge of economic revitalization. Ten of the 15 challenged counties

exhibited tourism employment declme of 10 percent or more. Counties with declining

tounsm employment were concentrated in southwest Oregon, coastal Washington, and
south central Washington. While Skamania County, Washington, showed decline in

tourism employment for the years in which data were available (up to 1992), the opening of

Skamania Lodge in 1993 will likely result in its reclassification as a tourism growth county.

Tourism growth appears to be located in counties with significant natural amenities

(e.g., Skamania County, Washington and Hood River County, Oregon), new destination

resorts (e.g., Jefferson and Tillamook Counties, Oregon), or urban areas with growing
reputations as tourist attractions (e.g., Portland and Seattle).

County economies are not necessarily improved by growth of tourism industries.

Work in tourism establishments is generally seasonal, unstable, low-paying, lacking in

benefits, and low-skilled (Smith, 1989). It does little to train people for advancement in

careers and is generally limited to secondary employment for spouses or primjuy
employment for individuals (especially single women) living in poverty. As such, it is a
very poor substitute for the family-wage industrial jobs lost with decline in the wood-
producing industries.

QUESTION 5

Would secondary manufacturing help counties meet these challenges?

Secondary (value-added) wood-products manufacturing is widely recommended as

a means for creating employment in counties facing the challenge of declining employment
and employment earnings in logging <md primary manufacturing. County Business Pattern

data for 1991 were compiled by Dr. Paul Polzin to assess the potential for jobs in

secondary manufacturing to substitute for jobs in primary manufacturing. Although some
disclosure problems may result in an underestimate in rural counties, counts of
establishments by county can be used to describe the geographic distribution of secondary
manufacturing in the 72-county owl region.

Counties were classified into five groups based on the percent of the regional total

of secondary manufacturing establishments located in a county: ( 1) less than 1 percent, (2)

1 to 1.9 percent, (3) 2 to 2.9 percent, (4) 3-3.9 percent, and (5) 4 f)ercent or greater. This
scheme for classifying counties is a measure of their relative contribution to total secondary

manufacturing activity in the region.

In all three states, the vast majority of the secondary manufacturing establishments

are situated in urban, high population density counties. Previous studies have shown
similar results and concluded that rural, resource-producing counties are not the best

locations for most secondary manufacturing industries (Polzin, 1994). Value-added
manufacturing seems to do best when located close to markets, material supply streams,

and transportation nodes. Some activities, such as millwork, doors, veneer, and other
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secondary manufacturing are often located close to material sources and have the potential

for future growth if wood supplies are available.

Ccnnparison of counties in Washington and California shows that there is very little

secondary manufacturing in counties facing the challenge of economic revitalization. In

Oregon, there is a moderate amount of secondary manufacturing in counties facing the

challenge of revitalization. Seven of the eight economically challenged Oregon counties

have one percent or more of the total regional secondary manufacturing establishments.

Two Oregon counties (Lane and Jackson) each have three percent or more of the regional

total.

Table 4 shows the distribution of primary and secondary manufacturing

establishments by type of county. Counties with high population densities have 61 percent

of the secondary manufacturing establishments in the region, but only 33 percent of all

wood products manufacturing establishments. Counties relying on federal lands for wood
supply have only 12 percent of the secondary manufacturing establishments, but 25 percent

of adl logging establishments. Hence, there appears to be limited potential for secondary

manufacturing employment to substitute for loss of logging and sawmilling Jobs in counties

facing the greatest challenges of economic revitalization.

QUESTION 6

Would allocation of future federal timber harvests

to small businesses help counties meet these challenges?

The limited opportunities for tourism and secondary manufacturing to substitute for

loss of wood products employment and employment earnings leave phmary wood products

manufacturing as the most promising economic sector for strengthening the economic base

of wood-dominant rural counties. Eajnomic development policies that promote small

businesses may offer the most promising way for promoting a sustainable wood products

economy in local communities.

As compared to larger corporate businesses, small, family-owned, businesses are

more likely to stimulate the local economy because they tend to buy a higher proportion of

their supplies and services frcnn local suppliers and invest profits in local businesses. Small

business is also linked to social conditions that are most conducive to community-initiated

economic development Sociological studies in agriculture have shown that local

communities are far healthier and better integrated when family farming rather than

corporate farming dominates the local economy (Goldschmidt , 1947). Communities based

on family farming exhibit greater involvement of citizens in self-governance, more active

churches and community clubs, better environment and activities for young people, and
lower rates of anti-social behavior. Banks report a higher proportion of savings are

invested locally when communities are based on small businesses rather than large

externally-owned businesses.

Moreover, small mills have been most important to the local economy of counties

most heavily reliant on federal wood supplies. Table 5 shows that about 53 percent of

anticipated 1993 federal log consumption by small mills was in the 15 counties most
heavily reliant on federal wood supplies, while only 41 percent of the federal log

consumption by large mills was situated in these counties. As a consequence, small mills

have been disproportionately impacted by the sudden reduction in federal timber sales, and
those coimties most reliant on federal wood supplies are now most challenged to replace the

family-wage jobs provided by these small mills.

8
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In addition, a recent study by the author has shown that annual employment
stabiUty is greater in smaller wood products establishments than in large establishments

(Lee and Jennings-Eckert, 1995). This finding is important for identifying ways counties

can meet economic challenges, since large businesses are more likely to have larger and
less stable establishments. Figures I and 2 show annual employment stability by
establishment size (as measured by calculating the standard deviation as a percent of the

mean) for logging and sawmilling in Oregon and Washington from 1964 to 1991. Results

show that wood products employment for all establishment sizes is more stable than all

manufacturing taken together, suggesting that at least at the scale of the states, the wood
products industry is a relatively stable source of employment when compared with other

manufacturing industries. But most noteworthy for this report, wood products employment
in small establishments is over four times as stable as wood products employment in large

establishments. Moreover, wood products employment in large establishments is far less

stable than employment in all other manufacturing.

Examination of the stability of establishments in addition to employment stability is

informative because it shows that there is less annual variation in small wood products

establishments than in large wood products establishments (See Figures 3 and 4). Hence,
the number of smaller places of work in the wood products industry is far less likely to

vary from year to year than the number of large places of work. Even more so than with
employment stability, total wood products establishments are far more stable than all

manufacturing establishments taken together. Relative stability of both employment and
establishments for small wood products establishments make them appear to be highly

attractive industries for communities facing the challenge of economic revitalization.

It is important to note that employment and establishment stability was measured at

the scale of the states, and that these same patterns may not hold when establishments are

examined on a spatial scale as small as counties. Regardless of these limitations, results

imply that a more stable economic base for states or regions can be established by
encouraging the development of smaller establishments.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This study has shown that counties have been differentially affected by the

reduction in wood production on federal lands in the region providing habitat for the

northern spotted owl and associated species. Variation among counties makes it difficult to

generalize about the region as a whole, and necessitates examination of differential effects

among counties and communities within counties. By examining differences between
counties, this study has revealed that counties vary in the extent to which they are

challenged to revitalize local economies which have lost wood products employment and
employment earnings.

The most important findings are: (1) counties most reliant on federal wood supplies

are generally the most challenged by the need for economic revitalization, (2) tounsm is

unlikely to be of much help to most of the counties facing economic challenges, (3)

secondary manufacturing may help some of these challenged counties, but will mainly be
concentrated near urban centers where transf)ortalion nodes and markets are accessible,

and (4) small wood products businesses engaged in primary manufacturing provide the

best opportunities for challenged counties to develop a stable and sustainable economic
base.
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Given the promise of small businesses for revitalizing rural economies, the federal

government might consider developing policies that would provide a predictable source of

wood supply for small wood products businesses in rural counties. Such a wood allocation

policy appears to be a viable means for promoting sustainable rural development in counties

that would otherwise be likely to continue suffering from economic marginalization,

poverty, and political alienation.
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Table 2 . Job Growth in Owl Region, by Type of County, 1988-1992
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Table 3. Challenge of Economic Revitalization and County Type, in Number of Counties

Economic
Challenge
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Table 4. Number of Primary and Secondary Wood-Producing Establishments

by Industry Group and Type of County, Owl Region, 1991

.

Industry Group
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Table 5. Projected Consumption of Federal Log Supply by Type of

County and Small and Large Mills, Owl Region, 1992

County Type
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Figure 1 . Stability of Oregon Logging and Sawniiliing Employment (SIC 24) and All

Manufacturing Employment, by Size of Establishment, 1964-1991
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Figure 3. Stability of Washington Logging and Sawmilling Employment (SIC 24) and All

Manufacturing Employment, by Size of Establishment, 1964-1991
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Figure A . Stability of Washington Logging and Sawmilling Establishments (SIC 24) and All

Manufacturing Establishments, by Size of Establishment, 1964-1991
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Thank you Congressman Dicks for introducing me to tbe members ofthis Confunittee. Mr.

Chairman, I am honored and fed privileged to speak b^re a committee oftbe Congress ofthe

United States ofAmerica, At tbe same time, I am embarrassed to be here today speaking in

public about my problems. It seems to me like whiiuog and oomplaining, and that is not how the

Ma)T iknuly has conducted ourselves or oQr business. However, the direct and proximate cause

ofour recent mill closing, the layoffof 170 employees wth over 1,S70 man years ofservice with

<Hir company (that equals sa average seniotity of over 1 1 years), is due to the actions ofthe U.S.

government. While I do not IDce to discuss our business problems in public. I feel this story roust

be told because what ba5 happened to Mayr Bros, is not how tbe American dream is supposed to

end.

I am president ofMayr Bros. Confany, second generation ofa {aznily owned forest products

manuJacturiDg enterprise located near Hoquiam, Washington State. Up until a few iDonths ago.

nine members ofthe Mayr &mly. from three generations, were en^loyed by the company.

Here ! should make it clear that our miDs were not closed down for lack oflogs as has been the

case with many other mills in the Northwest. Just yesterday on the way to the airport I received a

call from a logger wanting to know when Mayr Bros, would beback on the log market,

I am accompanied today by Mr. James Geianger, president oftbe Northwest Forestry Association

and also r^resenting the Northwest Forest Resource Council. Jim biows more about tbe overall

impacts oftbe President's Pacific Northwest Forest Plan than I and has a number ofcharts with

him ifyou want more specifics than I am able to ofier. He has prepared testimor^ for this bearing
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and I would ask that both ofour written statements be made put ofthe record ofthis hearing.

Additionally, we will both be bapp^. to answer any ofyour questions.

While I am not an expert on how the Preadent'f Forest Plan has afkcfed others, I am able to tcU

you how Mayr Bros. Company has been affected by this draconian forest plan. As I mentioned

above, it is not lack ofraw material that forced Mayr Bros, mills to shut down. But before we get

to that, I want to share with you some history ofour family's company:

In 1933 two teenage brothers borrowed a horse &om a neighbor, borrowed oats from their father,

and went to logpng S foot pulp wood on a neighbor's backwoods. Th^ were niy &ther, Marzell

and my uncle. Werner. Werner passed away last year, but my father is stiD active, he comes daily

to the now quite miQs, hdping to cleanup and prepare them for whatever lies ahead.

Over the years, Mayr Bros. Logging, as the company was called then, grew and became a steady

employer on Grays Harbor. The company bou^t its first USFS sale in 1 939, and duringWW II,

Werner and Marzell logged Sitka Spruce for the war effort. In the early 1960*s, Mayr Bros, built

thdr Srst manufacturing fecQity, a chipping facility to make wood chips for paper manuftcture. In

1973, the company buSt a Mwmill to spedficaDy saw the high-grade whitewood logs found on the

Olympic Peninsula. During the late 1970's, the company bad 500 employees, two sawnulls and

was a major exporter offinished hunber to the Japanese maiket.

High interest rates forced the con^any into Chapter 1 1 bankruptcy in 1984. The compaiqr

regrouped and emerged firom baidouptcy io 1988 a reorganized and solid company.
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Here is where the current story htffra. After the xeorgasizatKTii, the compaiiy concentisted its

operations on the Hoquiam sawmill This mill produced high quality specialty products for

various customers, mainly in Japan. Over this period, we invested heavily in the facilities to

continuously upgrade equipioent and train employees to produce the greatest posable amount of

lumber out ofthe logs. The company was 95% dependent upon the Olympic National Forest for

saw logs to manufacture.

VVith the advent oflog^ng restrictions due to the Spotted Owl, we at Mayr Bros, knew that the

company had to refocus and ad^t to the changes. From an eictensive feasibility study begun in

1989-90, the company determined to build a small bg mill and processing feciDty to compliment

the existing facilities in Hoquiam The company developed a business plan end went out iooldng

for financing. Obtaining finartctcg vt^s difficult, but a package was obtained, the peaterpin was a

SS,000,OCIO loan from a local baidc guaranteed by the Fanners Home Adnuiostration under the

Business and Industry Guaranteed Loan program (now administored by the Rural Buaness&

Cooperative Development Service under the Department of Agriculture).

Mayr Bros, had purchased several Forest Service timber sales under the Section 318 rider in

1990. Mayr Bros, boaness plan called for harvest ofthese sales during the years 1991, 1992 and

1993 while the new mill was being built and undergoing startup. Using this timber the company

could operate the existing mill and sell Ixunber into its existing markets, vyhfle the new mill went

through testing and markets were developed for the products sawn fiom small second and third

growth logs. In addition, the cash flow was to be used to iund the portion ofthe mill oonstiuctioq
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cost in excess ofthe loaned anjount. The FtnHA was well aware of this plan, even asking for

details about the timber contracts, and requesting a copy ofone ofthe contracts. Approval ofthe

loan by the FmHA was based in large part on this Federal timber supply that the company had

under contract.

Well, it did not work out as planned. In late 1992 the Forest Service stopped all operations on

cur Section 3 IS timber sales due to supposed Marbled Muirelet flybys. It has now been nearly

four years; the four sales, with over 14,000,000 board feet oftimber, are still held up. With the

most recent ruling by the 9th Circuit Appeals Pan^I, jt would seem that these sales will never be

logged by Mayr Bros.

In 1993 the President came out to Portland, Oregon to hold a forest conference. As a result of

that conference, the Secretary ofAgriculture Mike Espy and Secretary of Interior Bruce Babbitt

indicated the Forest Service and BLM would sell 2 billion board feet in 1994 and then would

ramp down to about a tallion board feet. In 1994. when the President's Forest Plan was finaCzed,

we found just the opposite. These ageodes were telling us they would ramp up to 1 .053 KQion

board feet by the end of 1 997, but that only 948 million board feet (MMBF) would be sawtiniber.

That is the type ofmaterial we need to run our mill. Additionally, that 948 (MMBF) would have

to be shared by compaines in three States.

The impact to the solid wood products industry manufacturing capacity in the Pacific Northwest

has been devastating. Attached to my statement are some charts developed by Mr. Paul Etunger
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ofEhinger and Assodates ofEungeae, Oregon Vtfaich detail mill closures and employment loss in

the Pacific Northwest in recent years. It b a sad and unnecessary story.

To understand what tlus meant to Mayr Bros. I want to take you back to the 1 960s, 197Qs, and

1 980s. The Otympic National Forest has a bioIo^caJ capacity to grow 330 MMBF of Hinber per

year according to the forest plan which was completed m the late 1980s, fvi the last twenty years

the forest ofiered 2S0+ MMBF per year. Under the leadership of this Administration, the plan is

to offer 1 MMBF per year. That is less than 10% ofwhat grows each year on the fbiesi.

The Forest's performance has not yet begun'to meet e>-en the Administration's meager

expectations. In FY 1993, the forest sold 14.2 MMBF; in FY 1994 the level was again 14.2

MMBF. Then the Clinton plan kicked in. FY 1995 the forest wld only 3.2 MMBF. This year,

through June 30th, the forest has sold only 3.5 MMBF. While it may look like tbey are

improving, you need to look a little deeper. Thus Ui this year, only 2 5 MMBF ofthe material

sold on the CMympic has been material our company could manuftcture to meet our customers'

demand.

Mayr Bros has always been « resillem company. We completed the new miO, found an alternate

wood supply for the big log mill, and survived for a time. In fact the new mill is one ofthe most

efficient and highest producing mills of its type in the world, During Uus some pehod, Mayr Bros.

has paid the original loan down fiom $5,000,000 to S4,000,000. In order to accomplish aS ofthat

without the Sec. 318 timber, the company was forced to use all of its operatiog line of credit to

finance completion ofthe mill constmction. SX the same time we lost our valued customer base in
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Japan, and with it our lucnitivt niche nurkets. During this time Mayr Bros, always held out hope

that the Forest Service would do the honorable thing and make some type of settlement viith us

on our timber sales, The Mayr family vainly held out hope as the delays and setbacks continued.

FlnaQy, in Febniary of this year I made a proposal to Tom Tiichnunn. President Clinton's forestry

representative in Portland, Oregon. The offer was tWs: Mayr Bros, would trade all ofour claims

against the Forest Service on our Sec. 318 sales, ifthe Govcnanent would pay offthe

approximately S4,000,000 remaining on the government guaranteed miO loan. 'Wfafle a great deal

of interest was ocpressed in this proposal, we were told by Mr. Tuchmann ofthe office of

Forestry and Economic Development that (contrary to the opinion ofour anomey) the

administration lacked the authority to do such an ofiset. It should be noted th!»T irt
?;
^alfinp thig

offer. Mavr Bros, was, (out ofdesperationi expressing a willingness to settle for leg; tHian 50% of

what the damages wiD be on these contracts should Mavr Bros, be forced to file clahns m the U.S.

Court ofCffW*^ Qfvy\i

Attached to my testimony is a proposed piece of legislation prepared by my attorney which

authorizes the Clinton Admiiustratioo to enter into an agreement with my company that would

require my company to relinquish any and all claims for damages related to all ofoor Forest

Service timber sale contracts purchased prior to fiscal year 1992 in exchange for the United States

fully retiring my company's obligation on its govenuncnt guaranteed loan, including all principal,

interest, fees and other charges. The Clinton Administration has expressed a great interest in this

approach, yet it claims not to have the authority to execute sudi an action. I truly believe that this

is in the best interest ofthe U.S. govenuneot and ofmy company. The case law is clear that
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damages are due my company as a result ofthe govenuneot's long delay in making the timber

held under coatract available for barvest. Ratlier than spend years in coun to resolve the fuQ

damage amount and seal forever the fate ofmy company, I call on this committee to pass this

legislation and provide my company a ray of hope for the future.

Where are we today? The afieimath ofone agency ofthe Department ofAgriculture refusing to

perform on the contncts that were to be used to r^ay a loan set up by another agency ofthe

same departmcot has been devastating. By usmg our operating line ofcredit to fioance the

activities that should have been financed by the harvest ofour Sec. 31S sales, we did not have

adequate funds avaOable to properly buy logs and market hunber from our xniQs. Vfben the

provid«r of our operating Uoe of credit lost confidence that the Forest Service would ever perform

on the Sec. 318 contracts, thev deypanded repayment ofthe loan. This forced the company to

liquidate alJ log and lumber inventory. From 190 employees in 1995, we are now down to 16 and

by August 31 that nun^)cr will be zero.

The local bank which has stood behind us through the last 10 years is in fear ofloang the federal

loan guaramee ifthey do not force us to payoffthe mill loan. We have been required to solicit

proposals from auction companies for a liquidation of our mQIs.

An interesting side issue is the retraining programs for miO and woods workers impletnented by

this administration. Most ofour laid offemployee have become participants in at least one ifnot

several of the federal and state ttmber worker retrainiog programs. While these programs began

as well intentioned, they constitute the final nail in the coffin ofthe small family owned sawmill
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company. "Why? Because the programs employ overt blackmafl ofthe particjpants. How? Ifa

laid off*timber worker chooses to sign up for these programs, (such as junior college education),

and he is called bade to his old job (or any job in the timber industry) and be takes the job, he

loses all benefits ofthe program now and in the future. Why? Isn't the idea to put the

unemployed back to work — or is the idea to remove our employees from the timber industry

permanently? We have prior persoiul experience with these retraining programs. In August of

1994 we temporarily laid offthe second shift m the planer mill while we upgraded the dry kilns,

this was a 3 week period only. When we called the crew back to work, 6 individuals had be«n

sigDed up by the social service agency for displaced timber worker retraining and refused our offer

to come back to work. Th^' weren't displaced timber workers, they were on temporary layoff

during which most ofthem drew vacation pay? We were forced to hire 6 new people to 6U in and

suffer the cost oftraining them for the jobs.

I would also like to mention two other points I believe this Committee and this Congress should

focus on. The first is what has happened to the town ofHoquiam. Ho^jiuam was a thriving

community. We had the largest coQcentration ofwood product compaoies in the State of

Washington. Today, three years into the President's Forest Plan, we are down to two stzuH

sawmiDs and one pulp mill. Our town as been converted from a thriviog communis to a dumpii^

ground for indigent families.

I am told that over 50 percem ofthe private homes in Hoqisam are now rentals. I am also told

that the average length of stay for the new tenants is four months. Thick ofthat, every four

months SO percent ofthe homes in our town have tenants leave You might ask why is ttus
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occurring. Well, it is simple - the economy is so poor in Hoqutam that rents are so low daj the

State encourages the poor and indigent to scnle in Hoquiam. Several families I know have moved

to Alaska, in part, because they were concerned for rhar safety in our new Clintooized town. Z

know it is di£Gcuh for governmental agencies to look at the data for individua] towns, or evtn

individual fiuqilies. But come to Hoqidaro and look what the plan which *1>roke the gridlock*" has

resulted in. WKlc your at it, you oi^ht to visit some ofthe other town which are being

devastated by this Administrations nusguided natural resource policies. You can find them in

nearly all the western Rates.

The other thing Congress should examine is how this Administration has begun s land rush with

the largest companies in this industry. Despite promises to help smaO business companies Eke

Mayr Bros., just the opposite is occurring. The Forest Service, supported by many members of

Congress, is tuning to Urge land exchanges to grow the number offederal acres it can lode up.

Weyerhaeuser Company has one proposed on the Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest and

Phim Creek has one proposal caOed the 1-90 land exchange. This Admirustration is encour«tgsng

the most wealthy companies to give the federal govermnent lands which are located in areas

where timber cannot be harvested under the President's forest plan. In exchange they are giving

these companies lands wisch are open for harvest under the Pnradent's forest plan. The net readt

is less land will be available for the timber sale program smaO companies Gke xnoe need to

survive.

We have also observed the Administration is in the process ofentering into Habitat Conservation

Plans with these largest companies. The result is that much ofland owned by these companies is
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released fi»r harvest while our timber supply continues to be locked>up. The Clinton

Administration's promise to help small business companies and secondary manu&cturers v/as

peiiiaps the most eo^ty promise made in the Presidem's forest plaa

Mr. Chairman. I told you coonng to testify about our bmilies problems is very uncomfortable.

But, I hope my coming 'will help you take action to reverse the economic destruction of the

Pacific Northwest before h is too Ute for other oompaoies. I will conclude my testimony with

this.

I would like to show you this broadside (exhibit). One company has gone so far as to schedule an

auction for the bank. If this auction actually takes place, it will kill my father, ifnot by actual

physical death by emotional. To be forced to liquidate 63 years ofbard work at a senp iron

auction because your country will not honor its obligations is not acceptable. That is not the

country that he has supported for 81 years; it Is not the country I have been a proud citizen offor

44 years; and it is certainly not the sountry my grandfather, Marzellinius Mayr, came to for the

first time at the turn ofthe century by shoveling coal in the boiler room to pay for his pass^e.
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Remember what I snid earlier, it was not a lack orraw material in oor area that dosed the

mill, or even the current cost of logs. If this administration would settle with Mayr Bros,

for the hnge monetary^ lo5ses caused bj the Forest Service contract nonperfonnxnce, Mayr

Bros, coold rvfinancc ^nr operations and pat oar mifls back in operation otilizing logs from

state, Indian, and private landt. Please consider ^iog the Administration (he authority

they say they need to settle so we at least have one nty of hope for the fotnre.

Thank you for the opportumty to address you today, I request that both my written and oral

testimony be made part of this hearing and we would be happy to answer any ofyour questions.
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X04th CONGRESS

2d Session rd. • X^ •

IN THE UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

A BILL
Tills Is a bill authorizing the Secretary o£ Agriculture

("Secretary") to eliminate all of a timber purchaser's

pending or potential timber sale contract claims against the

Forest Service in exchange for fully retiring a timber

purchaser's obligation as a government guaranteed loan.

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLI.

This Act shall be cited as the "Timber Sale Contract

Damage Elimination Act."

SECTION 2. FINDINGS- -Congress finds the following;

(a) Federal timber purchasers have been unaible to log

timber sales sold by the Secretary because of government delays

and changing environmental standards.
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(b) Timber purchasers have used chese very sales to

obtain loans from Che government Cor mill improvements and

modernization to remain In business.

(c) The government's long delay in making the timber

availsU>le exposes the government to substantial claims for timber

sale contract damages.

(d) The long delay in releasing a purchaser's federal

timber sales has hindered timber purchasers' ability to repay

government loans.

(e) Offsetting a purchaser's potential contract damage

claims against its government guaranteed loan obligations is in

the purchaser's and government's best interests.

SECTION 3. AUTHORITY OF SECRETARY TO ELIMINATE CONTRACT DAMAGES

(a) The Secretary is authorized to enter into an

agreement with a requesting timber purchaser that would require

the purchaser to relinquish any and all claims for damages

related to all of a purchaser's timber sale contracts purchased

prior to fiscal year 1992 in exchange for the United States fully

retiring a purchaser's obligation on a government guaranteed

loan, including all principal, interest. £ees and othor chargee.
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XaUL r. lirHINGER&AsASSOCIATES
Connibants to tbe Forat PrvJuets Industry

1200 HIGH STREET. SUITE 22

EUGENE, OREGON 97401

503/686-9607 FAX 503/686-8124

MILL CLOSURES

In listing mills as dosed, wc use the follcrsviiig criteria:

1

.

The mill that management Indicates the operalion will be closed

permanently.

2. A mill is considered closed if tt has been closed for 60 days or more
and, wc believe, is not likely to reopen, or management indicates a
closure of indefinite length.

3. Mills that reopen are removed entirely from the list. There is no
double counting in our data. The listing Is for mills that are closed

or formally announced to be closed en the date of listing.

4. To be on the list, a mill must have been a producer of a primary
product: lumber, plywood, veneer, board, pvilp. or other major
commodity.

5. The employment data is the number of mill employees that lost

their job. In some cases if a plant has normally run 2 shifts, but
for the last year prior to closing has run only a single shift, we try

to capture the 2 shift level of employmcnl-

6. The producUon informaiion represents the average annual
production over the two yeaxs prior lo closure.

7. Our history of recording closures shows that once a mill Is closed

in the western states, they rarely reopen. Over ihe past 10 years of

tracking mill closures, wc find the permanent return to operation

rate to be about 1%.

In some cases, our judgment and Information may be proved wrong, but

we believe lliis criteria reflects the status of mills within our Industry.
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TABLE 1

OReGON/WASMiNGTON/IDAHO/CALIFOnNlA/MONTANA MILL CLOSURES

PLYWOOD/PAMEUVEWgE»t/OTWEH

mooucnoN no. no. iiimso.ft.
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TABLE 2
OREGON MIU. CLOSURES

SAWMILLS

NO.

MUS
PftOOuCnOH

Miter

ppaoucnoNi
TO. - MM so.rr. NO. -

MML9 .VlBMlS EMPlOTCeS

IMS
190$
19M
1*M
1992

1991

1900

1999
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TABLE 3

WASHINGTON MILL CLOSURES
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TABLE 4

CALIFORNIA MILL CLOSURES

PL'rWOeD>P*WEUVEWeEW/OTH6R

PBOOUCriOK

MMOF
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TABLES
IDAHO MILL CLOSURES
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TABLE e

MONTANA MILL CLOSURES

IflM

ins
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^n^

1990
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PLANTS IN OPERATION

OREGON/WASHINGTON/CALlFORNjA/lDAHO/MONTANA
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txlter* W the «diter mual inclwd* nam*, address,

telephone number and algnature (for verlflcttlen «nty).

Send them to P.O. Box 2(9, Aberdeen, or tax to S39-6039.
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OPINIONS

What's endangered
is common sense

THE most endangered species on
the Olyrnpic PenuisoJa wpean to

be the femily tawmiU — and coimaco
sense.

Ev«D if you believe thai the thou-
uuuia of acres already set aside for
spotted owl* and marbled murrdcts
aren't nearly enough: even if you
Relieve that the whole oU-frowtfa «c»-
iysten is on tbe eve of oestructioo,
SVirelx ycu win agree t)v>t it's on3y
right that the Mayr Bros. Legging C0.
of Hoqulam be compeoMted for the 14

millian board feet of federal tinibtf it

bought, fair and square, but has been
unable to log for nearly six years.
• Three years after President Clin-
toB's Forest Conferea^ and a week
after the cod of the Seventfa American

. Caught in the middle once again is

Mayr Bros. Tb« Koquiam cempainr
bought severaj Section 318 old^owth
timber sales from the Forest Servioe
in the Olympic Natiooal Forcsl about
six years ago.
•: Sen. Slade Gorton of Wssbingtoa
and Oregon's Mark Hatfield have
crafted a comproinise plan to give the

sdministratioa new fleiability to buy
9Ut the contracts or provide substitute
timber in cases where major caviro&>
mental impacts atv feand.
; But the White House is balking
becaota the Republicans' plan still

fivu the contract bokler final say oa
wbetho' a buyout offer or exchange is
acceptable— as if that's not ialr.

' While Washington fiddles, mora hu-
man beingsaregetting burned.
; Mayr Bros., whose resilience and
ingenuity have been beacons of hope
tor Grays Harbor, announced Friday
l^at It will lay off most of its UO
employees ever the next two months.

Lack of revenue from the 31* sale

loggertieadsovertimberpoHcy. • meet loan navments for t>i« .^^iSwr timber policy.

Hub being an election year, we are
not holding our breatb for a solution
any time soon:

It isn't all his fault, but President
Clinton's track record on Ii7nt>er issues

is a mirror image of his wortt (eodeo-
cies as governor of Arkansas: ' Bob-
bing. Weaving and often reversing
course, he wants it both ways.
.' As part of a comprehensive spend*
ing bill last summer, Cliatwi signed
the salvage logging 'Yider." which
yould allow logging of blow-down and
other trees that otherwise would be
left to rot. But the rider also allowed
logpng of some green timber, the
'.'Section SIS" sales that date back to

the Bush administration.
< Environmentalists claim this log-

ging will wr«ak havoc, and during a
campaign stop in Seattle last week,
the president declared that he wants
torepealmuehofthelaw. , ... .1 ._

meet loan pa^^ents for the small-log
sawmil] it built in 19S3 to make the

- transition to the new dounsized era.

: Mayr3r(s. did everything it eeuU
to meet the challenges of the future
^nd preserve hundreds at Xamily-wag« -.

3obs. AJad it's stiC gettiog hosed.

l\
' Company Cresident Tom Uayr is

absolutely rignt when be says that if

>Iayr Bros, isn't sUowed to log the
^ber it bought, it should be folly

Compensated for the stumpage, plus
pillions indamages due to the delay.
V '"Xcep hope alive," candidate Clin-
•(on said in 1992. "We haven't get «
«erseB towaste."
.• Wbafi wasting is lime, Mr. Presi-

tdent At iba rale we're going, will

,ttoera still be a Mayr Bros, when Uncle
fam gets around to keeping his part ef

_:ihe bargain?
"'

•

•; ' Tbis tUteriMl nprtstatr tbt vkm
lef JohO Bugbm, Dta Aaaa Bauso,
'JfUekMdenooMoJDougBurker.
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President

Hi-Ridge Lumber Company
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L Introduction

Mr. Chairman and members ofthe Committee, my name is Gerry Bendix. I am president

ofHi-Ridge Lumber Company located in Yreka, California. I appreciate the opportunity

to testify before you today to share with you how the Clinton Administration and the

Forest Service have abandoned the forest products industry in northern California. I also

am here to help set the record straight concerning promises the Clinton Administration

made and never fulfilled. The President's Forest Plan is devastating individuals, businesses

and communities which have traditionally depended on our national forests. Additionally,

I want to describe the layers and layers ofnew bureaucracy this Administration has put in

place to slow the development of any timber sales in northern California.

Mr. Chairman, I£-Ridge Lumber Company is a 40-year-old saw mill, dry kiln, and planing

mill located in the small (population 7,500) northern California town of Yreka, California.

We employ approximately 130 people at the mill and an equal number of loggers and

truckers work in the woods to supply our mill with the logs we need to operate. Our

family, along with a partner, buih and has been operating Hi-Ridge Lumber Company for

the last 40 years. We have always actively participated in the management of this closely

held family business. In 1 996, we will process 45 million aboard feet oftimber and

generate approximately S3 5 million m sales.

We operate on several national forests in northwestern and north central California,
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several ofwhich are included as part of the area covered under the President's Forest

Plan. About 90% of the raw materials we need to operate our mill is supplied from the

national forests in northern California. Our main source oflogs has been the Klamath

National Forest.

n. The Klamath National Forest and Ui-Ridge's Timber Supply

Throughout the 1970's and 1980's, the Klamath National Forest annually sold between

200 and 250 million board feet (MMBF) of saw timber to companies like ours. It was

with great disappointment thai we found the forest was slated to sell about 40 to 50

MMBF each year under the President's Forest Plan. Despite recent pronouncements by

the Administration that the President's Forest Plan had broken the grid-lock and things are

now moving, it frankly disappoints me to tell you where the Forest Service is heading.

Since 1993, when the President's plan for the economic destruction of the forest products

industry was announced, the Klamath National Forest has been moving backwards. In

1993. the Klamath National Forest sold 32 MMBF. In 1994, the Klamath National Forest

sold 23.8 MMBF. In 1995, it sold only 25.6 MMBF; and this year, now with more than

three quarters of the year over, it has sold only 27. 1 MMBF. While the raw data may look

like things are improving, the detailed data is quite disturbing.

Most national forests usually sell a mix of saw timber and non-saw timber products. In a

typical year, 75 to 80 percent or more ofwhat the Klamath National Forest would offer

was sawoimber. Each year, we have seen the ratio of sawtimber to non-sawtimber slip.
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In 1995. less than halfthe Forest Service volume sold in the state of Califoniia was

sawtimber. Companies like ours cannot survive when the Forest Service sells non-saw

timber material to meet its targets. With the implementation ofthe President's Forest

Plan, we have seen a steady decline in the federal timber available to our company, as well

as the share of sawtimber which is offered. In March of 1993, a month before the

President came to Portland, Oregon for his Forest Conference, our company held 62

MMBF oftimber under contraa. That was down from 77 MMBF ofvolume we held

under contract in 1 99 1 . As ofMarch 31,1 996, we held only 28 MMBF ofvolume under

contraa. To maintain a timber supply, our company now purchases timber as fer away as

the El Dorado National Forest, a distance of more than 300 miles from our mill. Yet as T

just said, our very life blood - federal timber under contract- continues to shrink. These

contracts are crucial to our ability to secure the lending we need to modernize our mills.

nL The Clinton Forest Plan - A Trail of Broken Promises

A. The Administration Has Ignored Its Promise (0 Sell Timber

When President Clinton announced that Option Nine would be implemented during a July

1, 1993 press conference, he promised the Forest Service and the BLM would sell 1.2

billion board feet oftimber per year. By the time the final plan was published, the

Administration had reduced the planned goal to 1 .053 billion board feet. Thus, the

Administration dropped 12% off its promised volume before we even got started. As the

following table shows, the Clinton Administration has completely failed to even keep its

reduced promise.
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help either small business or the secondary manufacturers. In fact, the Small Business

Administration seems to be going out of its way to ensure the Small Business Timber Sale

Set-Aside program withers on the vine. During the Reagan Administration, and during

much ofthe Bush Administration, the Small Business Administration had six Industrial

Specialists, all foresters, to oversee the set-aside program. They where adequately funded

and had adequate support staifto both oversee the program, and to be advocates for small

business as they interacted with the Forest Service and BLM to insure small business

needs are secured. Today, the SBA has cut staflBng down to just two industrial specialists

and has resisted Congressional efforts to force the SBA to fill those positions.

While the President's promise was artfiiliy stated, 1 am sure his staff would tell you

they've completed a study. Many government personnel and private sector people,

including me, participated in a year long process to develop and comment on a report

which identified opportunities to assist small business primary and secondary

manufacturers. To date, nothing has been done. No final report was prepared or

released, and to my knowledge, no recommendations were ever forwarded to the

President. The President has done nothing to help the small forest industry companies like

mine in the last three years. While the SBA program itself may be confusing, it is critically

important to small companies like the one my family owns m California.

We do not own vast land holdings like many of the large forest industry companies.

Hi-Ridge Lumber Company and many other small family-owned businesses like ours are
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almost totally dependent on timber sold from federal lands. The President recognized the

critical link between companies of our size and the federal land when he direaed his

cabinet to "identify and implement, in apriority manner, measures to strengthen small

business and secondary manufacturing. While we have seen no help for small business,

we cannot help but notice hoAv far this Administration has gone to aid the largest

integrated forest product companies. Particularly, those companies with large land

holdings.

The Administration Promised Other Economic Assistance - Little Assistance Has

Been OfTered

Amidst great fan fare, the Administration promised to insure that workers who are put out

ofwork, due to the drastic reductions in federal timber supplies, would be offered

economic assistance and retraining. While none ofmy employees have been forced to face

this problem, yet we have observed that very few mill or wood workers in northern

California seem to have benefited by these programs.

It seems most of the funds have gone to build infrastructures in the communilies which

applied for this program. We've heard oftowns in Oregon where softball fields were built

so the town could hold softball tournaments in hopes ofencoun^g more people to

spend money in the town. Let me tell you, in Yreka, that type ofeconomic assistance

might bring a handful of ball players to town between May and September. It would be a

long tough winter if all we had to rely on was increased spending of softball players during

the four summer months.
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D. The Heralded Adaptive Management Areas Have Produced Nothing But

Employment for Federal Employees

The President also made much-to-do about special Adaptive Management Areas which

could be used to experiment with new forest management techniques and indicated we

would see timber flowing from these areas very quickly. Mr. Chairman, the Goosenest

Adaptive Management Area on the Klamath National Forest has produced no timber

volume up to this point. Although it is producing work for Forest Service employees who

are preparing an Adaptive Management Plan, an LSR Plan, a watershed analysis, and will

need to do other NEPA documentation. Meanwhile, Ihe health ofthe forest in the area

has steadily declined over the last three years. Another opportunity and another promise

broken.

IV. Option Nine Has Provided an Incredible Employment Opportunity for Government

Workers

When the Administration adopted the President's Forest Plan, they also imposed several

new layers ofbureaucracy. They set up a number of regional and provisional advisory

boards to review proposed federal forestry projects. The Forest Service invited various

people to serve on these advisory groups. T was invited to apply to serve on our local

provincial advisory group but, thankfully, was not chosen. 1 say that because one only has

to hear details ofone ofthe meetings of these groups to conclude that these meetings are

little more than a guaranteed employment program for numerous federal employees.

8
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These advisory boards are so heavily staffed with federal employees that the groups could

not propose any action which the agencies did not already approve. Further, we have seen

no tangible evidence that these groups are making decisions which are producing timber

sales.

V. The Administration Has Oflered Special Deals to the Largest Timber Companies

As part of the overall strategy for dealing with endangered species, the Administration

originaUy said it would only address the problem on federal lands. Shortly after that

announcement, the Administration changed its tune and said they would develop a rule

under the Endangered Species Act which would facilitate private land management and

protect the Northern Spotted Owl. In fact, thai proposed rule will impose restrictions on

both state and private lands within our state if implemented. To date, the Administration

has yet to finalize the 4(d) rule, so I cannot tell you how much more pain the

Administration will heap on the region of northern California.

At the same lime, the Administration worked with the largest forest land-owning

companies to cut special deals to free up their forest lands for management.

Weyerhaeuser Company, Plum Creek Ltd, and others have been exempt from having to

deal with Northern Spotted Owls on some of their acres in exchange for signing 100 year

long Habitat Conservation Plans.

The irony of this becomes apparent when you think about the President's promise to help

9
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small business and then think about how large business has benefited as a result of the

imposition of Option Nine. As a result ofthe imposition ofOption Nine, the value of the

largest companies' timber holdings has skyrocketed. With less federal timber likely to

come to market, these companies watched their timber increase in value at an significant

rate.

Thus, these companies found themselves with more revenue and gaiiied a competitive

advantage over small companies like mine as a result ofthe decision to reduce federal

timber sales by 80 to 90 percent. Then to add insuh to injury, the Administration offered

HCP's to the largest companies. These IICP's are not a practical option for smaller land

ovsners, due to the expense of completing the extensive biological research which the

Department of Interior requires. When signed, these HCP's free-up a significant amount

of the forest lands these companies hold. Thus small business companies are forced to

compete against companies which were made more powerfijl through the actions ofthe

Clinton Administration. If one was conspiracy minded, one might conclude the

Administration and the largest timber companies in this country aren't working together to

eliminate small companies like mine.

VX Recent Decisions by The Administration Continue the Persecution of the Forest

Products Industry

Despite having signed a law to expedite the salvage of dead and dying timber, witliin three

days of that bill becoming law this Administration released a Memorandum of

10
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Understanding which gave the US Fish & Wildlife Service, the BLM. the National Marine

Fisheries Service, the EPA, and others agencies veto authority over how, when, and where

the Forest Service may salvage dying timber. On the Klamath National Forest, we have a

long history of forest fires. Like many other areas, we suffered major fires in 1994. This

new layer ofbureaucracy was designed to slow down the salvage of dead and dying

timber. And on the forest I am most familiar with, the slow down is working.

We have a large fire area called Dillion Creek, wliich is in dire need of salvage. The

President's Forest Plan and the Emergency Salvage MOU have combined to delay the

salvage of the Dillion Creek area. This area has been visited by more top natural resource

officials than most any other prospective timber sale in the west and they've all

pronounced the sale a good one. Up until last week, we thought we would finally see the

20 million board foot sale offered, a sale of fire-killed timber. Then the Administration

struck yet one more time.

The Secretary of Agriculture released a new policy on ihe Emergency Salvage program

which precludes offering of salvage sales in inventoried roadless areas. For the Dillion

Creek sale, this new policy will result in yet one more delay. At this point, the latest delay

could render this .sale uneconomic You see, the agencies were going to require that

aknost all the volume be logged with a helicopter. As the years pass, the trees rot. At

some point, there is not enough merchantable wood to pay for this very expensive method

of logging. In this case, the Secretary's decision may have sealed the fate of this sale. We

11
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will be deprived ofthe opponunity to bid on 20 million board feet oftimber which we

desperately needed. The Administration has shown once again that it does not really care

what happens to small companies like Hi-Ridge Lumber.

Vn. Congress Gets Into the Act

In 1994, a little more than four million acres oflands in this country were butBed. As a

result ofthose fires, and the generally deplorable health conditions on our federal forests,

Congress pushed through land-mark legislation to expedite the salvage of the timber killed

in these fires.

This year, we have experienced more fires, to date, than we had in 1994. As ofJuly 18th,

the Forest Service reports 2.9 million acres have burned so for. compared to 1994 when

slightly less than l.S million acres had burned by July ISth. Yet, both the House and the

Senate seem to be ignoring this year's fires . Less than a month ago, 208 ofyour

colleagues voted to repeal fimding for implementation ofthe emergency salvage law. We

expect the Senate will face a similar vote within the next month.

Mr. Chairman, as of last May, the Forest Service indicated there were 18 billion board feet

ofdead and dying timber on Forest Service lands that had economic value. Since the

passage ofthe Emergency Salvage Law, the Forest Service has salvaged less then 2 billion

board feet of that dead and dying timber. In a year when the fire season is even more

active than 1994, 1 do not understand how Congress could be seriously considering

12
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repealing this law. What is even more frustrating to me, is how the leadership ofboth the

House and Senate refuse to even consider extending this much needed law. To fiirther

illustrate the point, our company was recently solicited by U.S. Forest Service ranger

districts from Utah where the forest products industry has virtually vanished as a result of

the federal government nearly stopping all timber sales. Now the Forest Service wants to

manage against insect infestation and increased fire hazards. They now recognize that a

healthy forest products industry is needed to implement the management projects.

Mr. Chairman, Congress, through its willingness to allow this needed law to sunset, is

walking away from hundreds of millions of dollars in revenues. In the face of compelling

evidence of the need to manage federal forests, I am unable to understand how Congress

can be so shon sighted, I am disappointed that Congress stands by while this

Administration works to economically destroy Ihe small timber purchasers in the west.

This policy of political correctness is killing many small towns like Yreka. In my opinion,

it is unconscionable that the Congressional leadership would stand by and allow groups

like the Sierra Club, aided by the Clinton Administration, to nearly stop all timber

harvesting on federal lands. Our national forests were established 100 years ago to supply

the timber and water needs of a growing nation. Our country is now a net importer of

wood. Mr. Chainnan, companies like Hi-Ridge Lumber need this Congress to do more to

ensure our federal forests are properly managed and supply domestic forest products for

Americans.

13
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Conclusion

Mr. Chairman, I know ofno analyst who will tell you the promises made by President Clinton as

part of his forest plan for the Pacific Northwest, have been kept or that the President's Forest Plan

is a success. As a company which has struggled for the last four years at ground zero, I must tell

you it is a disaster. But what is more disappointing, is that the Congress, the Administration, and

the public are walking past the most important question. Unless this Congress extends the

emergency salvage law or passes forest health legislation, such as Senator Craig's Forest Health

bill, you will have done a great dissen/ice to our forests and to those ofus who depend on these

forests for our social and economic well-being. You will also have failed to serve the American

public, which demands a wide range of uses from our forests

I appreciate the opportunity you have afforded me. I would be happy to answer any questions you

might have and request that you make both my statement part of the oflBcial record ofthis

hearing.

14
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Testimony Before the House Resources Subcommittee on National
Parks. Forests and Lands

On the Impact of the Rescissions Logging Rider
on the Northwest Forest Plan

by Bonnie Phillips. Executive Director

Pilchuck Audubon Society

July 23, 1996

My name is Bonnie Phillips, and I am Execurive Director of the Pilchuck

Audubon Society. We are a chapter of the National Audubon Society, with 1500
members in Snohomish County, just north of Seattle, in Washington State. For
the past decade, protecting ancient forests has been a very high conservation

priority for ovir Audubon Chapter.

In 1987, we were the first Chapter to begin a program called Adopt-a-
Forest. That program established a relationship vwth several of the Ranker
Districts on the Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest. We be^an workme
cooperatively with the Districts in mapping old growth, in setting up workshops
to educate citizens on how the Forest Service works, and how atizens can get

involved. For the p<ist nine years, we have co-sponsored a variety of events
with the Forest Service, including an annual Festival of the River, <ind our Trees
for Life program, which h<»s provided over 100,000 excess trees from Forest

Service planting projects to our community wnthin the Puget Sound. Pilchuck
Audubon Society is a strong community organization and believes in cooperative
relatior^hips as the cornerstone of all of our programs.

However, sometimes litigation has been necessary when we find federal

agencies in violation of environmental laws passed by Congress to protect our
natiiral resources. Violations of these laws, in our opinion, have unforturuitely

happened repeatedly over the past decade, and my Audubon chapter hcis been a

plaintiff in aU of the litieation since 1987 surroundmg the westside, or northern

spotted owl, forests in me Pacific Northwest. In most instances, the courts have
agreed with our position. In a 1991 ruling. Judge Dwyer concluded that "the

most recent violation of the National Forest Management Act exemplifies a

deliberate and systematic refusal by the U.S. Forest Service and U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service to comply with the laws protecting wildlife."

Litigation is not entered into easily, especially by community organizations

such as ours. We not only understand the kinds of polarization that nave been
occurring during the past ten years over natural resource issues, but we have
lived through the effects of this polarization in our personal lives. I have been
the target of angry outbursts at public meetings. I have also been the target in

the past of telephone death threats and newspaper articles which have called me
an eco-Nazi. I have become dose friends v«tn people on all sides of the issue,

have gotten to know intimately various views, and in short, my life has been
totally absorbed by the so-called timber wars for far too many years.
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In 1994, when the Clinton Forest Plan was proposed, Pilchuck Audubon
Society reviewed the Plan carefully, using the resources of many biologists

within our organization. Although we found the Plan took a big step toward
protecting anaent forest ecosystems, we felt tliat too many plant and animjil

spedes were still at serious nsk of extinction under the Plan.

Very reluctantly, we joined in litigation against this Plan. This time.

Judge William Dwyer ruled against us, against the timber industry and for the

Forest Service. But as you probably know, although Judge Dwyer ruled that the

Plan was adequate, he also stated that it was barely adequate, and that there

were a number of factors that could cause him to revisit nis decision.

These factors included two very specific processes mandated under the Plan.

—In discussing the untested process of the aquatic conservation strategy the court

said that if the plan as implemented is to remain lawful, the monitonng,
watershed aruilysis and mitigating steps called for by the Plan must be fciithfully

carried out, and adjustments made if necessary.

—The court recognized that monitoring is central to the Plan's validity. If it is

not funded, or not done for any reason, the legality of the Plan will have to be
reconsidered.

The group of plaintiffs represented by the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund
chose not to challenge the Dwyer ruling in the Ninth Circuit. Instead, we, and
the great majority of other conservation organizations in the affected airea

decided that it was in our best interest, our communities' best interest, and the
forest ecosystems' best interest to make the Plan work. From the time that the
Record of Decision was signed imtil the logging rider became law, I worked
through the Western Andent Forest Campaign to establish a region-wide
network to help educate dtizens about the Clinton Plan and how to work
cooperatively with the vtirious agendes involved in Plan implementation. I

urged local conservationists to jom one of the 12 Provindal Advisory Committees
set up under the Plan to give advice to Federal Agencies, and I was selected to
serve on the Western Wasnington Provincial Advisory Committee. Even before
these committees were formed, I worked with federal, state and county agendes,
as well as Native American tribes, to set criteria for prioritizing watershed
restoration projects.

Although there was an understanding that the Plan would take a while to
be implemented properly, there was also a feeling of optimism that we were
finailly headed in a direction of cooperation instead of continuing polarization.
We felt that the decade or more of our timber wars were finally coming to an
end.

Urtfortunately, in the year since the logging rider began, we have seen the
momentum for the Plan, which was off to a slow but fairly good start, grind to
a halt. Last year's rider has had a devastating effect on thePlan ecologically.
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psychologically and sod<dly. The land has been hurt by the rider, the Forest

Service has once again lost their way through the mixed signals sent by this

Congress, and the conuhunities again face great uncertainty.

The confusion wrought on all fronts has led to another breakdown of the
agency, and any trust that had been tenuously built up since the Record of

Decision for the Plan was signed has been torn apart.

Since the timber rider contained three components-Section 318 sales.

Option 9 (or Clinton Forest Plan) sales, and Salvage Sales, I will give examples
of^how each component is negatively affecting the implementation of the Plan,

and hurting the forest ecosystem.

1. Section 318 Sales . The Section 318 old growth sales have had the most
dramatic effect on the land, and on the community in the Pacific Northwest.
The old growth which has been or will be logged in Washington State and
Oregon \mder this part of the rider was assumed to be protected under the

Clinton Plan, and scientists who gave viability ratings for various threatened emd
endangered species took this protection into account. Furthermore, renewed
logging of ola growth, without the riparian buffer and other protections and
mitigations under the Clinton Plan, have angered people throughout the Pacific

Normwest and the Uruted States, and protests in ana polarizations of

communities have increased well beyond the worst tensions of the late 1980's.

In addition, the concern for loss of the marbled murrelet old growth
habitat severely restricted the effort to work cooperatively on the Plan. Because
of my Audubon Chapters' concern that inadequate information was avcdlable on
many of these murrelet sales, we, along with many other groups, instituted a

program to train citizens to survey for marbled murrelets. Tliis costly and time-

mtensive program was a necessary insurance policy, which we took out and
committee! to before we knew how the Ninth Circuit Court would rule. While
waiting for the court ruling, middle class, mainstream citizens such as myself
were searching our consciences to see whetlier we would be willing to be
arrested for our beliefs should these sales be logged and the marbled murrelet

head towcird extinction. We heard from so many people—bankers, businessmen,
lawyers, architects, teachers, doctors-seniors and youth-that we began holding
dvil disobedience training and discussing our plans with federal, state, county
and dty law enforcement officers should the need arrive. This was a very

difficult decision for us to make, but the loss of our democratic rights and the

egregious violations to the land caused us to discuss this unprecedented action.

We did not blame the Forest Service for initiating the negative effects on
the land, and on the Plan, but we no longer had the same feelings and energy
for cooperation and neither did they. We noticed throughout the Region that

substantive issues were no longer being discussed at the Provincial Advisory
Committees, and that meetings were being held further and further apart.
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We were pleased and relieved at the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals ruling

on the murrelet. We thank the court for ruling on the side of science; we wish
Congress would do the same. This ruling, however, did not solve cill of our
problems, as the rider still requires the Forest Service to provide "like and kind"

trees as substitute volume. We may be trading one old growth sale for another

old growth sale—and the Forest Service says that they cannot provide this

volume without violating the Clinton Forest Plan. Tliere certainly is no real gain

in this. In addition, there are many old growth sales in murrelet habitat that

have never been surveyed for murrelets, including 1,000 acres alone on BLM
land in western Oregon. This old growth has already been logged, or will be
logged by the end of this season.

Since the courts ruled that the Section 318 component of the rider applied

to all sales between 1989-1995 throughout all of Washmgton State and Oregon,
other old growth on both westside and eastside forests also continues to fall.

2. Clinton Plan, or Option 9 Sales . This component of the rider affects cdl sales

which had decision notices signed after July 27, 1995 through December 31,

1996, in the public lands managed by the Forest Service and Bureau of Land
Management under the Clinton Plan. Although the rider does not tell the

federm agencies that they cannot follow the Plan, it does allow the agencies to

short-circuit many of the planning processes. Further, citizens are denied the

right to file admmistrative appeals, and any legal challenge for Option 9 sales

must be made vdthin 15 days of sale advertisement. Altliough a legal challenge,

as I stated, can theoretically be mounted, the court has basically ruled that no
environmental laws can be used as a basis for this challenge, which makes this

an empty gesture on the part of this Congress.

Violations of standards and guidelines of the Clinton Plan have become, in

some cases, rampant. Citizen rights under our democracy to have a say on how
our public forests are managed have been taken away from us. Cooperation at

the Ranger District level can no longer be anticipatea. Opportunities to work
out differences and mitigation have been lost. Tliere is no longer any need for

the federal agencies to pay any attention to citizen concern because there is no
clout behind our efforts.

Consequently, protecting the forest ecosystem and following the stcmdards
and guidelines of the Plan have taken a back seat to the rush to provide timber
sales. Staff downsizing and budget cuts, as well as demoralization of agency
personnel, nuxed signals from Congress and often the Forest Service itself, has
created the atmosphere in the agencies of isolating them from the very
communities that they are supposed to serve.

In the Washington State National Forests which I know best, the worst
violations are coming from the Gifford Pinchot National Forest. Currently this

National Forest plans to expand their sale program by 33% and overshoot their

timber target by nearly 14 million board feet. Over two thirds of the sales are
within key watersheds, areas designated to provide high quality water to local
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communities and to protect and restore salmon populations. In addition, the

Forest has proposed logging and roadbuilding through three huge roadless cireas.

Other violations are occurring throughout these forests. One challenge to

the Clinton Plan seiles was made by the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund on
behalf of Oregon Natural Resources Council and Umpcjua Watersheds, Inc. The
four sales are located in a pristine watershed that provides important fish

habitat. However, the sales were planned without any input from fisheries

biologist. Although, in the final stages of sale planning, a forest fisheries

biologist concluded that proposed logging would severely degrade the aquatic

habitat and make it inhospitable to fish.

The timber rider provides for judicial review of Option 9 sales for arbitrary

and capricious decision-making. It was on this basis that these sales were
challenged. However, in December of 1995, Judge Hogan disnnissed the

challenge and ruled that (1) Option 9 sales offered since the logging rider's

enactment carmot be reviewed by the courts; and (2 Option 9 sales that were
offered before enactment of the timber rider must be awarded, released, and
logged under the original contract terms.

There are other processes put in place by the Clinton Plan, the most
significant of which is Watershed Analysis, that are being done v^ath greater

inadequacy and with less and less public involvement as time passes.

3. Salvage Sales . Finally, the salvage component is also seriously jiffecting the

viability of the Plan. I give one example. Tlie 2-million acre Mt. Baker-

Snoqualmie National Park is the largest recreation forest in Washington State

and Oregon and extends from the Canadian border to Mt. Rainier National Park
in Western Washington. Two weeks ago I received a notice from the Forest

Service that they were planning a salvage sale called Canyon Salvage in a very

important ecological area. Let me explain this area and what the Forest Service

may do. Under the Clinton Plan designation, it is in the Independence Late

Successional Reserve and is a key watershed. Canyon Creek is a tributary of

the Stillaguamish River, a very important area for threatened coho salmon. The
planning area is 1300 acres, although only 400 of these acres have 50% or more
defoliation from the hemlock looper, an insect rarely seen any more in old

growth forests. The Forest Service says they will build no new roads.

However, in order to access and remove the defoliated trees, most of which are

along the riparian areas of Canyon Creek, they will have to log a great number
of live, healthy old growth cedar trees, wiiich are not affected. Tliey will have
to log through and destroy the Forks Trail, a favorite hiking trail for families in

nearby tov^nns. They will oe logging in an area of very steep and unstable soils.

They wiH NOT be ervhancing the old growth, or late successional reserve,

ecosystem. Currently, only 40% of the Independence Reserve is in late

successional forests-this area has been heavily logged in the past—the cutting of

green old-growth cedar and defoliated smaller and younger hemlock will bring

tnis percentage down even further.
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If a Decision Notice is signed on the Canyon Salvage Sale before

December 31, 1996, then citizens such as myself will have no rights of

administrative appe<d and no recourse under the law. Instead of our nornnal

conversatior\s ana negotiations with the Forest Service on this proposed s<de, we
have been left to spending our time taking interested members of the public on
field trips to the area, sending out action alerts to our members, and hoping
that one of our Chapters' Congressional Representatives will take up our cause.

None of this is helpmg our reuitions wdth tne Forest Service. This is a bad and
very unnecessary sale.

In summary, the logging rider may have irrevocably undermined the

Clinton Forest Plan, although there is still an outside chance to get it back on
track. It has surely devastated the land, decimating salmon spav^ng streams

and important old growth habitat for many threatened and endangered species.

It has provided less certainty to the communities. And the worst is still to

come. Instead of peace, even reluctant peace, polarization and anger have
returned to the Pacific Northwest. Only a total repeal of this rider now can
send the signal to the Forest Service, and to the American people, that Congress
really does not want to destroy forests and destroy communities. Instead, repeal

of the rider would show that Congress is committed to making a hard-fought,

region-wide ecosystem management plan work for the long-term stability of

Northwest ecosystems and communities.
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Mr. Chairman, for the record my name is James Geisinger. I am the President of the Northwest

Forestry Association (NFA), a trade organization representing the forest products industry, large

and small companies, in the Pacific Northwest. All of our members rely on the forests of

Washington and Oregon to supply their manufacturing facilities with the raw material necessary

to make a variety of finished products ranging from lumber and plywood to pulp and paper.

Many of our members have historically been entirely dependent on timber sold from the

federally owned forest lands in the region. Consequently, our members have been directly

impacted by the Clinton Administration's failed forest policy, especially the President's

Northwest Forest Plan which is the subject of this hearing.

I am qualified to be testifying before this subcommittee here today based on my first hand

knowledge of the issues surrounding the management of federal forests in the Pacific Northwest.

During the 80s and 90s, I was involved in the debate over Wilderness bills. Wild & Scenic River

designations, new forest plans, congressional forest management studies and numerous lawsuits.

"It was for these reasons that I was one of the participants at the President's Forest Conference

held on April 2, 1993 in Portland, Oregon.

History of the Forest Product Industrv's Predicament

The situation facing the timber industry in the Pacific Northwest is a result of several factors.

First, the courts were used successfully to halt any new timber sales in the forests inhabited by

the spotted owl. In an attempt to respond to the court injimctions, the federal land management

agencies prepared new management plans. Also during this period. Congress conducted a

scientific study of the management options for the region. Finally, as a result of the President's

Forest Conference, another management plan was prepared, known as Option Nine, or the

President's Northwest Forest Plan.

The President's Northwest Forest Plan was prepared by a hand picked group of scientists, who

were given a very narrow set of parameters to develop a plan. They did their work in three short

months, hidden from public involvement and scrutiny. As a result of a lawsuit filed by the forest
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products industry', the Administration was found to have violated the Federal Advisory

Committee Act (FACA) in preparing the plan.

When the plan was announced in July 1993, Secretaries Babbitt and Espy committed to

providing 2 billion board feet of timber that year and over time ramping down to the 1 billion

board feet per year called for in the plan. The following year the Administration told Congress

that it would ramp up the timber sale program, meeting the 1 billion board foot annual target by

the end of Fiscal Year 1997. The fact is that during the past two years, however, very little

timber has been sold due to the incredible bureaucratic gridlock imposed by the President's

Northwest Forest Flan, even though the injunction has been lifted.

Overview of the President's Northwest Forest Plan

In April, 1994, the Clinton Administration formally adopted their plan to resolve the debate over

how to manage federal forests in the Pacific Northwest. The Administration's draft plan which

was published in July, 1993, received over 100,000 public comments. In December, 1994, one

federal court judge ruled that the President's Northwest Forest Plan was legal.

The Plan prescribes management of 24 million acres of some of the world's most productive

forests, with less than 3 million acres or 12 percent being available for any regulated timber

harvesting. Twenty-one million acres or 88 percent, is preserved in wilderness, old-growth

reserves, riparian areas, administrative withdrawals and experimental areas. See Exhibit #1 . If

the plan were true ecosystem management, it would manage the entire landscape with the goal of

maintaining and improving forest health, ecosystem diversity and economic stability.

The Plan dramatically reduces the federal timber supply by 78 percent from historic sustained

levels. See Exhibit #2. It is also a major reduction fi-om new Forest Management Plans prepared

in the late 1 980's as directed by the National Forest Management Act (NFMA). The federal

timber program has historically been 40 percent of the region's wood supply, directly employing

100,000 people at family-wage jobs. Forest product manufacturers spend millions of dollars in

local communities on services, supplies and taxes. Without federal timber sales, entire towns fall

prey to closure as their single source of employment and tax revenue vanishes. It was this
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extreme situation and economic distress that led the President to convene his Forest Conference

in the first place.

Finally, the President's Northwest Forest Plan created a new bureaucracy which includes new

planning and o\ ersight teams, above and beyond what is required by the National Forest

Management Act, Federal Lands Policy and Management Act, National Environmental Policy

Act. Endangered Species Act and other laws. Attachment #3 provides a substantial explanation

of where this Administration's new bureaucracy has gone awry. Prior to this Administration,

there was a clear line of responsibility in the Forest Ser\ice and BLM organization structures

from Washington, D.C. to management activities on the ground.

Today, the White House is represented by the Office of Forestry & Economic Development.

Ecosystem management policies are promulgated by the Regional Ecosystem Office. Its policies

are implemented by the Regional Interagency Executive Conmiittee that receives advice from the

Intergovernmental Advisory Committee. The Regional Interagency Executive Committee then

relies on a dozen Provincial Interagency Executive Committees to implement its policies in

twelve subregions of the northwest. Of course, the dozen Provincial Interagency Executive

Committees receive advice from a dozen Provincial Interagency Advisory Committees. After

policies, directives and even specific project level activities are reviewed, discussed and

massaged by these committees. Forest Super%'isors and BLM District Managers are told what to

do. One needs only to look at this chart to understand why the performance under the President's

Northwest Forest Plan has been so dismal.

This new bureaucracy has resulted in increased inefficiencies. Exhibits #4 and #5 display

Region 6 of the Forest Service's historic timber sale programs compared to number of employees

and armual budgets. As you can see, the budgets and employees has only slightly reduced while

the timber sale program has been dismal.

Finally, even with these added layers of checks and balances, the agencies are faced with daily

micro-management and second guessing by the White House and Department officials. To my
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knowledge, never before has the White House been involved in the daily decisions on individual

timber sales or timber sale units, which is now common place under the Clinton Administration.

Administration's Performance Under the President's Northwest Forest Plan

The President's Northwest Forest Plan establishes a goal to produce a "Probable Sale Quantity

(PSQ)" of 1 .053 billion board feet each year, from Forest Service and BLM lands in the range of

the northern spotted owl. Ten percent of the PSQ is to be non-sawlog material referred to as

"other wood" in the Plan. Therefore, the Plan should produce 0.948 billion board feet per year of

sawlog material that mills need to operate.

For a variet>- of excuses, the Administration has told Congress that it would take a few years to

ramp up to the fiill PSQ level. Most of the excuses relate to new bureaucracy and procedures

implemented with no basis in law or regulation. All that being said, the Administration promised

to sell 60 percent of the PSQ in Fiscal Year 95, 80 percent in FY96 and 100 percent in FY97.

They have stated that their FY95 promise was met, but a closer look shows that they were short

on the sawlog portion. Timber Data Company of Eugene, Oregon is a private consulting firm

that tracks every federal timber sale sold by purchaser, volume, price, bid & termination dates,

harvest activity etc.... They are in the business of providing this information to companies,

agencies. Congress and the media. A review by Timber Data of the Administration's

accomplishments in FY94, FY95 and FY96 through June 30, shows a less than satisfactory level

of accomplishment. See Exhibit #6.

The first difference is that the Administration takes credit for volume "offered" which is different

than "sold and awarded." Some sales are offered (advertised) but withdrawn and/or never

awarded after bids. Other sales may not receive any bids because the minimum advertised rates

were too high. All these sales are coimted by the Administration but do not provide any logs to

mills or meet the President's promises to communities——

The second difference is because the Administration takes credit for as much as 30 percent of
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their accomplishment being non-sawlog material. This includes fuelwood. post and poles and
.

some pulpwood, but not anything that could be run through a sawmill. This is a far cry from the

10 percent "other wood" level projected in the Plan.

Almost a year ago, the President signed into law the Rescissions Bill that included a provision.

Section 2001 (k), which released previously sold timber sales. The total \olume covered by this

section - about 650 million board feet sold over the last five years - is slightly over half of what

the President's Northwest Forest Plan promised every year. To date, only about 350 million

board feet of these old sales have been released. It is also interesting to note that most of these

sales were assumed to have been already harvested in the biological assessment for the

President's Northwest Forest Plan.

These timber sales are critical to the region's forest products companies. Of the companies

holding contracts, about a dozen have closed mills while awaiting the release of these sales. This

volume sold in prior years could go a long way toward mitigating the economic hardship caused

by reductions in the federal timber sale program, while helping the Administration meet its

promise to timber dependent communities in the Pacific Northwest.

The Consequences of the Administration's Failed Northwest Forest Plan

The future of the forest products industry in the Pacific Northwest rests with a sustainable,

predictable supply of timber sales. It is clear that the Clinton Administration has been unwilling

and unable to meet this need. As a consequence, federal timber sale volume under contract is at

an all time low. Historically, a two-year supply of volume under contract was considered a

minimimi for efficient management, to accommodate changes in the market, and to secure capital

for continued operations and investments in facilities and equipment. Mills and other business

that rely on an adequate supply of timber have difficulty securing financing for these activities

. from lending institutions without demonstrating future viability through adequate volumes under

contract.

Exhibit #7 shows the relationship of volume under contract and number of operating mills in the
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Pacific Northwest. As volume under contract declined due to court injunctions and failure of the

Administration to fulfill promises for new timber sales, the number of operating mills in the

region also declined. Without a dramatic increase in the federal timber sale program, at least to

levels promised under the President's Northwest Forest Plan, the region will continue to see the

closure of mills and the loss of logging and allied service sector jobs in our rural timber

dependent communities.

Need For Congressional Intervention

Clearly, the President's Northwest Forest Plan is not working, the Clinton Administration's

performance record relative to the promises it made to northwest communities, has been abysmal

and therefore Congress must intervene.

The first thing that Congress could do is once again direct the Clinton Administration to release

the existing sold timber sale contracts as directed by Section 200 l(k) of the Rescissions Act.

Second, Congress must re-establish a federal timber sale program that would begin sawlog

timber flowing to Pacific Northwest mills. Third, Congress must re-establish a forest

management planning process that returns decisions to experienced professionals and local

concerned citizens instead of multiple layers of bureaucrats and political appointees.

The most important point to remember is just because a federal district court judge has decided

that the President's Northwest Forest Plan is legal, does not mean it is the only legal alternative.

The court had issued an injunction blocking new timber sales based on violations of procedural

requirements in NFMA and NEPA. Given a clear mandate and the flexibility to find workable

solutions, it is my opinion that the Forest Service and BLM resource management professionals

could develop a forest management plan that would protect the environment and provide a

reasonable, timber supply for the region's timber dependent communities.

This concludes my prepared remarks. I would be happy to answer any questions you might have.

Thank you.
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Exhibit #6
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Goals and Accomplishments

Under The
President's Northwest Forest Plan

(Forest Service and BLM)

Probable Sale Quantity (PSQ)

Includes 10% other wood

Net sawlog PSQ (less 10% other wood)

FY94 Net sawlog PSQ

FY95(60%ofPSQ)
Net sawlog PSQ

FY96(80%ofPSQ)
Net sawlog PSQ

FY97(100%ofPSQ)
Net sawlog PSQ

Goal

1.053 BBF/year

0.948 BBF/year

0.632 BBF
0.569 BBF

0.842 BBF
0.758 BBF

1.053 BBF
0.948 BBF

Accomplishment*

0.187 BBF

0.336 BBF

0.393 BBF (thru 6/30/96)

BBF = Billions of Board Feet

•Source: Timber Data Company, Eugene, OR
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FINAL

STATEMENT OF
JAMES R. LYONS, UNDER SECRETARY
NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Before the
Subcommittee on National Parks, Forests and Lands

Committee on Resources
United States House of Representatives

Implementation of the Northwest Forest Plan

July 23, 1996

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE:

Thank you for the opportunity to discuss the Forest Service's

implementation of the Northwest Forest Plan. Today, I am

accompanied by Jack Ward Thomas, Chief of the Forest Service and

Thomas Tuchmann, Special Assistant to the Secretary.

I am happy to report that the economic assistance program of the

forest plan is functioning well . The federal agencies are

working well together to meet the economic assistance goals of

the Northwest Forest Plan while coordinating and working in

partnership with communities, local and tribal governments,

business, and the public. We are on track preparing timber sales

under the Northwest Forest Plan; however, our ability to offer

that volume for sale under the plan while meeting the

requirements of Section 2001 of P.L. 104-19 and court ordered

activities associated with this Act will be difficult.
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Backgroiuid

The Northwest Forest Plan (NFP) is the culmination of an

unprecedented effort in public land management to end years of

legal gridlock that nearly shut down an entire industry. On

April 2, 1993, President Clinton convened the Forest Conference

in Portland, Oregon to address the human and ecological needs

served by federal forests of the Pacific Northwest and northern

California. As a result, the President asked Jack Ward Thomas,

then the Chief Research Wildlife Biologist for the Pacific

Northwest Research Station, Forestry and Range Sciences

Ladaoratory in LaGrande, Oregon, to lead an interagency

interdisciplinary teeim of expert scientists, economists, amd

sociologists to assess proposals for management of federal

forests in the range of the northern spotted owl . The tecun

produced a report "Forest Ecosystem Management: An Ecological,

Economic, and Social Assessment" (FEMAT) , assessing in detail ten

options.

This report was used as the basis to develop alternatives for the

Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement on Management

of Hcibitat for Late-Successional and Old-Growth Forest Related

Species Within the Range of the Northern Spotted Owl. The FEIS

was released in February 1994. A Record of Decision vras issued

April 1994, which jointly eunends the planning docviments of 19

National Forests and 7 Bureau of Land Management Districts.
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The Northwest Forest Plan applies only to federal lands and does

not contain management direction for private or tribal lands.

Iiq>lementing the Northwest Forest Plan

Consistent with President Clinton's strong belief that natural

resource production and environmental protection are not mutually

exclusive, the goal of the Northwest Forest Plan is to provide a

sustainable balance between the needs of forest ecosystems and

the needs of local and regional economic systems. The plan

includes three focus areas: (1) economic assistance 2) forests,

and 3) coordination between agencies at the local, state and

federal level

.

This is truly a revolutionary plan and a new paradigm for forest

management

.

Economic Assistance

The Northwest Economic Adjustment Initiative (NEAI) , a

multi- federal agency effort, provides immediate and long-term

assistance to people, businesses and communities where changes in

the forest industry and federal forest management practices have

affected the economic and social fabric of areas dependent on
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timber. County payments, which have traditionally been taken

from federal timber receipts, are now governed by the special

revenue sharing provisions of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation

Act, 1993 (P.L. 104-19)

.

Each State (Oregon, Washington and California) has a group called

the State Community Economic Revitalization Team (SCERT) to

coordinate the implementation of the (NEAI) . Members of federal,

state, local and tribal governments and the private sector work

cooperatively on these teams to make effective use of the funds

availedDle to help businesses and communities. For instance.

Forest Service NEAI efforts include providing technical and

financial assistance to displaced timber workers, and businesses

and communities through the Jobs In The Woods, Old Growth

Diversification, and Rural Community Assistance programs.

Communities, tribes, businesses and individuals submit project

proposals to the State Community Economic Revitalization Teams.

The tecun makes an initial effort to determine the most

appropriate source of funding for a project and assigns each

project to a lead federal agency based on that determination.

The SCERTs send forward projects to the lead federal agency and

that agency decides how much each project can be funded. In

addition the lead federal agency also tries to find partnership

opportunities to supplement federal funding. Federal officials

on the team make the final decision about which projects will be

funded based on local community priorities.
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The Regional Community Economic Revitalization Team (RCERT)

functions as a forum to discuss issues, to help remove barriers

and impediments to implementation of NEAI, to coordinate program

delivery and assistance, and to help ensure equitable

distribution of funds among the three States. The committee

includes representatives from 14 federal agencies and state,

local and tribal governments of the region. At the national

level, the Multi-Agency Command oversees the in^jlementation of

the economic side of the Northwest Forest Plan.

Forest Service NEAI has invested $12 million in watershed

restoration through the Jobs In The Woods (JITW) program and has

awarded 300 contracts. Over 99% of the contractors and workers

live in or operate their businesses within the affected region.

The ecosystem restoration work includes projects such as

repairing problem roads, building fish rearing ponds, and

controlling erosion through planting vegetation.

Data on the number of workers employed and their wages based on

60% of the JITW contracts awarded in 1995 show 2,225 workers have

been enployed, 1,010 of whom were displaced timber workers, at an

average wage and benefit of $17.10 an hour. We should have more

con^lete data availcible late this summer.
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Over 219 million dollars of Federal funds were disbursed through

the NEAI during FY 1995. The Department of Agriculture accounted

for over 71% of the total. Of the Department of Agriculture's

share, the Rural Development mission area of the Department was

responsible for 83% and the Forest Service was responsible for

17%.

Old Growth Diversification funds are used for projects that add

value to existing timber resources and create or retain

employment. In Oregon, this program stimulated the investment of

$15.77 for every $1.00 of agency funding. As a result an

estimated total of 943 jobs were created.

Retraining programs funded primarily through the Department of

Labor have helped workers stay employed. A computer disc

manufacturing plant in Springfield, Oregon, was cible to employ

13% of their work force from displaced timber workers who had

been retrained through this economic initiative. As a result of

demonstration projects within the States of California and

Oregon, 110 displaced timber workers were hired and trained.

People in this program received certificates of apprenticeship

from their respective States and were certified as

forest/ecosystem workers. Overall, more than 4,900 job training

opportunities have been created in the region, and as of last

September more them 81% of those completing training had found

employment

.
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The Rural Community Assistance program of the NEAI helps

communities plan for the future. With permanent authority

provided in the 1990 Farm Bill, the Forest Service can provide

funds and technical assistance to local communities for planning

and implementing projects in the plans. Communities find this

very helpful in assisting them in local economic diversification

efforts. Well planned projects can attract additional sources of

funding in both the public and private sectors. It also helps

them to identify community development projects that can provide

the most good for their communities in the long run.

Forests

National Forests are complex ecosystems. Managing them for a

sustainable balance requires considerable scientific and

technical expertise. The Northwest Forest Plan applies current

science to on - the - ground management. This is done in a number of

ways in the plan.

Watershed analysis provides the basic information for managing

watersheds. The analysis compares current conditions with

potential conditions and identifies management activities needed

to maintain or restore the health and capability of watershed

ecosystems while producing goods and services. Thus far, the

Forest Service has completed 120 watershed analyses (comprising
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7.1 million acres) in coordination with other federal agencies

such as the BLM, EPA, Fish and Wildlife Service, and National

Marine Fisheries Service. The Forest Service is on schedule for

these analyses.

In order to provide for consistency in watershed analysis, an

interagency guidance document was developed. We believe

watershed analysis will prove to be a valuable and necessary tool

to provide for efficient resource management and planning.

Watershed analysis provides the information necessary for

determining suitability of land units for various resource uses,

determining project level analysis requirements, and identifying

restoration needs and priorities. With respect to wildlife

conservation, we are already seeing results. Watershed analysis

has shifted the focus to a conservation approach for he±>itat

management for all species. Where watershed analyses have been

completed and the streamlined consultation approach has been

implemented, consultation under Section 7 of the Endangered

Species Act is completed quickly. For exauiple, during the period

from August 30,1995 through May 31, 1996, 102 informal

consultations were coit^jleted averaging 18 days per consultation.

There were 18 formal consultations averaging 46 days per

consultation.

In order to sustain forest ecosystems and local economics, the

Northwest Forest Plan recognizes the need to reinvest money into

these ecosystems. This is accon^lished through mtershed
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restoration by improving fish passage, stabilizing land erosion,

surfacing roads, revegetating road banks, and reclaiming

unnecessary or problem roads. In 1995, 189 miles of anadromous

fish habitat were maintained or improved and 1,778 miles of road

were treated to reduce erosion and sedimentation, 4,332 acres

were revegetated, and 162 acres of land were stabilized using

structural or mechanical improvements. While such efforts

improve the condition of the land to provide sustainable goods

and services for future generations, these projects have also

provided immediate employment of displaced workers through the

award of 300 watershed restoration contracts.

Though these watershed restoration activities have already

produced tangible results, it must be recognized that a response

in watershed condition could take years to realize. For example,

reduction in sediment production from land surfaces through land

stabilization, road stabilization and road reclamation results in

immediate improvement of water quality and over time will result

in improvement of stream channel systems. It will take a number

of years for stream systems to adjust to the reduced rates of

sedimentation.

Monitoring is a necessary activity because of the complexity and

variability associated with natural systems. Even though

extensive research has been conducted to better understand

natural systems, it is still not possible to determine the

impacts of land management activities on the environment with
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certainty. For this reason, we apply practices which we believe

will meet our objectives, and then monitor them to determine

their effectiveness.

The Northwest Forest Plan has included management areas that

build on our monitoring efforts but goes one step further in

creating areas for developing and testing new ideas. This is

accomplished through partnerships between the public, scientists

and land managers. The plan establishes 10 Adaptive Management

Areas which operate on the principle of adaptive management.

Adaptive management means we learn from our actions and change

our management when necessary. This rec[uires careful monitoring

of the condition and processes of ecosystems as we manage

National Forest System lamds.

Monitoring is em essential con^onent of natural resource

mamagement because it provides information on the relative

success of meuiagement strategies including land allocations, such

as adaptive management areas or late-successional reserves, as

well as operating stsmdards and guidelines.

The Northwest Forest Plan covers more than 24 million acres of

federal lauid (including National Parks, National Forests,

Wildlife Refuges, emd BLM lands) in the range of the northern

spotted owl. ^^proximately 30% of these acres has been set aside

for special protection by Act of Congress. The remaining 70% is

allocated by the following mcuiagement direction:

10
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late-successional reserves (30%) ; adaptive management areas (6%)

;

managed late-successional areas (1%) ; administratively withdrawn

areas (6%); ripariam reserves (11%); and matrix (16%). Operating

standards and guidelines are identified for each land allocation.

With respect to timber management activities, thinning and

salvage activities are allowed in the reserves, however,

programmed timber harvest only occurs on land designated as

matrix or adaptive management areas, when harvest is in

con^jlicuice with standards and guidelines designed to achieve

conservation objectives. Approximately 19.5 million acres of the

Northwest Forest Plan are National Forest System lands, of which

22% is in matrix and adaptive management areas.

The sustainedDle production of forest products is a key part of

the Northwest Forest Plan. Northwest Forest Plan estimated a

potential timber sale quantity (PSQ) just over one billion board

feet per year for the Forest Service and Bureau of Land

Management combined. The Forest Service's portion of this volume

is approximately 850 MMBF. As forest plans are revised and

on-the-ground analysis is completed the PSQ will be revised.

In 1995 the Forest Service planned to offer 454 MMBF and exceeded

that volume by offering nearly 500 MMBF. A portion of the excess

volume came from Late Successional Reserves and Riparian Reserves

as a result of meeting ecosystem objectives through vegetation

management. In 1996, the Forest Service plans to offer 610 MMBF;

11
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and in 1997 will offer sufficient volume to meet the full

estimated PSQ. We are on track for preparing timber sales under

the provisions of the Northwest Forest Plan. . The time spent

working on litigation resulting from Section 2001 (k) of the 1995

Rescissions Act (P.L. 104-19) and the specific requirements of

court orders, could impact our ability to offer for sale the

targeted level in FY 1996 and FY 1997 according to the Northwest

Forest Plan.

Late successional reserves represent a management strategy to

provide a strong network of old forests where natural processes

function to the maximum extent possible. Reserves help provide a

distribution, quantity, and quality of old- forest hcQsitat

sufficient to avoid the extinction of associated flora and fauna

such as the northern spotted owl. The majority of these areas

are existing old forests; however, younger forests are also found

in these reserves . These younger forest stands are managed such

that they develop old growth characteristics in shorter time

frames. A good exeimple of this is found on the Siuslaw National

Forest where 5 to 8 year old timber stands are being thinned

early in their stand development, reducing the number of trees

per acre. This creates more open forest and increases species

diversity in the stand which will help move these stands more

quickly toward late- successional reserve conditions.

12
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Coordination

The accomplishments we have realized in managing National Forest

System lands are the result of taking to heart President

Clinton's principle to "make the Federal Government work together

and work for the T^erican public." To facilitate this

coordination, the Federal agencies have developed the Northwest

Forest Plan Interagency Cooperation Structure. Part of this

structure facilitates the Northwest Economic Asisistance

Initiative that I described earlier, the other part of the

coordination structure is in place to facilitate forest ecosystem

management

.

Unlike the State Economic Assistance teams, the interagency

ecosystem management committees are advisory and chartered under

the Federal Advisory Committee Act. The interagency groups were

established by Memorandiun of Understanding. The Interagency

Steering Committee (ISC) is based in Washington D.C. and includes

representation from the subcabinets of the Secretaries of the

Interior, Agriculture, cmd Commerce and the Administrator of the

Environmental Protection Agency, and it establishes overall

policies for the forest plem. The Regional Interagency

Executive Committee (RIEC) serves as the senior regional body

coordinating emd implementing the Forest plcui. Advising the RIEC

is the Intergovernmental Advisory Committee (lAC) , ensuring a

13
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forum for states and tribes. The Regional Ecosystem Office (REO)

provides independent recommendations and scientific, technical

and other staff support to the REIC. Staff of the REO are on

loan from federal agencies involved with the plan.

The Northwest Forest Plan area is divided into 12 provinces with

distinct land, ecosystem, and climatic qualities. One advisory

committee is included in each province. There is one Provincial

Interagency Executive Committee which includes federal agency

officials who oversee the management of public lands in those

provinces. There are 12 Provincial Advisory Committees (PAC)

which have representatives from the federal, state, county, and

tribal governments, the timber industry, environmental groups,

recreation and tourism orgamizations, and up to five other

p\iblic- at -large members.

As a result of these advisory ecosystem committees, there have

been over 300 people involved in advisory meetings concerning the

Northwest Forest Plan. In addition, the ecosystem committees

have made a major effort in the past two years to develop

consistent natural resource data among all agencies. Basic

standards have been developed for vegetation, fisheries, and

hydrology. Working in partnership with other agencies and the

public, many accomplishments have been made. Some of these

accoirplishments are the completion of a revised Interagency

Watershed Analysis Guide, streeunlined consultation pursuant to

the Endangered Species Act, the distribution of over 29 million

14
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dollars of economic assistance through the Community Economic

Revitalization Team, an interagency monitoring plan, and the

development of a strong linkage among the existing State Rural

Development Councils and Community Economic Revitalization Teams.

Conclusion

As the Northwest Forest Plan is implemented, natural resources

are being managed differently than ever before on Federal lands

in the range of northern spotted owl. The Forest Service is

working in partnership with communities, local and tribal

governments and other government agencies in nearly every facet

of implementing this plan.

This is not an easy task. We feel we have made significant

progress in meeting the goals set forth in President Clinton's

historic conference and encompassed in the Northwest Forest Plan

- - of supporting people and communities during a period of

economic transition, providing for sustainable forest products,

protecting and restoring the environment, ensuring that federal

agencies work together as one government, adhering to our

nation's laws and utilizing scientifically credible research in

our decision making.

This coit^letes my testimony. I would be happy to answer any

questions you may have.

15
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ChierofStafT and Counselor

Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Department of the Interior

before the Subcommittee on National Parks, Forests, and Lands

Committee on Resources, U.S. House of Representatives

On Implementation of the Northwest Forest Plan

July 23, 1996

I appreciate this opportunity to bring the Subcommittee up-to-date on the Bureau ofLand

Management's (BLM) implementation of President Clinton's Northwest Forest Plan. The Plan

set high goals for the Federal agencies - to protect the viability of ecosystems and wildlife while

protecting the economic viability of resource-dependent communities ~ and the BLM has worked

very hard to meet those goals. We hear from our customers that we're doing a pretty good job.

We always strive to do better.

In preparing for today's hearing, we recalled the context in which the Forest Plan was created.

That context was gridlock. The first goal of the Forest Plan was to put an end to the gridlock.

And it did.

Little more than three years ago the Pacific Northwest and northern California were deadlocked in

an emotional, polarizing debate over how to manage the region's Federal forest lands. Many

logging and sawmill operations had ground to a standstill because of numerous Federal court

injunctions banning timber harvest from Federal lands in the region ofthe northern spotted owl ~

western Oregon, western Washington, and northern California. In the three years before the

Forest Plan came out, the BLM had been under multiple court injunctions; our low point was in

1994, when the BLM was able to offer only 14.4 million board feet of timber. President Clinton

pledged to put an end to this gridlock, and he did.
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The President's Forest Plan established a blueprint, a science-based, legal, and balanced forest

management plan that provides for both economic opportunity and protection of the environment

through five fundamental goals. In June of 1994, just two months after the Plan's Record of

Decision was adopted, the Federal court injunctions banning timber harvest fi'om Federal lands

were lifted. Timber sales in the region ofthe northern spotted owl were once again prepared and

offered and timber was harvested. Earlier this year, the President's Forest Plan was upheld by a

Federal appeals court.

The President created the Northwest Forest Plan to resolve intense disputes about use ofthe

public forests. Individuals on both sides ofthe issue were driven by passionately-held beliefs, and

the compromise reached in the Forest Plan did not please every interested party. However, the

Forest Plan has had many successes ~ retraining dislocated timber workers, providing a stable,

sustainable supply of timber, protecting wildlife habitat, and collaborative Adaptive Management

Area planning.

Let me now turn to specifics ofthe BLM's implementation of the Forest Plan. In so doing, I am

reminded that the Forest Plan concerns itself with living things ~ people, trees, fish, and wildlife —

and is therefore a process, not a result. We measure our accomplishments, past, present, and

future, against the Plan's five fundamental goals.

Goal #1. Support the region's people and communities during a period of economic

transition.

From the start, the President made clear his goal was to relieve the paralysis that had gripped

timber-dependent communities in the Pacific Northwest during the gridlock. To help these

communities diversify their economies, the President developed a five-year, $1.2 billion economic

assistance package. It has awarded millions of dollars in grants and loans to stimulate business

growth and economic development in rural communities in Washington, Oregon, and California,
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and to develop and improve community infrastructure, including water systems and waste

treatment facilities.

The BLM plays a small but vital role in the economic assistance package. This is the third year

that the BLM has managed its Jobs-In-The-Woods (JITW) program, in which participants learn

new job skills while restoring the environment. In addition to the BLM, JITW programs are also

run by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the U.S. Forest

Service. The total JITW program is only 14 percent of the economic assistance package, and it is

the only part of the package in which the BLM is involved. Its goal is to develop a local pool of

workers skilled in forest ecosystem management that can successfully compete for future

contracting opportunities in the region. In fiscal year 1995, the BLM in Oregon spent over $9

million to sponsor JITW demonstration projects.

I would like to give you my personal perspective on the JITW program. During a trip to Oregon

last year, I went out to the Sweet Home JITW site. The workers I talked with were very

enthusiastic about working on JITW watershed restoration projects. They do forest thinnings to

enhance stand health and productivity, as well as to improve structure and diversity for wildlife.

Sediment reduction projects such as road surfacing and culvert redesign and replacements are

making significant improvements to many areas. To give some protection for young fish and

provide spawning habitat, we are changing streamside conditions which will provide future stream

structure and shade and increase stream diversity.

Goal #2 Provide a sustainable timber economy.

Let me assure the Subcommittee that the BLM is meeting its commitment to offer timber sales

under the Northwest Forest Plan. In 1994, the BLM in western Oregon made a commitment to

ramp up to offering the full allowable sale quantity under the Western Oregon Resource

Management Plans. In fiscal year 1995, we committed to offering 1 18 million board feet that met

the standards and guidelines of the Northwest Forest Plan; we offered 127 million. In fiscal year
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1996, we committed to offer ISO million board feet; to date, we have offered 128 million, and will

meet our target. We are committed to offering the full sustainable amount of 21 1 million board

feet in fiscal year 1997.

One of the BLM's customers, the Northwest Forestry Association, recently commended the BLM

for not only meeting, but exceeding, its Forest Plan timber sale commitments for FY 1995. The

Association's June 14, 1996, "Forest Forum" newsletter further reported, "the BLM is offering

timber sales on a regular basis in most districts and is expected to meet or exceed its FY96

target," and declared, "the Bureau should be congratulated for meeting these timber sale

commitments." We appreciate this customer's vote of confidence in our ability to meet our

targets this year and into the future.

Goal #3 Protect and enhance the environment

At this point, it is useful to recall the reasons why the record-setting timber harvesting ofthe mid-

1980's came to an abrupt halt in the early 1990's. New information about the harm caused by

traditional logging methods — not only on the northern spotted owl but also on other fish and bird

species — flooded the agencies. The Federal government failed to take that information into

account. Then we were sued. Several Federal judges in the Ninth Circuit decided that the BLM

and the Forest Service had violated a number of laws; their injunctions shut down the industry.

That was the situation facing President Clinton when he convened the Forest Conference, just

over two months into his Administration.

At its core, the goal ofthe Forest Plail was to restore some level of timber harvesting by methods

that also protect and enhance the environment. Our first priorities were watershed analysis and

expedited consultations in timber sale preparation.

To protect and restore watersheds, the BLM began to do watershed analysis for the entire area,

systematically characterizing the aquatic, riparian, and land features within a watershed.
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Watershed analysis is critical. Among other benefits it allows the BLM to design timber sales and

other projects consistent with sound environmental standards, which in turn improves our ability

to withstand legal challenge. The BLM has completed Watershed Analysis on 44% ofthe western

Oregon lands encompassed by the BLM districts, and we anticipate finishing all of it in the next

two years.

The BLM developed expedited procedures for consultations with the Fish and Wildlife Service

(FWS) on Forest Plan projects in the six western Oregon BLM districts to ensure protection for

threatened or endangered species or critical habitat. Under these expedited procedures, the

districts rapidly completed consultation on ail FY 1995 projects, have already finished 80 to 90%

ofthe FY 1996 projects, and are hard at work on FY 1997 projects. These expedited procedures

cut our consultation time by more than half— the agencies are now receiving reports for informal

consultations in 17 days, and biological opinions for formal consultations are done in 43 days.

This is a vast improvement over the three to four months that consultations routinely took before

the Forest Plan was implemented.

Our procedures were also used as a prototype for the May 31, 199S, interagency process signed

by National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), the Fish and Wildlife Service, the Forest Service,

and the BLM.

Goal #4 Ensure Federal agencies work together as one government

The President directed the Federal regulatory and land management agencies to work together in

carrying out the Forest Plan. This order to the agencies — to work better together — was

unprecedented in a region as large as that covered by the Forest Plan. But we did it, and things

are working better than we hoped.

The President's direction resulted in the agencies coming up with different ways of learning to

talk to each other, and doing it quickly. Some new positions were added to keep this
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unprecedented effort on track, but most of the faces behind the Forest Plan are familiar ones —

working better because of the President's direction.

Goal its Adhere to our nation's laws.

In 1990, the BLM was not meeting all applicable environmental laws. In December of 1994,

Judge Dwyer found that the Forest Plan met the requirements of not only the environmental laws

but also laws addressing the need for timber. Just last month. Federal District Judge Thomas

Penfield Jackson of the District of Columbia ruled that he was deferring to Judge Dwyer on the

Forest Plan. Legally, we're sound.

Before I conclude my testimony, let me address for a moment some ofthe concerns you may be

hearing.

You may have heard concerns about the Adaptive Management Areas created in the Plan, and the

amount of timber volume coming from those Areas. These Areas were a new and challenging

concept for us. What we intended to do was to provide a forum for partnerships to exist, and, in

concert with our partners, create new kinds of innovative forest management. And, as in all new

programs that are bold and challenging, we have been learning as we go, and finding ways we can

improve. In our Applegate Adaptive Management Area in Southern Oregon, we have had some

successes. Recently, this Adaptive Management Area was the site ofthe Thompson Creek

Timber Sale, a sale of about 7 million board feet that was not protested by the environmental

community and that received widespread public support. My point is that the Adaptive

Management Areas can work ~ but success depends on the dedication and persistence ofthe local

partnership.

You may have heard some concerns about the size of the buffers we placed along rivers and

streams. I understand that concern, but what we had in the Northwest regarding the ongoing
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threat to salmon, and several other species, was a train wreck waiting to happen. This was our

attempt — and a very critical one ~ to avert the train wreck. The beauty ofthose buffers is that

we can adjust them — and have — on a case by case basis, where on-the-ground conditions

indicate that adequate species protections can be retained.

You may have heard concerns about the amount oftimber set aside in iate-successional reserves.

While we felt it was important to begin creating reserves with old growth characteristics, we are

allowing thinning in the young stands. These stands are not totally off limits.

In summary, then, three points: before the Forest Plan, we had gridlock. After the Forest Plan,

we have a future for timber sales in the Northwest. We are proud of that future, and ofour

success in making it happen. Second, the BLM is meeting its targets for timber volume, and then

some. Third, we are very proud ofhow well our people in the field have implemented the Forest

Plan. We had a general plan, with guidelines and direction set down in print. But it was

something we had never done before ~ no one had! Our folks on the ground took that Plan and

are making it work, amid a lot of distractions and during a very tough time.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify. I would be happy to answer any questions you may

have.
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OREGON FORESTS AT RISK
FROM THE RESCISSIONS ACT LOGGING RIDER

PubUc Law (104-19)

July 17, 1996

Introduction

Unless President Qinton and Congress act soon, the loss of some of

Oregon's most important old growth forests, fisheries, and watersheds will be a

part of the environmental legacy of the 104th Congress and the Clinton
Presidency.

This report describes 108 environmentally damj^ng timber sales pending
in Oregon under the Rescissions Act Logging Rider (P.L. 104-19). Newspaper
colunvnist Jessica Mathews writes that the rider is "arguably the worst pubhc
lands legislation ever." Certainly, it is the worst environmental law passed by
the 104th Congress.

President Clinton signed the Rescissions Act Timber Rider on July 27,

1995. Since that date, the most important environmental laws of our nation
have been suspended for timber sales on National Forests and BLM lands across
the country, including Oregon. The result has been a flood of green (live) tree

sales masquerading as 'salvage,' the logging of rare Andent Forests, and
numerous timber sales which violate basic environmental laws and threaten the
ecological health of Oregon's watersheds and fisheries.

At the same time, the threat of clearcuttinj; the "last and best" of our
nation's Andent Forests has revitalized the commitment of dtizens to protecting
our forest legacy. The bill filed by Rep. Elizabeth Furse (HR 2745) to repeal the
rider has 148 cosponsors, more by far than any other environmental bill in the
Congress. An amendment by Rep. Furse to end rider funding was defeated in

the House by the narrowest of margins, 209-211. Citizens will continue to urge
the Members of Congress to restore our environmental laws, and fulfill their

responsibility to permanently protect our nation's Great Forests.

It is encouraging, and also alarming, that most of the timber sales that
coxild occur under the 'logging without laws" Resdssions Act rider have not yet
been cut. There is still time to prevent the worst of the damage from the
Logging Rider.

Oregon Forests At Risk

Oregon still has much to lose as a result of the logging rider despite the
Mnth Circuit Court ruling protecting sales where the threatened marbled
murrelet is "known to be nesting,' and a recent directive from Agriculture
Secretary Dan Glickman concerning rider sales in roadless areas.
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Proponents of the rider used the threat of "forest health" to justify

suspending environmental laws and terminating citizens rights. But a closer look
reveals that mucli of the logging in Oregon is occurring in healthy Ancient
Forests that are not susceptible to destructive bums or other "forest health"

threats. Because of the nder, many sales under the 1990 Section 318 rider that
were hzdted for envirorunental concerns have now been released to logging. In
addition, sales under the Northwest Forest Plan (Option 9) no longer nave to

comply with the Plan's requirements, because citizen appeals and court
challenges are rendered meaningless by P.L. 104-19.

The salvage portion of the rider is also damaging the Eastside and
Southern forests of Oregon. Fire is a natutral part of the ecology of the forests

of the Eastside and in the Siskiyou. Salvage sales cause the same environmental
damage as regular timber sales and do nothing to reduce the risk of fires. In
addition, there are many cases where the "salvage" sales contain sigT\ific«mt

healthy green trees that have been renamed "safvage" so that envirorunental
controls and dtizen appeals v^dll not apply.

Monitoring efforts by concerned citizens have revealed that the Forest

Service and ELM are not complying with President Clinton's directive to adhere
to our nation's environmental laws. We urge the President to take immediate
action to cancel the following list of abusive sales pending under the rider in

Oregon.

PENDING OREGON SALES TO CANCEL

Bureau of Land Management - Roseburg District
Contact: Francis Eatherington - Umpqua Watersheds, Inc., 541/673-7649

1. Pond View: The National Forest Resources Council used the logging rider

to successfully sue for release of tliis sade. P.L. 104-19

reqioires that tlie units be sold at the original bid price of $353
per thousand board feet, but comparable units sold in 1995
tor an average of around S600/mbf. The loss to taxpayers
was thus over $1 million on this sale alone.

2. Olalla Wildcat: Two out of seven units in this South Douglas Resource Area
have already been cut. Ten mUes of new and renovated
roads will be built over streams and over steep unstable
mountain sides with a "high probability of failure." As an
added threat to the area, a rock quarry is slated to be built in

an intermittent stream as part of this sale. Olalla Wildcat is

in a marbled murrelet habitat, and was released for purchase
after federal district court Judge Michael Hogan ruled on
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January 17 that all 318 sales must be awarded even if the
apparent high bidder was not available.

3. Broken Buck: Broken Buck was traded June 12 to replace the Section 318
"Wren-N-Doubt" sale on the Coos Bay BLM district. Local
citizens have filed a protest with the BLM over the trade.

No modifications were made, despite the fact that some of

the Option 9 required retention trees will be dumped on
115% slopes as an attempt to prevent landslides on unstable
grovmd. BLM's soil scientist says this landslide prevention
technique is unproven, and could even cause landslides due
to blowdowns.

4. Four Gates: Four Gates deforests 6 mmbf on 140 acres next to coho
bearing streams in the water quality limited watershed of

McGee Creek in the coastal range. Most intennittent streams
in the Four Gates sale have only 50% of the riparian reserve
width required by Option 9, a naU site tree length instead of

full lengths (90' vs. 180'). No fisheries biologist was involved
in the planning or decision on this sale, and BLM did not do
the aruuysis required to change buffers. BLM's own botanist

was in opposition to the reduced buffers.

5. Cobble Creek: BLM decided to more than double their usual unit size in this

sale. Their old liniit was 40 acres: Cobble Creek is a one unit

sale of 83 acres. A decision to begin cutting on 110 acres

was made recently. Six mmbf will be slicked off the

mountain in two huge clearcuts, to "reduce forest

fragmentation," according to the BLM. NEPA documents,
however, did not analyze important environmental issues such
as whether large clearcuts are really beneficial to forest heedth.

The National Marine Fisheries Service said that this sale is

"likely to adversely affect" endangered fish stocks.

Roadbuilding for the sale vnll ait through the heart of a

riparian reserve.

6. Suznxnit Creek: Qearcutting will occur on 125 acres in the Summit Creek sale,

95 of which are in a key watershed. A total of 9.5 mmbf will

be cut on this Section Jl8 sale.

7. Texas Gulch: Texas Gulch is in a key watershed which drains into the

southern portion of the Umpqua River. Nearly 8 mmbf will

be logged in this sale, at the unreasonably cheap price of

$268/mDf. Trees writh 25" dbh would be downed as a part of
this 116 acre dearcut.
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8. Upper Renhaven: Over two million board feet will be dearcut off of 45
acres in a LSR in this sale. Coho salmon and cutthroat
trout would be endangered by the logging.

9. Yellow Creek: Trees up to 27" dbh would be cut as a part of this dearcut.
Nearly lO mmbf will be logged in an LSk as part of this sale.

10. Dead Middleman: Qose to 10 mmbf will be dearcut on 197 acres in a key
watershed near Deadman Creek in the Dead Middleman
sale. Winter steelhead in addition to coho and
cutthroat fish will be greatly affected.

11. Jeffers Revenge:

12. Millers View:

13. Idleyld

14. Lean Louis

15. Hubbard

16. Old DiUard

17. Coon Creek

18. Samson Butte:

Qearcutting on 74 acres will generate a net 3.9 mmbf
for timber; a total of 4.8 mmbf will be felled in the
Jeffers Revenge sale.

This 63 acre dearcut contains 117 mbf in Sugar pine,
which is appraised at a value twice that of Douglas fir.

These BLM sales are aU Option 9 sales. Like other
Option 9 sales, dtizen appeals and all environmental
rules on these sales were voided by the passage of P.L.
104-19, the Resdssions Act Logging Rider. Nearly 27
mmbf will be cut from the seven sales combined, over
a 1037 acre spread. For the Lean Louis sale, the

Record of Decision (ROD) was for 5 mmbf. However,
an amount of 7.3 mmbf will actually be sold as timber.

Bureau of Land Management - Coos Bay
Contact: Lisa Brown - Coast Range Assodation, 503/758-0255

19. China Creek: A Section 318 sale, the China Creek Sale covers 37
acres, and is a possible nesting site for marbled
murrelets.
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20. Crazy 8's: Cutting has begun on 73 acres in two units of this 1991
Scile. Two more uruts covering 59 acres are awaiting
their turn on the chopping block.

21. Daffi Dora: Sixty six acres have already been cut despite the fact

that surveys for murrelets were not done in those two
uruts. Unit 3 remaiiis standing, for now.

22. Deep Creek: One hundred thirty acres are threatened to be logged
in this 1991 sale. Unit 2 alone covers 93 acres of

potential murrelet habitat.

23. Lobster Mil: Sold in 1991, Lobster Hill only recently lost 166 acres,

due to the "logging without laws" rider. One urut

remains although it has already begun to feel the

effects of the onainsaw.

24. N.F. Chetco: Cuttirig has started on less than a third of the 246 acre

N.F. Chetco sale. Cancelling logjging on the remaining
units could preserve these coastal forests and probable
murrelet habitats.

25. Twin Horse: Cutting has been initiated on this 1991 sale's 17 acres.

26. U^ Eckley: Uiuts 3 and 6, comprising 69 acres, could become as

equjdly unattractive as the four sections logged before

them if this 1991 sale is not cancelled.

Siskiyou National Forest
Contact: Steve Marsden or Barbara Ullian - Siskiyou Regioiul Education Project,

541/474-2265

27. China Left:

28. Buckhom Ridge:

China Left is a 318 sale, part Late Successional Reserve
and Riparian Reserve, and a Key Watershed that was
withdrawn prior to the Northwest Forest Plan because
the impact of the sale on critical habitat for the

Northern Spotted Owl was "unacceptable." The sale

logs 530 acres with 274 acres being dearcut and impacts
the habitat of Coho salmon and steelhead proposed for

listing under the ESA.

This Option 9 sale dearcuts old growth, and will

require new road construction.
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29. BBerry Thin: This sale logs 4.3 million board feet on steep slopes in Elk
River Key Watershed and partially within an LSR.

30. Waters Thin Salvage:

31. Tin Can Salvage:

32. Everclear

33. Shasta Costa Thin

34. Tip Top Salvage:

35. Fullhouse:

Tliis sale involves 2.7 miles of new road
construction, and logs steep slopes adjacent and
upstream of a coho salmon and steelhead
spawning stream (Waters Creeic). Tlie Forest
Service tripled the volume of the sale after the
sale was approved, from 4 million bojurd feet to

11.7 mmbft While taeged a tliinning sale. Waters
Thin will actually high-grade many of the largest

trees, that hold steep slopes and unstable soi^ in
place. Tlie sale doesn't protect buffers along
several intermittent streams and will cut large-

diameter trees ir\side a Riparian Reserve, on steep
slopes within 50 feet of the stream. This logging
threatens water quality and fisheries habitat tor

two species proposed for listing under the

Endangered Spedes Act, the coastal coho salmon
and the Klamath Mountain Province steelhead
trout.

This sale logs 1,500 mbf of healthy old growth trees.

This sale logs 1,080 mbf from the headwaters of Qear
Creek, an important salmon stream.

These sales will log 3,000 mbf near a key salmon
spawrung stream within a Key Watershed and Late

Successional Reserve and will enter the Shasta Costa
Roadless Area.

This Option 9 sale logs 3,200 mbf of old growth.

36. Snowcamp Port Orford
Disease ControL- This sale logs healthy old growth Port Orford Cedars,

some 400 or more years old, and many more trees from
along Road 1376 as a form of "sanitation." However,
dosing a road which is a major route for pathogen
entry would serve the same purpose better and more
effiaently.

37. Bucking Horse: This sale logs 1,910 mbf of old growth in a Key
Watershed with at least one unit in an LSR.
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Umpqua National Forest
Contact: Frands Eatherington - Umpqua Watersheds Inc., 541/673-7649

38. Watchdog: Portions of this Option 9 sale will be clearcut. Over 7.5

mmbf will be cut From 180 acres, an area which drains into

the Clearwater and North Umpqua Watersheds. Cutthroat

trout are resident in these streams.

39. Snog: The highest bidder, Huffman & Right, was able to purchase
this sale at a price of $421/mbf. A percentage of the 182

acres will be aearcut to produce 9.2 mmbf, logmng which
would greatly affect the Dog Prairie Creek and I^orth Umpqua
watersheds.

40. Pinestrip: Boise Cascade bid $545/mbf for this sale along Fish Creek.

The 100 acres is planned to generate nearly 5 mmbf, a portion

of which will be clearcut.

41. Roughneck: Roughneck, Snog, Pinestrip and Watchdog are all in the

drainage basin for the North Umpqua River. These timber

sales total 29 mmbf on 630 acres in the headwaters of the

nver. For these four sales, the Forest Service has ignored the
procediires their own regulations require, most notably,

examining the potential impacts the sales may have on fish

and aquatic habitat. TTie forest has also ignored the Biological

Evaluations of its top fisheries biologist, wnich show that the

dearcuts will harm tne Umpqua River cutthrout trout and its

habitat. The trout is a candidate for listing under the ESA;
fewer than 100 individuals are believed to remain. Logeing
has begun on Roughneck, and will soon start on the others.

42. Gage: Seventy-eight percent of the 525 acres will be dearcut for 7.7

mmbf of timber. Tlie highest bidder offered $536 for this

sale, which drains into the South Umpqua River. The Gage
sale is in a key watershed, a cutthroat trout, coho, and winter
steelhead habitat. It is also in an owl take area.

43. Jadt: The entire 192 acres of this Late Successional Reserve sale will

be dearcut to generate 6.5 mbf. Jack drains into Elk Creek
and Ae South Umpqua River, and the same spedes which
are threatened in tne Gage sale would be affected by the

logging in these units.

44. Redlick: Qearcutting has already begun by the Superior timber

company on the 333 acre sale. Despite the large area to be
cut, only 4 mmbf of hmber will result. Coho, cutthroat trout.
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spring Chinook, and winter steelhead swam through the South
Umpqua key watershed.

45. Zanita: Zanita, Redlick, Jack and Gage are 318 sales for which
iniprovements in environmental safeguards cancelled by the
rider are being discussed with the Fish and Wildlife Service.

j

With almost the entire 1,812 acres in these sales to be
I dearcut, the effects of logging on these key watersheds will

1 be devastating. Fish speaes such as coho scilmon, winter
I

steelhead, and cutthroat trout could be endangered as 30
I mmbf is cut from the Umpqua in these units. Zanita is

almost entirely cut already, so immediate cancellation is

required to preserve the last sectior\s of this ecologically

significant old growth zone. Zanita is also in a key
watershed and owl take area, and sensitive fish spedes are
being harmed by the logging.

Mt. Hood National Forest
Contact: Regna Merritt - Oregon Natural Resources Coundl, 503/283-6343 ext. 214

46. Salmonbeny: Only one hour from Portland, this is an important recreation

area, popular for camping, sport fishing and hiking.

According to the Forest Service, commerdal thinning and

I

small patch dearcuts will be made in order to "restore

1
vigorous stand health by redudng stand densities and off-site

j' trees." The logging would take place to provide feeding areas
I , for wolverine, cfeer, and elk; to manage huckleberry

production; and to generally make more openings m the

forest.

4n. Eagle Creek: In a forest listed as having 'good to excellent" health,

dangerous thinning will take place along a scenic wilderness
boundary. Eagle Creek is in a Late Successional Reserve.

Cutting would take place in rioarian areas, which violates the

Northwest Forest Plan. The tninning in the old growth
matrix will increase the "blow down potential of the trees

left behind in approximately 10,000 acres, thus contributiitg to

landslides in a watershed which supplies drinking water for

Portiand residents.

Wfllamette National Forest
Contact: Tom Voyavich - Friends of the Breitonbush Cascades, 541/854-3421

48. Warner Creek: Tliis area is valuable spotted owl habitat and was

8
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designated a Late Successional Reserve under the
Nortnvvest Forest Plan due to its excellent old growth
characteristics. Tlie sale was prompted by an arson
caused fire, but the courts ruled that the sale could not
proceed until the risk and impact of arson on the

Reserve system could be assessed. Tlie rider

overturned that ruling and released the sale for logging
thus legitimizing arson as a means of logging areas that

are normally oft-limits. Tlie Forest Service has also

increased the amoimt of timber to be cut in the sale by
40%, from 9 mmbf to 13 mmbf. The purported goals
of the Warner Creek Fire Recovery Plan are to restore

spotted ov^l habitat and study natural forest recovery
from fire. Salvage logging v^all defeat both of those
purposes by destroying existing owl habitat and
preventing natural recovery from occurring. A better

solution that would discourage arson for profit schemes
and allow for legitimate study would be to set the area
aside as a Research Natural Area.

49. Sphynx The Sphynx Timber Sale is located in the North Santiam
watershed whidi supplies Salem's driiUdng water. The sale

will cut 16.2 mmbf on over 400 acres of land and cor\struct or
reconstruct 8.87 miles of road. Most of these activities wiH
occur in the "Transient Snow Zone," an area highly
susceptible to landslides and erosion. Tliis erosion increases

turbiaity in drinking water supplies. For over a month
during last winter's rains, Salem lost its drinking water
supply due to high turbidit)' levels. Tliis sale was planned
using a Watershed Analysis that does not recognize the
existence or impacts of last winter's floods. Tlie Forest

Service has recently received money to rectify damage caused
by the storms, but has responded by planning to cut trees

and construct roads. Tliis does not demonstrate responsible
management of the drinking water supply of Oregon's state

capitaJ. Additionally, this sale will dearcut Andent Forests
and adversely affect the habitat of the threatened wolverine
and downstream fish populations.

50. Horse Byars: This 318 sale is located in the Breitenbush watershed directly

on Byars Creek. Qearcutting on units one, four, and five

would indude the downing of trees as old as 650 years.

Over 76 acres, 2.6 mmbf will be logged with 10 miles of
logging spur (dirt roads) created.

51. Marten French: Three mmbf of predominantly old growth spedes will

be cut. This sale is within miles of Opal and Phantom
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Lakes.

Rogue River National Forest
Wendall Wood - Oregon Natxiral Resources Council, 541/885-4886

52. Butch: Qassic old growth forest framed from behind by the scenic rim of

Crater Lake will be logged to more closely resemble the clearcut

areas encompassing the sale site.

Deschutes National Forest
Contact: Susan Prince - Eastside Protection Project, 541/388-4651

53. Jack Canyon: Jack Canyon, a Matrix sale, houses spotted owls and some of

the best and largest intact stands of old growth in the

Metolius District. Under Option 9, logging is allowed in

spotted owl home ranges in Matrix lands. Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife feels strongly that the

spotted owl ranges should not be entered, burning and
thinning will take place along Canyon Creek, which conteiin

bull trout. From an aerial view, 4 new huge landslides

originating from previous clearcuts have swept down the

steep slopes, affecting spawning streams. Triis salvage sale

wiU produce 31 mmbf of both dead and green timber, and
the cumulative effects of logging will be devastating.

Winema National Forest
Contact: Wendell Wood - Oregon Natural Resources Council, 541/885-4886

54. Copwood: This sale logs 22 mmbf, including old growth pine in a

unique geographical location which is the eastern most
extension ot spotted owl habitat in southern Oregon. It is

also one the tew areas on the Chiloquin Ranger District that

has habitat for species such as the pileated woodpecker. This

area would be more suitable as a Research Natural Area due
to these unique characteristics. The sale p\ans to log areas of

old growth tl^at received special protection under the Winema
National Forest's long-ranee management plan and will cause

cover for mule deer to fall below standards set in the plan.

55. PDQ: Located on the eastside of Crater Lake National Park, the PDQ
timber sale was already dearcut once - but tliere are plans to move
into the devastated area again to capture what was left behind. In

the center of the PDQ sale, there remains a dump of supposedly

10
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beetle infested lodge pole pine. Deer, antelope, and elk are known
to travel between tlie leftover pine trees and the adjacent park.

56. Yoss Ridge: Less tlian 20 miles from Crater Lake National Park and within
0.5 mile of the Klamath Marsh Wildlife Refuge, Yoss Ridge
has already suffered extensive logging due to its

misrepresentation as a "salvage" sale. Healthy green trees

and ^X) year old ponderosa pines are being cut with no
upper limits on the size or oiameter of the trees to be logged.
Tne sale also contains dearcut units, and logs in areas where
bald eagles roost.

57. Bill: This Section 318 sale will log 5.8 mmbf, fragmenting travel cooridors

for mule deer and other wildlife. Tlie sale nas been opposed by
the Klamath Tribes, which has hunting and fishing rignts to the

area because of the impact on mule deer, a traditional food source.

The Forest Service fought the Tribe in court to deny them their

treaty rights in order to log tliis sale.

58. Qnden This Section 318 sale will log 5.3 mmbf, degrading mule deer
habitat. The sale has been opposed by the Klamath Tribes,

which has hunting and fishing rights to the area because of
the impact on mme deer, a traditional food source. The
Forest Service fought the Tribe in court to deny them their

treaty rights in order to log this sale.

59. John: This Section 318 sale will degrade mule deer habitat. Tlie sale has
been opposed by the Klamatn Tribes, which has hunting and fishing

rights to the area because of the impact on mule deer, a traditior\al

food source. The Forest Service fought the Tribe in court to deny
them tlieir treaty rights in order to log this sale.

Fremont National Forest
Wendell Wood - Oregon Natural Resources Council, 541/885-4886

60. Arc This sale involves cutting on sections within a 1,000 acre

uninventoried roadless area along Deadhorse Rim.

61. Blue Ford: This Section 318 sale will log 5.3 mnJjf, degrading mule deer
habitat. The sale has been opposed by the Klamath Tribes,

which has hunting and fishing rights to the area because of
the impact on mme deer, a traditional food source. The
Forest Service fought the Tribe in court to deny them their

treaty rights in order to log this sale.

11
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Ochoco National Forest
Contact: Tonia Wolf - Eastside Conservation Ontolog\', 541/317-9464

62. Rock/Cottonwood

63. Green Mottntain:

64. Foss/PerkLns:

65. Trout Creek:

66. Harpo (M & M):

Green and dead trees greater than 21" dbh would be
cut as a part of this salvage sale in a roadless area.

This fire salvage sale will harm a roadless area.

The sale enters old growth forests in an uninventoried
roadless area in Silver Creek, a region in which 11,700
acres would be affected by logging activity.

Two thirds of the 34 mmbf to be cut in the Trout
Creek salvage sale will be green trees over 21" dbh.
Eighteen mues of temporary roads will be constructed.
The 60 miles of roads that v>nll be "closed" wall still be
Ccisily accessed by off-road vehicles, with damaging
effects on trout bearing streams. Portions of Trout
Creek have already been clearcut.

Originally dropped as a part of the eastside screerung
process, the sale was since "revised," yet no chemges
were made to the original logging plan. Telemark
skiing will be encouraged on tne north slope despite

the lack of sufficient snow cover. Clearcuts including
old growth ponderosa pines will be. made in this high
pubic area. Tlie area is so heavily eroded, there is no
tear of fire.

Malheur National Forest
Contact: Karen Coulter or Asante Riverwind - Blue Mountain Biodiversity

Project, 541/468-2028

BEAR VALLEY RANGER DISTRICT

62. Aldzich

68. SF Deer

69. Guard

Aldrich Roadless area is a diverse mosaic which has never
been logged. The old growth Ponderosa pine and mixed
conifer habitat supports wolverine, goshawk, pine marten, and
eUc. Concerned about the increasecT threat of landslides and
flashfloods, local ranchers filed a lawsuit to stop the s<ile

before the Rider came into existence.

12
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70. JOB

71. Billy 11: The five sales combined cover nearly 4000 acres, and would
produce 12 mmbf. Tlie sales vvoula log old grov>^th

ponderosa pine and fir in a mostly green and hesdthy forest.

Cutting would impair critical habitat for wolverine, pine

marten, northern goshawk, pileated woodpeckers, and could
2iffect downstream anadromous fish and/or sensitive fish

species such as redband and bull trout. Logging would take

Elace on very steep slopes with erosive soils subject to

indslide in the scenic Aldrich roadless area. The sales are

located in an area of high scenic and recreational value.

72. Trio: Trio is a combination of units deferred from the Wymer,
Scotty, and Shirttail sales due to the Forest Service-

determined failure of the sales to comply with the agency's

screens. Tliese screens are designed to eliminate old growth
habitat, sensitive riparian areas and critical wildlife habitat

from sales. Tlnese deferred units were reinstated as the Trio

sale in response to the P.L. 104-19 Logging Rider. The sale

involves logging in old growth ponderosa pine and old

Sowth fir nabitat, which are almost entirely green stands,

le sale site serves as habitat for the pileated woodpecker
and a range of other species, including goshawk nesting,

fledgling, and foraging areas. The Tno units are roaded, but
are otherwise not logged.

73. Van Aspen: Over 354 acres of mostly green, healthy forest land will be
cut to produce over one million board feet of timber. The
logging, which involves old growth ponderosa pine, would
impaur an active goshawk habitat as well as active habitats for

other less common hawks.

74. Pairish: This huge sale would produce 6.8 mmbf of timber.

LONG CREEK RANGER DISTRICT

75. M & O: The northern third of the sale is within a pristine roadless

area, where only the smaller units on the edges of the

roadless area have been logged before. Logging is planned
within a bowl of contiguous, intact forest canopy containing
ponderosa pine at four feet in diameter or more and fir old
growth habitat with Douglas fir up to five feet in diameter.

Active nest-buildine and foraging oy the pUeated woodpecker
can be viewed in the M & O, as well as wolverine, elk, and
bear activity. The area has a high riparian value with a

13
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76. Sunrise

77. Lookout:

78. Night:

pristine, high volume, cool aeek. Logging, especially on
steep slopes, would seriously jeopardize soil stability and
water quality. Tliere is a high commercial mushroom value
here. The stands are mostly green and healtlny; where it is

defoliated, there are still surfiaent green overstory trees and
live regeneration to recover naturally.

These two sales enter a roadless area with steep slopes over
tributaries to active salmon and steelhead habitat in the
Noddle Fork of the John Day River. Logging would also
occur on slopes over known redband and bml trout habitat as
well as in habitats of pileated, blackbacked, and northern
three-toed woodpeckers. Logging would take place over 1,896
acres, and woula greatly diminisn the recreational value of the
area - elk hunting, morel mushroom picking, and hiking.

The Night timber sale would produce 1.3 mmbf, gathered
from 256 aaes.

PRAIRIE CITY RANGER DISTRICT

79. Qear Creek: Logging would occur within old growth ponderosa pine, fir,

and western larch habitat in the Dear Creek sale. Most sale

units are live, green forest and include a range of tree species
such as Englemans spruce, subalpine fir and lodgepole pine.

The area has a high riparian value and its logging could have
a detrimental impact on water Quality. Tlie Clear sale is an
excellent habitat for diverse wilolife species such as lynx and
snowshoe hares. A huge sale, over 17 mmbf would be
logged from 2360 acres.

80. Powder Though a high intensity fire sale, the Powder sale was
formerly cancelled by tne District Ranger as too potentially

hazardous to water quality and fisheries values due to highly

erosive slopes. Tlie sale was resurrected under the P.L. 104-

19 "salvage' rider and remains both unwise and
uneconomical. It was twice put up for sale with no takers

and finally sold without being re-advertised in what is

suspected to have been a closed door "any price you offer"

deal. The sale site is a beautiful area v«tn nearby
campgrounds, with active elk and deer populations. This sale

would produce 2.5 mmbf over 473 acres.

14
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81. Mossy (Pare): The Mossy sale originated before the rider. Pare is the name
of the new analysis that is being done on this sale. It

includes logging in old growth habitat and the cutting of

green trees under the pretext of root rot eradication, despite

me fact that logging actually spreads the disease. Over 8.6

minbf over 803 acres will be cut. Volume as high as this

over a relatively small area indicates the falling of large trees.

BURNS RANGER DISTRICT

82. Badger An enormous area of 4,756 acres would be logged as a part

of the Badger timber sale, including logging in approxinnately
200 acres of old growth replacement stands. Sensitive spedes
that could be affected by tne sale include the wolverine,
Preble's slirew. Pacific western big-eared bat. Sage grouse,
redband trout, Malheur mottled sculpin, and Sierra onion.

Wallowa-Whitman National Forest
Contact: Mike Petersen - IiUand Empire Public Lands Council, 509/775-2590

83. Eag^e Creek: Prime old growth stands, identified by the Audubon Adopt-a-
Forest proeram, wUl be cut in the Eagle Creek sale. The
logging wul further fragment and isolate these important late-

successional/old growth forests in an area which has already
been heavily logged. Trees to be cut include healthy trees

over 3 feet thick and more than 150 years old that are needed

,
to maintain a core old growth nrea which is already
ii\adequate to maintain a viable late successional ecosystem.
The sale was advertised but drew no bidders. The sale is

ejcpected to be reworked to allow for more roadbuilding and
will be re-offered this summer.

84. Beaver Creek: Old growth trees in a roadless area will be logged in the
Beaver Creek sale. Beaver Creek flows directly into the
Upper Grande Ronde, a Northeast Oregon River with
dwmdling salmon and trout populations. Logging in Beaver
Creek would drastically affect the watershed supporting
residents of LaGrande and surrounding municipalities.

85. Baker QtyAVashington: Baker City enters a roadless area and is one of

the worst Timber Sales pending in the Wallowa-
Whitman National Forest.

15
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86. Red Mountain:

87. Dutch Wolf:

88. Rusty Bull:

89. Darkhom:

90. Fly Ridge:

91. Bugcheck:

92. Twin Lakes

Pristine roadless areas would be entered with the
logging of these sales.

A mostly green sale, the Dutch Wolf would produce 3.7

nunbf.

Tlnese two Baker Ranger District Sales alone would affect

5,300 acres and produce 16.7 mmbf of timber.

Dark Horn is a large, almost entirely green sale, with some
sections containing mistletoe.

Located in the La Grande Ranger District, 5.7 mmbf of timber
would be logged over 1766 acres in these sales.

Four million board feet would come out of this one Wallowa
Valley sale, with damage covering 1470 acres.

The Twin Lakes Fire Salvage Sale involves logging of green
and dead trees, v^rith construction of some temporary roads.

Twenty one thotasand acres in the Lake Fork area would be
affected by logging activity.

Umatilla National Forest
Contact: Karen Coulter or Asante Riverwind
Project, 541/468-2028

WALLA WALLA RANGER DISTRICT

Blue Mountain Biodiversity

93. Grande Ronde:

94. UmatiUa Breaks:

The scale of this sale is in fact 'grand," with over 10
mmbf of timber resulting from logging on 1,060 acres.

Green trees would be cut as a part ot the sale. The
units buffer a roadless area and include important
wildlife corridors. The sale is in the Looking Glass

drainage area, feeding the Grande Ronde River which is

critical salmon spawnmg area.

Another huge sale, 8 mmbf over 1,340 acres would be
generated from Umatilla Breaks. Cutting could injpact

wolverine and sensitive fish habitat particularly. Tne
Breaks is next to the North Fork John Day Wilderness

Area. At least 15% of the trees to be cut are green

and healthy, and more will be logged due to coverage

by misUetoe.
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95. Swampy: Swampy is a critical wildlife habitat area. The Snake River
spring and summer diinook salmon runs downstream only
four miles away, and the Snake River fall chinook salmon
swims 40 miles away. Forest Service documents acknowledge
that 60% of the sale is green, with 30-50% crown reduction
?lanned, meaning a significant removal of canopy dosure.
he Swampy sale is a 350 mbf sale over 100 acres.

%. Fox- An insuffident range of alternatives have been considered under
NEPA for the Fox sale. Three million bocird feet will be cut over
1,400 acres, portions of whidi are in a roadless area. Eleven
percent of the forest to be logged is late and old structure, with
green trees planned for cutting.

97. Curly: Large trees will be taken from 740 acres to generate 6.3 mmbf
for this sale. Sawlogs (larger mature to old growth) will

comprise 33% of the volume. Curly is in a naturally cool,

moist forest, not subject to frequent fires. Logging on 180
acres of the old growth habitat would remove needed canopy
dosiire and cover contributing to the old growth structure and
mainteruuice of the moister conditions. Snake River chinook
salmon and steeihead would be affected by the sale.

98. Moe: Over one million board feet will be cut from an area covering
400 acres.

99. Umatilla Restoration: Ten million board feet over 2000 acres would be
cut in this sale which enters a roadless area.

100. Andies: Logging on 226 acres would generate 1 mmbf of timber in the
Andes sale.

NORTH FORK JOHN DAY RANGER DISTRICT

101. Camas Restoration Project: Tlie Camas Project will log 45 mmbf of
trees over the next ten years in various
large timber sales, all subject to the
provisions of the P.L. 104-19 Logging Rider
and therefore exempt from dtizen appeal
or court review. Snelterwood
"prescriptions' are proposed for all units in
tne Camas sale. Tnese cuts are virtual

dearcuts, usually with only tiny dumps of
small trees left, which are then subject to
windthrow and overexposure to the sun.
Over ten years or less, 45.258 mmbf will be
logged from over 15,086 acres. The forest

17
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102. Oasis:

103. Texas:

104. Farley

105. Diggins:

106. No Name:

is a haven tor pileated woodpeckers, with
bull trout and steelhead habitat adjacent or
downstream.

The Oasis sale is 80-90% green timber and contains significant
old growth. Tlie sale will oroduce the 2.5 mmbf from 629
acres. Many species have been seen on site that would be
affected; bald eagle, ferruginus hawk, long-billed curlev/,

upland sandpiper, Preble's shrew, Tov^msend's big-eared bat,
California wolverine, gray wolf. North American lynx. Blue
Mt. Crytochian, bull ana redband trout.

Many uncommon wildflowers are among the diverse plant life

that thrive in the 249 acres that would be entered as a part of
the Texas sale. Black bears and pileated woodpeckers
frequent the project site, which is to produce 845 mbf.

The two sales combined would produce approximately three
mmbf.

Over 19,000 acres would be logged in this North Fork John
Ranger District sale.

HEPPNER RANGER DISTRICT

107. Lone Star: Lone Star is a large sale covering 1,675 acres, with the goal of
producing 5.6 mmbt, including logging in the Texas Butte

Roadless area. Spaice budworm has defoliated several units

but many of these units are still up to 50% green. The
roadless area units are active woodpecker habitats, and many
also have heavy elk use for cover. They are near numerous
well-establishea hunters' camps, some of which have been
used by the same families for many years. The roadless parts

of the sale are also active cougar habitat and probably black

bear as well.

108. Uppity: Two million board feet is planned to be cut from the Uppity
sale before the rider timeframe expires.

18
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Introduction

Since the signing of the Rescissions Act Timber Rider on July 27, 1995,

forest defenders have put up a fierce fight to stop bad sales under the rider and
convince the American pubhc, the Congress, and the President that the rider

must be repealed. We nave suffered some difficult losses. In Washington State,

the Rocky Brook and Carico Cat sales on the Olympic NF, and a number of

units in Ecist Side sales have been logged in spite of the protests of thousands
and arrests of over one hvmdred citizens at Rocky Brook.

At the same time, the threat of dearcutting the "last and best" of our
nation's Ancient Forests has rallied the support of citizens across the country.

The bill filed by Rep. Elizabeth Furse (HR 2745) to repeal the rider has 147

cosponsors, more by fair than any other environmental bill in the Congress.
President Clinton has moved to a position of support for repeal of all or part of

the rider and has said he will use nis administrative authority to caincel

destructive sales. (Regrettably, none have been cancelled or vwthdrav^m in

Weishington State yet).

In Washington, as in most parts of the country, the overwhelming
majority of the sales that could be cut under the "logging without laws

Rescissions Act rider have not yet been cut and some have not been sold. This

report documents what's at stake in Washington State if action is not taken soon
to repeal the rider, and cancel destructive rider sales.

Washington State Forests At Risk

Washington State has much to lose from the further implementation of the

logging rider. Proponents of the rider used the threat of catastirophic fires to

justify suspending environmental laws and banning citizen appeals. But a closer

look reveals that most of the logging in Washington is occurring in healthy

Andent Forests that are not susceptible to destructive burns. Although the

marbled murrelet dedsion of the Ninth Circuit stopped a number of sales in

Washington State there are still significant salvage and Option 9 sales that

remain.

Sales under the Northwest Forest Plan (Option 9) no longer have to

comply v«th the Plan's requirements, because dtizen appeals and court

challenges are banned by the rider.

The salvage portion of the rider is also damaging Washington's Eastside

forests. Forests on the Eastside of Washington are fire adapted, and need
regular bums to dear out the underbrush. But the rider only expedites salvage
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logging and does nothing to address fire suppression, which all sides agree is

the root cause of this overstocking problem. Tlie salvage sales under the rider

are losing taxpayer's money, and causing the same environmental damage as

regular timber sales. In addition, there are many cases where the "salvage"

sales contain nothing but healthy green trees that have been renamed "salvage"

so that environmental controls and citizen appeals will not apply.

Monitoring efforts by concerned citizens have revealed that the Forest

Service is not complying with President Clinton's directive to comply with our

nation's environmental laws. FoUovwng is a list of abusive sales under the rider

in Washington State that the Clinton Administration needs to take immediate
action to cancel.

Colville National Forest

1. Gatorson Timber Sale: The Forest Service has planned and withdrawn
the Gatorson sale four times since 1990. The
Gatorson sale would log nearly 12 million board
feet of timber from the western portion of a

unique and undeveloped 8000-acre Jackknife

Roadless Area. The geography of the area is

characterized by steep cliffs and ridges that drop
precipitously into the South Fork of Boulder
Creek. In a forest logged of cilmost all of its old

growth trees, the Gatorson sale area constitutes

one of the last refuges for solitude-seeking

wildlife species, especially cougar, black bear, and
wolves, the sale area is also of great importance
to sensitive fish species, such as tne bull trout.

Seven miles of new roads will cross stream
channels multiple times, contributing tons of

choking sediment into Boulder Creek. Contact:

Tim Coleman, Kettle Range Conservation Group,
509/775-3454.

2. East Cttrlew Sale: A green timber sale, the East Curlew Sale, will log
through one the largest remaining roadless are a

complex in eastern Washington. Contact: Sara Folger,

Inland Empire Public Lands Council, 509/838-4912.

The sale calls for logging rare old-growth ponderosa pine and western
larch forests and additioixal green timber from aojacent unburned areas that were
part of an earlier timber sale. The Forest Service admits the Copper Butte fire

was good for the forest, because it burned stands of overcrowded trees,

overmature trees, or diseased trees. Tlie agency also admits that salvaging the

area will have substanticil impacts on soils and water quality.

If the ecological abuses are not persuasive enough, the economic abuses
should be. The sale is a big money loser for the taxpayer. In environmental
documentation for the sale, the Forest predicted that the agency would receive a

bid of $888,000 for the trees and that it would make more than $1 million. That
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has not come to fruition under anyone's voodoo economics. When it same time
for the first auction, the agency only asked for $403,000. No bidders. The third
auction finally squeaked $138,000 out of Omak Wood Products, only after a deal
was cut giving a greenlight to the company to choose whether it wanted only to

log the green trees in units designated for helicopter logging. After accounting
for sale planning costs, the Forest Service v^l lose more than $244,000 by selling

the timber, not counting the 25 percent revenue payment to the local county,
general agency overhead or futxire road maintenance.

Gifford Pinchot National Forest

The Northwest Forest Plan governs all timber sales planned on the Gifford
Pinchot National Forest, as well as timber sjiles on tne Olympic, Mt.
Baker-Snoqucilmie, and part of the Wenatchee and Okanogan National Forests.

To meet timber targets directed in the logging rider, the Gifford Pinchot Natiorial

Forest has accelerated its logging in environmentally sensitive areas. Of the 19
sales plaimed by the Forest this year, over two-thirds are wnthin Key Watersheds
— areas designated to protect ana restore aquatic ecosystems and their associated

spedes. In addition, me Forest has proposed logging and roadbuilding into at

least three roadless areas in the forest.

3. Jammin' Timber Sale: The Jammin' Timber Sale brings the worst abuses of

the President's Forest Plan into one package. The
Forest, in preparing this sale, has taken fiul advjmtage
of the rider's susper\sion of environmental laws.

Jammin' will adversely affect water quality and riative

cutthroat trout habitat. The Forest Service intends to

log in the Little Huckleberry Mountain Roadless Area, a
4,000 acre roadless tract that borders a much larger

30,000 acre complex of unprotected waldemess.

There is good reason that the Little Huckleberry
Mountain Roadless Area has not been previously

logged. It contains steep and unstable areas that are

suDject to landslides. The Little White Salmon River

watershed is already overcut, and the roadless area

provides one of the only sources of clean, sediment-free

water to sustain native cutthroat trout populations. The
uivoaded area is a wild life mecca, providing vital

habitat for the endangered grizzly beju-, the wolf,

goshawk, spotted owl, peregrine falcon, and many
amphibian spedes. Contact: Dave Wemtz, Northwest
Ecosystem Alliance, 360/671-9950.

4. Walput Qspus: The Walput sale is an example of how the Gifford

Pinchot nas attempted to siaestep the procedures

required by the President's Nortnwest Forest Plan.

Walput is within an Adaptive Management Area, but
the agency wants to cut it like the less stringently
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managed matrix areas. For this sale, the Forest Service

has cobbled together the parts of the documents that

make up the ROD that support timber harvest and use
them to justify the sale. In addition, streamside buffer
protections have been proposed for cutting without
iustification. Contact: Dave Werntz, Northwest
icosystem Alliance, 360/671-9950.

5. Canyon Creek: The Canyon Creek timber sale on the Gifford Pinchot NF will

fragment the stretch of contiguous forest which surrounds
Canyon Creek. Unfragmented forests are increasingly rare in

central Washington and important for the integrity of water
qucility, fisheries, and wildlife. This area has been designated
a Key Watershed under the Northwest Forest Plan because of
its importance as fish habitat.

6. Butte Demo: The Butte Demo timber sale on the Gifford Pinchot impacts
important habitat for goshawk and will contribute to sediment
loading of local streams, jeopardizing fish populations.

Wenatchee National Forest

7. Tip and

8. Tiptop: The Tip and Tiptop are Section k sales that were enjoined by
a Washington court a year ago. The sales are in designated
old growth comprised of ponderosa pine and Douglas fir.

The cutting area contains numerous tributciries to Peshastin
Creek, which supports trout and salmon fisheries. The effects

on fish, caused the Washington District Court to stop these
Stdes. The industry has indicated that it wants to log these
sales using the original and illegal contract prescriptions under
the logging rider. Contact: Liz Tanke, Northwest Ecosystem
Alliance, 206/255-2449.

Okanogan National Forest

9. Thunder Mountain: The Thunder Mountain Salvage Sale on the Okanogan
National Forest in north-central Washington would log
3.5 million board feet within the heart of the remote
and inaccessible Long Swamp Roadless Area, the largest

unprotected roadless area in Washington. AJthough the
area burned in the fall of 1994, biologists believe mat
the fire will benefit the overall ecosystem which
includes grizzly bears, lynx and wolves.

Because the economic value of the timber is low, the Forest Service is

allowing heavy logging equipment to operate over the area's fragUe high-
elevation soils, on up to 35% slopes. Recent monitoring data indicate that use
of feller-bunchers on slopes greater than 25% leads to unacceptable levels of soil
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disturbance and reduced soil productivity. Tlie Forest Service v»dll be idlowing
the purchaser to remove any desirable timber from the logging unit, violating

the Eastside screens, wl-dch require the retention of at least minimum numbers
and dimensions of down logs tor soil productivity and wildlife habitat. The
Northwest Ecosystem Alliance was the highest bidder on this sale, but the Forest
Service rejected this bid. after determining that NWEA had no plans to log or
build roaas in the area. Contact Mitch Friedman, Northwest Ecosystem Alliance,

360/671-9950.

Umatilla National Forest

POMEROY RANGER DISTRICT

The sales listed below are rider sales in a predominantly green, healthy district

that was not subject to much cutting before the rider. The generjil area has
hi^ recreatiorial and wildlife value and is near the Wenaha-Tucarmon
Wudemess:

10. Tucannon: A high volume sale, Tucannon would generate four
mmbi off of 700 acres and involve the construction of

new roads.

11. Charley: Shleterwood cutting, to produce 2.5 mmbf from 1,000
acres.

12. Pataha: Also involves heavy cutting referred to as

"shelterwood. " Two million board feet will be logged
off of 600 acres.

13. Cabin: Cabin will generate one mmbf off of 350 acres.

Other sales within the Pomeroy district include Count Chute, Petty,

Trail Triple Ridge, and Round Prairie. Burnt, Red Hill, Smoothing Iron, Rose
Springs, Abels Point, Lanzie Spring, Big Mud, Little Mud, Oliphant, Point,

Triple Ridge, Petty Ridge, Round Prairie, Stevens Ridge, Ranger, Alder Thkt,

Ruchert Spring, Horn, Trail, Lick Creek, and Willow are rider sales affecting

1578 acres ana will produce 4.41 mmbf total.

Mt. Baker ^nnrpialnue National Forest

14. Canyon Salvage Sale

The sale includes some the last old growth in the Independence Late

Successional Reserve. The area includes steep slopes and unstable soils leading

to a high probability of slope failures, sedimentation of Canyon Creek and the

destruction of coho szilmon habitat. Spotted owl, northern goshawk, bald eagle,

mounttdn goat, marbled murrelet and grey wolf have all been observed within

the area.
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The Forest Service claims the salvage is necessary to prevent future wildfires,
however, stand-repladng wildfires are extremeiv rare west of the Cascades. The
last such fire occurred in 1834 and the Forest Service's own studies show that
standing dead trees actually retard spreading fires.

The Forks trail is a renuxant trail still used by countless individuals and families.
The recreational experience of this trail will be completely destroyed if this sale
goes through.

Contact: Bonnie Pliillips, Pilchuck Audubon Society, (206)397-6056
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3. Application to Timber Sales

This record of decision does not provide final authorization for any timber sale, nor
does it compel that any timber sale be awarded. Rather, the decision amends
various Forest Service and BLM planning documents; timber sales offered

subsequent to the effective date of this Flecord of Decision must be consistent

with these amended planning documents. In addition, timber sales must undergo
appropriate site-specific analysis, and must comply with applicable regulatory

requirements for public participation and administrative appeal.

Some previously-offered sales are located in late-successional reserves. If those
sales proceed, the integrity of the late-successional reserves will not be
substantially impaired, and the cumulative environmental effects of the sales will

not be significantly different from the effects set forth in the Final SEIS. Between
the Draft and Final SEIS, the size of late-successional reserves increased by
378,200 acres, to a total late-successional reserve acreage of 7,431,000. The
amount of late-successional, old-growth habitat protected in various reserves (e.g. .

late-successional, riparian, and known owl activity centers in the matrix) increased

by 240,900 acres, to a total of 6,864,100 acres. These increases more than

offset the approximately 26,000 acres of previously sold and awarded or sold and
unawarded sales located within proposed late-successional reserves. /The late

successional and old-growth habitat in late-successional reserves that might be
harvested (assuming that these areas meet ESA requirements) represents about

lone-third of one percent of the total of this habjtat in reserves in the preferred

^alternative, r
""''' ———»—^

a. Timber Sales Awarded Prior to the Effective Date

Timber sales awarded prior to the effective date of this Record of Decision are not

altered by this Record of Decision. At the time they were awarded, these timber

sales were consistent with the planning documents then in effect, complied with

the Endangered Species Act and other laws, and the environmental effects of

these sales were considered as part of the baseline for the biological opinion for

the Final SEIS.

Timber sales in key watersheds (as described in the Final SEIS) and inventoried

roadless areas (as defined in the RARE II study) awarded prior to September 1 S93
were evaluated and adjusted, as needed, to eliminate or mitigate long-term,

unacceptable effects on riparian and aquatic ecosystems. Sales were assessed to

determine their effect on state water temperature standards, large woody debris,

stream flow, sediment regime, aquatic organisms, and other aquatic resources.

The criteria for this evaluation were developed by the scientific group assisting the

implementation team. Since September 1993, sales awarded in proposed late-

successional reserves have been limited to thinning and salvage, evaluated using

April I). 1994 • ROD • 13
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criteria developed by the scientific advisory group.

b. Timber Sales Offered Subsequent to the Effective

Date of the ROD

Timber sales offered subsequent to the effective date of this Record of Decision
must be consistent with the appropriate pljii;iing documents as amended by this

I (^ J ?jp Record of Decision. Where appropriate, timber sale planning documents may
i
jScJlOh •''^ reference the analysis in the Final SEIS.

SJw^

T

c. Timber Sales Sold but Unawarded

With one exception as described below, all planned and sold but unawarded timber^
sales were reviewed and adjusted as needed, following publication of the Draft

SEIS, pursuant to the process described in paragraph (a) above. The review

ensured that these sales would not prevent the attainment of the environmental

objectives of the selected alternative.

The environmental effects of these timber sales were disclosed in site-specific ,

NEPA documents and subsequent review. Some of these sales have subsequently

Jeen awarded and some have not yet been awarded. '^/

This Record of Decision specifically provides that the remaining sales that have

been offered but not awarded prior to the effective date of this Record of Decision,

other than those sales referred to in paragraph (1) below, may be awarded after

the effective date of this Record of Decision without further modification provided

that they meet the requirements of the Endangered Species Act.

(1) Timber Sales Sold, Unawarded but Enjoined

Timber sales sold, unawarded, but enjoined prior to the effective date of the ROD
have not been reviewed using the procedure described in paragraph (a) above, but

must be consistent with the appropriate planning documents as amended by this

Record of Decision. Where appropriate, timber sale planning documents may
reference the analysis in the Final SEIS.

d. Timber Sales Released from the Injuaciion in Seattle

Audubon Society v. Lvons

On March 24, 1994, the court in Seattle Audubon Societv v. Lvons modified the

injunction to allow 24 timber sales in northern spotted owl habitat to be sold and

awarded. These sales will be adjusted to conform to the amended planning

documents-resulting from our decision unless they are awarded prior to the

effective date of this Record of Decision.

April 13. IM4 • ROD • 14
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FOLLOWING ARE THE MODIFICATIONS /CHANGES MADE TO DATE ON THE AWARDED /RELEASED 2001 (K)

SALSS, AS OF 12/18/95 ——

.

NOTE: MAIDf OF THE SALES HAVE NOT STARTED OPERATIONS, AND ARE NOW NOT ACCESSIBLE BECAUSE Or
SNCW. CONTINUED EFFORTS WILL BE MADE TO ASSESS AND LOOK FOR THE SEED FOR AND CPPORTINITY
TO MODIFY THESE TO LESSEN ANTICIPATED ADVERSE RESOURCE IMPACTS WHEN SALES BECOME
ACCESSIBLE OR OPERATIONS BEGIN.

SALE NAME FOREST gIGH BIDDER
OPERATIONS

iSSM!

MOOIFICATIOMS/CHMIGSS
(and rasourea iasu« addj«a««dl

aancy Slv WAW
Bill Win
Blue Ford Fre

Boulder ICrab Sis

Caraco Cac Oly

Ellingscon NO
Huffaian/Wrighc NO
Boise Cascade RO

9oise Cascade

Hesa Resources

Change in marking, added scream
buffer, change road reconstruce.

mo Co change logging syscem
unics 3,4 and delece road consc.
less iopacc on soil/fish

Oeleced 2 unics and widened buffers
on riparian areas. Change planned
slash disposal

.

Scocc Timber

SIX Fork
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I. Introduction

California 's Forests At Risk

Unless President Clinton and Congress act soon, the

loss of some of the last and best of California's Great

Forests will be the environmental legacy of the 104th

Congress and the Clinton Presidency.

This report describes just 28 ofthe worst timber sales

among more than 250 planned for California under

the Rescissions Act Logging Rider (EL. 104-19).

Jessica Mathews, the Washington Post columnist,

writes that the rider is "arguably the worst public

lands legislation ever." Certainly, it is the worst envi-

ronmental law passed by the 104th Congress.

President Clinton signed the Logging Rider into

effect July 27, 1995. Since that date, the most impor-

tant environmental laws of our nation have been sus-

pended for timber sales on National Forests across

the country, including those in California. The result

has been a flood of green (live) tree sales masquerad-

ing as "salvage," the logging of rare old growth

forests, and numerous timber sales which violate

basic environmental laws and threaten the ecological

health of the state's watersheds and fisheries.

"Lawless Logging" in California

The Clean Water Act, the NadonaJ Environmental

Policy Act, the Endangered Species Act, and other

safeguards apply to every other private and public

action in California — but not to sales of timber

from National Forests affecting some of our state's

most precious forest ecosystems and the rivers, fishi

and wildlife that depend on them.

Most of the direct assaults by corporations and cam-

paign contributors on the nation's environmental

laws in the 104th Congress have fallen short. But the

passage of the Rescissions Act Logging Rider by the

Congress in 1995, and its signature by President

Clinton, was a major victory for timber industry

lobbyists and political action committees that con-

tributed hundreds of thousands of dollars to elect

the current Congress.

The good news is that the bulk of the damage which

could result in California from the Logging Rider

has not yet occurred. Even though the law has been

in eff^ect for a year, a relatively small number of sales

under the Logging Rider have been cut so hs.

But time is short. The Forest Service is planning over

203 "salvage" timber sales, and 50 Option 9

(Northwest Forest Plan) sales in California under the

rider. More notices ofplarmed sales are received every

day. Only immediate acdon by the President and the

Congress can stop this threat to California's forests.

A Time Bombfor California's Forests

The Rescissions Act Logging Rider is an environ-

mental time bomb waiting to go off in California.

This repon describes 28 of the most egregious tim-

ber sales planned under the Logging Rider in the

state. Eight of the sales will enter roadless areas.

Roadless areas are not just areas without roads.

Roadless areas together with Wilderness represent

the last remaining undisturbed portions of the land-

scape, areas that serve as refuges for numerous

imperiled species. Nine of these sales are planned for

critical watersheds that protect the quality of our

state's waters, and harbor valuable fisheries. Twenty

one of them impact endangered or sensitive wildlife
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species, destroying che habitat of not just the

California spotted owl but also the coho salmon,

west coast steelhead, Modoc sucker. Pacific fisher,

marten, goshawk, and pileated woodpecker.

Twenty of these sales will cut valuable old growth

forests. Numerous studies have documented the

importance and rarity of old growth forests in

California. The recent Sierra Nevada Ecosystem

Project (SNEP) report explains the value of Sierra

forests in protecting watersheds, sustaining fisheries,

and providing for the needs of both people and

wildlife. The SNEP report also documents that late

successional old growth forests at middle elevations

at present constitute only 7 to 30% of the forest

cover of the Sierra.

President Clinton's Northwest Forest Plan also rec-

ognized the importance of ancient forests, and gave

many old growth forests and important watersheds

new status. The plan identified Key Watersheds that

provide cold, clear water for at-risk fish species. The

plan also established Late Successional Reserves

containing many of the sparse remains of

California's uncut, old growth forests. The

Rescissions Act Logging Rider made the protections

granted to these critical areas in the Northwest

Forest Plan unenforceable.

A Threat to Citizens' Rights

This is not the first time that the Forest Service has

proposed environmentally damaging timber sales in

California. But, it is the first time that citizens have

lost their rights to appeal administratively or judi-

cially to insist that agency regulations and the laws

be respected.

This anti-democratic provision was ostensibly

included to prevent "frivolous" appeals from stop-

ping legitimate timber sales. However, only 8 of 11

9

timber sales in California were appealed by conser-

vationists last year — hardly a major obstacle to

timber production, but an important safeguard

helping to bring about some balance in forest man-

agement. In reality, limiting citizen participation

ensures that the timber industry will have unob-

structed access to the most ecologically important

and valuable forests that remain in our state, old

growth forests that have withstood generations of

human activity.

Although the Rescissions Act logging rider "expires"

December 31, 1996, the provisions of the rider

shielding agency and corporate actions from judicial

oversight will extend on for months, or even years. If

a "salvage" or Option 9 (Northwest Forest Plan) sale

is offered by December 31, 1996, then it can pro-

ceed under che terms of che "lawless logging" rider

for years until che entire projecc is logged. Citizens'

righcs must be rescored. There is no justification to

deny the public che opportunity to participate in

decisions chac aflect the public lands.

A Forest Health "Crisis" in California?

Proponents of "lawless logging" argue that wild-

fire, disease, and insect activity are threatening

"forest health." The evidence does not support

chac argument.

The recent SNEP science report

observes that insect outbreaks during the 1980s were

a repetition of patterns common for many decades.

"Tree mortality, even widespread or locally severe

morcalicy, is an inherenc component of Sierran forest

ecology and an important generator of plant and

animal habitats," the repon concludes.
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Proponents ot the Logging Rider also "wave the

bloody shirt " when they argue that salvage logging is

necessary to reduce fuel loading and fire risk. Again,

the scientists who wrote the SNEP report find evi-

dence to the contrary. "Timber harvest, through its

effects on forest structure, local microclimate, and

fuel accumulation, has increased fire severity more

than any other recent human activity," the SNEP
report says.

In fact, public land managers in California already

have the tools they need to address legitimate "forest

health" needs, and conduct salvage sales. Fully 40%
of the timber sales program in California before the

rider passed was salvage — and all of this was cut

with the laws in place. In fact, so much salvage has

been cut in California that some forests have little

• left to sell. Sequoia National Forest Supervisor Art

Gaffrey recently said that "at present, neither the

Sequoia nor Sierra National Forests have a signifi-

cant amount of dead trees." But that hasn't stopped

the Forest Service.

The National Forests of California are threatened,

but not by natural processes such as fire and insects.

Decades of logging, road building and grazing have

taken a huge toll on the ecological integrity of the

forests. Excessive logging has brought wildlife species

to the brink of extinction, severely degraded rivers

and screams, and produced extensive erosion and

sedimentation.

place. V'irtualK' every one of the 28 sales described in

this report have a significant green component;

almost halfof them are straightforward green sales. In

fact, some of these sales (Ruffa and West Dusrv on

the Lassen, Hatchett on the Sequoia, and Treasure

and Davies on the Tahoe) were a part of the agency's

green sale program before they became PL. 104-19

sales. Clearly, the Forest Service has seized on the

opportunity to avoid public review and requirements

of laws which force the agency to balance timber pro-

duction with other values by using PL. 104-19.

Abuse of taxpayer dollars will also result from log-

ging under PL. 104- 19. During the three year peri-

od 1992 - 1994 before the rider. National Forests in

California lost a total of $143.2 million from timber

sales, an average of$47.7 million a year, according to

the Government Accounting Office (GAO). Of the

1 1 National Forests covered in this report (several of

California's National Forests do not have a signifi-

cant timber program), only two, the Modoc and the

Lassen, showed timber receipts greater than oudays

for the three year period.

It is anticipated that most of the PL. 104-19 sales will

lose money in California and across the country; in

faa, the law includes a specific mandate to ignore eco-

nomics of sales. This type of corporate welfare, subsi-

dizing the timber industry at the expense of both the

taxpayer and the environment, ought to be eliminat-

ed from all federal resource management programs.

Invitation to Abuse

Regrettably, the suspension of laws safeguarding the

forests and the democratic rights of citizens to appeal

illegal agency decisions has opened the flood gates for

abuse. Although the Logging Rider was sold to the

Congress as necessary to conduct "salvage" sales,

green (live) tree sales under the rider are common-

Tim*_/&rtf Change

The irresponsible action of the Congress and

President Clinton in passing and signing the

Logging Rider, and the irresponsible way the Forest

Service has implemented it, must be reversed.

On a vote of 209-21 1, the House of Representatives
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on June 20 rwrrowly rejected an amciidnicnt oHcad

bv Reps. Elizabeth Furse (D-OR) and John I'ortcr

(R-IL) to halt funding for the rider. Future opportu-

nities mav allow both the House and Senate to

reverse themselves and restore the laws on our

national forests. Neither

Republican nor Democratic

leaders of the Congress can

make the claim that they are

acting as responsible stewards

of the nation's environment

if they do not pursue every

opportunity to repeal P.L.

104-19.

President Clinton must take

action, too. The President has

the power administratively to

stop every timber sale fea-

tured in this report. Sold sales

can be bought back; unsold

sales can be withdrawn. In

fact, influence from the

White House was responsible

for the withdrawal of the

Barkley sale on the Lassen

National Forest on April 2.

1 996, one day before it was to be sold. A recent direc-

tive from Agriculture Secretary Dan Glickman estab-

lishing new rules for "salvage" sales in roadless areas

may help, but does not take the place of sale cancel-

Ooii^hti Fir ittintp iit'/i

Felice Pace)

l.itKiii iir rider rtpcal. 1 he daniase vvhieli i> .ibout

occur to California's public forests, watersheds, fls

cries, and wildlife as a consequence of the Rescissio

Act Logging Rider is arguably the most adverse en-

ronmental impact to be felt this year anx-where in t

nation as a consequence

the 104th Congress.

Under the Logging Rider, t!

degradation of Nation

Forests, a publicly owni

treasure, will contin.

unabated. The descriptio

in this report of planned tii

ber sales illustrate what is

risk if the Rescissions ,A

Logging Rider is n

repealed. Action by Preside

Clinton and the Congress

needed now to stop the ridi

halt disastrous timber saU

and provide for the long ter

protection of Californi,:

Great Forests not just (

today's citizens, but t

future generations as well.

hiiiih iif ,1 teiiiihir ytirtiiii.

Connie Stewart. Pnsidair

Boiird of Dimtnii

Western Ancient Forest Campaic
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II. Impact Matrix
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III. California Forests At Risk

Six Rivers National Forest

1. Pilot Creek Green Timber Sale

Ranger District

Mad River

Volume (mmbf)

15

Project Acres

N/A
Logging Acres

N/A

Location

This sale is located in the Pilot Creek drainage, a Mad River tributary.

Impact

The Forest Service plans to log 15 million board feet of lumber from this Key Watershed. This uatershc

received its "kev" classification because o\ its importance to declining stocks of steelhead and salmon doui-

stream. Specificallv. Pilot Creek supplies clear, cold water— a critical component of salmoiiid habitat — r

the Mad River. The proposed logging and roading may lead to extensive erosion and sedimentation of tli

creek, further threatening salmon and steelhead.

According to the Record of Decision (1996), the sale includes construction of 2.71 miles of permanent road

and 4.37 miles of temporary roads. Since fiinding for decommissioning of temporary roads is one of the Fores

Sevice's lowest fiscal priorities, temporary roads are often de lacto permanent roads. This project will also afTei.

more than 900 acres of the Pilot Creek Roadless Area. This roadless area once contained over 10,000 acres o

pristine ancient forest. Extensive logging in the late 1980's reduced the size of the roadless area to just ovc

4,600 acres. Despite the reduction. Pilot Creek still contains critical wildlife habitat and is home to marble

murrelets, spotted owls, marten, and fisher. The roughly 5 million board feet that will be taken from the road

less area will leave only 2,832 acres in Pilot Creek with wild and roadless characteristics.

For additional information:

Ryan Henson, California Wilderness Coalition, 916/758 0380

Paul Spitler, Western Ancient Forest Campaign. 916/758 0380

Pilot Creek tn a roadUis portion of the watenhed,

down slope oftwo logging units. (Anthony Ambrose)

Pilot Creek drainage looking south into the

roadless area. (Anthony Ambrose)
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Six Rivers National Forest

?. Deadwood Green Timber Sale

Ranger Disrnct

Lower Trinity

Volume (mmbf)

4

Project Acres

N/A
Logging Acres

N/A

Location

This sale is located in the Grouse Creek watershed.

Impact

This sale, still in the early stages of planning, will cut four million board feet of live trees that are in old growth

habitat or on terrain set aside by the Northwest Forest Plan for use in experimental forestry to enhance old

growth. The sale site is in a Key Watershed that provides high quality habitat for imperiled fish. Grouse Creek

provides clear, cool water to the south fork of the Trinity River, which has also been designated as critical habi-

tat for a threatened anadromous fishery.

Private landowners own most of the watershed, which has been heavily logged as a result. High sediment

loads already exist in the creek from a natural landslide. This problem will be greatly exacerbated by new

logging. Sedimentation from logging and roads will reduce the productivity of this fishery if not destroy it

completely.

For additional information:

Connie Stewart. Northcoast Environmental Center, 707/822 6918

hStti 'V?
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Klamath National Forest

3. Canon Green Timber Sale

Ranger Distnct Volume (mmbf) Project Acres Logging Acres

Scott River 12.6 2.190 2.190

Location

This sale is located in the watenheds ofCanyon and Kclsey Creeks, approximately 1 5 miles west of Fort Jones.

Impact

This is a predominantly green tree timber sale. Most of the timber volume will be produced from thinning

live trees. The Forest Service proposes experimental "sanitation" logging in true fir stands to reduce the inci-

dence of disease. In fact, research indicates that logging may increase the incidence of root diseases. Large

older trees have been marked for logging in this sale. While the Forest Service sees these larger trees as defec-

tive due to nonfatal diseases, they are in fact favored by wildlife. Weaknesses in the trees provide nesting sites

for cavity-nesting birds.

In practice, "sanitation" logging means logging old growth. Logging of uplands in the Canyon and Kelsey

Creeks that have been identified by scientists as significant "Late Successional Old Growth" is misguided and

could violate provisions of the Northwest Forest Plan. The Northwest Forest Plan allows logging of old

growth onlv when nearby reserves have grown into useful habitat for old growth dependent species. In this

case, several decades will pass before nearby Late Successional Reserves are suitable for old growth dependent

species. Therefore, logging of old growth outside the Reserve in the Canon sale poses greater risks to already

threatened wildlife.

Logging in the Canyon and Kelsey Creek watersheds will also be disastrous for fisheries. Both these creeks

supply cold water to the Scott River. Cold water is a critical factor for salmon and steelhead stocks which are

proposed for "threatened" listings under provisions of the Endangered Species Act. Logging in the vicinity of

creeks and streams reduces shading which increases water temperatures to deadly levels for salmon.

Another major concern with the Canon sale is the proposed construction of 1 .65 miles of road in eanhflow

terrain. Experience in this drainage demonstrates that intensive logging and building roads on steep earthflows

increases landsliding by several orders ofmagnitude. The steep, unstable slopes between Lover's Camp Roadless

Area and Box Camp Roadless Area have seen large landslides before, after intensive logging in the 1960s.

Under the Northwest Forest Plan, these areas should be proteaed firom road building and intensive logging.

For additional information:

Felice Pace. Klamath Forest Alliance 916/467 5405

10
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Marking for logging unit boinidivj iiiMtvta th,ii logging will oaiir in ilv

stream. (Felice Pace)

Targeted old growth. (Felice Pace)
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Klamath National Forest

4. Dillon Salvage Sale

Ranger District Volume (mmbf) Project Acres Logging Acres

Happy Camp 26 6.529 2,176

Location

Dillon Creek is located about 12 miles northwest of the town ofOrleans on the California side of the Siskiyou

Mountains, in the heart of Wild Siskiyou.

Impact

Oillon Creek is one of the most pristine watersheds remaining in California. The Clinton Northwest Forest

Plan designated Oillon Creek a Key Watershed and established a Late Successional Reserve in the heart of the

watershed. It is one ofonly six streams in California that continues to supports summer-run steelhead. It con-

tains old growth forest habitat that is critical to increasingly rare forest carnivores, such as Pacific fisher and

marten. In addition, Dillon Creek is a forest habitat linkage between the Siskiyou and Marble Mountain

Wilderness Areas.

The Forest Service plans to log as much as 26 million board feet of timber from this drainage including many

trees that are green and healthy and trees located in Riparian and Late Successional Reserves. Logging is also

planned in the Dillon Roadless Area.

TTie Dillon Timber Sale is being promoted as an emergency measure to avert a "forest health" crisis looming

hom the threat of catastrophic fire. However, data in the Dillon LSR Assessment (LSRA) do not confirm a

forest health crisis because there is no pattern of catastrophic fire in the Dillon area. Historic data on fire pat-

terns in the LSRA, shows only 7-8 percent of the LSR burned at high intensity and only 4 percent at mod-

erate intensity. The other 88 percent burned at low intensity or not at all. These observations do not suggest

a forest health emergency. Instead, they show fire functioning as a natural and essential pan of a healthy for-

est ecosystem at Dillon Creek.

In fact, data fi-om Dillon Creek suggest that there is a strong correlation between areas that were once clearcut,

and areas that experienced high intensity fire. The evidence suggests that logging increases the intensity of fire

in an area that otherwise is quite resistant to high or moderate intensity fire. TTiis is because debris left after

logging provides fuels and contributes to the intensity of fire. The Dillon sale will probably not generate

enough revenue to pay for the clean up of logging debris.

For additional information:

Felice Pace, Klamath Forest Alliance 916/467 5405

Ryan Henson, California Wilderness Coalition 916/758 0380

12
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Klamath National Forest

5. Taylor Salvage Sale

Ranger District

Salmon River

Volutne (mmbf)

12

Project Acres

987

Logging Acres

987

Location

This sale is in the South Salmon River watershed 8 miles northwest of Cecilville.

Impact

The Forest Service is planning to cut over 12 million board feet of timber from a Late Successional Resene

that borders the Trinity Alps Wilderness. Some of the logging units will abut the Wilderness area. According

to a Julv 9, 1996 letter from the Salmon River District Ranger, "The map used during EA preparation had

mistakenly not shown this area as inventoried roadless." In fact, the Taylor timber sale will enter the Orleans

Roadless Area. The watershed supports numerous sensitive species including the coho salmon and the

KJamath Mountain Province steelhead - both proposed threatened species.

For additional information:

Ryan Henson, California Wilderness Coalition, 916/758 0380

Paul Spider, Western Ancient Forest Campaign, 916/758 0380

Dillon Creek: deep, clear pools ofcold water near

the mouth deniomtrate this area's importance to

amidromotts fisheries, (Anthony Ambrose)
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Shasta Trinity National Forest

6. West Weaver II Green Timber Sale

7. West Weaver Thin Green Timber Sale

Ranger District

Hayfork

Volume (mmbf)

2.87

Project Acres

308

Logging Acres

101

Location

These sales are located a few miles northwest of the town of Weaverville in the West and East Weaver Creek

drainages on the edge of the Trinity Alps Wilderness.

Impact

These sales along with Weaver I (logged in the fall of 1995) were originally part of one larger sale that was

planned for 1991 but was delayed because of its impacts on the spotted owl. The sale area is on the edge of

the Trinity Alps Wilderness, and cutting units are proposed right up to the Wilderness boundary. It is also on

the edge of the Canyon Creek Key Watershed. Because the older stands in adjacent private ownership have

already been cut, the Forest Service controls the last remaining older stands in the area. The Forest Service's

own specialists have recommended dropping all or portions of units because of their impact on the remain-

ing late successional stands, and even suggested retaining as much of this serai stage as possible because "old

growth timber is currently not available at the minimum recommended levels."

Several old-growth dependent species are located in the sale area, including the Pacific fisher and northern

goshawk. There will be a direct impact on these species because of the loss of 45 acres of suitable habitat. In

the areas where the Forest Service is retaining trees, they are "high-grading" by selecting trees to be cut aver-

aging over three feet in diameter and retaining trees averaging one and half feet in diameter. If the intent of

a thinning sale is to reduce the risk of fire, then the agency should be removing the smaller understory trees

and maintaining the larger canopy trees. Marking in the units shows the opposite to be true.

Finally, the Forest Service claims that riparian reserve widths for the units will vary firom 100-200+ feet. The

flagging in one unit, however, provides a riparian buffer of only 20 feet from the flowing water.

For additional information:

Anthony Ambrose, Citizens for Better Forestry

707/677 3018

14

In one unit, the average nee markedfor retention is about

18" d.h.h., while the trees to be logged average 38", such as

the large tree on the right. (Anthony Ambrose)
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Shasta Trinity National Forest

10. Sun Slipper Green Timber Sale

Ranger District Volume (mmbf) Project Acres Logging Acres

Weaverville 4.5 N/A N A

Location

This sale is located in che Coffee Creek and Bear Creek drainages approximately 10 niiks north ot lrinit\

Center. It lies on the eastern edge of the Trinity Alps Wilderness.

Impact

This sale combines the former Sunflower and Slipper sales. The Sunflower logging units are wedged her^veen

the Trinity Alps Wilderness and a Late Successional Reserve. The Slipper Lmits are located along a corridor

that cuts five miles into the wilderness on forest land that was originally a part ot the Salmon Trinit\- Primitive

area. The sale involves selective cutting on several hundred acres— including marten and Pacific fisher habi-

tat — and will log up to the edge of the Wilderness. Connectivity of suitable habitat will be significantly

reduced. The Environmental Assessments for these sales were completed in 1991 and 1989. respectively. The

projects were halted because of the northern spotted owl injunction. This green tree sale has been reoftered

under PL. 104-19, the Rescissions Act Logging Rider, to avoid public comment and other legal requirements.

For additional information:

Ryan Henson, California Wilderness Coalition, 916/758 0380

Paul Spitler, Western Ancient Forest Campaign, 916/738 0380

The standardi ofthe Northwest h'limt PUiii h,iie

not been fotiwea i'lofely, ih in tht> i./yc* fij dettn'ut-

ting into it itretnn ihitintel. i^utriiig ri/iitriuit

reserve biiffers. (Anthony Ambrose)
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Mendocino National Forest

11. Blands/Steel Salvage Sale

Ranger District Volume (mmbf) Project Acres Logging Acres

Covelo 4 7.000 N/A

Location

This sales lies within the watershed of the Middle Fork of the Eel River, a Key Watershed in the Northwest

Forest Plan.

Impact

The Middle Fork Eel River is a State and Federal Wild and Scenic River, and home to the largest remaining

population of California's threatened summer-run steelhead. These salmon-sized trout wait out the summer

months in the deep pools of the Middle Fork until Fall rains send them upstream to spawn. Their survival

depends on clear cold water entering the Middle Fork from its tributaries throughout the summer. This

watershed is known for its steep, unstable slopes and erosive soils which have been highly degraded by decades

of logging and road building. Its "hummocky topography, steep bare rock feces are indicative of landslides or

debris slides . . . [and] reflect the extreme instability of the slopes of the Middle Fork Eel River" (Summer

Steelhead Management Plan, Pg. 14). In (act, the Middle Fork's yield of suspended sediment per square mile

is already fifteen times that of the Mississippi River (ibid). Under the Wild and Scenic River Act, the Forest

Service has a legal mandate to ensure recovery and protection of the Middle Fork Eel's dwindling fishery.

Despite evidence that logging steep, unstable and fragile soils within this watershed would cause increased

sedimentation and further loss of fish habitat, the Blands/Steel salvage sale proposes logging scattered over

7,000 acres.

TTie proposed salvage sale would include the construction of new roads in the heart of this canyon. These

roads would provide greater human access to otherwise inaccessible areas where the steelhead have thus far

found refuge from poaching rings. The summer-run steelhead are not the only species threatened by this tim-

ber sale. Rather than protecting the upland habitat reserves for old-growth dependent species, the sale pro-

poses to cut the remaining old-growth trees throughout the project area. Of particular concern is logging of

old trees near or within Protected Activity Centers for the northern spotted owl.

For additional information:

Don Morris, Willits Environmental Center, 707/459 4715

Rvan Henson, California Wilderness Coalition, 916/758 0380

18
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Mendocino National Forest

1?. Kop/Gibson Green Timber Sale

Ranger District Volume <mmbf) Project Acres Logging Acres

Stonyfcrd 6 722 N/A

Location

This sale is located in the headwaters of the Eel River, due west ot the town of Elk Creek, and between

Willows and Covelo.

Impact

According to the recently released Environmental Assessment, Kop/Gibson will violate the Northwest Forest

Plan's Standards and Guidelines for unmapped Late Succcssional Reserves by removing 158 acres of suitable

spotted owl habitat from all ten unmapped LSRs within the sale area. The EA further admits that "[t]he habi-

tat of the spotted owl, goshawk, marten, fisher, and pileated woodpecker is naturally fragmented on the

Mendocino National Forest. The habitats have been further fragmented from past timber harvesting on both

public and private lands. The combination of the Kop, Gibson and the Flat Timber Sales will cause more

fragmentation of these species habitat." This timber sale should not be allowed to further fragment known

spotted owl nesting areas in light of the Upper Main Eel Watershed Analysis' conclusion that Northern spot-

ted owls in the area are suflfering from "a downward population trend or a lack of habitat." The Forest Service

has failed to consider the adverse cumulative and secondary effects of the Kop/Gibson timber sale.

For additional information:

Don Morris, Willits Environmental Center, 707/459 4715

19
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Mendocino National Foresf

13. Coyote Salvage Sale

Ranger District

Covelo

Volume (mmbf)

N/A
Projett Acres

N/A
Logging Acres

N/A

Location

This sale is approximately 1 5 air miles southeast of Covelo.

Impact

The Coyote sale will remove approximately 400 thousand board feet of windthrow salvage in a Late

Succesional Reserve of a Key Watershed. Natural forests need insects, disease, and dead and dving trees to be

whole and "healthy". The dead trees are targeted by micro-organisms that quickly begin to reduce the trees

to their basic elements, providing nutrients to the soil. By exporting all the dead and dying trees from the for-

est, the Forest Service is compromising the fertility of the system.

The Forest Service intends to remove windthrow trees that have fallen on roads. However, one of the man-

agement goals of Key Watersheds is to close existing roads. To this end, fallen trees are beneficial. Fallen trees

should not be considered as salvage but rather as material needed for watershed restoration.

For additional information:

Don Morris, Willits Environmental Center, 70714')^ 4715

Rvan Henson, California Wilderness Coalition, 916/758 0380

Bare iandsciif>e rmiaiuing afrer a mivage hogging operation. (Anthony Ambrose)
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Lassen National Forest

16. Hamilton Salvage Sale

1 7. Too Flat Salvage Sale

Ranger District

Eagle Lake

Volume (mmbf)
17-27

Project Acres

19.200

Logging Acres

9.800

Location

The Hamilton is located south of Highway 36, approximately six miles southwest of Susanville. The Too Flat

is located four miles southwest of Susanville.

Impact

The scoping document for these two sales states that four Spotted Owl Habitat Areas (SOHAs), two

Protected Activity Centers (PACs) for spotted owl, and five Goshawk Management Areas (GMAs) will be

logged. Within these habitat areas alone, the salvage project calls for the following intensive silvicultural treat-

ments: 5,100 acres of salvage logging, 1,197 acres of biomass-thinning, 939 acres of hand thinning and grap-

ple piling, and construction of an undisclosed number of new roads.

These areas constitute some of the last remaining habitat for these sensitive species. These sales violate exist-

ing Forest Service guidelines (CASPO interim direction) which permit only "light fuels management activi-

ties" within SOHAs and PACs and only one commercial entry during the interim period. These activities are

not "light" and the scoping letter indicates that portions of the project area have already been salvaged with-

in the interim period. In addition, by implementing draft direction from the California Spotted Owl Draft

EIS, these sales violate requirements of NEPA which prohibit implementing draft direction.

Not only do these sales threaten critical habitat for several sensitive species but they also threaten a key dis-

persal corridor for forest carnivores in the northern Sierra. The Hamilton-Fredonyer ridge system, within the

project area, has been identified by Forest Service fiirbearer experts as a key habitat link. Maintaining the

habitat quality of this area is key to its continued use by these species. In turn, it is only by maintaining con-

nections among subpopulations that the long-term viability of these populations can be protected.

For additional information:

Linda Blum, Quincy Library Group, 916/283 1230

2?



Lassen National Forest

19. Butt Creek Management Area, Part II,

Ruffa and Lost Lake Compartments Green Timber Sales

Ranger District Volume (mmbf) Project Acres Logging Acres

Almanor 5.5 N/A N/A

Location

These sales are located adjacent to the Butt Mountain Roadless Area.

Impact

The Butt Creek II activities have illegally been placed under the jurisdiction of PL. 104-19. The Forest

Service admitted that this is a green sale in an April 3, 1996 lener from the District Ranger stating that the

sale will log "1 1.2 million board feet of green timber and chips on 1,760 acres." Not only are these green tree

sales, but they were part of the ten-year green tree sale program prior to P.L. 104-19. On page 7, under

"C. Purpose and Need", the Butt Creek II EA acknowledges that the Bun Creek Management Area, Part II,

proposed action is an implementation of the Forest Plan and a continuation of earlier planning efforts.

Also of major concern is the Ruf]& analysis area's incursion into the Bun Mountain released roadless area. The

Butt Mountain Roadless Area was designated a Further Planning Area under R-A.R.E. II. According to

NFMA implementing regulations, all first entries into roadless areas must be addressed in an EIS that assess-

es the potential wilderness, wildlife, aesthetic, and other values of preserving the roadless area.

A key issue is how these sales affect the Quincy Library Group, a unique community-consensus process

involving environmentalists and people working in the timber industry. These sales violate the Quincy

Library Group's off-timber base designation by entering a roadless area. This violation undermines the

progress the Group has made in resolving issues affecting the Lassen National Forest.

The biological evaluation that was prepared for this project clearly shows that wildlife habitat of species that

the Forest Service recognizes as sensitive, such as goshawk, great gray owls, and furbearers, will be altered. It

also suggests that six California spotted owl sites may be adversly affected. In addition, 4.8 miles ofnew roads

will be constructed.

For additional information:

Linda Blum, Quincy Library Group, 916/283 1230
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Tahoe National Forest

21. Treasure Salvage Sale

Ranger District Volume (mmbf) Project Acres Logging Acres

Sierravjlle 20 22.880 14.180

Location

This sale is locaced approximately nvo miles southeast of Sierraville.

Impact

According to a scoping letter, dated January 23, 1996, by the District Ranger, "[cjurrently approximately

25% of the timber in the analysis area is dead or dying." This means that the vast majority of trees logged

will be live, green trees.

Of great concern is the prescribed logging in a streamside management zone (SMZ). Forest Service regula-

tions require a 1 50 foot buffer to be maintained along all perennial streams. This project prescribes logging

36 acres in the Rice Creek SMZ. The Forest Service claims that the concentration of dead and dying trees in

the SMZ justifies this highly experimental approach to fire risk reduction. However, the reduction of present

shading through logging would likely increase the fire risk. In addition, logging would greatly jeopardize the

other important benefits provided by dead and dying trees in riparian areas, including reducing blowdown,

buffering micro-climates, and providing habitats in the form of down wood.

The Treasure Sale also includes over 27 miles of permanent road construction in a watershed that is already

heavily roaded.

For additional information:

James Woods, Sierra Club, 916/273 3793

21
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Stanislaus National Forest

23. Irish Salvage Sale

24. Cupid Salvage Sale

?5. O'Manuel Salvage Sale

Ranger Disiiicr Volume (mmbf) Project Acres Logging Acres

Calaveras 6.5 2.980 2.200

Location

These sales are just north of Highway 4 and near the towns of Arnold and Hathway Pines.

Impact

Sales on the Stanislaus confirm that the Forest Service is focusing on green, thinning sales in the absence of "dead and

dying" timber to cut. According to Groveland Distria timber management officer, Jack Myrick, the Forest Service has

condensed their regular green sale program for the next five into an 18 month period to take advantage of the Rind-

ing available under PL 104-19.

These three sales on the Calaveras District are significant because each one is essentially a "green tree" sale. According

to distria staff team leader, Carolyn Madden, there is almost no "dead and dying" component in these sales since the

area has already been salvaged. While the stated purpose of the sale is to reduce the fire risk in the urban-rural inter-

face by chinning out trees from 2,200 acres, the sales also includes 440 acres of clearcuts. Qearcuts have no known

fire risk reduction purpose; in fact, the regeneration of dense even-age stands chat occurs on clearcuts drasdcally

increases fire risk.

In addition to clearcuts, the 8.8 miles of new road are a tremendous concern. Numerous hydrologists and geologists

have demonstrated that new road construction has a significant negative impact on water quaUty and the overall habi-

tat value of downhill streams. Salmonid species need clear streams to spawn, and road building in the uplands increas-

es sedimentation in these streams. It does not appear the Forest Service has adequately assessed the impacts of these

additional roads on nearby streams. Funhermore, this road building will add to the existing impacts ofyears ofaggres-

sive salvage logging in the area.

These sales prescribe logging 1 19 acres in three Spotted Owl Proteaed Activity Centers and one goshawk territory.

Underbuming is highly effective at reducing fiiel loads, but has far milder impacts on wildlife than logging prescrip-

tions. The Forest Service has not tried to thin these stands with a series of low intensity prescribed burnings. Allowing

the Forest Service to reduce fuels through thinning opens the door to logging of the valuable larger trees.

For Oilditional information:

Peter Bell, Foothill Conservancy, 209/296 5734

?9
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Sequoia National Forest

?7. Red Helicopter Salvage Sale

Ranger District

Tule

Volume (mmbf)

1.5

Project Acres

N/A
Logging Acres

N/A

Location

The sale includes areas adjacent to the Slate Mountain Roadless Area.

Impact

The Sequoia National Forest is not experiencing a "forest health" crisis. In fact, this Forest like others in

California has had a significant salvage program for years. The pre-Rescissions Act salvage program has pro-

duced so much salvage that there are few if any dead and dying trees lett. Arthur Galifrey, the Forest

Supervisor, in an April I2th address to the Socien.- of American Foresters stated that "[a]t present, neither the

Sequoia or Sierra National Forests have a significant amount ol dead trees '. Without dead trees to cut, this

Forest like others has turned to cutting green trees with all the impunity provided by PL 104-19.

PL 104-19 was promoted as a strategy for improving forest health by reducing the risk of catastrophic fire.

Residual fuels after logging activities often exceed the amount of natural ftiels present before the salv.ige there-

fore increasing the fire risk. Logging on the Red Helicopter site will leave a dangerous level of slash and fuels

at the site over a ten year period. Thus, the manner in which the thinning of green trees is planned will prob-

ably increase the risk of fire.

For additional information:

Carla Cloer, Sequoia Alliance, 209/781 8445

Ray West, Tule River Conservancy, 209/542 2203

Green tree toggiJ as udvagefiom riparian reserve.

(Anthony Ambrose)
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IV. Salvage Sales Under the Logging Rider

in California for FY 1996
(Sale ii.imei iiiui voliimfs arefrom il't Uinteii Slates Foreu Sert'ice i Salei Tracking ,irul Reporting System as ofJune 25. 1996)

Foresr

Eldorado

(Oaniarh
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V. Option 9 Green Sales in California for FY 1996

Klamath
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Protected Activity Center (PAC) - Calitornia spotted owl protected ictivity centers arc 300 acre blocks of

habitat that are accepted as the most suitable habitat of what is available surrounding spotted owls found

outside of SOHAs in Sierra national forests.

Regeneration harvest - Timber harvest conducted with the partial objective of opening a forest stand to the

point where favored tree species will be reestablished.

Riparian area - A geographic area containing an aquatic ecosystem and adjacent upland areas that directly

affect it.

Riparian Reserves - Designated riparian areas found outside the Late-Successionai Reserves.

Spotted Owl Habitat Area (SOHA) - An area reserved from timber harvesting to provide forest habitat for

one pair of spotted owls.

Watershed - The drainage basin contributing water, organic matter, dissolved nutrients, and sediments to a

stream or lake.

Wild and Scenic River System - Those rivers or sections of rivers designated as such by Congressional

action under the Wild and Scenic River Act (Public Law 90-542). Each designated river may be classified

and administered under one or more of the following categories:

1. Wild River Areas - Those rivers or sections of rivers that are free of impoundments and generally

inaccessible except by trail, with watersheds or shorelines essentially primitive and waters unpolluted.

These represent vestiges of primitive America.

2. Scenic River Areas - Those rivers or sections of rivers that are free of impoundments with watersheds

still largely primitive and shorelines largely undeveloped, but accessible in places by roads.

Wilderness - Areas designated by Congressional action under the 1964 Wilderness Act. Wilderness is

defined as undeveloped federal land retaining its primeval character and influence without permanent

improvements or human habitation. Wilderness areas are protected and managed to preserve their natural

conditions, which generally appear to have been affected primarily by the forces of nature, with the imprint

of human activity substantially unnoticeable.

41
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EoT Wildness and Diversity |lw£^ '" f^f Pacific Sonhwcst

NORTH W£S7

IMPACTS OF THE Rider ON THE NORTHWXST FORIST Plan
Since che paiu;e of the Clcaicui Rider (PL 104-19), che GifTord Pinchol NdUoiul ForcK hu prepared a number of
environmentally destructive timber ules dut do not meet the le^ requiremenu or the Morthwest Forot PUa Fur

example, of the 20 salci prepared vmder die R:der, 13 occur v^itbui Key Waicnhcvls - areas deaiinaud to protect

vkiter quality and iinport:m( Ilibehej. Few of these ul« muu Forest Pbu ret^iureinenis to 'nuutain existiii;

eooditioiu or unpletnent actioni to restore coiuliuoaj" in Key Waier$i\edi. In uct, the Forest Service aclmowlcdgc-s

that logging and road building iusociated ^^icb these sales will cause mcrciscd sedimentation, greater peak Qows, mi
other degradation to streuius and fish habitaL Id other solus. Foicsi Plau requtreinetics to maintain uoldlife habitat aic

BtH being met. Problems with the Ciflord Pinchot sale prognin are detailed below. If yoa have any questions, or

would tike addidonal mformalion, citations, or documeniatian, please fed 6oc to contact Dave Wemtz at 3M/671-

9950, exL 14 •
.

Walupt Ciiput timber lale (decislOB notice tigned July I):

The Walupt timber sale uill cut over 6 million boeni feet, including over a hundivd acres of old-growth, from the

Cispus Adaptive Management Area. Located just outside the Goal Rocks Wildeniess, the sale area contains some of

' the last classic old-gro«th in the entire watenhL-d. The diverse srray of wetlands, rock outcrops, talus slopes, Had

ancienl forests in the area provides habitat for spotted owls, grisly bears, wolves, lyiu, wolverine, fishei, goshawk

and 23$ other species including 1 8 listed under the Endangered Species Act. In odditioa to violating the Northwest

Forest Plan oa^ Aquatic Coiucrvstian Strategy by antiog old-growth md stream-siile forests, the Walupt timbar talc ^

will exiitpate spotted owls and will adversely in^Kt nortfaem godiawfcs.

30/3S dfflber talc (dedsion nuilca signed July 13):

TbieTOni timber sale proposes to cut nearly 11 millioa board feet o«er 406 acres within the Cu^nu Adaptive'

Management Area and Key Waterthed. Applying typially cunvoliued logic, the Forest Service'proposcs logging

ftiimhl* ow) habitat \a create owt >'»>'''«' The sale u proposed will destroy rrmnant habitat oeccssaiy tor the

survival of four owl pairs, adversely impact the Pacilic Qsber, degrade unpocram scieam-sidc fotesl, cut steep and

unstable slopes, and increase road-related sediment to oreanu. This sale is out ofcompliance with the Koctfawcjt

Forest Plan and does not meet the requirenoents of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy. -
,

.

Little White DEMO timber >al« (dtcisioo notice ligned May IS):

The Little While DEMO timber sale cuts more than 72 million board feet of old-growth forest from the Little Wliiie

Salmon Key Wotershed. ' The sale also cuts forest dimlly thiui sensibve nream-.<ide areu, degrades waia quality in

fish bearing streams, eliminates two spoiled owl areas, tbreaieiis rare and sensitivK planl aaX wildlile populations,

' and signiflcauily fiagnuails sceiions of the Little HucklebenyMoonuiin roadless urea (Dan-RAR£II). The Little

Huckleberry Muuntam roadleu area, located adjacent lo a 3U.U0U acre Lava t)eds/Red Mountain/Bear Creek roadless

' Bcacomplex, contains one of the largest contiguous tracts of laie-neeessunal foreskin the area, and an uniuoaUy

high concentration of uneacimon plants, plant communities, seaailivc plants, and special habitats. This roadless area

ptDvidcs important habitat for endangered grizzly bear, vnM, goshawk, spoaed owl, peregrine blcon. and src«ral

amphibian populatioui. This sale does not meet the couiTvation objectives ofthaNorthwot Forest Plan or the

Aqnatie Conservation Strategy. . '

Jwnrain' Itinber sale (comncnc period ended April 10. dedsioa expected):

Hie Jatmnin' timber sale also proposes to log up to S.3 million board feet from 4 16 acRs of the Little Hucklebeny

Mountain (non-RARE C) roadless area (see above). Becaiue the Forest Service intends to cut old-growth forest in .

protective buf&rs along streams in the roadless area, the Jommin' limber sale will likdy have dramalic ecological

irnr"''* The sale area contains sleep, uustabte areas and geological hazards that are susc^tible to management-

induced debris flows imd lanUslidss. In this heavily over-cm watershed, the roadless area provides one of the only

aourcet ofdean, scdimenl-free water that .ustains native cuuhnaiooui populaiions. The Forest Service

•eknewledges tliat die Junmin' dinber talc will 'increase prvsenlly dcvaied sediment levels and Sirther degrade

_ poor channel eonditioos" and that logging on sleep slopes will increase mn-oCTand cause "higher peak flows dian

cunenily occur." Taking fUll advantage Ibc suspcnsiou of environmental laws, die Forest Service is disregarding

requirenienis to niainlain high water quality, preserve native cutthroat uooi habiui, and assess impacts to roadkss

areas greater than lOUO acres. Asproposed. this sale does ooi meet the Noftfawcst Forest Plan's Aquatic

Conservation Strategy.

(360)671-9950 Suite 316. 1155 N. State St., Bellingham.WA 98225
T.KX (360) 671-8429 m.ail P.O. Box 2813. BeUingham, VVA 98227-2813
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Ladgcberr}' timber >•!« (XA commaai detdliac March 26. dcciiioo expected):

The Lodgebern irtibcr sale propos« biuldm; \ i nulu of new rmd aiid loggmj 3.6 inillioa board feet frozi 3}9

taa of the 7,600 acre Horseshoe Roadless Area and the 2.200 lae South VCdv^ay Roadleu Area adjacent to the Mt.

Adams Wilderness. Disregarding tlie fan that the CiiTurd Pinchac Foresc Plan sn-v clearly acd pbinly that "tiaber

harvest is not to be scheduled in these areas," the Forext Service plans to ftugment nearly tv-o tliousand acres ofRaR£ Q
Roadless Area i*ith this timber sile. lu 1990, a tedenl court luled that nxidless areas "pioMde a sancnwy to aninal and

pUiu ipedes most sensiiive to human disturtODces" and that pnieac pLinned m roadless areas tnua be xmlyzed m an OS.

No EIS is planned for this sale As proposed, this sale doa mX meei the standaids and »iiiiielinn of the CiSxd Piochot

Forest Plaa

McToo cimber tale (£A comment deadUae Jnna 27, dedtioa npected):

Tiue Wind River Ranger Distnct plans to cut nearly 7 milliun board feet and over 200 acres of old-grovkth from the

Wind River Key Watershed. As proposed, the sole will violate Korthwcsi Forest Plan provisions to protect old-

giQwib habitat fconires. uvtlonds, waier qualic>, and sensitive and endangered xpeaes. The Forest Service intends to

cut old-growth un unstable slopes, compact seosiave soils, and increase sedimentation to streams. Surveys Cor the

Larch Mountain salamander and great gray owl «ere not conducted as required ^y the Plan. As proposed, this sale

does not meet the rajuireinents of the Northwest Forest Plan or the Aquatic Conservatiwi Stntegy,

' Paradise HiU> DEMO timber sale (deciiion slgDed June 26):

The Paradise Hill DEMO timbex sale will log nearly 4 miUiuu board feet of old-growth forest Irotn 1 1 S acres of the

Lewis River Key Watershed Despite ptoviiioui in the NorTh*e.<t Forest Plan to protect water quality in tl:e

watershed, the sole will cut sensitive stream-side forest and increase sediment and temperature levels. The Forest

Service acknowledges the sale will eliminate two spotted owl areas, and adversely unpacts sensitive and endangered

plant species and habitaL This sale docs not meet the conservation objectiva of ihc Northwest Forest Flan or the

Aquatic Cotiservation Strategy

Butte DEMO timber iai«(d*dsloo sipwd March 2S):

The Butte DEMO timber sale will log ova t«'o miniaa board teet fiom 1 18 acres of the Cispos Adaptive

Management Area. The Forest Service acknowledges that Ihc suk will destroy two oorthem goshawk oestx, habitat

(or sensitive and endangsed plants, and cut forests akog stieams. This sale fiiiU to meet the conservatian objectives

ofthe Northwest Forest Plan.

Loole/Bosey timber sale (decision notice signed May 15):

The Louie/Rosey timber sale «ill cm 4.4 million board feet from 1 59 acres ofthe Lewis RiverKeV Watenbed,

Although Key Watersheds are intended to provide high water quality and the Forest Service acknowledges existing

sediment problems in the sale area, the l.^)Uie/Roscy timber sale £a anticipates that proposed lo<!ging and road

boilding will cause an "increase in sediment that is delivered to streams adjacent to and dowiuiream rrom the road

systems" and could potentially ~reactivaic the large (slope) liiilure" in the sale area. The amber sale also employs

logging techniques that are expected to cause "increased bonk and r.hann^l ^osion and the ultimate delivery of more

sediment" to streams in the Lewis River. As ptoposcd, only two of the nine cutting units comply with the Notthwesi

Forest Plan's Aquatic Conservatian Strategy. Even these wo units ate out ofcompliance with the CiSbtd Piscboi

Forest Plan.

Creeahora timber sale (EA comment dcadllri* May 6, decision cxpccicd):

The Greenhorn timber sale proposes to log the largest trees from within a late-succcsatooal reserve and within buffen
jntmrirtl to protect stream-side forests. The sale will destroy imponam dispersal habitat for spotted owls and other

Ute-auccessianal associated species, and violates die Narthwe« Forest Plan by cutting foresu older than SO years old.

As proposed, this sale does not meet the Northwest Forest Plan oclhc Aquatic Conservation Strategy.

Middle Fork timber tale (dceisiun oodce signed July S):

The Middle Fork timber sale is planned in the drastically over-cm Kalama River watershed. During the winter sturm

events of 1996, cutthroat and steelhead trout habitat in the Kalama River *ts sobjected to high amounts of

twiimmration from numerous lanHtlides and debris tonents. DespiiefUllprotecliimof stream-side forests, the FS
fisheries biologist concluded that the Middle Fork sale would cause 'substantial risk of adverse stream effects and

prolonged delays m wuenhed recovery.' This sale does aocmeet the rcquinatkeoB of the Gifford Piitchot Forest

Plan.
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DEVASTATING LOGGING RIDER IMPACTS
ON THE WEST COAST FISHING INDUSTRY

Likely extinction of key Snake River ESA listed salmon populations:

Heroic eSbrts and hundreds of millions of dollars are being spent to revive ESA listed snake river

Chinook in the upper Cohimbia Basin. As many as 25,000 family wage salmon-produced jobs have

been lost due to salmon collapses in the Columbia. Meanwhile several "section 318 sales" will

proceed under the rider which will wipe out much ofthe remnants of their historic spawning grounds:

Froni October 13, 1995, sworn declaration of Jacqueline Wyland, Ph.D., Oiief of

Environmental and Technical Services EHvision, National Marine Fisheries Service,

Portland, OR (most relevant portions emphasized):

"Listed Snake River M chinook salmon occur in the Grande Ronde River Historic

estimates for &11 chinook salmon in this river are unavailable. However, currentpopulations

are below self-sustaining levels Fall chinook spawning success in the Grande Ronde River

probably is limited by sedimentation ofspawning habitat, loss of pool habitat, and winter icing

of the river. . These effects are largely due to land management activities both within and

outade ofthe national forest system. Forest management in headwater areas is likely to have

increased peak flows and channel disturbance, degrading &I1 chinook habitat." (Pgs 8 -9)

"Since the Snake River spring/summer chinook salmon were listed as threatened in 1992,

NMFS has conduaed numerous consultations with the WaOowa-Whitman National Forest.

One ofthe first formal consultations evaluated eleven timber sales in the Upper Grande Ronde
River watershed. The Forest Service has identified nine of those same sales as ones that

could be released witfa their pre-consuttation terms [under the salvage rider]. . By allowing

these sales to be released with their pre-consultation terms, the level ofincidental taking of

STEWARDS OF THE HSPffiRIES
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these listed salmon species will be increased at a time when their condition is particularly

precarious. If these nine sales are released with only their pre-consultation terms, their

environmental effects couldjeopardize the continued existence of the Upper Grande Ronde

River populations of spring/summer chinook salmon. These salmon are an important

component ofthe remnant population ofGrand Ronde River spring/summer chinook, which

would also be put at greater risk of extinction." (Pgs. 9—10)

Several severely depressed coastal salmon, cutthroat and steelhead stocks will

likely be extinguished:

Section 3 1 8 sales are "clustered" in areas where coho salmon, searun cutthroat and steelhead stocks

are the most seriously depressed and are ESA candidate species, inchiding several runs of vital

importance to both commercial and recreational fisheries. The US government as well as the State

of Oregon is spending tens of millions of dollars trying to rescue these fish fi-om extinction while

simuhaneously several "section 318" sales will likely seriously damage or utterly extinguish some of

these remnant runs. Ifthese sales proceed it will make a coastwide ESA listing ofcoho salmon far

more likdy, and recovery efforts &r more difficult, which will mean more coastal fishing closures in

order to protect these weak stocks, and hundreds of millions ofdollars more loss to our industry.

Sworn declaration of Jacqueline Wyland:

Chetco River sales:

"Logging these sales fm the Chetco River] as originally planned will likely result in

significant cumulative advene effects to adjacent and downstream habitats for KMP steelhead

and coho sabnon due to the small size ofthe watershed, the large number of timber harvest

units in the watershed, the watershed's steep slopes and unconsolidated soils, and inadequate

riparian protection provided by the original timber sale designs." (Pg. 19)

Umpqua River sales:

"Stream buffers inchided in the timber sale layout for Dead Middleman [one of several sales]

are inadequate to protect fisheries and aquatic resources. Unit 1 contains a 700-foot long

s^ment offish beating (second order) stream that would receive only a 25-foot buffer. The

seven total timber sale units also have approximately 10,000 feet of unbuffered first- and

second-order streams. Although many are intermittent, some are very hkely fish-bearing

streams during part of the year. The fish-bearing streams contain resident cutthroat trout,

which are included in the ESU proposed as "threatened." .... The aggregate effects of this

timber sale, when combined with the effects of other Forest Service and BLM '318' timber

sales in the South Fork, would adversely affect the anadromous fish resources ofthe South

Fork, particularly Unqjqua cutthroat trout." (Pg. 20)

I
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Quotes from the October 3, 1995, letter to Forest Service Supervisor John Lowe:

Ftvg I Impoua River Basin timber sales:

"In that conference, the FS submined a Biological Assessment (BA) that concluded that the

four of the five timber sales were likely to jeopardize Umpqua River cutthroat trout

Although the aquatic screei^s had been run on these sales, the recommendations made by

"Screening and Review Teams" fit)m the Umpqua National Forest and the FS's Regional

OflSce, the recommendations made by these teams were not fully implemented in the timber

sale designs Consequently, significant adverse aquatic impacts remained and the BA
conduded that four ofthe five timber sales were likely to jeopardize Umpqua River sea-run

cutthroat trout (the fifth sale, Honeytree, was determined to be 'Likely to Adversely

Afiect')" (Pg 2 ofMemo)

'74MFS does not believe that these particular actions can be modified to completely avoid

adverse effects to anadromous sabnonids." (Pg. 2 ofMemo)

"Like the South Fork Umpqua, many tier 1 key watersheds have already experienced

significant timbo' harvest entry and road-related disturbance in the past, and currently exhibit

degraded baseline environmental conditions The recent round ofwcaershed analyses, done

in key watersheds in 1994-5, confirm that the typical tier I key watershed as a whole is

barely able toprovide the high quality habitats anadromous sabnomds need to survive and

reproduce; many dtaw evidence ofhi^ sediment loads, elevated water temperatures, loss

of large woody debris, reduced channel sinuosity, increased channel width, and loss of

overall instream habitat complexity. While usually only a portion of a tier 1 key watershed

is fiiOy functional, these 'last best habitats' are critical to the long-term survival ofthe species,

and it is infact these remaining high quality areas that are most at riskfrom Ae 318 sales.

In the Elk River, for example (see list enclosed), the 318 sales are located in the North Fork

subwatershed, which has the best habitat conditions and supports the largest salmonid

populations. ... High concentrations of 318 sale activity within a proposed ESU are

particularly apparent in the Oregon CoastESUfor coho salmon (proposedas "threatened")

and the Umpqua Cutthroat Trout ESU (proposed as "endangered")" (Pg. 3 ofMemo)

This Memo also raised serious concenis with 3 18 sales east ofthe Cascades in the Wallowa-Whitman

National Forest as well, some ofwhich are likely to lead to extinctions.

Net fishing closures will result from reduced populations of marbled murrdets:

Maibled murrdets nest only in coastal old-growth forests, but feed out at sea where they sometimes

can get caught in commercial fishing nets and drown. Between 90% and 95% of the maibled

murrdet's old-growth habitat is now gone, driving it to near extinctioa Since the marbled murrelet

is listed as "threatened" under the ESA, the commerdal ofi&hore net fishery is operated under an

"incidental take permit," and accidental catch ofthese threatened seabirds has been carefully limited.
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However, if this seabtrd becomes downlisted as "endangered" no incident permits will be issued —

the resuk could be widespread job loss and unemployment among commercial net fishermen

coastwide. The more onshore old-growth habitat is lost for the bird's recovery, the more likely it is

to be downlisted, thus afifecting net fisheries firom Northern California to the Puget Sound, WA.

At least 59 rider-revived clearcut sales in murrelet nesting areas (canceled as illegal under the old

laws, but which under the rider now no longer apply) must now go forward under their original

(previously illegal) terms. According to USFWS scientists, these timber sales will wipe out 14% of

all known marbled murrelet nesting sites in California, Oregon and Washington. In the Siuslaw,

one ofthe best remaining reiuges for the bird in the Northwest, these clearcuts will wipe out 25% of

all known nesting sites in the refuge. Altogether, we are talking about 6.4 square miles of old-

growth clearcut right in key nesting areas. All this is after the loss of almost 95% of iu habitat

already. According to USFWS sworn statements in court:

'In conchision, it b my beliefbased upon the best available scientific information that serious

and irreparable harm to the threatened marbled murrelet will occur if the Forest Service and

BLM sales at issue are harvested .... Murrelet population trends are downward and continue

to be of grave concern. We know of no areas where murrelet numbers are stable or

increasing. Continued loss of occupied nesting habitat is a primary cause of this downward

trend and is the greatest threat to the species' continued survival. Therefore, it is critical to

protect high quality occupied nesting habitat such as that contained in these sale units. From

the perspective of marbled murrelet conservation and recovery, this Ugh quaGty habitat is

irreplaceable..." (Declaration of Nfichad J. Spear, Regional Director, USFWS Pacific

Region)

These :learcuts make it abnost certain that the marbled murrelet will be downlisted to "endangered"

in the near future. As timber harvests wipe out more and more of its native old-growth habitat on

shore, its numbers will inevitably continue to decline and additional pressure will be placed on the

fishing industry to protect the remnants. Downlisting would likely terminate all incidental take

permits for the Puget Sound net fishery, ending that valuable fishery — perhaps forever.

Right now the commercial fishing industry is going to heroic and expensive efforts to avoid even

accidental "taking" ofthese seabirds at sea. Meanwhile federally subsidized operations by the timber

industry under the rider continue to wipe out their last habitat onshore. This makes absohitely no

sense!

I^ throu^ continued k>ss ofhabitat, tUs ehisive seabird is forced fiuther toward extinction, then the

prospects for ultimate recovery dramatically decrease, the expense of recovery efforts mounts

diamaticaDy, and additional pressure on commercial fisheries to save the last remnants will result in

major season closures, with considerable ecoix>mic loss and dislocation coastwide.
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JOINT LETTER BY THE NORTHWEST SPORTFISHING
INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION

and the

PACIFIC COAST FEDERATION OF FISHERMEN'S
ASSOCIATIONS

Members of the Senate March 27, 199S

Capitol Hill

Washington, DC 20515

RE: Fishing industry groups oppose 'su£5ciency language* and mandated timber harvests

Dear Senator

The Pacific Coast Federation ofFishermen's Associations (PCFFA) is the largest organization of

commercial fishermen on the west coast, with member organizations from San Diego to Alaska. We
represent working men and women ofthe Pacific fishing fleet who generate tens ofthousands ofjobs

and are the economic mainstay ofmany coastal communities throughout the Pacific coast region. We
are joined in this letter by the Northwest Sportfishing Industry Association (NSIA), which represents

the many sportfishing businesses in the Northwest. There are more than 5,000 such businesses in this

region, with several thousand more in Alaska. Between our two organizations we represent several

billion dollars annually in economic productivity, and more than 100,000 jobs along the Pacific coast

as well as far inland.

We oppose the current Congressional efifort to approve "sufiBciency language" or to mandate

mininium timber harvest levds in the Northwest. However well meaning, these are neverthdess bad
ideas. Su£5ciency language would simply override all current protections for salmon and other

aquatic species Mandatory timber harvest levels would essentially do the same, since many levels

could not be reached without severe damage to other resources. The result would only be

additional degradation of already severely damaged salmon spawning habitat, more economic

dislocation within fishing communities, and more lost jobs in our industry. Salmon throughout

the region have already been severdy depressed because of past timber harvests done without regard

to their environmental consequences. This region cannot afiford to go down that road once agaiit
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Members of the Senate

March 27, 1995

We also are a natural resource dependent industry. We are sympathetic to the plight of timber

communities, and are not opposed to harvesting timber through the existing Forest Plan or in ways

that are legal under current law. However, it makes no economic sense to harvest timber on the

backs of flshennen and at tbe expense of the jobs and coastal communities which salmon

support. This would be a form of economic suicide for the region.

Federal managemem agencies already have an aggressive fire salvage program, and all the legal

authority they need to implement it. However, they should not be forced by law to move fester than

they can complete the necessaiy environmental assessments and watershed analyses so they can take

the proper steps to protea fragile salmon and other aquatic resources. The sohition is not

"sufficiency language," nor is it mandated levels. The real solution would be to accelerate funding

to the USPS and BLM to enable them to more quickly complete the necessary watershed analyses

for their own planned salvage and harvest programs.

Sufficiency language and mandated harvest levels are simply bad ideas. If enacted, they would

fiirther deplete sahnon and other aquatic resources which it is vitally important to protect. They

would also fiirther devastate fishing economies throughout the region. They would throw our

industry fiirther into economic diaos. They would make it just that much tougher, and just that much

more expensive, to restore the Northwest's valuable salmon runs back to fiill productivity.

We urge you to oppose every attempt to impose "sufficiency language" to override current

envircmmental protections as weD as the setting ofmandatory harvest or salvage levels on our nation's

forests — whether by appropriations rider, amendment or separate l^islation. Thank you.

Sincerely, y

Executive Director

Pacific Coast Federation of

Fishermen's A^seciaiions

iic H^. /f- ^
Liz Hamilton

Executive Director

Northwest Sportfishing

Industry Association (NSIA)
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CANYON SALVAGE SALE

DARRINGTON RANGER DISTRICT - MT BAKER-SNOQUALMIE NATIONAL FOREST

Clinton Forest Plan Designation: Independence Late Successional Reserve

Key Watershed: South Fork Stillaguamish River

1300 Acres Planning Area - Insect: Hemlock Looper

In 1991 a hemlock looper infestation defoliated parts of a 1300 acre area within the Canyon
Creek watershed, off Mountain Loop Highway, near Olo Mountain. Although a 1300 acre

area was affected, only 400 acres have more than 50% defoliation. The sale includes some
of the last old-growth in the Independence Late Successional Reserve. Under the Clearcut

Rider, this sale is allowed to proceed without citizen challenge.

Environmental Impacts of the Sale

Unstable soils: The Canyon Creek watershed includes steep slopes and unstable

soils, leading to a high probability for more slope failures. Past logging activities have

instigated several slides in the Canyon Creek watershed. The highest defoliation areas are

located right along the creek. Logging these areas will likely cause sedimentation of

Canyon Creek and destruction of salmon habitat. Although no new roads are allowed,

reconstruction of old roads can still have a devastating effect on the watershed. The
Independence LSR already has 1.5 miles of road per square mile, 50% more than is

considered marginally acceptable for watershed, fish and wildlife health.

Wildlife: Spotted Owl, Northern Goshawk, Bald Eagle, Mountain Goat, Marbled Murrelet,

and Gray Wolf have all been observed within the area. Noise from logging operations will

disturb murrelet nesting activities. Snags and coarse woody debris created by the looper

has created habitat for many species of birds, amphibians, and reptiles. Because the

surrounding areas have a deficiency of these structures, it is important to retain these

habitats.

Salmon: Coho salmon, a species petitioned for listing under the Endangered Species

Act, is present in the South Fork Stillaguamish, and will likely be negatively impacted by this

sale.

Low Elevation and Fragmentation: Much of the sale area is located below 2000
feet elevation. Low elevation old-growth forests are extremely rare, and should be protected.

The Canyon Creek watershed is highly fragmented and cut over. The old-growth in the

Independence LSR is surrounded by private and federal lands that have been heavily

logged. As some of the last remaining old-growth in the watershed, it is critical to preserve

the area. Additionally, only 43% of the Independence LSR is old-growth.
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Old-growth Habitat : Under the Clinton Forest Plan, salvage logging in Late

Successional Reserves (LSR's) should have a "positive effect on late-successional forest

habitat." The objective of LSR's is to protect and enhance conditions of late-successional

and old-growth forest ecosystems. This unnecessary and destructive logging wilt have a

negative effect on old-growth habitat.

Prevention of Wildfire?: The Forest Service claims that salvage is necessary to

prevent future wildfires in the area affected by the looper. However, stand-replacing wildfires

are extremely rare west of the Cascades. The last stand-replacing wildfire in the

Independence LSR occurred in 1834. The Forest Service's ovwi studies show that standing

dead trees actually retard spreading fires. Furthermore, logging activities may increase the

risk of fire by increasing human presence and spark-generating activities and leaving behind

logging slash.

Roadless Area: The large block of old-growth forest along the east and northeast sides

of Olo Mountain is a 1000 acre roadless area. Many of the highly defoliated areas that the

Forest Service is likely to log are located within this roadless area. Roadless areas are so

rare that they must be protected.

Forks Recreation Trail Will be Destroyed: The Forks trail is a remnant trail, still

enjoyed by countless individuals and families, which used to go from Granite Falls to Three

Fingers Mountain. It is located mostly within a patch of high defoliation, and also includes

many old-growrth green trees as well. In order to reach the highly defoliated area, many

healthy green old-growth cedar and hemlock trees must be cut. The recreational experience

of this trail will be completely destroyed if this sale goes through.

Effects of the Clearcut Rider on the Democratic Process: Because of the

Clearcut Rider, if the Decision Notice is signed on this sale before September 30th, no

citizen challenge to the sale will be allowed. This destructive sale demonstrates the need

for citizen involvement in timber sale planning and the need to restore our democratic rights

that have been removed by the rider. Under the proposed Craig "Forest Health" bill, this area

would be allowed to be called an "emergency", and environmental review and citizen input

would be shortened or not allowed.

o
26-951 (286)
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